1900255 23/12/2009
HINDUSTAN PENCILS PRIVATE LIMITED
510, HIMALAYA HOUSE, 79, PALTON ROAD, MUMBAI-400 001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT.
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUSHANT M. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1889205, 1894117

MUMBAI
PENCILS, ERASERS, SHARPENENS, FOOT RULES, WAX COLOURS, COLOURS, TUBE COLOURS, PENCIL LEADS AND ALL OTHERS STATIONERY GOODS.
ASSOCIATE DECOR LIMITED
ASSOCIATE HOUSE, 85-A, VICTORIA ROAD, Sant Sa-a Marg, MUSTAFA BAZAR, BYCULLA (EAST), MUMBAI -400010
MUMBAI-400010.
Manufacturers and Merchants
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; stationery; plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); plastic films for wrapping, silver paper, toilet paper, waxed paper;
BROOKLYN
2552790  22/06/2013
FIITJEE LTD.
29A, Kalu Sarai, Sarvapriya Vihar, New Delhi-110017
Manufacturer and Merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WORLDWIDE INTELLEC
313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Used Since :01/01/2013

DELHI
Printed matter and publications, course materials, books, periodicals, instructions and teaching materials, magazines and stationary.
GYAN BHARTI PRAKASHAN PVT. LTD
SH.3/1-2-M-24-D, VISHWANATHPURI COLONY NAVALPUR BASAHI SHIVPURI VARANASI U.P.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHASTRI REGISTRATION BUREAU
2-5, (1ST FLOOR), GYAN MANDAL PLAZA, MAIDAGIN, VARANASI, (U.P.).

Used Since : 15/01/1991

To be associated with:
2406429
DELHI
SURE SERIES, PRINTED BOOKS, COMPETITION BOOKS, SERIES, GUIDE BOOKS AND STATIONERIES.
1. First Wealth Direct

2. FIRST WEALTH DIRECT

3. first wealth direct

4. First Wealth Direct

Priority claimed from 21/01/2013; Application No. : 302501865 ;Hong Kong

2568127  22/07/2013

Valdimir Pte. Ltd.
50 Raffles Place, # 35-01 Singapore Land Tower, SINGAPORE

Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF SINGAPORE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUMITA SINGH
G-1-5 FLAT NO.1 RING ROAD MODEL TOWN-3 DELHI-110009

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PRINTED MATTER; CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; CATALOGUES; CERTIFICATES; CHARTS; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); LETTERS; LOOSE-LEAF BINDERS; MAGAZINES [PERIODICALS]; MANUALS [HANDBOOKS]; MEMBER GUIDE BOOKLET; MEMBER MEDICAL CARD; NEWSLETTERS; NEWSPAPERS; NOTE BOOKS; NUMBERING APPARATUS; PADS [STATIONERY]; PAMPHLETS; PAPER; PERIODICALS; PHOTOGRAPHS; PLACE MATS OF PAPER; PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTED MATTER RELATING TO FINANCIAL PLANNING, INVESTMENT ANALYSIS, PORTFOLIO ALLOCATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SELECTING FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS, NEWSLETTERS, MAGAZINES, PERIODIC REPORTS, BOOKS, INVESTOR REPORTS AND USER MANUALS; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS; PRINTED TIMETABLES; PROSPECTUSES; RULERS; STATIONERY; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT Furniture); WRITING PADS
2575124   02/08/2013
SHRI ANANDPUR TRUST
16/198 FAIZ ROAD KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A SPIRITUAL AND CHARITABLE TRUST
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Used Since :01/01/0974
DELHI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD
PURPOSES; ARTISTS" MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE);
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PLAYING CARDS; PRINTERS" TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE SHREE.
NENO
2575282 03/08/2013
FARHATH MUJAHID
trading as; M/s.CHARMINAR BRUSH INDUSTRIES
M/s.CHARMINAR BRUSH INDUSTRIES, #11-3-927, Sajan Residency, Opp.Prince Hotel, Nobel Talkies Circle, New Mallepally,
Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Manufacturers, Marketers & Distributors
Trademark Registration
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since: 27/06/2011

CHENNAI
PAINT BRUSHES; ART BRUSHES; ROLLER BRUSHES; PAINTERS BRUSHES; DRAWING BRUSHES; WRITING BRUSHES;
ALL TYPES OF PAINT BRUSHES, ARTISTIC BRUSHES, ROLLER BRUSHES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
2581684  19/08/2013
SUN MARK LIMITED
Sun House, 428 Long Drive, Greenford, Middlesex UB6 8UH, United Kingdom
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI
10/1013, ATMA HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009 - GUJARAT
Used Since :17/05/2004
AHMEDABAD
paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials including kitchen towels, toilet papers and baby wipes, not included in other classes
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK.
WORLD ONE FOREX

2592771  06/09/2013

WORLDONE INDIA FOREX PVT.LTD
D-604 ANANDLOK SOCIETY MAYOR VIHAR PHASE-I DELHI 91
MANUFACTURER TRADER AND SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since: 14/07/2013

DELHI

PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES; ARTICLES MADE FROM PAPER AND CARDBOARD, BOOKS, PUBLICATIONS, GREETING CARDS, MAGAZINES, PERIODICALS, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS, CATALOGUES, BOOKLETS, LEAFLETS, BULLETINS, POSTERS NEWSLETTERS PHOTOGRAPHS, STATIONERY; ARTISTS MATERIALS: OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL & TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS) PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES), PACKAGING MATERIALS, DIRECT MAILERS & PRINTED MATTER FOR PUBLICITY AND ADVERTISEMENT
2612387   15/10/2013
RAVI DEECEE
trading as ; DC BOOKS
DC KIZHAKEMURI EDAM, GOOD SHEPARD ROAD, KOTTAYAM, KERALA-686001, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHERIAN & ASSOCIATES
64/1806, KALLATH APARTMENTS, MATHAI MANURAN ROAD, COCHIN, KERALA - 682 018.
Used Since :01/01/2012
CHENNAI
BOOKS, PERIODICALS, MAGAZINES, PHOTOGRAPHS, STATIONERS, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS
2634719  28/11/2013

BML EDUCORP SERVICES
E-2, Qutab Hotel Complex, Shaheed Jeet Singh Marg, New Delhi-110016

MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WORLDWIDE INTELLEC
313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Used Since : 01/10/2013

To be associated with:
2550037, 2550041

DELHI

Computer printouts, Computer Programs, Manuals, Operating Instructions, Books, Publications, Magazines, Stationary, Ribbons, Ink, Computer Requisites, Cards, Pens, Pencils, Instructional & Teaching Materials, Advertisement Sheets, Pictures, Graphic Reproductions, Transparencies, Written Matters, Paper and Paper Articles, Cardboard and Cardboard Articles, Printed Matters, Newspapers, Periodicals, Adhesives, Artist Materials, Printers Type & Elitches (Stereotype)
2634722 28/11/2013

BML EDUCORP SERVICES
E-2, Qutab Hotel Complex, Shaheed Jeet Singh Marg, New Delhi-110016

MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WORLDWIDE INTELLEC
313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Used Since: 01/10/2013

To be associated with:
2550037, 2550041, 2634719

DELHI

2769304  07/07/2014
CK BIRLA CORPORATE SERVICES LIMITED
8th Floor, Birla Tower, 25 Barakhamba Road, New Delhi 110 001.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :16/04/2014
DELHI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD
PURPOSES; ARTISTS' MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE);
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PLAYING CARDS; PRINTERS' TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS; PUBLICATIONS, PRINTED
MATTER AND PUBLICITY PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL NAMELY ADVERTISING GOODS, CINEMATOGRAPHIC
ENTERTAINMENT TRADING CARDS, STICKERS, DECALS, COLLECTIBLE CARDBOARD TRADING DISCS, MEMO
BOARDS, CLIPBOARDS, PAPER, COASTERS, POST CARDS, PAPER PLACE MATS, PLAYING CARDS, MEMO PADS, BALL
POINT PENS, PENCILS, PEN AND PAPER HOLDER STANDING BOARDS, SCRABBOOKS, RUBBER STAMPS, BANNERS
AND FLAGS, BOOKMARKS, 3-RING BINDERS, STATIONERY FOLDERS, WIREBOUND NOTEBOOKS, PORTFOLIO
CALENDARS.
2769325  07/07/2014
CK BIRLA CORPORATE SERVICES LIMITED
8th Floor, Birla Tower, 25 Barakhamba Road, New Delhi 110 001.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :16/04/2014

To be associated with:
2769304

DELHI
RESPECT OF PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES;
PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR
HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS' MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT
FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR
PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PLAYING CARDS; PRINTERS' TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS;
PUBLICATIONS, PRINTED MATTER AND PUBLICITY PROMOTIONAL MATEAAL NAMELY ADVERTISING GOODS,
CINEMATOGRAPHIC ENTERTAINMENT TRADING CARDS, STFCKERS, DECALS, COLLECTIBLE CARDBOARD TRADING
DISCS, MEMO BOARDS, CLIPBOARDS, PAPER, COASTERS, POST CARDS, PAPER PLACE MATS, PLAYING CARDS,
MEMO PADS, BALL POINT PENS, PENCILS, PEN AND PAPER HOLDER STANDING BOARDS, SCRAPBOOKS, RUBBER
STAMPS, BANNERS AND FLAGS, BOOKMARKS, 3-RING BINDERS, STATIONERY FOLDERS, WIREBOUND NOTEBOOKS,
PORTFOLIO CALENDARS.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2221100.
PUNJABI TRIBUNE (MAJHA)

2774813   16/07/2014

THE TRIBUNE TRUST
SECTOR 29-C, CHANDIGARH-160030
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SWARAM & CO
408-A NEW LAWYERS CHAMBERS-III DELHI HIGH COURT SHER SHAH ROAD NEW DELHI-3

Used Since :09/12/2013

DELHI
NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, PRINTED MATTER, PERIODICALS, BUSINESS PAPERS, PHOTOGRAPHS, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE PUNJABI.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890 , 25/02/2019  Class 16

big.LITTLE
Priority claimed from 13/02/2014; Application No. : 012595823 ;European Union
2778685  22/07/2014
ARM LIMITED
110 Fulbourn Road, Cambridge, CB1 9NJ, United Kingdom
Manufacturers, Merchants and Distributors
A company incorporated under the laws of England and Wales

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014
Used Since :19/10/2011

DELHI
Printed materials all relating to computer hardware and computer software, integrated circuit based devices; instruction manuals relating to design and development of integrated circuits, microprocessors, microprocessor cores, semiconductor intellectual property cores, architecture extensions to semiconductor intellectual property cores, macro cells, microcontrollers, bus interfaces and printed circuit boards; user and development manuals all relating to the design and development of computer hardware and computer software, integrated circuits, microprocessors, microprocessor cores, semiconductor intellectual property cores, architecture extensions to semiconductor intellectual property cores, macro cells, microcontrollers, bus interfaces and printed circuit boards; printed materials concerning the performance and technical characteristics of computer hardware and computer software, integrated circuits, microprocessors, microprocessor cores, semiconductor intellectual property cores, architecture extensions to semiconductor intellectual property cores, macro cells, microcontrollers, bus interfaces and printed circuit boards; brochures relating to the design and development of computer hardware and computer software, integrated circuits, microprocessors, microprocessor cores, semiconductor intellectual property cores, architecture extensions to semiconductor intellectual property cores, macro cells, microcontrollers, bus interfaces and printed circuit boards; instruction manuals relating to design and development of heterogenous computing systems and semiconductor intellectual property cores with multiple processors [central processing units] designed to transition software workloads to the appropriate processors [central processing units] based on performance needs; printed materials concerning the performance and technical characteristics of heterogenous computing systems and semiconductor intellectual property cores with multiple processors [central processing units] designed to transition software workloads to the appropriate processors [central processing units] based on performance needs; brochures relating to design and development of heterogenous computing systems and semiconductor intellectual property cores with multiple processors [central processing units] designed to transition software workloads to the appropriate processors [central processing units] based on performance needs.

The Applicant wishes to claim rights in all colours..
2798947    27/08/2014
NITU SINGH
trading as; PARAMOUNT READER PUBLICATION
2691, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR, DELHI 110009
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :01/08/2014
To be associated with:
2798945, 2798946

DELHI
PRINTED MATTERS, PUBLICATIONS, BOOKS, EXERCISE BOOK, HELP BOOKS, PRACTICAL BOOKS, COMPETITION BOOKS, QUESTION BANK PAPER, MODEL PAPER, SOLVED PAPER, NOTE BOOKS, STUDENT GUIDE BOOKS, TEXT BOOKS, COMPUTER BOOKS, SCIENCE BOOKS, GEOGRAPHICAL ATLASES, QUIZ BOOKS, ARTS & DRAWING BOOKS, GENERAL BOOKS, MAGAZINE, NEWSPAPERS, PERIODICAL, JOURNALS, NOVELS, DIRECTORIES, REGISTER, STORY-BOOKS, RELIGIOUS BOOKS AND ACCOUNT BOOKS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE SSC (TIER II) MODEL PAPERS and OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER. MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.
2798948  27/08/2014
NITU SINGH
trading as ;PARAMOUNT READER PUBLICATION
2691, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR, DELHI 110009
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :01/08/2014
DELHI
PRINTED MATTERS, PUBLICATIONS, BOOKS, EXERCISE BOOK, HELP BOOKS, PRACTICAL BOOKS, COMPETITION BOOKS, QUESTION BANK PAPER, MODEL PAPER, SOLVED PAPER, NOTE BOOKS, STUDENT GUIDE BOOKS, TEXT BOOKS, COMPUTER BOOKS, SCIENCE BOOKS, GEOGRAPHICAL ATLASSES, QUIZ BOOKS, ARTS & DRAWING BOOKS, GENERAL BOOKS, MAGAZINE, NEWSPAPERS, PERIODICAL, JOURNALS, NOVELS, DIRECTORIES, REGISTER, STORY-BOOKS, RELIGIOUS BOOKS AND ACCOUNT BOOKS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ANKGANIT and OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER. MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.
2798953  27/08/2014
NITU SINGH
trading as ;PARAMOUNT READER PUBLICATION
2691, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR, DELHI 110009
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :01/03/2014
DELHI
PRINTED MATTERS, PUBLICATIONS, BOOKS, EXERCISE BOOK, HELP BOOKS, PRACTICAL BOOKS, COMPETITION BOOKS, QUESTION BANK PAPER, MODEL PAPER, SOLVED PAPER, NOTE BOOKS, STUDENT GUIDE BOOKS, TEXT BOOKS, COMPUTER BOOKS, SCIENCE BOOKS, GEOGRAPHICAL ATLAS, QUIZ BOOKS, ARTS & DRAWING BOOKS, GENERAL BOOKS, MAGAZINE, NEWSPAPERS, PERIODICAL, JOURNALS, NOVELS, DIRECTORIES, REGISTER, STORY-BOOKS, RELIGIOUS BOOKS AND ACCOUNT BOOKS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ARITHMETIC AND OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER. MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.
2798955  27/08/2014

NITU SINGH

trading as ; PARAMOUNT READER PUBLICATION

2691, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR, DELHI 110009

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Used Since : 01/05/2014

DELHI

PRINTED MATTERS, PUBLICATIONS, BOOKS, EXERCISE BOOK, HELP BOOKS, PRACTICAL BOOKS, COMPETITION BOOKS, QUESTION BANK PAPER, MODEL PAPER, SOLVED PAPER, NOTE BOOKS, STUDENT GUIDE BOOKS, TEXT BOOKS, COMPUTER BOOKS, SCIENCE BOOKS, GEOGRAPHICAL ATLASES, QUIZ BOOKS, ARTS & DRAWING BOOKS, GENERAL BOOKS, MAGAZINE, NEWSPAPERS, PERIODICAL, JOURNALS, NOVELS, DIRECTORIES, REGISTER, STORY- BOOKS, RELIGIOUS BOOKS AND ACCOUNT BOOKS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE 'ADVANCE MATHS AND OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER'. MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.
2818302  26/09/2014
STEEL IMPEX & INDUSTRIES
trading as ;Steel Impex & Industries
Survey No. 115, Hissa No. 6, Ghodbunder Village Road, Mira Road (E), Thane 401107
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
An Indian Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AGNIHOTRI & JHA ASSOCIATES
Used Since :01/04/2011
To be associated with:
2818292
MUMBAI
PACKAGING FOR TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS
MR. PRADEEP KUMAR BUBNA
52/12, 3RD FLOOR, RAMJAS ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :17/11/2008
DELHI
EDUCATIONAL BOOKS, BOOKS AND MEGAZINES.
2832664  28/10/2014
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :05/09/2014

DELHI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD
PURPOSES; ARTISTS' MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE);
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS' TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS

No Exclusive right to use All Descriptive Matter appearing in the label..

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHOULD BE USED AS A WHOLE.
&HD

2837357  05/11/2014
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049
Used Since :22/10/2014
To be associated with:
2837351

DELHI

PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD
PURPOSES; ARTISTS' MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE);
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS' TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS
Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word HD.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2837351..
2888338    23/01/2015
VIJAY KUMAR RUSTAGI
trading as ;B.S. INDUSTRIES
520A/16A, DILSHAD GARDEN INDUSTRIAL AREA NORTH, OPP. MANSAROVER PARK METRO STATION, SHAHDARA,
DELHI 110095
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIVAM REGISTRATION CO.
944/3, 2ND FLOOR, FAIZ ROAD, NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI 110005
Used Since :01/09/1986
DELHI
ALL TYPE OF SCHOOL & OFFICE STATIONERY GOODS
2911438  27/02/2015
MEGA HUGO HOLDINGS LIMITED
SUITES 908-9, LEVEL 9, LANDMARK NORTH, 39 LUNG SUM AVENUE, SHEUNG SHUI, NEW TERRITORIES, HONG KONG
TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANOVIP
45/1, FLOOR NO:3, CORNER MARKET, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2873221
DELHI
"PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS" MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS" TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS; GRAPHIC PRINTS; GREETING CARDS; LABELING APPLIANCES;
RIGHT CLICK
2920432  12/03/2015
JYOTI BOOK DEPOT PVT. LTD.
295, IBRAHIM MANDI, KARNAL-132001 (HARYANA)
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PRINTED PUBLICATIONS INCLUDING REFERENCE BOOKS, CHILDREN BOOKS, TEXT BOOKS, GUIDES, HELP BOOKS, PERIODICALS & MAGAZINES.
PARAGON

2920674  12/03/2015

MR. PANKAJ MITTAL

trading as ;PARAGON

PLOT NO.-7, NAHAR PUR VILLAGE, SECTOR-7, ROHINI, DELHI-110085.

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES

A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since : 01/04/2002

DELHI

TISSUE PAPER, TOILET ROLL, KITCHEN ROLL, TISSUE BOX, TISSUE NAPKIN AND WET WIPES INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
Filmfare Web Carnival

2926778  20/03/2015
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers
an Indian company existing under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
Used Since :13/09/2012

DELHI
Printed matter and publication including newspapers, periodicals, newsletters, magazines, books, news bulletins; printed columns and articles, supplements to newspapers; screen plays, scripts; posters, clipboards, advertisement frames, advertisement and publicity literature, letter heads, calendars & diaries; commemorative stamp sheets, printed awards & certificates; pictures; graphic reproduction cards of all types & description; albums, pamphlets, photographs, flyers, manuals, engravings.
TIMES

2929105    24/03/2015
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers
an Indian company existing under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
Used Since :03/11/1838

To be associated with:
647335, 647347, 770025, 797891, 830923, 841379, 1306898, 1376455, 1376459, 1951663, 1953518, 1980181, 2153351

DELHI
printed matter and printed publication including newspapers, periodicals, newsletters, magazines, books & publications, news bulletins; printed columns and articles, supplements, to newspapers; printed screen plays, scripts; posters, clipboards, advertisement frames, advertisement frames, advertisement and publicity literature, instructional and teaching material, letter heads, calendars & diaries; stationery and other office requisites other than furniture; commemorative stamp sheets, printed awards & certificates; pictures; graphic reproduction cards of all types & description; albums.
LOST STORIES
2929427  25/03/2015
NEESH IMPEX PVT. LTD.
6352/2, Alexandra Road, Ambala Cantt 133001, Haryana, India
Manufacturer, Trader and Retailer
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS' MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLAYING CARDS; PRINTERS' TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS;
ARTOPEDIA

2932206  30/03/2015
JYOTI BOOK DEPOT PVT. LTD.,
295, IBRAHIM MANDI, KARNAL-132001, [HARYANA]
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES,
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PRINTED PUBLICATIONS INCLUDING REFERENCE BOOKS, CHILDREN BOOKS, TEXT BOOKS, GUIDES, HELP BOOKS, PERIODICALS & MAGAZINES.
HYGIWIPES

2946441 21/04/2015

DHIRAJ BHAGRA
BN-54 POORVI SHALIMAR BAGH DELHI 88
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/01/2015

DELHI

TISSUES OF PAPER, TOILET PAPER, TOWELS OF PAPER, FACE TOWELS OF PAPER, FILTER PAPER, HANDKERCHIEFS OF PAPER, NAPKINS OF PAPER AND CELLULOSE, TABLE NAPKINS OF PAPER, TISSUE PAPER AND NAPKINS.
2950302  25/04/2015
DANGSON HOTEL & RESTAURANTS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Dangson Hotel & Restaurants Private Limited
A-2/36, Rajouri Garden, New Delhi-110027.
Merchant and services provider.
Body incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D K LALWANI & CO.
403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Stationery and office requisites (other than furniture), paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials including albums, folders, forms, invoices, cards, menu cards, booklets, paper napkins; printed matter including newsletters, periodicals, geographical maps, calendars, brochures, pamphlets and publicity materials.
GURUZART

2953589  28/04/2015

GURMEET KAUR
trading as GURUZART

D-214, Saket, New Delhi
Merchant.

Single Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D K LALWANI & CO.
403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110 019.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; stationery; office requisites (except furniture); printed matter; pictures, paintings (pictures) framed or unframed, portraits, photographs; drawing materials, canvas for painting, tracing paper, paint trays, paintbrushes, brushes, painters' easels, palettes for painters, pantographs (drawing instruments), drawing boards, drawing pads, drawing pens, pencils, drawing pins, clipboards, photograph stands, artist's watercolor saucers, writing brushes, watercolors (paintings).
SPIDER METAL PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
A - 56, 57, TALA NAGRI - II, RAMGHAT ROAD, ALIGARH - 202001, U.P
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :31/12/1985
DELHI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, PRINTED MATTER, BOOK BINDING MATERIAL,
PHOTOGRAPHS, STATIONERY, ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, ARTISTS' MATERIALS,
PAINT BRUSHES, TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE), INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING
MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS), PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING, PLAYING CARDS, PRINTERS' TYPE,
PRINTING BLOCKS.
2957749  05/05/2015
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers
an Indian company existing under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
Used Since :28/04/2015

DELI
Printed matter and publication including newspapers, periodicals, newsletters, magazines, books, news bulletins; printed columns and articles, supplements to newspapers; screen plays, scripts; posters, clipboards, advertisement frames, advertisement and publicity literature, letter heads, calendars & diaries; commemorative stamp sheets, printed awards & certificates; pictures; graphic reproduction cards of all types & description; albums, pamphlets, photographs, flyers, manuals, engravings.

Proprietary right is claimed in the trade mark comprising of colour combination of Merun and White as envisaged vide Section 2 (1) (m) of the Trade Marks Act 1999..
THE GOLD CLASS

2957766  05/05/2015
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers
an Indian company existing under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
Used Since :28/04/2015

To be associated with:
1753599

DELHI
Printed matter and publication including newspapers, periodicals, newsletters, magazines, books, news bulletins; printed columns and articles, supplements to newspapers; screen plays, scripts; posters, clipboards, advertisement frames, advertisement and publicity literature, letter heads, calendars & diaries; commemorative stamp sheets, printed awards & certificates; pictures; graphic reproduction cards of all types & description; albums, pamphlets, photographs, flyers, manuals, engravings.
2957778    05/05/2015
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi-110103
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers
an Indian company existing under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
Used Since :28/04/2015
To be associated with:
2957766, 2957773
DELHI
Printed matter and publication including newspapers, periodicals, newsletters, magazines, books, news bulletins; printed columns and articles, supplements to newspapers; screen plays, scripts; posters, clipboards, advertisement frames, advertisement and publicity literature, letter heads, calendars & diaries; commemorative stamp sheets, printed awards & certificates; pictures; graphic reproduction cards of all types & description; albums, pamphlets, photographs, flyers, manuals, engravings.

Proprietary right is claimed in the trade mark comprising of colour combination of Merun and White as envisaged vide Section 2 (1) (m) of the Trade Marks Act 1999.:
3054426  14/09/2015
VISHAL KHEMKA
trading as M.R. PLASTIC
35, A.P.C. ROAD, KOLKATA 700009, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND EXPORTER.
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Used Since: 01/04/2005
To be associated with:
1977298
KOLKATA
PLASTIC CARRY BAGS AND SHOPPING BAGS, AND BAGS FOR PACKING MATERIALS FOR SALE IN INDIA AND FOR EXPORT.
3106957   26/11/2015
B.S. MURALIDHAR REDDY
trading as ;SIMCO
MAIN ROAD, BETHAMCHERIA, KURNOOL DT
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK RAM KUMAR
PLOT NO.491, ROAD NO.10, JUBILEE HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500 033.
Used Since :25/10/1966

To be associated with:
3106956
CHENNAI
HDPE BAGS FOR PACKING SILICA SAND, HIGH DENSITY PLASTIC BAGS TO PACK SILICA SAND PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, ABSORBENT SHEETS OF PAPER OR PLASTIC FOR PACKAGING, BAGS [ENVELOPES, POUCHES] OF PAPER OR PLASTIC, FOR PACKAGING OF FOOD.
3124856   14/12/2015
MR. SURESH AJWANI

c/o Shri Kewalram Ajwani, House Number 83/84, Sindhi Colony MLB ward, Seoni, Madhya Pradesh 480661
Manufacturer and Merchant
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Used Since :10/12/2015

MUMBAI

Printed Publications
PIRAMAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED
PIRAMAL TOWER, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS, TRADERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TAS & CO.
1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, V.N. PURAV MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES, CARDBOARD AND CARDBOARD ARTICLES AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS INCLUDING DISPOSABLE BABY NAPPIES, TISSUES AND WIPES; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS (OTHER THAN APPARATUS); EDUCATIONAL GUIDES, BROCHURES; CARTOON PICTURES, PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; PRINTED AWARDS AND CERTIFICATES; CALENDARS, DIARIES, DRAWINGS; PENS, PENCILS, CHALK, PAINT BRUSHES, CRAYONS, ERASERS, RULERS, PENCIL SHARPENERS, PEN CASES, MODELING MATERIALS, STICKERS, ALBUMS, SCRAP BOOKS, PLAYING CARDS, POSTERS, MAPS, PAPER WEIGHTS.
3133826  21/12/2015
PIRAMAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED
PIRAMAL TOWER, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS, TRADERS.
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TAS & CO.
1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, V.N. PURAV MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3131322
MUMBAI
PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES, CARDBOARD AND CARDBOARD ARTICLES AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE
MATERIALS INCLUDING DISPOSABLE BABY NAPPIES, TISSUES AND WIPES; PRINTED PUBLICATIONS;
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS (OTHER THAN APPARATUS); EDUCATIONAL GUIDES, BROCHURES;
CARTOON PICTURES, PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; PRINTED AWARDS AND CERTIFICATES; CALENDARS, DIARIES,
DRAWINGS; PENS, PENCILS, CHALK, PAINT BRUSHES, CRAYONS, ERASERS, RULERS, PENCIL SHARPENERS, PEN
CASES, MODELING MATERIALS, STICKERS, ALBUMS, SCRAP BOOKS, POSTERS, MAPS, PAPER WEIGHTS.
AKARA STAR KIDS
3166776   23/01/2016
ALPHA FOUNDATION FOR EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
Alpha Campus, New No. 6, Old No. 13, Second Main Road, Renga Nagar, Tiruchirapalli - 21, Tamil Nadu
Goods and Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARYLOU A BILAWALA
Wadia Ghandy & Co, NM Wadia Buildings, 2nd Floor, Fort, Mumbai 400001
Used Since :01/01/2011
To be associated with:
3166774
CHENNAI
STATIONERY; PAPER; LETTERS; PRINT-OUTS; BOOKS; MANUALS; FILES; FORMS; PENS; PENCILS; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL; CALENDARS; DIARIES; PAPER COVERS; ENVELOPES; PAMPHLETS; CARDBOARD AND CARDBOARD ARTICLES; PACKAGING MATERIAL; NEWSLETTERS; PERIODICALS, PRINTED MATTER, PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, ANNUAL REPORT, TEXT BOOKS;
3280828  09/06/2016
HEMAL NAVINCHANDRA SONI
12, AISHWARYA BUNGALOWS-2, SCIENCE CITY ROAD, SOLA, AHMEDABAD - 380060, GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
ADULT, BRITISH NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :11/03/2016
AHMEDABAD
BOOKS, MAGAZINES, STATIONERY ARTICLES, LETTERHEAD, PRINTED MATTER, PHOTOGRAPHS STATIONERY,
PRINTING BLOCKS AND OTHER LITERATURE RELATED TO JEWELLERY.
NILANJAN MONDAL
9/7B, RAMANATH MAJUMDER STREET, KOLKATA - 700 009
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
an Indian National

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU,
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD , KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.

Used Since :01/01/2016

KOLKATA
3285628  16/06/2016
RICO APPLIANCES PVT. LTD.
95/205, HIND RAJASTHAN BUILDING DADASAHEB PHALKE ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI-400 014
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKUR & CO.
5/19, JOGANI INDL. COMPLEX, GR. FLOOR, V. N. PURAV MARG, SION-CHUNABHATTI(EAST), MUMBAI-400 022

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1402061

MUMBAI
PRINTED MATTERS, BOOKS, MAGAZINES, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS, PERIODICALS, TRAINING MATERIALS, NEWS
PAPERS AND PRINTED PUBLICATION BOOKS, STATIONERY: INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS; GREETING
CARDS AND POSTCARDS; CALENDARS AND DIARIES; PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE
MATERIALS, BANNERS, LETTER HEADS, VISITING CARDS, GREETING CARDS, GLOW SIGNS, SIGN BOARDS,
LITERATURES AND WRITING PADS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1402061..
3288027    18/06/2016
AMITA LAXMIKANT MISHRA
trading as ;EXPLORE THE KNOWLEDGE
201, KHODIYARDHAM APPARTMENT, RANG NAGAR, MANSAROVAR CIRCLE, AMROLI, SURAT 394 107, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING & TRADING PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Used Since :10/06/2016
AHMEDABAD
BOOKS FOR SALE IN THE STATE OF GUJARAT ONLY
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE device of GLOBE & other descriptive matters.
restriction of goods for sale in the state of GUJARAT only.
GOTIZ

3295555  28/06/2016
GOTIZ INFRATECH LIMITED
A 702, 7th Floor, Mondeal Square, S. G. Highway, Prahaladnagar, Ahmedabad 380 015, Gujarat, India.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EASY TRADE SOLUTION
561/3498, GUJARAT HOUSING BOARD, OPP. POLICE STATION, NEW BAPUNAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380 024 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, PRINTED MATTER, BOOKBINDING MATERIAL, PHOTOGRAPHS, STATIONERY, ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, ARTISTS MATERIALS, PAINT BRUSHES, TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE), INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS), PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES), PRINTERS TYPE, PRINTING BLOCKS.
EMI NETWORK THE WAY TO PAY

3308659  13/07/2016

BAJAJ FINANCE LIMITED
Mumbai Pune Road, Akurdi, Pune – 411035
Manufacturers and Merchants
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Used Since :15/06/2015

To be associated with:
3308658

MUMBAI

Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; stationery; office requisites (except furniture); envelopes; pamphlets; promotional materials; folders; bouchers and cards.
3314955  21/07/2016
REPUTE FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 06, Survey No. 244, Shapar (Veraval) Dist Rajkot, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIGNESH K. MAJITHIYA, ADVOCATE

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, PRINTED MATTER, BOOKBINDING MATERIAL, PHOTOGRAPHS, STATIONERY, ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, ARTISTS MATERIALS, PAINT BRUSHES, TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE), INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS), PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES), PRINTERS TYPE, PRINTING BLOCKS INCLUDED IN CLASS-16.
CRAFT PLAY
3322306   28/07/2016
DIKSHA SAINI
trading as ;CRAFT PLAY
B-23, PREM NAGAR 2nd, MODEL TOWN, MALVIYA NAGAR, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN
Used Since :07/06/2015

AHMEDABAD
PAPER ARTICLES FOR SCHOOL AND OFFICES INCLUDING STATIONERY, NOTEBOOK, ENVELOPES, FILES, DIARY,
BAGS & SUCH HANDICRAFT AND WRITING GOODS WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890 , 25/02/2019   Class 16

3323349   29/07/2016
PARIXIT IRRIGATION LIMITED
Applicant is a Manufacturer and Merchant..
An Indian Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RISHIT BHATT & CO.
602, Iscon Elegance, Beside Shapath 5, Prahaladnagar, S.G. Highway, Ahmedabad - 380015, Gujarat, India

Used Since :19/04/1997

AHMEDABAD
Magazines including guide for Agriculture, Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes).
3324830  01/08/2016
PRAKASHKUMAR GHAMANDIRAM SHAH
trading as ;M/S. AMBICA INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANSALI & ASSOCIATES
410, 4TH FLOOR, SAKAR III, NEAR INCOME TAX CIRCLE, OPP. OLD HIGH COURT, OFF ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380 014, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
Used Since :11/08/2008

AHMEDABAD
PLASTIC POLY BAGS AND CARRY BAGS, PLASTIC PICK-UP BAGS, HM HOPE POLY BAGS, HM PICK-UP BAGS, D-CUT BAGS.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word BAGS & all other descriptive matters.
3329099 05/08/2016
KHAJIT CHEM PRIVATE LIMITED
Block-D, Shop No. 3, Vishwa Residency, Opp. Institute of Town Planners, B/h. Vishramnagar, Off. Gurukul Road, Memnagar, Ahmedabad-380 052, Gujarat, India.
MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PAPER TAPE, STICKY TAPE, GUMMED TAPE, ADHESIVE TAPE INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019  Class 16

Trade Mark Registration

3330117   05/08/2016
MR. SHUBHAM PRASAD LAD
trading as; MR. SHUBHAM PRASAD LAD
Atharva, Plot No.61, Bhau Daji Road, Opp. Indian Gymkhana, Matunga (East), Mumbai 400 019, Maharashtra, India
Manufacturer and Merchant
Trademark Registration
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMU & ASSOCIATES.
253, SHANTIVAN CO-OP HOUSING SOCIETY, NEW LINK ROAD EXTN., ANDHERI (W) MUMBAI 400 053
Used Since : 01/07/2016

MUMBAI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists" materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers" type; printing blocks
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890 , 25/02/2019 Class 16

3339675 17/08/2016
ISHAN SHARMA
121 MCNAIR ROAD, #07-69, SINGAPORE 320121
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
ADULT, NATIONALITY : SINGAPOREAN,(OCI: A1376113)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :20/07/2016

AHMEDABAD
TOILET PAPER, PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY; OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS' MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS' TYPE; PRINTING; BLOCKS
3344230  24/08/2016
MOHAMMED IQBAL MEMON
FARUOOQ ISSA PUNJANI,
ASIF IQBAL MEMON,
JAVED IQBAL MEMON
SHERBANOO IQBAL MEMON
trading as ;MEMON FOUNDATION
87/E, MOHAMMED ALI ROAD MUMBAI-400 003.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
A TRUST
Used Since :01/07/2014
MUMBAI
PUBLICITY MATERIALS MADE OF PAPER, POSTERS, POSTCARDS, BANNERS, MAGAZINES, PERIODICALS, VISUAL AIDS MADE OF PAPER, CATALOGUES, PAMPHLETS, INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, PAPER AND STATIONERY, BROCHURES, PAMPHLETS, NEWS PAPERS, PERIODICALS, PENS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-16
SUMAIRA ABDULALI trading as; AWAAZ FOUNDATION
74, NEW SILVER HOME, NEW KANTWADI ROAD, BANDRA (W) MUMBAI - 400 050
Manufacturers and Merchants
A TRUST REGISTERED UNDER THE PUBLIC TRUSTS ACT, 1950
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :23/08/2016
MUMBAI
Advertisement & promotional materials (printed) and promotional publications; paper & paper articles, cardboard & cardboard articles, newspapers & periodicals, books, book binding materials, photographs and stationery being goods included in class 16.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3345507..
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019

3360004  12/09/2016

JOJO P.A
trading as ;PYNADATH TRADERS
KARUKUTTY P.O., ERNAKULAM DIST., PIN: 683576, KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Used Since :01/01/2016

CHENNAI

PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHED; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PLAYING CARDS; PRINTERS’ TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
iSpark
3375248  29/09/2016
SREI FOUNDATION
H.P. KANORIA
VISHWAKARMA, 86C, TOPSIA ROAD (SOUTH), KOLKATA - 700046
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PUBLIC CHARITABLE TRUST

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.

Used Since : 13/02/2016

KOLKATA
LETTERHEAD, PRINTED MATERIALS, BROCHURE, BOOKLETS, PAMPLETS, VISITING CARDS, CHARTS RELATING TO FITNESS CENTRE FOR CHILDREN AND HOLISTIC HEALTH CENTRE.
NESCO LIMITED
trading as :NESCO LIMITED
NESCO COMPLEX, WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, GOREGAON (E), MUMBAI - 400 063.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :24/08/2016
To be associated with:
3369151
MUMBAI
BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS; NEWSPAPERS, PERIODICALS, MAGAZINES, NEWS BULLETINS; ENTRY TICKETS, PRINTED TICKETS; PRINTED MATTERS, PRINTED COLUMNS AND ARTICLES; PRINTED SCREEN-PLAYS, SCRIPTS; POSTERS, CLIPBOARDS, ADVERTISEMENT FRAMES, ADVERTISEMENT AND PUBLICITY LITERATURE; LETTER HEADS, CALENDARS AND DIARIES; STATIONERY AND OTHER REQUISITES OTHER THAN FURNITURE; COMMEMORATIVE STAMP SHEETS, PRINTED AWARDS AND CERTIFICATES; PICTURES; CARDS OF ALL TYPES AND DESCRIPTION; ALBUMS; MANUSCRIPTS, JOURNALS, TRANSPARENCIES.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..APPLICATION NO3369151..
3384536    08/10/2016

INFINITI RETAIL LIMITED.
UNIT NO. 701 & 702, 7TH FLOOR, KALEDONIA, SAHAR ROAD, ANDHERI EAST, MUMBAI 400069.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069

Used Since :01/07/2015

MUMBAI

PRINTED MATTERS INCLUDING AWARDS, PUBLICATIONS AND OTHER PRINTED MATTERS, PHOTOGRAPHS;
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL; BAGS [ENVELOPES, POUCHES] OF PAPER OR PLASTICS, FOR
PACKAGING; ADVERTISEMENT BOARDS OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD; CONICAL PAPER BAGS; BOOKMARKERS;
CATALOGUES; FORMS, PRINTED; HANDBOOKS [MANUALS]; BROCHURES, CIRCULARS, LEAFLETS, ADVERTISING
BOARDS AND PRINTS, PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS.
3415757  22/11/2016
RENEWSYS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
98, JOLLY MAKER CHAMBERS NO.2, 225 NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400021
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057.
Used Since :03/04/2015
To be associated with:
2210409, 2210419
MUMBAI
Paper and cardboard; Printed matter; Bookbinding material; Photographs; Stationery; Adhesives for stationery or household purposes; Artists' materials; Paintbrushes; Typewriters and office requisites [except furniture]; Instructional and teaching material [except apparatus]; Plastic materials for packaging; Printers' type; Printing blocks.
ART STATION

3455395  12/01/2017
ASHWIN DAMJI FARIA
SHOP NO. 2, RATNAGAR SOCIETY, OPP KAMDHENU, 4 BUNGALOWS, ANDHERI WEST, MUMBAI-400053, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER MERCHANT
AN INDIAN RESIDENT
Used Since :25/05/2013
To be associated with:
2537780
MUMBAI
PAPER AND PAPER MATERIAL AND STATIONERY OF PAPER, OTHER STATIONERY, CRAFT MATERIALS, GIFT ARTICLES, SPECIAL CANVAS ROLLS, PROFESSIONAL ARTIST MATERIALS ALL BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
OMNISTORE

3460201  17/01/2017
TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICES LIMITED
trading as ;TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICES LIMITED
NIRMAL BUILDING, 9 TH FLOOR, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400021.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/01/2015

MUMBAI

PRINTED MATERIALS, NAMELY, BOOKLETS, MANUALS AND GUIDES IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE INSTRUCTION; COMPUTER PROGRAMS(PRINTED); PRINTED CHARTS, PROJECT AND FEASIBILITY REPORTS IN THE FIELD OF DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL; PRINTED OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS AND MANUALS; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS (OTHER THAN APPARATUS); INFORMATIONAL SHEETS AND NEWSLETTERS; EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS, NAMELY, TRAINING MANUALS; PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL.
3465574    24/01/2017
PARV SETHI
trading as ;SHABDAWALI PRAKASHAN
168-169, NEAR MATA GUJRI COLLEGE, PIPLIYA RAO, A.B. ROAD, BHAWARKUA, INDORE (M.P.) - 452001
PRINTER, PUBLISHER AND PUBLICATION HOUSE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMESH CHANDRA BAGDI & ASSOC.
31, SHRADDHANAND MARG, CHHAWANI, INDORE (M.P.) - 452 001.
Used Since :01/04/2016

MUMBAI
BOOKS, BOOK PRINTING & PUBLISHING, PUBLICATION HOUSE AND DISTRIBUTION OF BOOKS, PRINTED MATTER,
BOOK BINDING MATERIAL, NOTEBOOKS AND STATIONERY INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE SHABDAWALI.
gunaka
3472327  01/02/2017
MR. HARAGOPAL MANGIPUDI
BANGALORE
consulting and training firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THIRU AND THIRU
31, NANDIDURG ROAD, JAYAMAHAL EXTN, BANGLAROE-46.
Used Since :22/10/2014
CHENNAI
printed publications, printed matters, books, magazines, periodicals, brochures, pamphlets, catalogues, booklets, bulletins, photographs, stationary, instructional and teaching material, articles made of paper and cardboard, printing matter relating to computer software and hardware and other good falling in class 16.
SYNERGY EXPORTS

3474108   06/02/2017
BALAJI PADMANABHAN IYER
trading as ;SYNERGY EXPORTS
401, NAVNIDHI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ACHARYA DONDE MARG, SEWRI WEST, MUMBAI-400015, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :08/12/2006

MUMBAI
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS OF GIFT ARTICLES
NEXTRA LIMITED
Office Nos. I-17, I-18 and I-19, 10th Floor, Everest Building, The Tardeo Everest Premises Co-operative Society Limited, 156, D J Dadajee Road, Tardeo, Mumbai – 400 034
Service Provider
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.
Used Since :11/01/2017
MUMBAI
paper and paper articles; stationery; office requisites; posters; post cards; charts and catalogues; folders; visiting cards; banners; glow signs; cardboard and cardboard articles; photographs; printed materials; billboards; menu cards; tissues and napkins (of paper); graphical reproductions; calendars; diaries; artist materials; advertisements and promotional matter; almanacs; coasters; hoardings; flags, placards, boxes, bags and containers(of paper/cardboards) included in class 16
3476253  07/02/2017
SABU TRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : SABU TRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
114 NARASIMMAN ROAD, SHEVAPET, SALEM-636 002, TAMIL NADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANCHANDA ASSOCIATES.
15/1061, (2ND FLOOR), NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI - 110 005.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE THEREFROM PRINTED MATTER AND PUBLICATION; MAGAZINE, PERIODICAL,
ASSIGNMENT, BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; OFFICE FILE; ENVELOP, WRITING PAD, VISITING CARD, DIARIES, BUSINESS
FORM, FOLDER, LABEL, STICKER, CATALOGUES, BANNER, PHOTOGRAPH; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR
STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTIST’S MATERIAL, PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE
REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC
MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING, PRINTING BLOCKS INCL. IN CLASS 16 FOR SALE IN INDIA AND FOR EXPORT.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
THE MATHRUBHUMI PRINTING AND PUBLISHING COMPANY LIMITED
trading as ;THE MATHRUBHUMI PRINTING AND PUBLISHING COMPANY LIMITED
K.P, KESAVAMENON ROAD, KOZHIKODE - 673 001, KERALA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KING & PARTRIDGE
2ND FLOOR, CATHOLIC CENTRE, 108, ARMENIAN STREET, CHENNAI - 1.
Used Since :22/12/2016
CHENNAI
ALL KINDS OF PRINTED BOOKS
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3480401  10/02/2017
63 MOONS TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED.
trading as ;63 Moons Technologies Limited.
FT Tower, CTS No.256 & 257, Suren Road, Chakala, Andheri (E), Mumbai 400 093.
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company registered in India.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :15/01/2016
To be associated with:
3033409, 3260935
MUMBAI
Paper & paper articles, labels, banners, letter heads, visiting cards, literatures, brochures, written advertisement materials, publications, magazines, pamphlets, folder, cardboard & cardboard articles, printed matter, newspapers & periodicals, books; book-binding materials, photographs, stationary; adhesive materials (stationary); typewriters & office requisites (other than furniture); instructional & teaching material (other than apparatus) being goods included in class 16.
3487970  20/02/2017
FLIPKART INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Vaishnavi Summit, Ground Floor, 7th Main, 80 Feet Road, 3rd Block, Koramangala Industrial Layout, Bangalore - 560 034
Manufacturers and Traders
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :15/02/2017

CHENNAI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter, visiting cards, envelopes, catalogues, letter heads, posters, stationery, stickers, paper weights, greeting cards, paper bags, artistic Material as part of stationery; Paint Brushes; Erasers; Sharpeners; Water Bottles; Pen and Pencils; Cello Tapes & Tape Dispenses; Dusters/ Erasing products; Pencil Boxes; Exam pads; Clipboards; Card Holders; Files and Folders; Correction Stationery; Markers & Highlighters; Rulers; address books, telephone diaries and directories, photographs, plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes) photo albums, writing instruments, passport holders, prospectus, postcards;
Mark considered substantially as shown in the form of representation.
FLIPKART INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Vaishnavi Summit, Ground Floor, 7th Main, 80 Feet Road, 3rd Block, Koramangala Industrial Layout, Bangalore - 560 034
Manufacturers and Traders
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :15/02/2017

CHENNAI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter, visiting cards, envelopes, catalogues, letter heads, posters, stationery, stickers, paper weights, greeting cards, paper bags, artistic Material as part of stationery; Paint Brushes; Erasers; Sharpeners; Water Bottles; Pen and Pencils; Cello Tapes & Tape Dispenses; Dusters/ Erasing products; Pencil Boxes; Exam pads; Clipboards; Card Holders; Files and Folders; Correction Stationery; Markers & Highlighters; Rulers; address books, telephone diaries and directories, photographs, plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes) photo albums, writing instruments, passport holders, prospectus, postcards;
3488070  20/02/2017
FLIPKART INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Vaishnavi Summit, Ground Floor, 7th Main, 80 Feet Road, 3rd Block, Koramangala Industrial Layout, Bangalore - 560 034
Manufacturers and traders
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :15/02/2017
CHENNAI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter, visiting cards, envelops, catalogues, letter heads, posters, stationery, stickers, paper weights, greeting cards, paper bags, artistic Material as part of stationery; Paint Brushes; Erasers; Sharpeners; Water Bottles; Pen and Pencils; Cello Tapes & Tape Dispenses; Dusters/ Erasing products; Pencil Boxes; Exam pads; Clipboards; Card Holders; Files and Folders; Correction Stationery; Markers & Highlighters; Rulers; address books, telephone diaries and directories, photographs, plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes) photo albums, writing instruments, passport holders, prospectus, postcards;
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3488095  20/02/2017
FLIPKART INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Vaishnavi Summit, Ground Floor, 7th Main, 80 Feet Road, 3rd Block, Koramangala Industrial Layout, Bangalore - 560 034
Manufacturers and Traders
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :15/02/2017
To be associated with:
3487970, 3488008, 3488070
CHENNAI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter, visiting cards, envelopes, catalogues, letter heads, posters, stationery, stickers, paper weights, greeting cards, paper bags, artistic material as part of stationery; Paint Brushes; Erasers; Sharpeners; Pen and Pencils; Cello Tapes & Tape Dispenses; Dusters/Erasing products; Pencil Boxes; Exam pads; Clipboards; Card Holders; Files and Folders; Correction Stationery; Markers & Highlighters; Rulers; address books, telephone diaries and directories, photographs, plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes) photo albums, writing instruments, passport holders, prospectus, postcards;
VIBGYOR Group of Schools

3490535  22/02/2017
EDUSPARK INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;EDUSPARK INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED
1, Motilal Nagar, Srirang Sabde Marg, Off Link Road, Goregoan (W), Mumbai-400 104
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS OF ALL KINDS, PERIODICALS; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS(OTHER THAN APPARATUS), EDUCATIONAL GUIDES, NOTES AND COMPILATIONS; NOTE BOOKS; EXERCISE BOOKS, SCHOOL SLATES, WRITING PADS, PRINTED TIME TABLES, BLACK BOARDS, DRAWING BOARDS, PROTECTIVE BOOK COVERS, DRAWING CHALKS, INKING PADS; MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS AND CASES; ATLASES, MAPS, CHARTS, GRAPHIC REPRODUCTION; PAINTING CANVAS; STATIONERY, PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES; CARDBOARD AND CARDBOARD ARTICLES; COMPUTER PRINT OUTS, PRINTED OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS.
FLY TECH

3494800  28/02/2017
FLAIR PEN & PLASTIC INDUSTRIES PVT LTD
63, B/C, KANDIVALI CO-OP. INDUSTRIAL ESTATE LTD., CHARKOP, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 067

Manufacturer and trader

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Writing instruments including fountain pens, ball pens, sketch pens, markers, microtip pens, refills.
94.3 FM INDIA MUSIC TOURISM

3501736   03/03/2017

NEXT RADIO LIMITED
I-17,I-18, and I-19, 10th floor, Everest Building, The Tardeo Everest Premises Co-Operative Society Ltd., 156, D.J. Dadajee Road, Tardeo, Mumbai-400034

Manufacture and Merchants
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY,
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.

Used Since :01/11/2009

MUMBAI

paper and paper articles; stationery; office requisites; posters; post cards; charts and catalogs; folders; visiting cards; banners; glow signs; cardboard and cardboard articles; photographs; printed materials; billboards; menu cards; tissues and napkins (of paper); graphical reproductions; calendars; diaries; artist materials; advertisements and promotional matter; almanacs; coasters; hoardings; flags, placards, boxes, bags and containers (of paper/card boards) included in class 16
94.3 FM INDIA MUSIC AWARDS

3501739  03/03/2017

NEXT RADIO LIMITED
I-17,I-18,and I-19,10th floor, Everest Building, The Tardeo Everest Premises Co-Operative Society Ltd.,156,D.J.Dadajee Road, Tardeo, Mumbai-400034

Manufacture and Merchants
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY,
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.

Used Since :01/11/2009

To be associated with:
3501736

MUMBAI

paper and paper articles; stationery; office requisites; posters; post cards; charts and catalogs; folders; visiting cards; banners; glow signs; cardboard and cardboard articles; photographs; printed materials; billboards; menu cards; tissues and napkins (of paper); graphical reproductions; calendars; diaries; artist materials; advertisements and promotional matter; almanacs; coasters; hoardings; flags, placards, boxes, bags and containers(of paper/card boards) included in class 16
3502029    03/03/2017
FUTURE CONSUMER LIMITED
Knowledge House, Shyam Nagar, Off. Jogeshwari Vikhroli Link Road, Jogeshwari (E), Mumbai-400060
Manufacturer and Merchants
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3382719
MUMBAI
tissues of paper for removing makeup; bathroom tissues, coarse tissues for cosmetic purposes and toiletry use, face
tissue, toilet paper/hygienic paper; towels of papers; toilet tissue.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3382719..
Reserve Bank Information Technology Pvt Ltd (ReBIT)
Sector 10, CBD Belapur, Navi Mumbai, Maharashtra 400614
Manufacturers
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since: 31/12/2016

Mumbai
paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; artists’ materials; instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printing blocks in relation to providing cyber-security solutions and Information Technology support to the Reserve Bank of India and its affiliates.
AURO NEWS

3503070 03/03/2017

SRI AUROBINDO SOCIETY
No. 11, Saint Martin Street, Pondicherry - 605 001
Manufacturers and traders
A society registered under the Societies Registration Act, 1860

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
-SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :10/10/2013

CHENNAI
Printed publications; printed matter; books; magazines; comics; journals; catalogues; photographs; stationery;
instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); calendars; diaries; drawing pads and instruments; files and
folders; document files and holders; writing instruments and materials; Paper Coasters; Newsletters;
3504003  04/03/2017
VIJAY SHARMA S
8/1, Srinivasan 2nd Street, Krishna Moorty Nagar, Chennai-600118, Tamil Nadu, India.
MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048

Used Since : 15/04/2016

CHENNAI
Paper tissues, toilet roll, facial tissues of paper, bathroom tissues, paper tissues for cosmetic use
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
REMUS 3505210  04/03/2017
SUMER BUILDCORP PVT.LTD
201, Commerce House,140,N.M.Road, Fort, Mumbai-400001
Manufacturer & Merchant
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.

Used Since :05/02/2011

MUMBAI
diagrams, news letter & news bulletins, books, publication, periodicals, journal, brochures, directories, & calendars,
publicity material, diaries, stickers, posters, visiting cards, office and computer stationery, letter heads printed or writing
matter, hand bills, advertisement and materials, charts, project and feasibility reports, paper or plastic covers and folders,
computer printout, architect model, architectural plans and specifications included in class 16
3506348   04/03/2017
M. VENKATESASAMMA
trading as :M/S. DIVINE CARE
NO. 15 , MARKET STREET, AYNAVARAM, CHENNAI – 600 023, TAMILNADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :01/10/2016

CHENNAI
TISSUE PAPERS, PAPER TISSUES FOR WIPING, PAPER TISSUES FOR CLEANING (OTHER THAN THOSE IMPREGNATED WITH CLEANING PREPARATIONS), KITCHEN TISSUES, TISSUES OF PAPER FOR REMOVING MAKE-UP, TOWEL ROLLS OF TISSUE PAPER, TISSUES BEING DISPOSABLE ARTICLES OF PAPER FOR PERSONAL USE, TOILET TISSUES
3513053   23/03/2017
RAJESH VASANJI PATEL
C-5/6, 3rd Floor, Room No.2, sector–4, CBD belapur, Navi Mumbai – 400614
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
B.N. POOJARI
M/s. Asian Patent Bureau,73, Ashoka shopping center, Ground floor, L.T. Road, G.T. Hospital Complex, Mumbai-400001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Papers

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
BHARANI INDUSTRIES.
132, Shaheen Apartments, Ground Floor, Mody Street, Fort, Mumbai- 400 001.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :29/04/2013

To be associated with:
2522956

MUMBAI
Adhesive note pads, document page markers (marking flags) and note pads being goods included in class 16.
3515349  27/03/2017
BHARANI INDUSTRIES.
132, Shaheen Apartments, Ground Floor, Mody Street, Fort, Mumbai- 400 001.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :29/04/2013
MUMBAI
Adhesive tape included in class 16.
3515352    27/03/2017
BHARANI INDUSTRIES.
132, Shaheen Apartments, Ground Floor, Mody Street, Fort, Mumbai- 400 001.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :29/04/2013
MUMBAI
Note pads, adhesive note pads and document page markers (marking flags) being goods included in class 16.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTER.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3515351, 3515353.
3515354  27/03/2017
BHARANI INDUSTRIES.
132, Shaheen Apartments, Ground Floor, Mody Street, Fort, Mumbai- 400 001.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :29/04/2013
To be associated with:
2522956, 3515348, 3515351, 3515352, 3515353
MUMBAI
Note pads, adhesive note pads and document page markers (marking flags) being goods included in class 16.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.. THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..APPLICATION NO.2522956,3515348,3515351,3515352.
SHRIMAL

3525234  14/04/2017

MANOJ SHRIMAL
CH-207, Scheme No.74, Vijay Nagar, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001
Indian Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH SONI.
4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); playing cards; printers' type; printing blocks; Drawing.
COGITO
3532974  25/04/2017
PRAVEEN SINGH
203, 19 C, GARDEN HILL SOCIETY, NEW MHADA COMPLEX, Goregaon (EAST), MUMBAI-400065 MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :11/01/2002

MUMBAI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS
3534611    26/04/2017
SHIVALI TRADING AS SILPINI
E 404, Akme Ballet, ORR, Doddanekundi, Bangalore - 560037.
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Arts, crafts and modelling equipment, Craft kits for painting, Craft paper[arts and crafts], Craft paper.
3536190    28/04/2017
PENN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 280, ROAD NO. 78, JUBILEE HILLS, HYDERABAD-500033, TELANGANA, INDIA.
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MANUFACTURING OF PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS; PRINTED MATTER; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; OFFICE REQUISITES.
PROTECH

3537917  29/04/2017

ADD PENS PRIVATE LIMITED
6TH FLOOR, BUSINESS PARK, S. V. ROAD, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 064
An Indian Company incorporated under the companies act 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

FOUNTAIN PENS, BALL PENS, ROLLER PENS, GEL INK PENS AND ALL OTHER TYPES OF WRITING INSTRUMENTS, ALL
TYPES OF REFILLS, INK, NIBS, SHARPENERS, SCALES, PEN STANDS, OFFICE AND SCHOOL STATIONERIES, ALL
TYPES OF SKETCH PENS, COLOUR PENS, FELT AND PLASTIC NIB PENS, MARKER PENS AND PENCILS, PENCIL LEADS,
ERASERS, ADHESIVES GLUES AND COLOUR CRAYONS, COLOUR PASTELS, GEOMETRY & INSTRUMENT BOXES AND
WRITING SLATES & BOARDS, WHITE BOARDS

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2144786 ..
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019  Class 16

D K INFRA PROMOTERS INDIA PVT. LTD.,
D.No.5-8-294, Mahesh Nagar, Chirag Ali Lane, Hyderabad - 500 001

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Name boards, hoardings, brochure, printed matters, visiting cards, quotations and tickets.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
ALATEEN
3540449    02/05/2017
AL-ANON FAMILY GROUP HEADQUARTERS, INC.
1600 Corporate Landing Parkway, Virginia Beach, Virginia 23454-5617
A State of New York corporation
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :18/05/1992
MUMBAI
BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, PRINTED CARDS, SIGNS, NEWSLETTERS, LEAFLETS AND FLYERS CONCERNING ALCOHOLISM AND THE NEEDS AND INTERESTS OF FAMILY MEMBERS OF PROBLEM DRINKERS.
G&C
3542159 04/05/2017
AMBIT PRIVATE LIMITED
Ambit House, 449, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai – 400013
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :19/10/2011

MUMBAI
Printed matter; instructional and teaching materials; printed matter in relation to financial reports, business consultancy reports, business management and information reports, business research and investigation reports, economic forecasting, accounting, rankings, corporate governance, background screening and investments.
3544177  08/05/2017

STERLING HYGIENE TISSUE PVT. LTD.
104, 1ST FLOOR, GODOWN BUILDING, 2, 1ST AVENUE BUSINESS PARK, DURGADI CHOWK, OPP FIRE BRIGADE, BEHIND BUNDER JAKAT NAKA, KALYAN (WEST) - 421301, DIST. THANE MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.
Used Since :01/10/2012

MUMBAI

ALL TYPES OF TISSUE PAPER, PAPER NAPKINS, TOILET ROLLS, FACIAL TISSUE, KITCHEN ROLLS, POCKET TISSUE, PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES, CARD BOARDS, AND CARD BOARD ARTICLES AND PRINTED MATTERS IN CLASS 16
HOLLYWOOD SHOPPING MALL

3549649   16/05/2017
B. LINGA MURTHY
trading as : HOLLYWOOD SHOPPING MALL
26-25-28, DURGIVARI STREET GANDHI NAGAR VIJAYAWADA - 520003 ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).
Used Since : 12/08/2013
CHENNAI
PACKING MATERIAL USED FOR FOOTWEAR, PRINTED MATTERS, NAMEBOARDS LETTER HEADS, VISITING CARDS, BROCHURES, BILLS, ENVELOPES AND OTHER STATIONERY ITEMS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF ANDHRA PRADESH AND TELANGANA STATES ONLY.
REGAL SHOES
3549651  16/05/2017
B. LINGA MURTHY
trading as ;HOLLYWOOD SHOPPING MALL
26-25-28, DURGIVARI STREET GANDHI NAGAR VIJAYAWADA - 520003 ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).
Used Since :02/09/2015
CHENNAI
PACKAGING MATERIAL USED FOR FOOTWEAR, PRINTED MATTERS, NAME BOARDS LETTER HEADS, VISITING CARDS, BROCHURES, BILLS, ENVELOPES AND OTHER STATIONERY ITEMS.
Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

MANUFACTURING OF FOUNTAIN PENS, BALL PENS, ROLLER PENS, GEL ROLLER PENS, WRITING INSTRUMENTS,
REFILLS, INKS, NIBS, SHARPENERS, PEN STANDS, SCHOOL SUPPLIES [STATIONERY], OFFICE STATIONERY, SKETCH
PENS, COLOUR PENS, FELT PENS PEN NIBS, MARKER PENS, PENCILS, MECHANICAL PENCILS, PENCIL LEADS,
ERASERS, COLOURING CRAYONS, PASTELS, ARTISTS WATER COLOUR SAUCERS, DRAWING INSTRUMENTS, WRITING
SLATES AND BOARDS, WHITE BOARDS, STATIONERY BOXES AND STATIONERY INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
Your Partner in Great Clinical Outcome

3550943  17/05/2017

CEDAR PROPERTIES & TRADING LLP
Apeejay Chambers 1st Floor Wallace Street, Fort, Mumbai 400001
Limited Liability Partnership firm incorporated under the Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANOJ G. MENDA, ADVOCATE.
6/7, SORAB BHARUCHA ROAD, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 005.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Printed Matter; Instructional and Teaching Materials; Magazine; manuscript book; medical journal; memorandum books; news bulletins; newsletters; informational letter, sheet, booklets and book; anatomical models for instructional and educational purpose; educational books and publications; encyclopaedias; modelling material; three-dimensional model; catalogues; celestial and terrestrial globes; atlases; geographical maps; advertising pamphlets; manuals; blank form and journal; stationery; stencils; etching; annuals; gazetteers; blueprints
3553445    20/05/2017
HONER DEVELOPERS PVT. LTD.,
Plot No.1295, Road No.63, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad – 500 033.
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :11/10/2016

CHENNAI

Name boards, hoardings, broachers, visiting cards, printed books, printed matters, bills, plans and company collateral presentation material.
SUBJECT TO RESTRICTING THE AREA OF USE TO THE STATES OF ANDHRA PRADESH AND TELANGANA.
3556695  25/05/2017
ASSOCIATION OF INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS
CTS NO. 104-E, Near Aster Society, Fire Brigade Road, Opp. Oberoi Mall, Dindoshi, Malad (East), Mumbai- 400 097
A Registered Society under the Societies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :21/03/2014
To be associated with:
3556691
MUMBAI
BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS OF ALL KINDS, PERIODICALS; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS(OTHER THAN APPARATUS), EDUCATIONAL GUIDES, NOTES AND COMPILATIONS; NOTE BOOKS; EXERCISE BOOKS, SCHOOL SLATES, WRITING PADS, PRINTED TIME TABLES, BLACK BOARDS, DRAWING BOARDS, PROTECTIVE BOOK COVERS, DRAWING CHALKS, INKING PADS; MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS AND CASES; ATLASES, MAPS, CHARTS, GRAPHIC REPRODUCTION; PAINTING CANVAS; STATIONERY, PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES; COMPUTER PRINT OUTS, PRINTED OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS.
3558922   29/05/2017
KISHOR CHANDRASHEKHAR DESARDA
PLOT NO.28, PARASON HOUSE, VENKATESH NAGAR, JALNA ROAD, AURANGABAD 431001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES, ADVERTISING MATERIALS, HOARDINGS, BANNERS, OFFICE REQUISITES, CALENDARS, DIARIES, DIRECTORIES, BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS OF ALL KINDS, PERIODICALS, MANUALS, BROCHURES, CARDBOARD AND CARDBOARD ARTICLES, PAPER AND PLASTIC BAGS, PAPER AND CARDBOARD BOXES, CARDBOARD CARTONS, PACKING AND WRAPPING PAPER, PLASTIC FILM FOR WRAPPING, STATIONERY, FILES, FOLDERS, PROTECTIVE BOOK COVERS
3559181  29/05/2017
INDIAN EXPRESS COMMERCIAL VENTURES & PROJECTS LIMITED
Express Towers, 2nd Floor, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400021
Publishers, Printers, Traders
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHAGWATI & CO.
4 -G - 2 COURT CHAMBERS, 35, NEW MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 020.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes);
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ASIAN BHI. INDIAN BHI.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
EXPRESS

3559769  30/05/2017

P.M.RAJAGURU
No: 34B, Annamaraja Nagar, Sankaran kovil Road, Rajapalayam-626117
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARTHIKEYAN. N

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Plastic Sheets, Sacks And Bags For Wrapping And Packaging
3563812  05/06/2017
VENKATA SAI MEDIA PVT. LTD.,
D.No.8-2-502/1/A/B, Top Floor, Sowbhagya Abode, Road No.7, Banjara Hills, Hyderabad-500 034.
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Paper name boards, company letter heads, paper hoardings, visiting cards, brochures, bill books and printed matters.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF ANDHRA PRADESH AND TELANGANA STATES ONLY.
3564363    06/06/2017
ESWAR REDDY ALLA
trading as ;EVA LEARNING
FLAT NO. 310, FORT HOUSE APARTMENT, BALAJI LAYOUT, KODIGEHALLI, BANGALORE - 560092
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHINI RAVIKUMAR
P.1/12,II MAIN ROAD,BESANT NAGAR,CHENNAI-600 090
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIALS; PHOTOGRAPHS; EDUCATIONAL AID, STATIONERY; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PRINTER' TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION..
3567209 09/06/2017
NATIONAL PAYMENTS CORPORATION OF INDIA
1001A, 10th Floor, B Wing, The Capital, Bandra-Kurla Complex, Bandra (East), Mumbai- 400 051.
A company incorporated under Section 25 of the Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :14/04/2017
To be associated with:
3448467
MUMBAI
Credit cards without magnetic coding, bank cheques, cheques books, banknotes, credit card imprinters (non-electric), written advertisement material pertaining to banking software & other like publications; banners, letter heads, visiting cards, literatures, brochures, written advertisement materials, publications, magazines, pamphlets, printed matter, newspapers & periodicals, books; instructional & teaching material (other than apparatus) being goods included in class 16.
3599632  26/07/2017
PARAS MAL JAIN PROP. OF HRINKAR OPTICALS
NO.32 & 33,SUSHEELA MAIN ROAD,CHIKKAMAVALLI,BANGALORE-560004
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding
material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists; materials; paint brushes;
typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic
materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers type; printing blocks
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3932577  31/08/2018
ZIGMA MARKETING (INDIA) PRIVATE LTD
Plot No.62, Thirumangaimannan Street., Sundaram Colony, East Tambaram, Chennai-600059
An Indian Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since :29/11/1996
CHENNAI
Paper and cardboard; printed matter; photographs; stationery; office requisites (except furniture); Information books pamphlets, photographs, catalogues; brochures; Business cards; letter heads : paper tags; advertising signs of paper or cardboard; printed advertising boards of paper or cardboard; Advertising posters; Posters made of paper; CD shredding machines for home and office use
ANANYA SHARMA
1GF1 ATS ADVANTAGE, AHINSA KHAND-I, INDIRAPURAM, GHAZIABAD-201014
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.A. & ASSOCIATES
H-63 VIJAY CHOWK LAXMI NAGAR DELHI 110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
BOOKS, NOTEBOOK, FULLSCAP BOOK, REGISTER-A/C BOOK, COMPUTER PAPER, ENVELOP (WHITE, BROWN, CLOTH WITH NET), OFFICE FILE, BOX FILE, LEVER FILE, NOTEPAD, ROUGH PAD, LAMINATION BROWN PAPER ROLL, SYNTHETIC ROLL, CARD BOARD, GOODS MADE FROM PAPER AND CARD BOARD, BOOK BINDING MATERIAL, STATIONARY, ADHESIVE, OFFICE REQUISITES, INSTRUCTION, TEACHING MATERIAL AND PUBLICATION MATERIALS, artists' materials; printing blocks
MAHENDER SINGH PROPIETOR OF AMBEY TAPE COMPANY
D-360, SECTOR-10, NOIDA
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SWATI R JAIN
18E444, ICICI BANK LANE, CHOPASANI HOUSING BOARD, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN, PIN 342008
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Self-adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes, Packing materials of plastics, paper or cardboard ((not included in other classes)
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019 Class 16

3996382 13/11/2018
SAURABH DHOOT
DHOOT BUNGLOW, STATION ROAD, AURANGABAD - 431001 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES; CARDBOARD AND CARDBOARD ARTICLES; PAPER AND PLASTIC BAGS; PAPER AND CARDBOARD BOXES; CARDBOARD CARTONS; PACKING AND WRAPPING PAPER; PLASTIC FILM FOR WRAPPING; STATIONERY; FILES, FOLDERS, PROTECTIVE BOOK COVERS; CARDS OF ALL KINDS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16; ADVERTISING MATERIALS, HOARDINGS; OFFICE REQUISITES; CALENDARS, DIARIES, DIRECTORIES; BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS OF ALL KINDS, PERIODICALS; MANUALS, BROCHURES
3997126  13/11/2018
S. A. PAPER PRIVATE LIMITED
"JASMINE TOWER" # 31, SHAKESPEARE SARANI, KOLKATA - 700017.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
PLOT NO.62-63, KHASRA NO.103-104, RAJPUR KHURD EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110068
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Tissue Paper, Paper and cardboard; Printed matter; Bookbinding material; Photographs; Stationery and office requisites, except furniture; Adhesives for stationery or household purposes; Drawing materials and materials for artists; Paintbrushes; Instructional and teaching materials; Plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; Printers' type, printing blocks.
BONG EATS

3998270  15/11/2018

MS. INSIYA POONAWALA
Plot 16, Vikrampur Madhyapara Sammilani, NE Fartabad, Garia EM Bypass, Opposite Pepsi Factory, Kolkata 700084
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
O.P. SHARMA BROTHERS
236 CHANDNI CHOWK, FATEHPURI, DELHI 110 006, INDIA.

Used Since: 04/11/2016

KOLKATA

Printed publications; promotional material, not limited to flyers, brochures, pamphlets; books; periodicals; magazines; printed material used for packaging
JALTARANG

4001834  19/11/2018
MAZAGON DOCK SHIPBUILDERS LIMITED
Dockyard Road, Mumbai-400010
Company Incorporated under The Companies Act,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LEGASIS PARTNERS
38 A/B, JOLLY MAKER II, 3RD FLOOR, 225 NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.

Used Since :01/03/2014

MUMBAI

Printed matter namely magazines
VASUDEV RAO TRADING AS SOFTISS INDIA
NO.158C-1, PERUR MAIN ROAD, ANNA ROAD, KUMARAPALAYAM, TELUNGUPALAYAM, COIMBATORE - 641 026,
COIMBATORE DIST, TAMILNADU.
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
TISSUE PAPER, PENS, GARBAGE BAGS OF PAPER AND GARBAGE BAGS OF PLASTIC.
CARTEL Ganda Hain Par Dhanda Hain Yeh

4011511  29/11/2018

ALT DIGITAL MEDIA ENTERTAINMENT LTD.
C-13, BALAJI HOUSE, DALIA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI(WEST), MUMBAI-400053,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Public Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GRAVITAS LEGAL
58/64, Hari Chambers, Office No-301, Shahid Bhagat Singh Road, Mumbai-400023

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PAPER AND CARDBOARD; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY AND OFFICE
REQUISITES, EXCEPT FURNITURE; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS’ AND
DRAWING MATERIALS; PAINTBRUSHES; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS; PLASTIC SHEETS, FILMS AND
BAGS FOR WRAPPING AND PACKAGING; PRINTERS’ TYPE, PRINTING BLOCKS
4012357  30/11/2018

KULDEEP SHARMA
#47, 4th cross, E block, Krishna Garden, Raja Rajeshwari Nagar, Bangalore 560059
Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Garbage bags of plastic, Garbage bags of vinyl for household use, Garbage bags of paper or of plastics
MTG Learning Media

4014411  01/12/2018
MTG LEARNING MEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT No. 99, SECTOR-44, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURUGRAM, HARYANA - 122003.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
PLOT NO.62-63, KHASRA NO.103-104, RAJPUR KHURD EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110068
Used Since :01/04/2000
DELHI
BOOKS, PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS, PRINTED TEST PAPERS, PRINTED MAGAZINES.
PRINCE CORPORATION
61 PALDI KANKAJ GAM, KAMOD DHOLKA ROAD, OPP. BAPUJI NI WADI, NEAR VARSHA FASHION, SARODA ROAD,
DHOLKA -387810
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAULIK ANILKUMAR BHAVASAR
3-KRUSHNAKUNJ APPARTMENT, B/H. SARASWATI SCHOOL, RATANPARK ROAD, OPP. MUTTONNAGAR, NIKOL,
AHMEDABAD-382350.
Used Since :12/08/2018

AHMEDABAD
PAPER, PAPER BAG, CARDBOARD, PACKAGING MATERIALS, STATIONERY INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
APPLAUSE ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
702, SHALIMAR MORYA PARK OSHIWARA LINK ROAD ANDHERI WEST MUMBAI
LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANM GLOBAL INC
E-5 SECOND FLOOR DEFENCE COLONY NEW DELHI

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites- except furniture; instructional and teaching material- except apparatus; plastic materials for packaging not included in other classes; ; printers' type; printing blocks.
4050383  08/01/2019
DELSTASIA SDN BHD
Lot 161, Jalan Perigi Nanas 8/13, taman Perindustrian Pulau Indah, 42920, Pelabuhan, , Klang, Selangor
A company incorporated under the laws of Malaysia.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INFINI JURIDIQUE
604, NILGIRI APARTMENTS 9, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI-110 001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Paper Products.
RAPPLE
4050655  09/01/2019
KIRIT BHADIADRA
trading as ;RAPPLE HEALTH CARE
UNIT NO24, RAJ VISHNU BUILDING NO. 2, RAJHANS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, CHICHPADA, VILLAGE GOKHIVARE, VASAI (EAST) THANE-401208
Used Since :19/04/1996
MUMBAI
LABELS, BAGS AND ARTICLES FOR PACKAGING, WRAPPING AND STORAGE OF PAPER OR PLASTICS INCLUDING IN CLASS -16
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EDUSPARK INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED
1, MOTILAL NAGAR, SRIRANG SABDE MARG, OFF LINK ROAD, GOREGAON (W), MUMBAI – 400104
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

MUMBAI
EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS; BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS; EDUCATIONAL BOOKS, EDUCATIONAL GUIDES, NOTES AND COMPILATIONS, PAPER & PAPER ARTICLES, CARDBOARD AND CARDBOARD ARTICLES; BOOK BINDING MATERIALS; NOTE BOOKS; EXERCISE BOOKS, SLATE BOARDS; WRITING PADS, PRINTED TIME TABLES, BLACK BOARDS, DRAWING BOARDS, PROTECTIVE BOOK COVERS, DRAWING CHALKS, INKING PADS; DRAWING, DRAFTING AND WRITING INSTRUMENTS AND CASES; STENCILS; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS (OTHER THAN APPARATUS); PRINTED EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS; INFORMATIVE BOOKLETS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS (PRINTED); printed operating instructions and manuals; photographs; stationery, cards included in class 16; printed matter, brouchers, catalogues, news letters and news bulletins; news papers and journals; magazines; manuals; periodicals; charts, project and feasibility reports, advertisement & publicity media (printed); advertising materials, hoardings; plastic, paper and cardboard packaging; adhesive materials for office, stationery and household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); printers type, printing blocks; atlases, maps, graphic reproduction; painting canvas; printed matters; printed operating instructions; cartoon strips and prints, pictures; printed advertisement & publicity media; printed awards & certificates; letter heads; calendars, diaries, drawings, engravings, etchings; cards; printed promotional materials like magazine, pamphlets, visiting cards.
THE VIBGYOR FAMILY
Jaya Kumar (Mother)

EDUSPARK INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED
1, MOTILAL NAGAR, SRIRANG SABDE MARG, OFF LINK ROAD, GOREGAON (W), MUMBAI – 400104
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS; BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS; EDUCATIONAL BOOKS, EDUCATIONAL GUIDES, NOTES AND COMPILATIONS; PAPER & PAPER ARTICLES, CARDBOARD AND CARDBOARD ARTICLES; BOOK BINDING MATERIALS; NOTE BOOKS; EXERCISE BOOKS, SLATE BOARDS, WRITING PADS, PRINTED TIME TABLES, BLACK BOARDS, DRAWING BOARDS, PROTECTIVE BOOK COVERS, DRAWING CHALKS, INKING PADS; DRAWING, DRAFTING AND WRITING INSTRUMENTS AND CASES; STENCILS; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS (OTHER THAN APPARATUS); PRINTED EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS; INFORMATIVE BOOKLETS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS (PRINTED); PRINTED OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS AND MANUALS; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY, CARDS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16; PRINTED MATTER, BROUCHERS, CATALOGUES, NEWS LETTERS AND NEWS BULLETINS; NEWS PAPERS AND JOURNAL; MAGAZINES; MANUALS; PERIODICALS; CHARTS, PROJECT AND FEASIBILITY REPORTS, ADVERTISEMENT & PUBLICITY MEDIA (PRINTED); ADVERTISING MATERIALS, HOARDINGS; PLASTIC, PAPER AND CARDBOARD PACKAGING; ADHESIVE MATERIALS FOR OFFICE, STATIONERY AND HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS' MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); PRINTERS TYPE, PRINTING BLOCKS; ATLAS, MAPS, GRAPHIC REPRODUCTION; PAINTING CANVAS; PRINTED MATTERS; PRINTED OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS; CARTOON STRIPS AND PRINTS, PICTURES; PRINTED ADVERTISEMENT & PUBLICITY MEDIA; PRINTED AWARDS & CERTIFICATES; LETTER HEADS; CALENDARS, DIARIES, DRAWINGS, ENGRAVINGS, ETCHINGS; CARDS; PRINTED PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS LIKE MAGAZINE, PAMPHLETS, VISITING CARDS.
4051709  09/01/2019
TRISHA DE NIYOGI
J-1853, Chitranjan Park, New Delhi- 110019
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARPIT JAIN
E-7, 2nd Floor, Vijay Nagar, Single Storey, Delhi - 110009

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3585234

DELHI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' type; printing blocks Included in Class 16
4052325   10/01/2019
RAJENDER KUMAR
BRIJDHAM APPAERTMENT D-1,4TH FLOOR,KESHAV NAGAR,VRINDAVAN, MATHURA-281121
The Trade Marks Act, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Paper and cardboard; Printed matter; Bookbinding material; Photographs; Stationery and office requisites, except furniture; Adhesives for stationery or household purposes; Drawing materials and materials for artists; Paintbrushes; Instructional and teaching materials; Plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; Printers' type, printing blocks
KOUBEI HOLDING LIMITED
PO BOX 309, UGLAND HOUSE, GRAND CAYMAN, KY1-1104, CAYMAN ISLANDS
A COMPANY DULY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF CAYMAN ISLANDS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
NEWSPAPERS; MAGAZINES; PERIODICALS; JOURNALS; PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS' MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS' TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS; BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, POSTERS, PRINTED CARDS, CIRCULARS, CATALOGUES, CALENDARS, PRICE TAGS, PRICE LABELS; CARRY BAGS OF PAPER, CARDBOARD AND PLASTIC; PRINTED TELEPHONE, FACSIMILE, ELECTRONIC MAIL AND WEBSITE DIRECTORIES; CARDS IN THE FORM OF DEBIT CARDS, CREDIT CARDS, CHARGE CARDS AND TELEPHONE CARDS OTHER THAN ENCODED AND MAGNETIC CARDS; MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS BEING PRINTED MATTER; PRINTED ADVERTISEMENTS; USER MANUALS; PACKAGING MATERIALS MADE OF PAPER, PLASTIC OR CARDBOARD; TISSUES; HANDKERCHIEFS MADE OF PAPER; MODELS AND FIGURINES MADE OF PAPER; PAPER PARTY BAGS FOR PACKAGING; PAGE HOLDERS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
4052705    10/01/2019
KOUBEI HOLDING LIMITED
PO BOX 309, UGLAND HOUSE, GRAND CAYMAN, KY1-1104, CAYMAN ISLANDS
A COMPANY DULY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF CAYMAN ISLANDS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

 Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
NEWSPAPERS; MAGAZINES; PERIODICALS; JOURNALS; PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS’ MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS’ TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS; BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, POSTERS, PRINTED CARDS, CIRCULARS, CATALOGUES, CALENDARS, PRICE TAGS, PRICE LABELS; CARRY BAGS OF PAPER, CARDBOARD AND PLASTIC; PRINTED TELEPHONE, FACSIMILE, ELECTRONIC MAIL AND WEBSITE DIRECTORIES; CARDS IN THE FORM OF DEBIT CARDS, CREDIT CARDS, CHARGE CARDS AND TELEPHONE CARDS OTHER THAN ENCODED AND MAGNETIC CARDS; MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS BEING PRINTED MATTER; PRINTED ADVERTISEMENTS; USER MANUALS; PACKAGING MATERIALS MADE OF PAPER, PLASTIC OR CARDBOARD; TISSUES; HANDKERCHIEFS MADE OF PAPER; MODELS AND FIGURINES MADE OF PAPER; PAPER PARTY BAGS FOR PACKAGING; PAGE HOLDERS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
4052729 10/01/2019
PRATEEK S. PATIL
401/402, 4TH FLOOR, TULSI CHAMBERS, OPP. TEEN PETROL PUMP, LBS MARG, THANE WEST- 400602
Indian National.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GNK LEGAL
35, GOPAL BHAVAN, NR. TATA MOTORS, S.V. ROAD, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PAPER AND CARDBOARD; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY AND OFFICE REQUISITES, EXCEPT FURNITURE; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; DRAWING MATERIALS AND MATERIALS FOR ARTISTS; PAINTBRUSHES; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS; PLASTIC SHEETS, FILMS AND BAGS FOR WRAPPING AND PACKAGING; PRINTERS' TYPE, PRINTING BLOCKS PRINTED PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL LIKE VISITING CARD, BROCHURE, PAMPHLETS, NOTES, BOOKS, MAGAZINES, JOURNALS, NEWSPAPER, PHOTOGRAPHS; CALENDARS, DIAGRAMS, MANUALS AND OTHER PAPER MATERIAL RELATED RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES
4052758  10/01/2019
KIPS LEARNING SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
B-13, SECTOR-83, NOIDA-201305, U.P.
BODY INCORPORATE.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Books; Computer books, Educational books, Instructional and teaching materials; Printed matter.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019

DEEPTI
20, TYPE-4, NORTH ESTATE, SENIOR CLUB, MURADNAGAR

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CS PARVEEN KUMAR
P - 2005, ANTRIKSH GOLF VIEW - 1, SECTOR - 78, NOIDA, UTTAR PRADESH, 201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printer matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artistic materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisitions (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus) plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers type; printing blocks.
4053848    11/01/2019

MR. NILANJAN MONDAL & MR. DEBANJAN MONDAL
9/7B, Ramanath Majumder Street, Kolkata – 700 009, West Bengal.
Joint Applicant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU,
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
MRFAST
4053907  11/01/2019
ATUL SHARMA
68, SHANTI RESIDENCY, SHASTRI PURAM, SIKANDRA, AGRA-282007, U.P
individual name
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, I.P EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL,DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
GUMS (ADHESIVE) USE FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD/OFFICE PURPOSE INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD FAST
4057403  15/01/2019
IL& FS EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY SERVICES LIMITED
1ST, 2ND & 3RD FLOOR, NTBCL BUILDING, TOLL PLAZA, DND FLYWAY, NOIDA-201301, UTTAR PRADESH
A Company Incorporated Under Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL
204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075
Used Since :01/04/2017
To be associated with:
3532026, 3532036
DELHI
PRINTED CERTIFICATES, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS), BOOKS, STATIONERY,
PUBLICATIONS OF BROCHURES, BOOKLETS, AND TEACHING MATERIALS IN THE FIELD OF TRAINING
4057585    15/01/2019
PRIYANKA ANAND
SECOND FLOOR, FLAT NO 73, VASANT APARTMENT, MAYUR VIHAR EXTENSION, PHASE 1, DELHI 110091
INDIVIDUAL PROPRIETOR AT YADUMAN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MONIKA TAPARIA
183, Ganesh Vihar, Sirsi mod, sirsi road, Jaipur 302012
Used Since : 30/08/2018

DELHI
PAINTINGS, BOOKS, BABY BOOKS, ACTIVITY BOOKS, MANUSCRIPT BOOKS, COMIC BOOKS, STORY BOOKS, FICTION BOOKS, EDUCATIONAL BOOKS, PERIODICALS, MAGAZINES, PRINTED PERIODICALS IN THE FIELD OF PLAYS / MOVIES / FIGURATIVE ARTS, PAINTINGS AND CALLIGRAPHIC WORK, REPRODUCTIONS OF PAINTINGS, PAINTINGS FRAMED OR UNFRAMED INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
4058363  16/01/2019

JATIN PAREKH SOLE PROPRIETOR OF NIMISHA TRADING CO.
10, KRISHNA KUNJ, JIVDANI ROAD, VIRAR (E) 401305, MAHARASHTRA

THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Filter paper, Filtering materials [paper], Paper and cardboard; Printed matter; Bookbinding material; Photographs; Stationery and office requisites, except furniture; Adhesives for stationery or household purposes; Drawing materials and materials for artists; Paintbrushes; Instructional and teaching materials; Plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; Printers' type, printing blocks
**Groza**

4059639    17/01/2019
KARAN YADAV
WZ-36, NARAINA VILAGE, NARAINA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BADAL KUMAR GUPTA
A-3, THIRD FLOOR, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027

Proposed to be Used
DELI
pertains to paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists’ materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers’ type; printing blocks.
4060552  18/01/2019
AINOL ELECTRONICS LIMITED
FLAT/RM 1502(113)EASEY COMMERCIAL BUILDING 253-261 HENNESSY ROAD, WANCHAI HK
Company Limited
Address for service in India/Agents address:
N. RAMASWAMI
H-1/5, SWAGATH APARTMETNS, THIRUVALLUVAR NAGAR, TIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI -600 041.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Drawing instruments, Blackboards, Desk mats, Writing board erasers, Stationery, Realia for mathematics/mathematics classroom teaching aid, Writing materials, Writing instruments, School supplies [stationery], Drawing boards, Magnetic writing tablet.
4060742  18/01/2019
MOHAD AJMAL PROPRIETOR OF OSKAR BRUSH PRODUCT
MOH QUAZAYAN, SHERKOT, U.P.
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS
3/112, GROUND FLOOR, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Paint brushes, Artists' brushes & Roller brushes
4061731  19/01/2019
SANJEEV N NAIK
F 206, Temple Tree Apartment, Kanakapura Main Road Jaraganahalli 6th Phase JP Nagar
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAMAN SARASWAT
No. 13 1st Floor Park Road Tasker Town Bangalore 560 051

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Description: Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' type, printing blocks.
HARVINDER SINGH PROPRIETOR OF FESTIGO
22/7, Jawahar Nagar Camp, Near Bus Stand, Ludhiana
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT,
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Birthday cards; Birthday books; Greeting cards; Greetings cards; Musical greeting cards; Musical greetings cards; Pop-up greeting cards; Cards bearing universal greetings; Pop-up greetings cards; Paper boxes for storing greeting cards; Printed greeting cards with electronic information stored therein; Paper cake decorations; Paper party decorations; Cake decorations of paper; Paper decorations for cakes; Party decorations of paper; Metallic paper party decorations; Cake decorations made of paper; Party decorations made of paper; Paper ribbons, other than haberdashery or hair decorations; Paper bows, other than haberdashery or hair decorations; Packing paper; Packing cardboard; Packing materials of paper; Packing materials of cardboard; Plastic bags for packing; Packing [cushioning, stuffing] materials of cardboard; Packing [cushioning, stuffing] materials of paper; Packing materials of paper or cardboard; Packing [cushioning, stuffing] materials of paper or cardboard; Gift books; Gift boxes; Paper gift cards; Plastic gift wrap; Paper gift bags; Paper gift boxes; Metallic gift wrap; Paper gift tags; Paper gift wrap; Gift wrap paper; Gift wrapping paper; Christmas gift wrap; Cardboard gift boxes; Gift tags of paper; Gift cards of paper; Gift boxes of cardboard; Gift boxes of paper; Gift bags of paper; Paper gift wrapping ribbons; Metallic gift wrapping paper; Paper gift wrap bows; Paper wine gift bags; Paper bows for gift wrapping; Printed gift vouchers, not encoded; Plastic foils; Plastic wrap; Plastic transparencies; Plastic garbage bags; Plastic refuse bags; Plastic rubbish bags; Plastic trash bags; Plastic gift wrap; Plastic shopping bags; Plastic sandwich bags; Plastics for modeling; Plastics for modelling; Plastic pouches for packaging; Plastic envelopes for packaging; Plastic-coated copying paper; Refuse bags of plastic; Rubbish bags of plastic; Trash bags of plastic; Sandwich bags of plastic; Shopping bags of plastic; Packaging bags of plastic; Plastic materials for packaging; Plastic film for wrapping; Plastic oven cooking bags; General purpose plastic bags
Y. M. INFRA PRIVATE LIMITED
OFFICE NO. 71, 78, 7TH FLOOR, ATLANTA PREMISES, JAMNALAL BAJAJ MARG, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI 400021, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
A company organized and existing under the laws of India.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISH M BHAGNARI
BLOCK NO. A-168/335, NEAR GURU NANAK HIGH SCHOOL, KURLA-CAMP ROAD, ULHASNAGAR-421004, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Architects' models; blueprints / plans; diagrams; geographical maps; graphic prints; graphic reproductions; graphic representations; drawing pads; drawing pins / thumbtacks; drawing boards; drawing materials; drawing instruments; drawing sets; drawing pens; drawing rulers; address stamps; seals [stamps]; stamps [seals]; sealing stamps; cases for stamps [seals]; holders for stamps [seals]; pens [office requisites]; paperweights; pen cases / boxes for pens; stands for pens and pencils; penholders; pencil holders; advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; signboards of paper or cardboard; banners of paper; name badges [office requisites]; name badge holders [office requisites]; announcement cards [stationery]; greeting cards; musical greeting cards; forms, printed; envelopes [stationery]; pads [stationery]; note books; ledgers [books]; bookends; booklets; bookmarks; writing or drawing books; writing materials; writing instruments; writing cases [stationery]; writing cases [sets]; books; newsletters; newspapers; periodicals; magazines [periodicals]; paper sheets [stationery]; writing paper; manuals [handbooks] / handbooks [manuals]; printed matter; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except furniture; marking pens [stationery]; page holders; folders for papers / jackets for papers; files [office requisites]; document files [stationery]; document holders [stationery]; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; self-adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes; labels of paper or cardboard; albums / scrapbooks; almanacs; charts; calendars; prospectuses; pamphlets; catalogues; clipboards; clips for name badge holders [office requisites]; covers [stationery] / wrappers
[stationery]; bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging; boxes of paper or cardboard; letter trays; flyers; flags of paper; desk mats; handkerchiefs of paper; face towels of paper; paper wipes for cleaning; table linen of paper; table napkins of paper; towels of paper; tablecloths of paper; tablemats of paper; toilet paper / hygienic paper; figurines of papier mâché / statuettes of papier mâché; garbage bags of paper or of plastics; photograph stands; photographs [printed]; pictures; placards of paper or cardboard; postcards; posters; printed timetables; printed matter; printed publications; printed coupons; shields [paper seals].
4063421  21/01/2019
ADITYA BIRLA RETAIL LIMITED
SKYLINE ICON, 5TH AND 6TH FLOOR, 86/92 NEAR MITTAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST) MUMBAI-400059
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Paper and cardboard; Printed matter; Bookbinding material; Photographs; Stationery and office requisites, except furniture; Adhesives for stationery or household purposes; Drawing materials and materials for artists; Paintbrushes; Instructional and teaching materials; Plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; Printers' type, printing blocks
4063425  21/01/2019
ADITYA BIRLA RETAIL LIMITED
SKYLINE ICON, 5TH AND 6TH FLOOR, 86/92 NEAR MITTAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST) MUMBAI-400059
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Paper and cardboard; Printed matter; Bookbinding material; Photographs; Stationery and office requisites, except furniture; Adhesives for stationery or household purposes; Drawing materials and materials for artists; Paintbrushes; Instructional and teaching materials; Plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; Printers' type, printing blocks
FUN ARMY

4063429   21/01/2019

ADITYA BIRLA RETAIL LIMITED
SKYLINE ICON, 5TH AND 6TH FLOOR, 86/92 NEAR MITTAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST) MUMBAI-400059
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Paper and cardboard; Printed matter; Bookbinding material; Photographs; Stationery and office requisites, except furniture; Adhesives for stationery or household purposes; Drawing materials and materials for artists; Paintbrushes; Instructional and teaching materials; Plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; Printers' type, printing blocks
ASHISH ANTHONY
JUST DOGS, 1ST FLOOR, SR HOUSE, NEAR KANCHANDEEP FLATS, OPP. MANEKBAUGH, NEHRUNAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380015, GUJARAT
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
SONI & SONI - 2ND FLOOR SANGH MITRA, OPP. KESHAV BAGH, ASOPALAV LANE, NR. SHIVRANJANI CROSS ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD-380015, GUJARAT INDIA.
Used Since : 02/10/2018
AHMEDABAD
PAPER AND CARDBOARD; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY AND OFFICE REQUISITES, EXCEPT FURNITURE; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; DRAWING MATERIALS AND MATERIALS FOR ARTISTS; PAINT BRUSHES; INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS; PLASTIC SHEETS, FILMS AND BAGS FOR WRAPPING AND PACKAGING; PRINTERS’ TYPE, PRINTING BLOCKS.
ALEX STEWART

4065063  23/01/2019

ALEX STEWART INTERNATIONAL (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
L9, Block 6, Thiru.Vi.Ka Industrial Estate, Guindy, Chennai - 600032, Tamil Nadu
A Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13, 1ST CROSS STREET, SRI PURAM COLONY, ST. THOMAS MOUNT, CHENNAI-600016
Used Since: 01/07/2017

CHENNAI

Paper and cardboard; Printed matter; Bookbinding material; Photographs; Stationery; Adhesives for stationery or household purposes; Artists materials; Paintbrushes; Typewriters and office requisites [except furniture]; Instructional and teaching material [except apparatus]; Plastic materials for packaging; Printerstype; Printing blocks
R V INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT

4065449   23/01/2019
RASHTREEYA SIKSHA SAMITHI TRUST
R.V. Teacher’s College Building, 2nd Block, Jayanagar, Bangalore – 560 011
a Registered Indian Trust
Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.V. NATHAN ASSOCIATES.
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA STATE INDIA.
Used Since :31/10/2018
To be associated with:
2264653
CHENNAI
all types of printed matter including but not limited to text books, guide books, all types of instructional materials supplied in the course of providing education and imparting training
PRINGLE

4065947  24/01/2019

MR. PANKAJ MITTAL TRADING AS PARAGON PRODUCTS.
PLOT NO.-7, NAHAR PUR VILLAGE, SECTOR-7, ROHINI, DELHI-110085.
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

TISSUE PAPER, TOILET ROLL, KITCHEN ROLL, TISSUE NAPKIN AND PAPER WIPES INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
EVELYN
4066691   24/01/2019
EVELYN LEARNING SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
A-860 2ND FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110019
Private Company
Used Since :12/04/2013
DELHI
Books, Paper and Stationary
REYNOLDS GRAFIX GLITZ

4067499  25/01/2019
LUXEMBOURG BRANDS S.À R.L.
412F, route d’Esch, L-2086 Luxembourg
A company existing under the laws of Grand Duchy of Luxembourg

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
569043, 681734, 928770, 957614, 1276025

DELHI

Instruments for writing, drawing, colouring, sketching, painting, marking, highlighting, correcting, covering up and erasing; pens and refills therefor; ball-point pens and refills therefor; fountain pens, and refills therefor; ink and ink cartridges; porous-tip and fibre-tip pens and refills therefor; fineliners and refills therefor; markers and refills therefor; rolling ball markers and refills therefor; erasers, including liquid ink erasers and dry erasable ink markers; highlighters; pencils; mechanical pencils and refills therefor; correction products in liquid, solid, film, paper, tape or any other form; paint boxes (articles for use in school), glue in liquid or solid form for stationery or household purposes; stationery; crayons, pen cases, pencil sharpeners, rules, stencils, art materials.
FOLKTALE

4067500  25/01/2019
LUXEMBOURG BRANDS S.À R.L.
412F, route d’Esch, L-2086 Luxembourg
A company existing under the laws of Grand Duchy of Luxembourg

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Instruments for writing, drawing, colouring, sketching, painting, marking, highlighting, correcting, covering up and erasing; pens and refills therefor; ball-point pens and refills therefor; fountain pens, and refills therefor; ink and ink cartridges; porous-tip and fibre-tip pens and refills therefor; fineliners and refills therefor; markers and refills therefor; rolling ball markers and refills therefor; erasers, including liquid ink erasers and dry erasable ink markers; highlighters; pencils; mechanical pencils and refills therefor; correction products in liquid, solid, film, paper, tape or any other form; paint boxes (articles for use in school), glue in liquid or solid form for stationery or household purposes; stationery; crayons, pen cases, pencil sharpeners, rules, stencils, art materials.
INDIC ROOTS
4068154  25/01/2019
JYOTI SAXENA PROPRIETOR OF INDIC ROOTS
C-24/64, SHASTRI NAGAR, BAREILLY, UP-243122 (INDIA)
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVI CHAUHAN
A-2/96, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-110089
Used Since :05/02/2018
DELHI
OFFICE STATIONERY
4068771  28/01/2019

S.K. EDUCATIONS PVT. LTD.
S.K. TOWER, 9988/B-1, SARAI ROHILLA, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, NEW DELHI-110005
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNIL KUMAR ADVOCATE
F-122, GF, UTSAV APARTMENT, SECTOR-18, ROHINI, DELHI-110089

Used Since: 15/06/2007

To be associated with:
1576600, 1598780

DELHI

PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; ARTISTS' MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES); PRINTERS' TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS, BOOKS, PERIODICALS, PRINTED MATTER, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL, RELATING TO NURSERY CLASSES, SENIOR SECONDARY CLASSES, AND OTHER BOOK MATERIALS.
ARKARISE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.

AR: #36, 1ST FLOOR, 9TH MAIN, NGEF LANE, BEHIND METRO, INDRANAGER 1ST STAGE, BENGALURU, KARNATAKA - 560038

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VANCHINATHAN

No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Paper and cardboard; Printed matter; Bookbinding material; Photographs; Stationery and office requisites, except furniture; Adhesives for stationery or household purposes; Drawing materials and materials for artists; Paintbrushes; Instructional and teaching materials; Plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; Printers' type, printing blocks
MECHANIX
4070043  29/01/2019
ZEPHYR TOYMakers Pvt. Ltd.
A-421, TTC Industrial Area, MIDC, Mahape, Navi Mumbai 400710

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHIMA CHALIA
EDIPLIS COUNSELS, G1 (Ground Floor), Building No. 1542/A, 28th Cross, 28th Main, Banashankari 2nd Stage Bangalore 560070

To be associated with:
2374752

MUMBAI
Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' and drawing materials and materials for artists; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' type, printing blocks.
BLIX

4070045  29/01/2019

ZEPHYR TOYMACEKERS PVT. LTD.
A- 421, TTC Industrial Area, MIDC, Mahape, Navi Mumbai 400710

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHIMA CHALIA
EDIPLIS COUNSELS, G1 (Ground Floor), Building No. 1542/A, 28th Cross, 28th Main, Banashankari 2nd Stage Bangalore 560070

Used Since :26/04/2016

MUMBAI

Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' and drawing materials and materials for artists; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' type, printing blocks.
4070046    29/01/2019
ZEPHYR TOYMAKERS PVT. LTD.
A- 421, TTC Industrial Area, MIDC, Mahape, Navi Mumbai 400710
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHIMA CHALIA
EDIPLIS COUNSELS, G1 (Ground Floor), Building No. 1542/A, 28th Cross, 28th Main, Banashankari 2nd Stage Bangalore 560070
Used Since :26/04/2016

MUMBAI
Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' and drawing materials and materials for artists; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' type, printing blocks.
TRISURF
4070498  29/01/2019
SUN PHARMA ADVANCED RESEARCH COMPANY LTD.
17/B, MAHAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400 093.
MERCHANTS, AND EXPORTER.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PRINTED MATTERS /PUBLICATIONS CONSISTING OF INFORMATION ABOUT PHARMACEUTICAL, COSMETIC, DIETARY, SCIENTIFIC, SURGICAL AND MEDICAL PRODUCTS AND INFORMATION ABOUT SCIENTIFIC & TECHNOLOGICAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
PERFORMALUX PRIVATE LIMITED
D Block, Shiv Sagar Estate, Dr. A. B. Road, Worli, Mumbai – 400 018
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SOLOMON & CO. LEGAL SERVICES LLP
3rd Floor, Calcot House, 8/10, M.P. Shetty Marg, Fort, Mumbai - 400 023

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Paper and cardboard, printed matter, bookbinding material, photographs, stationery and office requisites, drawing materials, paintbrushes, plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging, printed matter, stands for pens and pencils, stamps and stationery, trading cards, magazines, periodicals, catalogues, printed publications, paperweights, prospectuses, booklets, books, handbooks, newsletters, graphic prints, stickers, party stationery, calendars, events programmes, wrappers, pads, page holders, paint boxes, postcards, posters, printed coupons, tickets, fountain pens, labels of paper or cardboard and name badges.
4071431  30/01/2019

RICHI SOBTI
E 57, B Site C, UPSIDC, Sikandra, Agra-282007
AN INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Paper tapes, Tapes (adhesive -) [stationery], Adhesive packaging tapes, Adhesive tapes for stationery purposes
PARTAPA RAM
"Kum Kum Arcade" Shop No.6, Old No.9, Narayana Mudali Street, Sowcarpet, Chennai - 600 079

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWCARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES, PRINTED MATTER, CARDBOARD AND CARDBOARD ARTICLES, FILES AND FOLDERS,
BOOKS, STATIONERIES, NOTE BOOKS, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS, PUBLICATION, ENVELOPES
WALKING TREE

4072145  30/01/2019

WALKING TREE VENTURES PVT LTD
11th Floor, Crompton Greaves House, Dr. A.B. Road, Worli, Mumbai–400 030
A Company incorporated under The Company’s Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Agents address:
USHA A. CHANDRASEKHAR.
3-E1, COURT CHAMBERS, NEW MARINE LINES ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 020.
Used Since :28/08/2018

MUMBAI

Paper and stationery; particularly paper for writing and printing purposes; albums, scrapbooks; envelopes, cards; folders; wrappers; pouches of paper or plastic; books and bookmarks; catalogues; coasters of paper; pens; pen clips, pen holders and cases; writing material; photograph and photographs stands; boxes for pens, boxes of paper or cardboard, printed matter and packaging material made of paper
4072407  30/01/2019
PIDLITE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Regent Chambers, 7th Floor, Jamnalal Bajaj Marg, 208, Nariman Point, Mumbai 400 021 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India.
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
2788945, 2889036, 3235524, 3329686, 3925761

MUMBAI
Printed matter; Bookbinding material; Stationery; Instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); Advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; Booklets; Boxes of cardboard or paper; Calendars; Cardboard and goods made from cardboard; Catalogues; Charts; Folders [stationery]; Newsletters; Note books; Office requisites, except furniture; Paintings; Writing material; Adhesives, glue, gum, gluten and paste for stationery or house hold purposes; adhesive bands and tapes for stationery or household purposes; self-adhesive tapes and starch paste [adhesive] for stationery or household purposes; Moulds for modelling clays [artists' materials]; Artists' watercolor [watercolour] saucers; Copying paper [stationery]; Covers [stationery]; Envelopes [stationery]; Folders [stationery]; Paper and goods made from paper; Palettes for painters; Wood pulp board [stationery]; Wrappers [stationery].
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890 , 25/02/2019           Class 16

4072409    30/01/2019

PIDILITE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Regent Chambers, 7th Floor, Jamnalal Bajaj Marg, 208, Nariman Point, Mumbai 400 021 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India.

a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3403690, 3406931

MUMBAI
Printed matter; Bookbinding material; Stationery; Instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); Advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; Booklets; Boxes of cardboard or paper; Calendars; Cardboard and goods made from cardboard; Catalogues; Charts; Folders [stationery]; Newsletters; Note books; Office requisites, except furniture; Paintings; Writing material; Adhesives, glue, gum, gluten and paste for stationery or household purposes; adhesive bands and tapes for stationery or household purposes; self-adhesive tapes and starch paste [adhesive] for stationery or household purposes; Moulds for modelling clays [artists' materials]; Artists' watercolor [watercolour] saucers; Copying paper [stationery]; Covers [stationery]; Envelopes [stationery]; Folders [stationery]; Paper and goods made from paper; Palettes for painters; Wood pulp board [stationery]; Wrappers [stationery].
ABHINAV KANSAL
B-50 RAM SINGH MARKET, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR-7, NAHARPUR, ROHINI, DELHI-110085.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Paper and cardboard; Printed matter; Bookbinding material; Photographs; Stationery and office requisites, except furniture; Adhesives for stationery or household purposes; Drawing materials and materials for artists; Paintbrushes; Instructional and teaching materials; Plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; Printers' type, printing blocks
4072852    31/01/2019
VIPUL KUMAR SHARMA
31A/104/4, JANGJEET NAGAR, RAJPUR, AGRA, UTTAR PRADESH - 282001
owner
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJA GUPTA
Legal Brother’S Associates B 332, MOHAN GARDEN, NEAR DWARKA MOR METRO STATION, NEW DELHI-110059.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Paper and cardboard, stationery and office requisites
RISING KIDS
4072987  31/01/2019
SKOOL STORES PRIVATE LIMITED
JADOT ROAD, SULTANPUR CHOWK, AMBALA CHANDIGARH NATIONAL HIGHWAY, AMBALA CITY
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUHRY
C1A, LGF, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi - 110013

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
4073126  31/01/2019
NEHA GUPTA
523, SECTOR-31, GURGAON, HARYANA-122002
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVI CHAUHAN
A-2/96, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-110089
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED
MATTER; BOOKBINDING MATERIAL; PHOTOGRAPHS; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD
PURPOSES; ARTISTS' MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; NEWSPAPERS, PERIODICAL, JOURNALS, NOVELS, MAGAZINES,
ASSIGNMENTS, PAMPHLETS, DIRECTORIES, NEWSLETTERS, PENCIL, PENS, BALL PENS, FOUNTAIN PENS, SKETCH
PENS, REFILLS, HIGHLIGHTERS, BOLD MARKER PENS, GEL PENS, DRAWING MATERIALS, ERASING PRODUCTS,
SHARPENERS, SCALES, CRAYONS, PASTELS, OIL PASTELS, POSTER COLORS, CHALKS, ARTIST COLORS.
4073165  31/01/2019
ABDULLAH
MOH. NAYAK SARAI, SHERKOT, BIJNOR, U.P.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS
3/112, GROUND FLOOR, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Paint brushes, Artists' brushes & Roller brushes
NSE goBID
4073381 31/01/2019
NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE OF INDIA LIMITED
EXCHANGE PLAZA, C-1, BLOCK G, BANDRA - KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (E), MUMBAI - 400 051, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since : 19/11/2018
To be associated with:
642685, 3894155
MUMBAI
BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS OF ALL KINDS; PRINTED OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS, MANUALS, BROCHURES, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS (OTHER THAN APPARATUS); CARDS OF ALL KINDS AND DESCRIPTION, CHARTS, FORMS, CIRCULARS, INVOICES, LABELS, PAMPHLETS, DIARIES, FILES, ENVELOPES, WRITING PADS, LOOSE LEAF BINDERS, HOLDERS AND FOLDERS, DRAWINGS, ENGRAVINGS, GRAPHIC REPRODUCTION, INDEX CARDS AND INDEX ARTICLES, PRINTED SHARE CERTIFICATES, PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
4073382  31/01/2019
NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE OF INDIA LIMITED
EXCHANGE PLAZA, C-1, BLOCK G, BANDRA - KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (E), MUMBAI - 400 051, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since : 19/11/2018

MUMBAI
BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS OF ALL KINDS; PRINTED OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS, MANUALS, BROCHURES, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS (OTHER THAN APPARATUS); CARDS OF ALL KINDS AND DESCRIPTION, CHARTS, FORMS, CIRCULARS, INVOICES, LABELS, PAMPHLETS, DIARIES, FILES, ENVELOPES, WRITING PADS, LOOSE LEAF BINDERS, HOLDERS AND FOLDERS, DRAWINGS, ENGRAVINGS, GRAPHIC REPRODUCTION, INDEX CARDS AND INDEX ARTICLES, PRINTED SHARE CERTIFICATES, PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
goBID
4073383  31/01/2019
NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE OF INDIA LIMITED
EXCHANGE PLAZA, C-1, BLOCK G, BANDRA - KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (E), MUMBAI - 400 051, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :19/11/2018
MUMBAI
BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS OF ALL KINDS; PRINTED OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS, MANUALS, BROCHURES, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS (OTHER THAN APPARATUS); CARDS OF ALL KINDS AND DESCRIPTION, CHARTS, FORMS, CIRCULARS, INVOICES, LABELS, PAMPHLETS, DIARIES, FILES, ENVELOPES, WRITING PADS, LOOSE LEAF BINDERS, HOLDERS AND FOLDERS, DRAWINGS, ENGRAVINGS, GRAPHIC REPRODUCTION, INDEX CARDS AND INDEX ARTICLES, PRINTED SHARE CERTIFICATES, PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
4073384   31/01/2019
NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE OF INDIA LIMITED
EXCHANGE PLAZA, C-1, BLOCK G, BANDRA - KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (E), MUMBAI - 400 051, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :19/11/2018
MUMBAI
BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS OF ALL KINDS; PRINTED OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS, MANUALS, BROCHURES,
INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIALS (OTHER THAN APPARATUS); CARDS OF ALL KINDS AND DESCRIPTION,
CHARTS, FORMS, CIRCULARS, INVOICES, LABELS, PAMPHLETS, DIARIES, FILES, ENVELOPES, WRITING PADS, LOOSE
LEAF BINDERS, HOLDERS AND FOLDERS, DRAWINGS, ENGRAVINGS, GRAPHIC REPRODUCTION, INDEX CARDS AND
INDEX ARTICLES, PRINTED SHARE CERTIFICATES, PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLES INCLUDED IN CLASS 16.
OI-KITCHEN AND BAR

4073415    31/01/2019
SANJAY SHEKAR SHETTY
1302, Floor No - 13, Plot No- 304, Veera Hights, Bhimani Street, Matunga, Mumbai - 400019, Maharashtra
Indian national, Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except
furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists and drawing materials; paintbrushes; instructional and
teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers type, printing blocks
MACRAME

4073422  31/01/2019

AKSHAY UMESH TANNA (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS MITU CREATION
107, D- Wing, Akruli Industrial, Premises, Akruli Road, Kandivali (E), Mumbai - 400101, Maharashtra
A Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.
Used Since :01/04/2010

MUMBAI

Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except
furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists and drawing materials; paintbrushes; instructional and
teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers type, printing blocks
4074550  01/02/2019
PINAK KULKARNI
C 307 MORYA HOUSE, VEERA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI WEST, MUMBAI - 400053
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Notebooks, Diaries, Stationery, Paper and cardboard; Printed matter; Bookbinding material; Photographs; Stationery and office requisites, except furniture; Adhesives for stationery or household purposes; Drawing materials and materials for artists; Paintbrushes; Instructional and teaching materials; Plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; Printers’ type, printing blocks
4074778 01/02/2019

LUPIN LIMITED
Kalpataru Inspire, 3rd Floor, Off Western Express Highway, Santacruz (East), Mumbai 400055
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except
furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; paintbrushes;
instructional and teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers’ type, printing
blocks.
HKV3
4074860  01/02/2019

VIKAS AHUJA
C-42 Mangolpuri Industrial Area Phase-2, New Delhi 110083
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DELKASH ASSOCIATES
Rahimullah Ansari Advocate F-12/9, G.F, Sir Syed Road, Joga Bai Jamia Nagar, New Delhi 110025 India.
Used Since :01/01/2019

DELHI
Garbage bags of plastic, Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' type; printing blocks
4074885  01/02/2019
MRS.BHAWNA RAJESH AHUJA
A.P. ENTERPRISES, SHED NO 14, DSIDC COMPLEX, WAZIPUR INDUSTRIAL AREA, 1st FLOOR, NEW DELHI 110052
individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DRBDLEGALYUKTI
D204 2ND FLOOR KARAMAPURA NEW DELHI 110015
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
GRAPHIC PICTURE AND REPRODUCTION AND LABELS, STICKERS ADVERTISEMENT MATERIALS, PRINTED MATERIALS
ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 16
4075500    02/02/2019
ABHILASHA SHRIVASTAVA
653-R, Mahalaxmi Nagar, Near KIBS Hospital, Indore - 452010
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Embroidery design patterns, Drawing materials and materials for artists.
SAKAGAMI

2181102  26/07/2011

SAKAGAMI SEISAKUSHO LTD.
17-6, 4-CHOME, KINSHI, SUMIDA-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.
A COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. P. AHUJA & CO.
53, SYED AMIR ALI AVENUE, 4TH FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 019, WEST BENGAL.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

GASKETS, JUNCTION FOR PIPES [NOT OF METAL], PACKINGS; VALVES OF RUBBER OR VULCANIZED FIBER [NOT INCLUDING MACHINE ELEMENTS]; WASHERS OF RUBBER OR VULCANIZED FIBER; PLASTIC SEMI-WORKED PRODUCTS [FOR USE AS MATERIAL]; RUBBER [RAW OR SEMI-WORKED]; ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 17
2593262    09/09/2013
AMIT GUPTA
trading as ;MAA SHERAA PLASTIC
G-261, SECTOR-2, DSIDC, BAWANA, DELHI 110039
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89
Used Since :10/04/2010
DELHI
PVC CONDUIT PIPE & PVC BATTEN FOR ELECTRICAL FITTINGS
JH STAR
2742008   22/05/2014
MR. JAI KISHORE JHA
146/1 GALI NO 28, S. VIHAR-II MUKANPUR DELHI 110042
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Used Since :01/05/2014
DELHI
RUBBER, GUTTA PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF METAL
J STAR
2742012  22/05/2014
MR. JAI KISHORE JHA
146/1 GALI NO 28, S. VIHAR-II MUKANPUR DELHI 110042
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Used Since: 01/05/2014

DELHI
RUBBER, GUTTA PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF METAL
2759352    19/06/2014
NAMAN JAIN AND GEETIKA JAIN
trading as ;FLAMEGUARD INDUSTRY
82 A, ARYA NAGAR, INDUSTRIAL AREA, LONI, GHAZIABAD, UP
Manufacturer and Merchant
A PARTNERSHIP DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.
Used Since :01/06/2011
DELHI
Hoses made for rubber, plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture, flexible pipes, not of metal including pvc pipes, hose pipes, fire hose pipes, canvas hoses & rubber sheets.
METALTAFT

2762225  25/06/2014

SIMRANJEETI SINGH

trading as ;MAYA SALES CORPORATION

1331/1 DESH BANDHU GUPTA ROAD KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI 110005

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES

A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI

FRONT MUDGUARD, SIDE COVERS, HEADLIGHT & BACKLIGHT COVER, HEADLIGHT VISOR, SIDE BOXES, TAIL PANELS, REAL MUDGUARD AND PACKAGING, STOPPING & INSULATED MATERIAL OIL SEAL, INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
RELAXO
2785272  04/08/2014
VIKAS BANSAL
trading as ;SHAKTI POLYTUBE
OPP IOC PETROL PUMP SIRSA ROAD, MANDI DABWALI DISTT. SIRSA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2005
DELHI
PVC PIPES & FITTINGS
UNICON

2792801  19/08/2014
MAHBOOB ALI
trading as : UNICON DRIMOP CLEANER
F-35, GALI NO. 6, BHAGIRATHI VIHAR, DELHI-110094
MANUFACTURER
Used Since : 06/09/2011
To be associated with:
2792800
DELHI
PLASTIC WIPER AND PLASTIC PRODUCTS
COSMO
2799313   28/08/2014
COSMO INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;COSMO INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
BU-10, SFS, PITAMPURA, OUTER RING ROAD, NEW DELHI-110034
Manufacturer, Merchant and Trader
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASWAL ASSOCIATES
59 HARMONY APARTMENTS POCKET-1 SECTOR-4 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110078
Used Since :09/02/2007
To be associated with:
2799310
DELHI
ACRYLIC SHEETS; POLYCARBONATE SHEETS; PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FROM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE, PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS; INSULATING, PACKING, LINING AND STUFFING MATERIAL; ELASTOMERIC NITRILE FOAM; RUBBER PRODUCTS; ACOUSTIC; ACRYLIC RUBBER; FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF METAL; PLASTIC FILM; TINTED, LAMINATED AND REFLECTIVE PLASTIC FILMS; POLYPYRROLE FILMS IN SEALING AND INSULATING; POLYURETHANE FILM FOR USE IN SEALING AND INSULATING; POLYETHYLENE FILMS IN SEALING AND INSULATING; PROTECTIVE PAD MADE OF PVC.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2799310.
NIZER
2900756  12/02/2015
CHIRAG CHHABRA
trading as ;CHIRAG INDUSTRIES
73, PARKASH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SAHIBABAD, GHAZIABAD, U.P.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/01/2015
DELHI
PVC ELECTRICAL CONDUIT PIPES AND FITTINGS, PVC FLEXIBLE PIPES, PVC BANDS, PVC FITTINGS, JOINT PACKAGING FOR PIPES, ADHESIVE BANDS, PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIAL, ELECTRICAL INSULATING MATERIAL, INSULATORS FOR ELECTRICAL MAINS, ELECTRICAL INSULATION AND SURFACE PROTECTION TAPES, CASING, CAPPING AND OTHER PLASTIC COMPONENTS FOR USE IN ELECTRICAL FITTINGS
2902882  16/02/2015
MR. PUSHPINDER GARG
MR. SANJEEV DHAWAN
trading as; SUPER IMPEX
1776-B OPP. SAMUDAY BHAWN, (OPP. PIPE., U.P BORDER SAHIBABAD GHAZIABAD U.P
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since: 02/12/2014
DELHI
P.V.C PIPES, C.P. FITTING & ACCESSORIES, RIGID PIPES, CONDUICT PIPES, P.V.C. PIPE FITTINGS, ELBOW, TEE MADE
OF P.V.C, FLEXIBLE PIPES, GARDEN PIPE, CPVC PIPE, PPR PIPE, SANITARY PIPES, PVC CONNECTION PIPE, HDPE
PIPE, PIPES & PIPES FITTING, AS PER CLASS-17.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE KISSAN.
2902886  16/02/2015
MR. PUSHPINDER GARG
MR. SANJEEV DHAWAN
trading as ;SUPER IMPEX
1776-B OPP. SAMUDAY BHAWN, (OPP. PIPE., U.P BORDER SAHIBABAD GHAZIABAD U.P
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAIZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAIZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :02/12/2014
DELHI
P.V.C PIPES, C.P. FITTING & ACCESSORIES, RIGID PIPES, CONDUICIT PIPES, P.V.C. PIPE FITTINGS, ELBOW, TEE MADE
OF P.V.C, FLEXIBLE PIPES, GARDEN PIPE, CPVC PIPE, PPR PIPE, SANITARY PIPES, PVC CONNECTION PIPE, HOPE
PIPE, PIPES & PIPES FITTING, AS PER CLASS-17.
NIPTEC
2920205  12/03/2015
NITIN GUPTA
trading as ;J P CABLE & WIRES.
A-5/9, 3RD FLOOR, JHILMIL INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110095
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/01/2015
DELHI
PVC ELECTRICAL CONDUIT PIPES AND FITTINGS, PVC FLEXIBLE PIPES, PVC BANDS, PVC FITTINGS, PVC TAPE, JOINT PACKAGING FOR PIPES, ADHESIVE BANDS, ADHESIVE TAPES, PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIAL, ELECTRICAL INSULATING MATERIAL, INSULATORS FOR ELECTRICAL MAINS, ELECTRICAL INSULATION AND SURFACE PROTECTION TAPES, CASING, CAPPING AND OTHER PLASTIC COMPONENTS FOR USE IN ELECTRICAL FITTINGS
DIWAKAR
2922844  16/03/2015
SATPAL JAIN
trading as ;JAIN RUBBER INDUSTRIES
8-A, GALI NO-9, ANAND PARBAT INDL. AREA, NEW DELHI 110005
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/01/2015
DELHI
RUBBER SPARE PARTS FOR USE IN MIXER AND JUICER MACHINES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019  Class 17

TYE

2924746  18/03/2015
MR. ASHISH KHANDELWAL
A/438, GROUND FLOOR, SHAASTRI NAGAR, DELHI 110052
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/01/2015

DELHI
FENDER LINING AND FENDER INNER.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019  Class 17

2926664  23/03/2015
MANOJ GARG
trading as ;MANOJ PLAST INDIA
H-9, GALI NO-1, SHASTRI PARK, DELHI-110053
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2014

DELHI

PLASTIC IN THE FORM OF SHEETS, BLOCKS, TUBES & RODS; PLASTIC ELBOW, PLASTIC CLIP FOR USE IN ELECTRIC FITTINGS, NON METALLIC PIPES INCLUDING PVC PIPES, PVC SUBMERSIBLE COVER, CORRUGATED PVC PIPES, RIGID PVC PIPERS, RIGID PVC CONDUIT PIPES, PVC IN THE FORM OF TUBES & FITTINGS, ACCESSORIES & PARTS THEREFORE; REINFORCING MATERIALS FOR PIPES

Mark shall be used as a device as substantially represented and filed.
3108221  30/11/2015
VIKAS GUPTA
H.NO.120, AMBIENCE FORT, RING ROAD, ATTAPUR, HYDERABAD-500048, TELANGANA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Used Since :01/01/2013
CHENNAI
PLASTIC CORRUGATED PIPES, ELECTRICAL CORRUGATED PIPES, FLEXIBLE WASTE PIPES, WASHING MACHINE PIPES AND SANITARY PLASTIC ITEMS
RESTRICT THE AREA TO ANDHRA AND TELANGANA ONLY.
3318827    26/07/2016
BHAVIN SHAH
168, NAGDEVI STREET, MUMBAI-400003.
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND DEALER.
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/05/2014
MUMBAI
PVC HOSES, TRANSPARENT HOSE, WELDING HOSE, CAR WASHING HOSE, ROCK DRILL HOSE, WATER HOSE, GARDEN HOSE, FLEXIBLE PIPES, TUBES, HOSES, AND FITTINGS THEREFOR, INCLUDING VALVES, NON-METALLIC CANVAS HOSE PIPES, CLACK VALVES OF RUBBER, CONNECTING HOSE, FITTINGS NOT OF METAL, FLEXIBLE HOSES NOT OF METAL, HOSES OF TEXTILE MATERIAL, JUNCTIONS NOT OF METAL FOR PIPES, PIPE GASKETS / JOINT PACKINGS FOR PIPES, REINFORCING MATERIALS NOT OF METAL FOR PIPES, VALVES OF RUBBER OR VULCANIZED FIBER, WATERING HOSE.
ASHOKBHAI J. PANARA  
trading as ;M/S ASHOK PLASTIC 
B-34, SHREE RAM ESTATE, , NR.BILESWAR ESTATE, OPP.G.V.M.M., S.P.RING ROAD,ODHAV, AHMEDABAD-382415, GUJARAT-INDIA. 
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address: 
T.C.PATEL & CO.,  
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022  
Used Since :07/09/2007

AHMEDABAD

IN RESPECT OF PVC PIPE, HDPE PIPE, SPRINKLER PIPE, PLASTIC PIPE, C-PVC PIPE, U-PVC PIPE, L.D. PIPE, HOSE PIPE, LAYFLAT PIPE, PVC GARDEN PIPE, SPRINKLER IRRIGATION PIPE, FLEXIBLE PIPE, ASTM PLUMP PIPE, PVC CONDUIT PIPE, C-PVC AND U-PVC PIPE, (JOINT PACKINGS FOR), PIPE AND PIPE FITTINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 17.
GK WONDER 999
3366895 19/09/2016
AKSHAY SAINANI
trading as ;M/s G K Industries
Godown No. 4, House No. 779, Jai Jalaram Compound, Kalher Village, Bhiwandi - 421302
Manufacturer
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH & CO.
11 PRABHA KUNJ PLOTNO 498 24TH ROAD KHAR (WEST) MUMBAI-400052.
Used Since :01/02/2016
MUMBAI
Unprocessed and semi-processed rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and substitutes for all these materials; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; , not of metal covered under class 17
Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to any one else except to the proprietor, for the exclusive use of the word "GK WONDER 999" in the given class..
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
SHRI SHANKARRAO DATTUJI LINGE trading as LINGE GROUP
8, BAVIZA PLAZA, MURARJI PETH, OPP. S.T. STAND, DIST-SOLAPUR, MAHARASHTRA STATE, INDIA MANUFACTURERS AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL,
UNIQUE CONSULTANCY SERVICES FLAT NO.4, CHINTAMANI APT. 507, KASBA PETH, PUNE - 411 011. MAHARASH Used Since :01/03/2007

MUMBAI
ALL KINDS OF PVC, UPVC, CPVC, PIPES AND FITTINGS, HOSE PIPE (NON METALLIC), FLEXIBLE PIPES, PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS
ROCKY
3454255  11/01/2017
MAHESH KUMAR DODWANI
trading as ;MAHESH AND COMPANY
BEHIND RAM MANDIR, LAKHENAGAR, RAIPUR-492 009, CHATTISGARH
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since : 15/07/2005
MUMBAI
ALL TYPES OF PVC PIPES (FLEXIBLE AND RIGID), PVC SECTION HOSE PIPES, PVC CASSING PATTI ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-17
3476254  07/02/2017
SABU TRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :SABU TRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
114 NARASIMMAN ROAD, SHEVAPET,SALEM-636002, TAMIL NADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANCHANDA ASSOCIATES.
15/1061, (2ND FLOOR), NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI - 110 005.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
RUBBER, GUTTA-PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE THEREFROM AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES: PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES AND TUBES;OIL SEALS NOT OF METAL FOR SALE IN INDIA AND FOR EXPORT.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS SHOWN ON THE FORM OF REPRESENTATION.
3481665  14/02/2017
SKYTOUCH TAPES PVT. LTD.
B-406/407, JALDARSHAN, G.B. JUKAR MARG, NEAR ISKCON, JUHU, VILE PARLE (WEST) MUMBAI-400049
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/08/1997
MUMBAI
ELECTRICAL INSULATION ARTICLES AND MATERIALS
3487971  20/02/2017
FLIPKART INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Vaishnavi Summit, Ground Floor, 7th Main, 80 Feet Road, 3rd Block, Koramangala Industrial Layout, Bangalore - 560 034
Manufacturers and Traders
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :15/02/2017
CHENNAI
Unprocessed and semi-processed rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and substitutes for all these materials; plastics and resins in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes, tubes and hoses, not of metal.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3487897 and 3487946.
3488009  20/02/2017
FLIPKART INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Vaishnavi Summit, Ground Floor, 7th Main, 80 Feet Road, 3rd Block, Koramangala Industrial Layout, Bangalore - 560 034
Manufacturers and Traders
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :15/02/2017
CHENNAI
Unprocessed and semi-processed rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and substitutes for all these materials; plastics and resins in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes, tubes and hoses, not of metal.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3487897 and 3487946.
3497237  02/03/2017
MASC (INDIA) PVT. LTD
trading as; MASC (INDIA) PVT. LTD
19-1-912/A/C/1, BHAVANI NAGAR COLONY, BAHADURPURA, HYDERABAD-500 065, TELANGANA STATE
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.K. SINHA,
5-9-93, NO. 208, 2ND FLOOR, SHAKTI CHAMBERS, CHAPEL ROAD HYDERABAD- 500 001, ANDHRA PARDESH.
Used Since :17/12/2003
CHENNAI
MASKING TAPES.
associated with the application no. 3383532.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890 , 25/02/2019 Class 17

3563341  05/06/2017
HIL LIMITED
trading as ;HIL LIMITED
SLN TERMINUS 7TH FLOOR, SURVEY NO. 133 BESIDE BOTANICAL GARDEN GACHIBOWLI, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, INDIA - 500 032
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO., LLP
1105, ASHOKA ESTATE, 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110001

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
RUBBER, GUTTA-PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PLASTICS IN EXTRUDED FROM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, NOT OF METAL.

associated with the application no.3548721.
LEPAKSHI

3578153  24/06/2017
RAJA POLYMERS
Plot No.119/4, Phase II, Cherlapally, Medchal Dist. (T.S)
A Registered Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR,WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).
Used Since :07/06/2015

To be associated with:
3305245

CHENNAI
HDPE PIPES AND FITTINGS
JAIN FLEX
3999409  16/11/2018
VIKAS JAIN PROPRIETORS OF PRAGYA INDUSTRIES
158/A, 159/B SECTOR-E, SANWER ROAD, INDORE (M.P.) 452001
NO
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAA SHARDA ASSOCIATES
7/1 RACE COURSE ROAD NEW PALASIA , 214 RATNAMANI COMPLEX INDORE 452001
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PVC GARDEN SUCTION, HDPE, LDPE PIPE.
4003537  21/11/2018
METALON MARKETING
158/7-A, 1st Floor, Manohar Mansion, Ajmeri Gate, Delhi 110006
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANDHUJI TRADE MARK CO.
B-3, GROUND FLOOR, NEELKANTH APTT-II, SANT NAGAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Unprocessed and semi-processed rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and substitutes for all these materials;
Plastics and resins in extruded form for use in manufacture; Packing, stopping and insulating materials; Flexible pipes,
tubes and hoses, not of metal
4006297  23/11/2018
M/S. SHREE AMBEY UDYOG
C-2/7, HIND FLOOR, SECTOR-11 ROHINI, DELHI-110085
THE PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
1-4/21, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-110089

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
OIL SEALS, GASKETS, RUBBER PARTS, P.V.C. PIPES, HOSE PIPES FOR AUTOMOBILES, FLEXIBLE PIPES, TUBES, HOSES, AND FITTINGS THEREFOR INCLUDING VALVES NON-METALLIC, RUBBER PACKAGING, BAGS OF RUBBER FOR PACKAGING, BAGS [ENVELOPES, POUCHES] OF RUBBER FOR PACKAGING.
POLYMADE

4010006    28/11/2018

VED PARKASH

trading as ;SHIV SHAKTI PIPE

I-265, SECTOR-5 DSHDC, BAWANA NEW DELHI-110039

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PVC PIPES, RIGID PVC PIPES, PVC CONDUIT PIPES, FLEXIBLE PIPES, CPVC & UPVC PIPES, CPVC & UPVC PIPES FITTINGS, HDPE PIPES & FITTINGS THEREOF WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 17
4012534  30/11/2018
PARAS TUBES COMPANY,
71/3, MILESTONE, NEAR GANESH DHARAM KANTA, G. T. ROAD, KARNAL (HARYANA)
HARSH JAIN (PROPRIETOR)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PVC PIPES, HOSE PIPES, FLEXIBLE PIPES, PVC CASING AND CAPPING, PLASTICS PACKAGING, STOPPING INSULATED MATERIAL INCLUDED IN CLASS 17
4053718  11/01/2019  
MR. SAURABH AGGARWAL PROP. OF INDIAN GLASSWOOL INDUSTRIES 
1306/A, TRI NAGAR, GALI NO.90, DELHI-110035  

Prop.  

Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
TMR SOLUTIONS  
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033  

Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
INSULATED MATERIAL, Unprocessed and semi-processed rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and substitutes for all these materials; Plastics and resins in extruded form for use in manufacture; Packing, stopping and insulating materials; Flexible pipes, tubes and hoses, not of metal.
4053721  11/01/2019
MR. SAHIL JAIN
BF-5, SHALIMAR BAGH, DELHI
individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

INSULATED MATERIAL, Unprocessed and semi-processed rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and substitutes for all these materials; Plastics and resins in extruded form for use in manufacture; Packing, stopping and insulating materials; Flexible pipes, tubes and hoses, not of metal.
AQUABOND

4059438  17/01/2019

SUMITA AGARWAL
C/O Krishna Polymers Industries, Mangal Pandey Road, Khalpara Siliguri, West Bengal – 734005

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

UNPROCESSED AND SEMI-PROCESSED RUBBER, GUTTA-PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS; PLASTICS AND RESINS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, TUBES AND HOSES, NOT OF METAL, FITTINGS, NOT OF METAL, FOR FLEXIBLE PIPES, FITTINGS, NOT OF METAL, FOR RIGID PIPES, FITTINGS, NOT OF METAL, FOR COMPRESSED AIR LINES
ANAND GADODIA
trading as ;3A ASSOCIATES INCORPORATED
306 ADVENT ATRIA, CHINCHOLI BUNDER ROAD, MALAD WEST, MUMBAI 400 064 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURER OF INSULATING TAPES
CHANDULAL ZAVERCHAND SAVLA
B-502, GREEN ACRE CHS, NEAR OSWAL HALL, KAMATGHAR ROAD, ANJURPHATA, BHIWANDI, THANE – 421305,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK WAIDANDE
39, 1ST FLOOR, MAULI VYAPAR SANKUL, SECTOR - 5, NEAR DATTA MANDIR, AIROLI , NAVI MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA,
INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
UNPROCESSED AND SEMI-PROCESSED RUBBER, GUTTA-PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND SUBSTITUTES FOR
ALL THESE MATERIALS; PLASTICS AND RESINS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING,
STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, TUBES AND HOSES, NOT OF METAL
4066855   24/01/2019
SUNIL GARG TRADING AS M/S. KRISHNA INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES AND PLASTIC TRADERS
28, D.S. SHED NO.-2, DSIIDC PHASE-2, NANGLOI, NEW DELHI-110041
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :14/07/2007
DELHI
Strapping tape, insulating tape, insulating materials, electrical tape, insulating adhesives, tape (insulating -), plastics in extruded form for uses in manufacture, packing, stopping and insulating materials
AIRLIFT

4067628  25/01/2019

HARIPRASAD MURLIDHAR AGRAWAL SOLE PROPRIETOR OF OM SHREE TRADERS
2139, Upper Ground floor, Ambaji Textile Market, Ring Road, Surat-395002 (Gujarat)

Single Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUPERFASTACTION REGN. SERVICE
526, GROUND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA, NEAR KINARY CINEMA, RING ROAD, SURAT-2

Used Since: 06/07/2007

AHMEDABAD

Form For Insulation Packaging, Form Rubber, Polyamide Foam, Foam Glass for Building, Moulded Form For Packing, Sillicane, Form Heat Shielding / thermal insulation, Packinf Form in Sheet Form, Polyurethane Form (Semi Finish), Form Supports For Floral Arrangements
MR. SANGRAM SINGH TRADING AS ADARSH ENTERPRISES.
CIVIL LINE, BEGUM GANJ, G.T. FAIZABAD ROAD, JAMURIYA CORNER, NAWABGANJ, BARABANKI, U.P-225001.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PVC TAPE AND PACKAGING TAPES (ADHESIVE -), OTHER THAN FOR HOUSEHOLD OR STATIONERY USE INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
4068285   25/01/2019
AKHIL CHOUDHARY
F74 MANSAROVER GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110015
Trading As: MS. BHAGWATI SOLUTIONS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUNEET KUMAR JAIN
4, HALI PARK COMPLEX, OLD COURT ROAD, PANIPAT - 132103

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Parts & fittings for vehicles included in class 12 for use in motor land vehicles and automobiles including tires, tire patches, tire repair patches, retreaded tires, tire valves for vehicle tires, tire retreading caps, rubber treads for tires, tubeless tire for vehicles, adhesive rubber patches for repairing tubes or tires and rubber tread patterns for use in retreading vehicle tyres.
POLYDEW

4069216  28/01/2019
VOSTRO PLAST INDIA PVT. LTD.
KC-138, KAVI NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201002, U.P., INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
FLEXIBLE PIPE (NOT OF METAL), HOSE PIPES (NON-METALIC), FLEXIBLE PLASTIC CONDUITS FOR PLUMBING USE,
RIGID PIPES (NON-METAL), LAMINATED PLASTIC SHEET FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE, INSULATED PIPES (NON-
METALIC), ELECTRICAL INSULATING MICA PRODUCTS, CASING OF RUBBER FOR PIPE AND TUBES, ELECTRICAL TAPE
INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
4069235    28/01/2019
MR. HEMARAM
No.99, Padma Complex, Laxman Roa Road, BVK Iyengar Road cross, Chickpet, Bangalore- 560053.
Proprietor of MATAJI Electricals.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX EXIGO
23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRST FLOOR, FF6, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PVC Conduit Pipe, PVC Rigid Pipe, UPVC, CPVC Pipes and Fittings.
CLASSIC SILVER
4069675  28/01/2019
HARIOM PIPE INDUSTRIES
Plot No. 3, Main Road, Lotus Layout, Vanjara, Kamptee Road, Pili Nadi, Nagpur-440017
Partnership
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH, BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL, PUNE-411011
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PVC pipes for Agricultural purpose and fittings thereof
MASTER SILVER
4069676   28/01/2019
HARIOM PIPE INDUSTRIES
Plot No. 3, Main Road, Lotus Layout, Vanjara, Kamptee Road, Pili Nadi, Nagpur-440017
Partnership
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH, BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL, PUNE-411011
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PVC pipes for Agricultural purpose and fittings thereof
UDARAM CHOUHDHARY  
trading as ;UDARAM CHOUHDHARY 
NO.36, PERUMAL MUDALI STREET, SOWCARPET, CHENNAI-600079. 

Proposed to be Used 
CHENNAI 

Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not included in other classes; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes, not of metal.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019 Class 17

4070390 29/01/2019
VOSTRO PLAST INDIA PVT. LTD.
KC-138, KAVI NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201002, U.P., INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FLEXIBLE PIPE (NOT OF METAL), HOSE PIPES (NON-METALIC), FLEXIBLE PLASTIC CONDUITS FOR PLUMBING USE, RIGID PIPES (NON-METAL), LAMINATED PLASTIC SHEET FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE, INSULATED PIPES (NON-METALIC), ELECTRICAL INSULATING MICA PRODUCTS, CASING OF RUBBER FOR PIPE AND TUBES, ELECTRICAL TAPE INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
SILVER MEDAL

4070482  29/01/2019
ASHA BHALOTIA PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS MARUTI UDYOG
D.No.5-35/275/A, Plot No.11, Shaktipuram, Kukatpally, Hyderabad-500 072 (T.S), India.
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Plastic pipes, flexible pipes and tubes of plastic, plastic fittings, flexible hose pipes, PVC pipes and fittings, HDPE pipes & fittings for use of water and agricultural and industrial borewells, PVC tubing, CPVC pipes and fittings, LDPE and LLDPE pipes, HDPE fitting and pipes there for joint packings (non-metalic), insulation jackets for pipes, non-metal connectors for pipes, flexible plumbing pipes of plastic, flexible plastic donduits for plumbing purposes, non-metal junctions for flexibles pipes, flexible plastic hoses for use with ventilation systems, flexible plastic conduits for use with beverages dispensing machines and plastics in extruded form for use in further manufacturing.
4070578  29/01/2019
UTKARSH KADAKIA
Flat No 402 Shreeji Mehta Park, Behind Police Hockey Stadium, Rasool Pura, Secunderabad, Hyderabad, Telangana-500003
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
UNPROCESSED AND SEMI-PROCESSED RUBBER, GUTTA-PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS; PLASTICS AND RESINS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, TUBES AND HOSES, NOT OF METAL
NILESHKUMAR DEVICHAND JAIN, TRADING AS : M/S. SREE PADMAVATI AGENCIES
PADMA VILLA, D.NO.30-9-17, SARADA STRET, CENTRE POINT HOTEL LANE, DABAGARDENS, VISHAKHAPATNAM - 530020, (A.P.)
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRISH MOHANLAL CHAWLA
OFFICE NO.2, 1ST FLOOR, HIRA MARRIAGE HALL BUILDING, NEHRU CHOWK, ULHASNAGAR-421002.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PVCPIPES, FLEXIBLEPIPES, CASING, CAPPING, PIPEACCESSORIES, PVC CASING JOINT FITTINGS, SURFACE MODULARBOXES, PVCBOARDS, PLASTICBOARDS, ACRYLICPLATES, PLASTICCOMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR USE IN ELECTRICAL FITTINGS, BOPPTAPES, SELF ADHESIVE TAPES, MATERIAL FOR PACKING, INSULATING AND SEALING, INCLUDED IN CLASS 17.
DEFINE
4071150  29/01/2019
A. R. AND COMPANY
#72, D-BLOCK SIRSA 125055
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHEKHAR CHANDER
MOMAN NAMBERDAR STRTEET, BAHDRA BAZAR, SIRSA, HARYANA.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PVC INSULATION TAPES, PVC PIPES AND PVC CONDUIT PIPES
4071742  30/01/2019

KRISHNA TILES INDUSTRIES UNIT-2
Sarekha, Ware House Road, Balaghat - 481001, Madhya Pradesh
A Registered Partnership Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.
Used Since :30/04/2017

MUMBAI
Polyurethane foam for insulating purposes
4071759   30/01/2019
AMBUJA CEMENT LIMITED
Elegant Business Park, MIDC Cross Road ‘B’, Off Andheri Kurla Road, Andheri (East), Mumbai 400 059
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
W. S. KANE & CO.
MERCHANT CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Chemical compositions for repairing leaks, Substances for insulating buildings against moisture, Synthetic resins, Semi-processed / artificial resins, Semi-processed, Sealant compounds for joints
4071816  30/01/2019
VALENCIA CERAMIC PVT LTD A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
SURVEY NO: 298, OPP, VOLGA CERAMIC, PIPDI ROAD, NR, BELA VILLAGE, MORBI- 363642, GUJARAT-INDIA.
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF UNPROCESSED AND SEMI-PROCESSED RUBBER, GUTTA-PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND
SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS; PLASTICS AND RESINS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE;
Packing, Stopping and Insulating Materials; Flexible Pipes, Tubes and Hoses, Not of Metal Included
in Class -17.
4072055  30/01/2019
MOHAMMAD IBRAHEEM KHAN
G. Ranga Swamy, #315, First Floor, 6th Cross Sheshadri Nagar, Bagalagunte Bangalore Karnataka 560073
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since : 16/02/2016

CHENNAI
UNPROCESSED AND SEMI-PROCESSED RUBBER, GUTTA-PERCHA, GUM, ASBESTOS, MICA AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS; PLASTICS AND RESINS IN EXTRUDED FORM FOR USE IN MANUFACTURE; PACKING, STOPPING AND INSULATING MATERIALS; FLEXIBLE PIPES, TUBES AND HOSES, NOT OF METAL
4072077  30/01/2019
DEEP ENGINEERING
SHED NO. 3, PLOT NO. 33, SOMNATH INDUSTRIAL AREA 4, NEAR JAY SOMNATH WEIGH BRIDGE, KOTHARIYA, RAJKOT - 360 022 (GUJARAT)
An Indian Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.,
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.,121, RAJLAXMI COMPLEX, 16, VIJAY PLOT, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Used Since :17/01/2019
AHMEDABAD
PVC PIPES, HDPE PIPES, UPVC PIPES, NON-METALLIC FLEXIBLE PIPES AND PIPE FITTINGS (NON METALLIC)
INCLUDED IN CLASS-17
Brent

4072188  30/01/2019
G SESHANARAYANAN
502, Siddhivinayak Mandir CHS, Plt No-108, Sec No-29, Vashi, Navi Mumbai-400703
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIMANGINI VISHAL SHAH
1102, MICRO SRUSHTI TOWER, L.B.S. ROAD, BHANDUP(W),MUMBAI-400078.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Weatherstripping for use in automobiles; Water based paints [insulating] for use in the automobile industry; Seals (Non-metallic) for automotive applications; Injection mould for auto motor parts; Gaskets for automotive use; Gasket sealer compound for automotive use
BENIF

4072439   30/01/2019

LG HAUSYS, LTD.
One IFC Building, 10 Gukjegeumyung-ro, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA.
A Company incorporated under the Laws of Republic of Korea.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5. HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Soundproofing materials; asbestos boards; Unprocessed and semi-processed rubber, gutta-percha; plastic sheet; decorative plastic films being semi-finished products.
SHRIRAM POLYMERS,
BEHIND JINDAL ROLLING MILL, DELHI ROAD, HISSAR, HARYANA
MANOJ AGGARWAL (PROPRIETOR)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHTAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PVC PIPES, PVC PIPE SOCKETS, HOSE PIPES, GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 17.
4073340  31/01/2019
ASTHAM INDUSTRIES PVT LTD
419 – 4 / FL , AMBYVELLY ARCADE UTRAN - 394105 DIST: SURAT. GUJARAT- INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
RUBBER WINDOW STOPS, WINDOW STOPS OF RUBBER IN CLASS -17.
4073409  31/01/2019

BURHANI FOAM INDUSTRIES
SHOP NO. 10, AGA BUILDING, 7, DHARAMSHI LANE, BHENDI BAZAR, MUMBAI – 400 003
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSi FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
POLYURETHANE FOAM (SEMI-FINISHED), POLYURETHANE FOAM IN BLOCKS, POLYURETHANE FOAM FOR INSULATING PURPOSES, LOW-DENSITY POLYURETHANE FOAM FOR PACKAGING
4073410  31/01/2019
BURHANI FOAM INDUSTRIES
SHOP NO. 10, AGA BUILDING, 7, DHARAMSHI LANE, BHENDI BAZAR, MUMBAI – 400 003
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
POLYURETHANE FOAM (SEMI-FINISHED), POLYURETHANE FOAM IN BLOCKS, POLYURETHANE FOAM FOR INSULATING PURPOSES, LOW-DENSITY POLYURETHANE FOAM FOR PACKAGING
4073411  31/01/2019
BURHANI FOAM INDUSTRIES
SHOP NO. 10, AGA BUILDING, 7, DHARAMSHI LANE, BHENDI BAZAR, MUMBAI – 400 003
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
POLYURETHANE FOAM (SEMI-FINISHED), POLYURETHANE FOAM IN BLOCKS, POLYURETHANE FOAM FOR
INSULATING PURPOSES, LOW-DENSITY POLYURETHANE FOAM FOR PACKAGING
4073412  31/01/2019
BURHANI FOAM INDUSTRIES
SHOP NO. 10, AGA BUILDING, 7, DHARAMSHI LANE, BHENDI BAZAR, MUMBAI – 400 003
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
POLYURETHANE FOAM (SEMI-FINISHED), POLYURETHANE FOAM IN BLOCKS, POLYURETHANE FOAM FOR
INSULATING PURPOSES, LOW-DENSITY POLYURETHANE FOAM FOR PACKAGING
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019  Class 17

4073413  31/01/2019
BURHANI FOAM INDUSTRIES
SHOP NO. 10, AGA BUILDING, 7, DHARAMSHI LANE, BHENDI BAZAR, MUMBAI – 400 003
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
POLYURETHANE FOAM (SEMI-FINISHED), POLYURETHANE FOAM IN BLOCKS, POLYURETHANE FOAM FOR INSULATING PURPOSES, LOW-DENSITY POLYURETHANE FOAM FOR PACKAGING
4073414   31/01/2019
BURHANI FOAM INDUSTRIES
SHOP NO. 10, AGA BUILDING, 7, DHARAMSHI LANE, BHENDI BAZAR, MUMBAI – 400 003
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
POLYURETHANE FOAM (SEMI-FINISHED), POLYURETHANE FOAM IN BLOCKS, POLYURETHANE FOAM FOR INSULATING PURPOSES, LOW-DENSITY POLYURETHANE FOAM FOR PACKAGING
ACCOFIX

4073594 31/01/2019

PAN GLOBAL ENERGY
OFFICE NO-5, PLOT NO-C 13, SECTOR-15, VASUNDHRA, GHAZIABAD-201012
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088
Used Since :16/01/2019

DELHI

Acoustic insulation articles and materials.
Dura King
4075136  02/02/2019
KRISHAN MITTAL
Shop no:-2, Chattrawas Road,Near old bus stand (Kaithal)
An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANNIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
P.V.C. PIPES, P.V.C. CONDUIT PIPES, P.V.C. HOSE,RIGID PVC PIPES,CONDUITS (ELECTRICAL) PIPES,CPVC PIPES
TOMMY ARMOUR
2619805  28/10/2013
TSA STORES, INC.
1050 West Hampden Avenue, Englewood, Colorado 80110, United States of America
Manufacturers and Merchants
A Corporation incorporated and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014
Used Since :23/02/2010
DELHI
Umbrellas; golf bag travel cases; backpacks; shoe bags for travel; luggage tags; and travel bags and travel cases
Femina

2792091  16/08/2014

BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103
Manufacturers and Merchants
an Indian company existing under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Trunks and Travelling bags, Umbrellas.
Femina Miss India
2793071  19/08/2014
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103
Manufacturers and Merchants
an Indian company existing under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2792670, 2792671, 2793069
DELHI
Trunks and Travelling bags, Umbrellas.
2891258  28/01/2015  
PACIFIC TRENDS Pvt Ltd  
trading as ; Pacific Trends Pvt Ltd  
F-104, Parmeshwar Industrial Estate, Chincholi Bunder Road, Malad (West), Mumbai-400064  
Trader and Manufacturer  
An Indian Company  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
AGNIHOTRI & JHA ASSOCIATES  
Used Since : 02/08/2000  
MUMBAI  
Leather and imitations of leather, and articles made from these materials; attache cases, belts, pouches, key pouches, hand bages, valises, wallets, purses, skins, hides, umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks, whips, harness and saddlery, travelling cases, travelling bags, suit cases , brief cases, vanity cases, trunks; articles of luggage and parts thereof.  
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE..
CHARLIE FEIST
2905290    19/02/2015
SUNIL CHARLA trading as ;STIC BRANDS
112 GOLF LINKS NEW DELHI 110003
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES, ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS, UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS,
WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY.
MotoLife
2906432  20/02/2015
HERO MOTOCORP LTD.
34 BASANT LOK, VASANT VIHAR, NEW DELHI 110057
MANUFACTURERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS; WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY.
ABELLA

2912000  27/02/2015
REINA INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
K-8 GROUND FLOOR, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI 110014
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/01/2015

DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND ARTICLES MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, AND NOT INCLUDED OTHER
CLASSES; BAGS, TRAVELLING BAGS, BACK PACK, SUIT CASES, HANDBAGS, SCHOOL & COLLEGE BAGS, TOOL BAGS
(EMPTY), CARRY BAGS, SLING BAGS FOR CARRYING INFANTS, BELTS, WALLET & LADIES PURSES
MODEL ECHOES PVT. LTD.
SULTAN TANNERS JAJMAU ROAD JAJMAU KANPUR U.P
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VERMAJI & COMPANY
111/29, ASHOK NAGAR, (BEHIND G. T. RD.), KANPUR-12.
Used Since :25/11/1994
DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATION OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES SUCH AS BELTS, STRAPS, TRUNKS, TRAVELLING BAGS, TOOL BAGS AND POUCHES, DOG COLLARS, RAIN-COATS, JACKETS, WALLETs, PURSES, VALISE, SUITCASES, BRIEFCASES, ATTACHE; HARNESS AND SADDLERY, WHIPS; ANIMAL SKINS AND HIDES ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-18 FOR SALE IN INDIA AND FOR EXPORT;
2928501  24/03/2015
NATURAL PRINTINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
E-29, VIKRAM NAGAR, FEROZSHAH KOTLA, NEW DELHI-110002
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/01/2015
DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND ARTICLES MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, AND NOT INCLUDED OTHER
CLASSES; LEATHER BELTS, WALLETS & LADIES PURSES, BAGS, TRAVELLING BAGS, BACK PACK, SUIT CASES,
HANDBAGS, SCHOOL & COLLEGE BAGS, TOOL BAGS (EMPTY), CARRY BAGS, SLING BAGS FOR CARRYING INFANTS,
EMPTY INSTRUMENT BAGS AND ALL TYPES OF OTHER BAGS AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF, INCLUDED IN
CLASS 18.
2934036    01/04/2015
MR. PAWAN KUMAR DUA
trading as ;DUA TRUNK HOUSE
IX/6838, NEAR ARYA SAMAJ GALI, MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, DELHI-110031
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/01/2015

DELHI
BAGS, TRAVELLING BAGS, HANDBAGS, TRAINING BAGS, BEACH BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, TOOL BAGS (EMPTY), CARRY
BAGS, SLING BAGS FOR CARRYING INFANTS, SHOPPING AND SCHOOL BAGS, BACK PACK, BRIEFCASE, TRACKING
BAG AND SIDE BAG, SPORT BAGS, EMPTY INSTRUMENT BAGS, TOTE BAGS, GYM BAGS, OVERNIGHT BAGS;
COSMETIC BAGS SOLD EMPTY, BAGS, TRAVELING BAGS, DXIFFLE BAGS, AND ALL TYPES OF OTHER BAGS AND
PARTS AND ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 18.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE mark to be used as a
whole.
2943097  16/04/2015
SHRI RAJENDER ARORA
trading as ;NEW LIFE BELTS
4886, SHOP NO.1, 1ST FLOOR, PHOOTA ROAD, SADAR BAZAR DELHI 110006
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ATUL TRADE MARK CO.
2483, IInd FLOOR, SHRI RAM PLACE, CHOWK TELIWARA, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110 006.
Used Since :11/05/1996
DELHI
BELTS & PURSES MADE OF LEATHER INCLUDED IN CLASS-18.
Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word BELTS..
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHOULD BE USED AS A WHOLE..
2953277   29/04/2015

C. B. CHAINS LTD.
LALA SHEO PRASAD MARKET, 2ND FLOOR, KINARI BAZAR, AGRA (U.P.) INDIA.
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANT.
BODY INCORPORATE.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS, ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS, UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS, WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY.
2971392  26/05/2015
SANJEEV KHATTAR
SANJEEV BAJAJ
trading as ;FASHION TRENDS
9/1A, TAL BAGAN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 017.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT.
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD , KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.
Used Since :01/04/2005
KOLKATA
LADIES WALLETS, PURSE AND WALLET, BAGS MADE OF LEATHER & IMITATION OF LEATHER, BRIEF CASES,
LEATHER GOODS AND ACCESSORIES, GOODS MADE OF LEATHER AND IMITATION OF LEATHER.
SUBJECT TO NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER WORD FT EXCEPT AS SUBSTANTIALLY SHOWN ON LABEL.
2997819  01/07/2015
MR. DHAVAL P. MEHTA
Ground Floor, Plot No. 15, Perubaug, Aarey Road, Opp. Uddupi Hotel, Goregaon East, Mumbai-400063
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIVIDUAL - AN INDIAN RESIDENT
Used Since :10/06/2015
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF BAGS IN CLASS 18.

D’ORO
3113572    02/12/2015
DANISH SAIT
trading as ;DANISH SAIT
No: 05, Paul Mansion, No: 33, Norris Road, No: 08, Prime Street, Richmond Town, Bangalore - 560 025, Karnataka, India
Manufacturers and Merchants
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS, BAGS, UMBRELLAS, SUITCASES
and BRIEF CASES
Color combination as in the label, subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
HARDIK PRAKASH JAIN
trading as; ATOM BAGS
B/603, SHREE VASUDEV APARTMENT, ROAD NO.2, MAMLETDAR WADI, MALAD WEST, MUMBAI 400064
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN RESIDENT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since: 01/09/2015
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER IN TRAVEL BAGS, SOFT LUGGAGE, SUITCASES, TROLLEY BAGS, HAND BAGS, WAIST POUCHE, TRAVEL KIT BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, LADIES BAGS, OFFICE BAGS, BAG PACKS, SPORTS BAGS, LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLER.
Ashooo

3229408    06/04/2016
ALEX LEATHER EXPORTS

R. Alexander
Latha Alexander
Plot No.37, Venkateshwara Nagar Annexe, Perungudi, Chennai - 600 096
Manufacturers and Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/04/2016

CHENNAI
Leather and imitation leather products, travel bags, purses, pouches, belts
3311084   18/07/2016

CHANDRAKANT JALAN

trading as : DEEYA INTERNATIONAL

23A, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, 5TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 5, KOLKATA- 700 001.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT.
AN INDIAN NATIONAL.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU,
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.
P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.
Used Since :01/01/2016

KOLKATA
BAGS & WALLETS.
3323786   01/08/2016
KANAKIA SPACES REALTY PRIVATE LIMITED
215, ATRIUM, 10TH FLOOR, OPP. DIVINE CHILD SCHOOL, J.B. NAGAR, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI EAST, MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :18/06/2016
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS; WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLER
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3323777..
3387949  14/10/2016
AVISHA PURI
trading as Avisha Creations

101-B,Ignis,Lodha Splendora, Gb Road, Thane West, Thane – 400607
Manufacturer and trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ.IN PVT.LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI, AHMEDABAD 380006
Used Since :11/07/2013

MUMBAI
Jute and other fabric Handbags, Clutches, folders includes Handbags, Clutches, folders made up of Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019  Class 18

3391479  20/10/2016
SUBIR DAS
trading as ;TANNISTHA ENTERPRISE
60/1, EKDIL SHAH ROAD (WEST), WARD NO.17, KOLKATA 700124, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Used Since :01/04/1999
KOLKATA
BAGS, SOFT LUGGAGES, TRAVELLING BAG, SCHOOL & COLLEGE BAG.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-M TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF FOR PROVIDING SERVICE IN THE STATES OF "WEST BENGAL." ONLY.
3439272  22/12/2016
SHANAVAS K H
SIVAKUMAR RAMASWAMI
N V SOLOMON
MANI
trading as ;URBAN CLOTHING COMPANY
NO. 51, KAVARAI STREET, ATHIPET, AMBATTUR, CHENNAI-600 058, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :01/07/2012

CHENNAI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BAGS [ENVELOPES, POUCHES] OF LEATHER; BOXES OF LEATHER OR LEATHER BOARD; CASES, OF LEATHER OR LEATHERBOARD; FURNITURE COVERINGS OF LEATHER; LEATHER LACES; LEATHER STRAPS; LEATHER SHOULDER BELTS; TRAVELLING SETS [LEATHERWARE]; TRAVELLING BAGS; HANDBAGS; PURSES; POCKET Wallets; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; TRUNKS; UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS; WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY
NAVSHI

3448979   03/01/2017

DHARMESH KANJEE
trading as ;Dharmesh Kanjee
21H, Prince Bakhtiar Shah Road, Kolkata - 700 033, West Bengal, India
Manufacturer, Merchant & Exporter.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Used Since :07/12/2015

KOLKATA
Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery
RIZWAN QAMAR ANSARI
trading as ;SIFAT FASHION
97/A, GALA NO. G - 8, MAMSA EST, (NAYA NAGAR), MORLAND ROAD, NEAR HALIMA APARTMENT, MUMBAI - 400008
MANUFACTURE, MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :09/05/2012
MUMBAI
LEATHER-AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND ARTICLES MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, SKIN, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELING'BAGS,SCHOOL BAGS, HAND BAGS, , LEATHER BAGS, LUGGAGE BAGS, WALLETs, PURSES, LUGGAGE GOODS AND MATERIALS, BRIEF CASES, SUITCASES, VANITY CASES, INCLUDING IN CLASS 18
3458169  16/01/2017
MUSTAFA AHMEDALI
SAIFEE AHMEDALI
trading as ;YUSUF ENTERPRISES
SHOP NO.154, RAMA MANSION, GROUND FLOOR, NAYRAN DHURU STREET, MASJID (WEST), MUMBAI- 400 003.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :01/04/2013
MUMBAI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES; TRAVELLING-BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; BAGS AND CONTAINERS; LEATHER
STRAPS; SPORT BAGS (OTHER THAN THOSE ADAPTED FOR PRODUCTS THEY ARE DESIGNED TO CONTAIN); LEISURE
BAGS; BACKPACKS; SCHOOL BAGS; HAND BAGS; SUIT CARRIERS AND CASES; STRAPS FOR SUITCASES; BRIEF-
CASES; VANITY CASES (EMPTY); TOILET BAGS; WALLETS; PURSES
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE..
RAJU G. AHUJA  
trading as ;SHIV SHAKTI ENTERPRISES  
504, MEERA APT, NEAR LASSI HALL, GOAL MAIDAN BHAJI MARKET ROAD, ULHASNAGAR-421001, DIST: THANE  
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT  
A INDIAN NATIONAL  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
THAKUR & CO.  
5/19, JOGANI INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, GR. FLOOR, V. N. PURAV MARG, SION-CHUNABATTI (E), MUMBAI-400 022.  
Proposed to be Used  
MUMBAI  
SCHOOL BAGS, COLLEGE BAGS, TRAVELLING BAGS, OFFICE BAGS, LAPTOP BAGS, BACK PACKS AND TIFFIN BAGS
3459048    17/01/2017
MUKESH S. GUPTA
trading as ;SUNIDHI BAGS
BK. NO. 1176, ROOM NO. 11, SHIV MANDIR ROAD, PAWAI CHOWK, ULHASNAGAR-421003, DIST: THANE
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKUR & CO.
5/19, JOGANI INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, GR. FLOOR, V. N. PURAV MARG, SION-CHUNABATTI (E), MUMBAI-400 022.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SCHOOL BAGS, COLLEGE BAGS, TRAVELLING BAGS, OFFICE BAGS, LAPTOP BAGS, BACK PACKS AND TIFFIN BAGS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word BAGS..
3469839   01/02/2017
QUIXOTIC OPTIONS PVT. LTD.
636, IJMIMA COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, BEHIND INFINITY MALL, OFF LINK ROAD MALAD WEST, MUMBAI-400064
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Used Since: 01/07/2016
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS; WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLER
heliumformen
3469852  01/02/2017
QUIXOTIC OPTIONS PVT. LTD.
636, IJMIMA COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, BEHIND INFINITY MALL, OFF LINK ROAD MALAD WEST, MUMBAI-400064
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Used Since :01/07/2016
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS; WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLER
3472893    03/02/2017
AKSHAY.JAIN
trading as ;SHREE APPARELS
NO.81/1, GROUND FLOOR, SUDHAMANAGAR, 1ST MAIN ROAD, BANGALORE-560 027, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
B N SUNIL KUMAR
#11/1, 3rd Floor, East Circle Road, V.V. Puram, Bangalore-560004
Used Since :01/12/2014
CHENNAI
LEATHER BELTS, LEATHER WALLETS, LEATHER SHOES, LEATHER BAGS.
subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
SYNERGY EXPORTS
3474107  06/02/2017
BALAJI PADMANABHAN IYER
trading as SYNERGY EXPORTS
401, NAVNIDHI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ACHARYA DONDE MARG, SEWRI WEST, MUMBAI-400015, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :08/12/2006
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS OF BAGS, HAND BAGS, LEATHER BAGS, BACKPACK
3474910    07/02/2017

CHHAYA DEVI
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE KOTTAY.
111/2, HARSH NAGAR, KANPUR - 208 012

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

JACKETS, DRESSES, PURSE AND BELT MADE UP OF LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER (INCLUDED IN CLASS-18)
3476255    07/02/2017
SABU TRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : SABU TRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
114 NARASIMMAN ROAD, SHEVAPET, SALEM-636 002, TAMIL NADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANCHANDA ASSOCIATES.
15/1061, (2ND FLOOR), NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI - 110 005.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS, ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS, BRIEFCASE, LAPTOP BAGS, LADIES AND GENTS PURSE AND BAGS, VALET, UMBRELLA AND PARASOLS; WALKING STICKS: WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY FOR SALE IN INDIA AND FOR EXPORT.

Mark considered substantially as shown in the form of representation.
3485200    17/02/2017
ROHIT JEVRANI
trading as ;SONY BAGS
SHOP NO.20, 21, LOHIYA MARKET, NEAR GURUNANAK PETROL PUMP, OPP. ELCOM FACTORY, GANDHI NAGAR, KOLHAPUR-416 119
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKUR & CO.
5/19, JOGANI INDL. COMPLEX, GR. FLOOR, V. N. PURAV MARG, SION-CHUNABHATTI(EAST), MUMBAI-400 022
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SCHOOL BAGS, COLLEGE BAGS, BACKPACKS, TRAVELLING BAGS AND Tiffin BAGS
3490027  22/02/2017
SAGIR AHMED SHAIKH AKTAR HUSAIN
trading as ;SURAG BAG MFG AND SELLER
HOTEL SUBA BHAR CHAWL MAHATMA KABIR NAGAR CHAKALA , VILE PARLE (EAST) MUMBAI- 400099
MANUFACTURER AND SELLER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/02/2017
MUMBAI
LUGGAGE BAG, HOT TIFFIN BAG, TROLLEY BAG, TRAVELLING BAG, LADIES BAG, LAPTOP BAG, SCHOOL BAG,
LEATHER BAG, GIFT BAG AND ALL TYPES OF BAG
3507555 13/03/2017
SAFA GOLD AND DIAMONDS LLP
trading as :SAFA GOLD AND DIAMONDS LLP
DOOR NO.7/620, MELATTUR, MALAPPURAM DISTRICT, STATE OF KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
LEATHER AND IMITATION BY POLY URETHANE PVC SYNTHETIC ARTICLES OF WALLET BAGS PASSPORT COVER
VANITY CASES TRUNKS SADDLER POUCHES BAG FOR CAMPERS TRAVELLING CLIMBERS NET BAG FOR SHOPPING
BEAN BAG LUGGAGE SPORTS CASUAL BAGS DIAPER SCHOOL BAG TROLLEY LAPTOP DUFFLE SHOULDER
COSMETIC BACKPACK BUSINESS AND CREDIT CARD CASES KEY CASES BABY CARRYING ACCESSORIES
BACKPACKS BELT PARASOLS PURSES WALLET SUIT BRIEF CASES RAINCOATS JACKETS HANDLES PLASTIC
WHEELS AND SHOULDER STRAPS UMBRELLAS WALKING STICKS WHIPS HARNESS.
Mark considered substantially as shown in the form of representation.
3513049  24/03/2017
MOHAMMED SUFYAN BATLIWALA
11-B, 1st FLOOR, 282, AGBOATWALA BUILDING, ABDUL REHMAN STREET, RANGARI MOHALLA, MANDVI, MUMBAI-400003
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIVIDUAL
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
LADIES, GENTS, CHILDREN BELTS, DUFFALE BAGS, TRUNKS, TRAVELLING BAGS, SOFT TROLLEY LUGGAGE
HANDBAGS, BACKPACKS, WALLETS, COIN PURSES, KEY CASES, LADIES BAGS, SUITCASES AND ACCESSORIES
THEIROF
3514119  27/03/2017
ICONIX LIFESTYLE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
8TH FLOOR, MAKER TOWER - E, CUFFE PARADE, MUMBAI 400005, MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

BAGS, BOXES AND CASES OF ALL KIND MADE OF LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER; TRAVELLING TRUNKS, HANDBAG FRAMES, BRIEFCASES, SUITCASES, VANITY CASES FITTED, LEATHER SHOULDERS BELTS, LEATHER STRAPS, UMBRELLAS, HARNESS FITTINGS

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2261318.
3514121    27/03/2017
ICONIX LIFESTYLE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
8TH FLOOR, MAKER TOWER-E, CUFFE PARADE, MUMBAI-400005, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Body Incorporate
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BAGS, BOXES AND CASES OF ALL KIND MADE OF LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER; TRAVELLING TRUNKS, HANDBAG FRAMES, BRIEFCASES, SUITCASES, VANITY CASES FITTED, LEATHER SHOULDER BELTS, LEATHER STRAPS, UMBRELLAS, HARNESS FITTINGS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE..
3534213    26/04/2017
MOHD SAJJAD
12-2-36/A/39, Zeba Bagh, Asifnagar, Hyderabad-500028, Telangana, India
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, H.No. 6-3-596/77/3A, Naveen Nagar, Erramanzil, Hyderabad- 04
Used Since :03/01/2014

CHENNAI
Bags, handbags, garment bags for travel, school bags, suitcases, travelling bags, briefcases, card cases, purses, casings of leather, furniture coverings of leather, imitation leather, key cases, leather twist, straps of leather, leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials; animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery.
CRESCENT

3546763  11/05/2017

CRESCENT POLYVINYL PVT. LTD.
Office No. 250, 2nd Floor, Marvel Vista, Above P.N.G. Showroom, Lulla Nagar Junction, Pune – 411040, Maharashtra.
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Used Since : 10/09/2013

To be associated with:
3510394

MUMBAI
LEATHER AND IMITATION OF LEATHER, SYNTHETIC LEATHER; FURNITURE COVERINGS OF LEATHER; ARTICLES MADE OF LEATHER INCLUDED IN CLASS 18.
3559414  29/05/2017
MARK & ORION VENTURES PVT LTD
50/1107, A12, 5TH FLOOR, J B MANJOORAN ESTATE, BYPASS JUNCTION EDAPPALLY ERNAKULAM KERALA 682 024
PVT LTD COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V RAVI
AP1396,31ST STREET 6TH SECTOR K K NAGAR CHENNAI 600 078
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ALL KINDS OF LEATHER BELTS, LEATHER WALLETs, TRAVELLING BAGS, LEATHER ARTICLES, HAND BAGS
subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
3562401   02/06/2017

NIBU KASIM
Kuppiyan House, Chelamattom, Okkal Post, Perumbavoor, Pin – 683550
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TOMY PAUL MAMPILLY
XL/6840,KANAKATHARA LANE CONVENT ROAD, COCHIN-35.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Bags, Carrying Bags, Duffel Bags, School Bags, Trolley Bags, Travelling bags
4001775  19/11/2018
ABDUL MUSAVVIR, TRADING AS - MRK
36, TOPSIA ROAD, KOLKATA - 700039 WEST BENGAL
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IP EXPERT
20, RAMCHANDRA PALLY,KOLKATA-700008
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
LEATHER, LEATHERBOARD, LEATHER CLOTH, UNWORKED LEATHER, TANNED LEATHER, LEATHER CORD, LEATHER LACES, IMITATION LEATHER, SYNTHETIC LEATHER, LEATHER HANDBAGS
ALDESAKA

4007242    26/11/2018
SANJEEV KUMAR SHARMA
BLOCK-34,3912 POST OFFICE STREET HAIBOWAL KALAN, LUDHIANA, INDIA
my trademark code is 18
PROPRIETOR
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LEATHER BAG
FUAD SANEEN CV
FATHIMA MANZIL HOUSE, IRIKKUR PO, KANNUR, KERALA, PIN 670593
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUFEED VM
TP 9/131 F, SAKTHI BUILDING, CHUNGAM THAMARASSERY, KOZHIKODE, KERALA-673573.

Proosed to be Used

CHENNAI
BELTS, PURSE, WALLETs, BAGS, BRIEFCASES CASES, VANITY CASES, ATTACHES, TRAVELLING BAGS, LEATHER
HIDES & SKINS, FANCY BAGS, PITHU BAG, COMPLIMENTARY BAGS, LADIES PURSE, COLLEGE BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS,
BABY BAGS, INCLUDED AS PER CLASS -18
4011747  29/11/2018
STEP BY STEP SIKSHA SAMITI
Plot No. 33, Sanjay Marg, Hathroi, Jaipur-302001
Society
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARSHA TOTUKA
Chir Amrit Corporate LLP, 6th Floor, 'Unique Destination', Opp. Times of India Office, Tonk Road, Jaipur-302015
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Goods consisting of all forms of travelling bags and school bags.
AQUA BALAL trading as; WHOLESALE AND RETAIL (EXPORT THROUGH E-COMMERCE)
2ND FLOOR, 297/2191 NATHANI HEIGHTS, DALAL ESTATE OPP. MUMBAI CENTRAL STATION, DR. D.B. MARG, MUMBAI 400008

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY
DEEPAK CHIRONJILAL PAWAR
BLOCK NO. 001 C WING, SHREE SAMARTH NAGAR, RAJUPOTE MARK, AT- PEN, TAL-PEN, DIST - RAIGAO- 402107

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RELIABLE TRADEMARK CONSULTANT

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

BAGS, SUITCASES, BRIEFCASES, PURSES, POUCHES, WALLETS CARRYONS, LEATHER AND IMITATION OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE, MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES AND TRAVELING BAGS, INCLUDED CLASS 18
4052753  10/01/2019
PRISTINO ENTERPRISES
HOUSE NO.22-B, NEAR RAM DEV GUEST HOUSE, AVATAR COLONY, MANDORE, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN – 342304
The Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVI CHAUHAN
A-2/96, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-110089
Used Since :22/11/2018
AHMEDABAD
LEATHER BAGS, IMITATION LEATHER BAGS, TRAVELING BAGS [LEATHERWARE], LEATHER BAGS FOR PACKAGING,
LEATHER LUGGAGE STRAPS, LEATHER LUGGAGE TAGS, LEATHER TRAVELLING SUITCASES, BAGS, TRAVELING
BAGS, HANDBAGS, BEACH BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, TOOL BAGS, CARRY BAGS, SLING BAGS FOR CARRYING INFANTS,
SHOPPING AND SCHOOL BAGS, SPORT BAGS, TOTE BAGS, BACKPACKS, HOLDALLS, TOILETRY BAGS, CLUTCHES,
WALLETS, GYM BAGS AND OVERNIGHT BAGS.
4054128   11/01/2019
THINK WORKS PRIVATE LIMITED
M-130, 1st Floor, Greater Kailash II, New Delhi, 110048.
A company organized and existing under the provisions of the Indian Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP
J-29, 3rd Floor, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bags and Luggage.
4054273    11/01/2019
ANCA MARIA NEACSU VERMA
406, SANSKAR APARTMENTS, RZ-13/14, MATIYALA EXTENSION, UTTAM NAGAR, WEST-110059
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Leather and imitations of leather; Animal skins and hides; Luggage and carrying bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Walking sticks; Whips, harness and saddlery; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals
DERBEN CLOVE

4055802  14/01/2019

JAYANT BHATTACHARYA
trading as ;JAYANT BHATTACHARYA
36-C/29, ADARSH NAGAR, BHAWAPUR, KARELI, ALLAHABAD-211016.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ALL PURPOSE CARRYING BAGS
4057443  15/01/2019
VINIT MANE
A 1603, PRIDE PRESIDENCY LUXURIA, GHODBHUNDER RD, NEXT TO R MALL, THANE, 400607

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Leather and imitations of leather; Animal skins and hides; Luggage and carrying bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Walking sticks; Whips, harness and saddlery; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals, Bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather for packaging / envelopes.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
ROWDYWEAR PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;ROWDYWEAR PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO.555/A ROAD NO.28, JUBILEE HILLS, HYDERABAD, TELEGANA-500 033
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
B. KARTHIK ADVOCATE
22, 3rd CROSS STREET, SRINIVASAPURAM, KORATTUR, CHENNAI - 600076
Used Since :29/09/2017
CHENNAI
LEATHER, LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER.
SUDARSHAN
4058766  16/01/2019
SUDARSHAN CHOWDHURY
CHICK ROND, GARBAGAN, CHANDITALA, HOOGHLY
NEW APPLICANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SEN ASSOCIATES
65 CHANDITALA STREET, UTTARPARA, HOOGHLY, PIN 712 258, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
SCHOOL BAG, TRAVELLING BAG BEING IN CLASS 18
4061203  18/01/2019
S.CHELLADURAI TRADING AS VENUS IMPEX INDIA
NO.22/12A, INDRA NAGAR, PALANI - 624 601, DINDIGUL DIST, TAMILNADU.
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
UMBRELLAS, WHIPS, WALKING STICKS, POCKET WALLETs, PURSES, SADDLERY, SCHOOL BAGS, SHOPPING BAGS, TRAVELLING BAGS, POUCH BABY CARRIERS, HAND BAGS, LEATHER SHOULDER BELTS, LEATHER STRAPS AND BRIEFCASES.
4062135  20/01/2019
MR. SYED ABDUL AFROZ PASHA TRADING AS M/S. A-ONE STANDARD BAGS
NO. 104, SITUATED AT 8TH CROSS EAST PARK, MALLESHWARAM, BANGALORE- 560003, KARNATAKA.
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEEPAH CHAKKARAVARTHY.R
No.42, VGP PARIJATHAM TRUST, VGP SALAI,SUIDAPET CHENNAI-15
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SCHOOL BAGS, LEATHER AND IMITATION LEATHER, PELTS AND HIDES AND GOODS MADE THEREOF, LADIES HAND Bags, LUGGAGE BAGS.
ADITYA BIRLA RETAIL LIMITED
SKYLINE ICON, 5TH AND 6TH FLOOR, 86/92 NEAR MITTAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST) MUMBAI-400059
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Leather and imitations of leather; Animal skins and hides; Luggage and carrying bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Walking sticks; Whips, harness and saddlery; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals
4063426  21/01/2019
ADITYA BIRLA RETAIL LIMITED
SKYLINE ICON, 5TH AND 6TH FLOOR, 86/92 NEAR MITTAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST) MUMBAI-400059
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Leather and imitations of leather; Animal skins and hides; Luggage and carrying bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Walking sticks; Whips, harness and saddlery; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals
FUN ARMY

4063430  21/01/2019
ADITYA BIRLA RETAIL LIMITED
SKYLINE ICON, 5TH AND 6TH FLOOR, 86/92 NEAR MITTAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST) MUMBAI-400059
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Leather and imitations of leather; Animal skins and hides; Luggage and carrying bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Walking sticks; Whips, harness and saddlery; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals
SIVANS
4063915    22/01/2019

SUNIL KUMAR

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE MONETIC CO.
J-62, GOEL NIWAS, STREET NO. 4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LADIES BAG, BAGS, PURSES, WALLET, CLUTCHES.
4064365   22/01/2019
MRS. PAVITRA PAVESH PANNU PROP. OF BHAVYA GLOBAL ENTERPRISES
C/O RAVINDER PANWAR, VILL. & PO- CHANDOLI( BRASAT ROAD), NEAR MARWAR FACTORY, DISTT. PANIPAT,
HARYANA-132103

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ONLINE TRADE MARK CO.
7259, SHOP NO.4, PREM NAGAR SHAKTI NAGAR, DELHI-110007

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Leather and imitations of leather; Animal skins and hides; Luggage and carrying bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Walking
sticks; Whips, harness and saddlery; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals.
LAURELS SELECT

4064404  22/01/2019

INDU GUPTA
G-152, Patel Nagar-III, Ghaziabad, U.P - 201 001
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEHA GUPTA
M-57, SHYAM NAGAR, KHYALA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110018
Used Since :01/11/2011
To be associated with:
2609750
DELHI
Bags, purses, leather products and Wallets as per Class – 18.
4065057  23/01/2019
MOOL CHAND
M/S VAISHALI BAG EMPORIUM,STATION ROAD, TUNDLA ,FIROZABAD
PROPREITOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK K. BANSAL
AGRA TRADE MARK SERVICES 14/6 EMPORIUM BLOCK, SANJAY PLACE, AGRA
Used Since :01/04/2011

DELHI
BAGS, SCHOOL BAGS, TRAVELING BAGS, OFFICE BAGS, PURSES, WALLETs AND LUGGAGE GOODS.
AIZAH
4065392  23/01/2019
MOHD PARVEZ
T-489, Factory Road, Nabi Karim, Pahar Ganj, New Delhi-55
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK TYAGI
Third Floor, B-43, Sector-2, Noida-201301
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Leather and imitations of leather; Animal skins and hides; Luggage and carrying bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Walking sticks; Whips, harness and saddlery; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals
4065641  23/01/2019
VIKRANT DHIR Sole Proprietor of THE MAD HAT APPAREL CO.
D-64, GROUND FLOOR, ANAND NIKETAN, NEW DELHI - 110021
THE TRADEMARKS ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pet collars, Pet clothing, Leather and imitations of leather; Animal skins and hides; Luggage and carrying bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Walking sticks; Whips, harness and saddlery; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals
DUZBERRY LEATHER BAGS
4065972  24/01/2019
SHABANA PARAVEEN SOLE PROPRIETOR OF SPERRY LEATHER
86/36-B POKHARPUR, JAJMAU, KANPUR, KANPUR NAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH, 208010
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Leather and imitations of leather; Animal skins and hides; Luggage and carrying bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Walking
sticks; Whips, harness and saddlery; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals
4066208  24/01/2019
RAMAN G. BHARDWAJ
701, Bhagirathi, Jangid Complex, Opp Jammu & Kashmir Bank, Mira Road East, Thane- 401107, Maharashtra
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Bags, Luggage and carrying bags.
4066622    24/01/2019
SIU SIU STYLE COMPANY LIMITED
Flat B, 5/F., Fast Industrial Building, 658 Castle Peak Road, Lai Chi Kok, Kowloon, Hong Kong
A Company under the laws of Hong Kong.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOKA LAW ASSOCIATES
Ashoka House, 8 Central Lane, Bengali Market, New Delhi - 110001.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3635378
DELHI
School bags; Backpacks; Travel bags; Handbags; Rucksacks; Sports bags; School satchels; Shopping bags; Leather luggage; Luggage bags; Luggage cases; Luggage trunks; Portable bags [luggage]; Portable luggage;
4067065 24/01/2019
TOUSIF IZHAR
E-32, FOURTH FLOOR, BACK SIDE, JOHRI FARM, JAMIA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110025
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DELKASH ASSOCIATES
Rahimullah Ansari Advocate F-12/9, G.F, Sir Syed Road, Joga Bai Jamia Nagar, New Delhi 110025 India. Mob: 9871127869

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3587204
DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY
4067750   25/01/2019
MD. NIZAM TRADING AS NIZ ENTERPRISES.
A-150, G. F., AMAR PURI, PAHAR GANJ, NEW DELHI-110055.
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Leather and imitations of Leather and articles made from these materials, and not included other classes; Leather Belts, Wallets & Ladies purses, Bags, Travelling Bags, Back pack, Suit cases, Handbags, School & college Bags, Carry Bags, Sling Bags for Carrying Infants and umbrella included in class 18.
4067800    25/01/2019
MEGHNA MIDDHA PROPRIETOR OF M/S. PURTI INTERNATIONAL
3/18/12-16, NAGLA DHAKRAN, NAI KI MANDI AGRA (UTTAR PRADESH)
PROPRIETOR FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NATIONAL TRADE MARK CO
36- SMT BHAGIRATHI DEV MARG KHANDRI AGRA 282003 UP
Used Since :15/07/2010

DELHI
HAND-BAGS, TRUNKS, TRAVELLING BAGS, SUITCASES, PURSES, POCKET WALLETS, KEY CASES, BAGS FOR
SPORTING GOODS, LEATHERS AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND ARTICLES MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS.
4069010    28/01/2019
T MOHAMMED AZHAR ALI Sole Proprietor of ZAIB TANNING INDUSTRY
53, VATHINAGAR, 4TH STREET, AMBUR, VELLORE, TAMIL NADU - 635802.
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Leather and imitations of leather; Animal skins and hides; Luggage and carrying bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Walking
sticks; Whips, harness and saddlery; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals, Leather bags, Tanned leather & Leather
cases
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019 Class 18

AYUSH JAIN
T-1, First Floor, Sant Nagar, Rani Bagh, Delhi-110034
AN INDIAN INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ABC REGISTRATION SERVICES
C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO.4, DELHI - 110 009.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Bags, suitcases, briefcases, purses, pouches, wallets, Leather Belts, leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal skins, hides; trunks and traveling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery included in Class-18.
budh

4069852  28/01/2019
MALATI BALKRISHNA RANADE
128/B, BLOCK 1, 1ST FLOOR, EMERALD PLAZA, HIRANANDANI MEADOWS, G.D. ALVARIS ROAD, THANE WEST-400610, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARESH ACHAREKAR
E-201, Sai Paradise CHS Ltd, Plot No. 64, Sector-8A, Airoli, Navi Mumbai-400708.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Bags included under class 18.
Samai Fashions

4069934    28/01/2019

JMVAS TELECOMMUNICATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
210/2, Lane No. 7, Ram Nagar, Roorkee
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TUSHAR BHARGAVA
C/o Khandelwal Traders, Near Big Cinemas Alka, Station Road, Chhindwara, M.P. - 480001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

ID TAGS, MONEY HOLDERS, WALLETs, SECURITY POUCHes, BILLFOLDS, PURSES, CHANCE PURSES, CLUTCH PURSES, SHOULDER BAGS, HAND BAGS AND PARTS THEREOF, ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 18.
4069950  29/01/2019
MR. ASEEL AHMED
M/S KAFSON INDIA MARKETING, B-5/4, MIG, DDA FLATS, SARAI KHALIL, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI- 110006
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIVAM REGISTRATION CO.
944/3, 2ND FLOOR, FAIZ ROAD, NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI 110005
Used Since :16/11/2011
DELHI
Leather And Imitations of Leather, Animal Skins And Hides, Luggage And Carrying Bags, Bags, Leather Bags, Wallets, Trolley Bags, Luggage Bags, Purses, Belt of Leather, Saddle Belts, Umbrellas And Parasoles, Walking Sticks, Whips, Harness And Saddlery, Collars, Leashes And Clothing For Animals
4070097   29/01/2019
GODREJ & BOYCE MFG. CO. LTD.
Interio Division, Plant No. 13, Pirojshanagar, Vikhroli (West), Mumbai, 400079.
A company registered under the Indian Companies Act 1913

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, India
Used Since: 16/03/2018

To be associated with:
3891855

MUMBAI

Leather and imitation of leather and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes, travelling bags.
RAQI CRAFTS

4070333   29/01/2019
SAEEDA LUQMANI PROPRIETOR OF M/S RAQI CRAFTS
C28 SAHELI NAGAR, NEAR CENTRAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, UDAIPUR - 313004, RAJASTHAN
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUDHRY
C1A, LGF, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi - 110013

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Leather and imitations of leather; Animal skins and hides; Luggage and carrying bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Walking sticks; Whips, harness and saddlery; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals
M/S MODEL EXIMS [INDIA] PVT.LTD.
PLOT NO.C-17,C-18,LTP,BANTHER,UNNAO [UP]
small enterprises [ A company duly registered under the provisions of The COMPANIES ACT 1956 ]

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THEKOTTAY
OFFICE NO.406,FOURTH FLOOR,KAN CHAMBER, 14/113,CIVIL LINES,KANPUR-208001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

LEATHER GOODS INCLUDING BAGS,WALLETS,WHIPS,TRAVELLING BAGS,SATCHELS,HAND BAGS,KEY CASES,POUCHES,PURSES,SADDLERY,LEATHER BELTS AND PORTFOLIO BAGS
4070678  29/01/2019
M/S MODEL EXIMS [INDIA] PVT.LTD.
PLOT NO.C-17,C-18,LTP,BANTHER,UNNAO [UP]
small enterprises | A company duly registered under the provisions of The Companies Act 1956|
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THEKOTTAY
OFFICE NO.406,FOURTH FLOOR,KAN CHAMBER, 14/113,CIVIL LINES,KANPUR-208001

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3891978

DELHI
LEATHER GOODS INCLUDING BAGS,WALLETS,WHIPS,TRAVELLING BAGS,SATCHELS,HAND BAGS,KEY CASES,POUCHES,Purses,SADDLERY,LEATHER BELTS AND PORTFOLIO BAGS
4070702   29/01/2019
M/S MODEL EXIMS [INDIA] PVT.LTD.
PLOT NO.C-17,C-18,LTP,BANTHER,UNNAO,[UP]
small enterprises | A Company duly registered under the provisions of THE COMPANIES ACT 1956|

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THEKOTTAY
OFFICE NO.406,FOURTH FLOOR,KAN CHAMBER, 14/113,CIVIL LINES,KANPUR-208001

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3743158, 3891978, 3892018

DELHI
GOODS AND SERVICES DESCRIPTIONS LEATHER GOODS INCLUDING BAGS,WALLETS,WHIPS,TRAVELLING BAGS,SATCHELS,HAND BAGS,KEY CASES,POUCHES,PURSES,SADDLERY,LEATHER BELTS AND PORTFOLIO BAGS
4070974    29/01/2019

SHAZIYA
B-6, MATA SUNDRI ROAD, INDRAPRASTHA CENTRAL DELHI-2
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE MONETIC CO.
J-62, GOEL NIWAS, STREET NO. 4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Leather and imitations of leather; Animal skins and hides; Luggage and carrying bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Walking sticks; Whips, harness and saddlery; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals.
4071342  30/01/2019
EXPRESS BEE TRADING COMPANY
No. 95/2, SHALOM NAGAR, KUMARI NESAVAALAR COLONY, NAGERCOIL-629003
Partnership firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A.K.RAJARAMAN
NO.31/3, VIVEKANDAPURAM 1ST STREET, WEST MAMBALAM, CHENNAI-600033, TAMILNADU, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Canes ; Chin straps, of leather; Collars for animals; Covers for animals; Laces made of leather; Leather straps; Leather thongs; Muzzles; Riding saddles; Saddlery; Umbrellas; Whips; Wallets; luggage and carrying bags, including suitcases, trunks, travelling bags, sling bags for carrying infants, school bags included in Class 18
KOOCHI

4071518  30/01/2019

NISHA KUMARI

trading as: KOOCHI

HOUSE NO. 354, ADARSH ENCLAVE, Y-BLOCK, PREM NAGAR-2, KIRARI SULEMAN NAGAR, SULTANPURI C BLOCK, NORTH WEST DELHI, DELHI PIN CODE - 110086

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDE IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; HARNESS AND SADDLERY
SASH BAY

4071687  30/01/2019

PERVINDER SINGH BATAR
B-1, 1801 A, VASANT KUNJ, NEW DELHI-110070

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJA GUPTA, (ADVOCATE)
143/9, F.NO.A-12, KISHAN GARH, VASANT KUNJ, NEW DELHI-110070.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Luggage, Handbags and Carrying bags
4071874  30/01/2019

PRATEEK GANGWAR TRADING AS FUN WORLD INDIA.
PLOT NO.-254, KH. NO.-13/16, PATEL GARDEN EXTN., KAKROLA, NEW DELHI-110078.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, LADIES AND GENTS PURSES, POCKET WALLETs, SADDLE BELTS, LADIES AND GENTS HAND BAGS, CLUTCHES [HANDBAGS], CLUTCHES [PURSES], CARRYING BAGS, SLING BAGS FOR CARRYING INFANTS, SCHOOL BAGS, GYM BAGS, SPORTS BAGS, BRIEF CASES, SUITCASES, TRAVELLING BAGS, TROLLEY BAGS, TRAVELING SETS (LEATHER WEAR), TRAVELLING TRUNKS AND VANITY CASES SOLD EMPTY AND UMBRELLA INCLUDED IN CLASS 18.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019 Class 18

AQUIB JAWAID
15A/1 GOLAM JILANI KHAN ROAD,TILJALA,KOLKATA-700039
INDIVIDUAL
Used Since :01/04/2012
KOLKATA
LEATHER BELTS & WALLETS, PURSES, LADIES BAGS, MESSENGER BAGS, BAGPACKS, LUGGAGE AND OTHER CARRIERS , LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 18.
BEE ARMOUR

4072363  30/01/2019

WOLF REGALOS PVT LTD
Plot 16, Bhagwati Nagar, Golden Empire Lane, Pune, Maharashtra-411045, India.
A Private Limited Company incorporated as per the laws of India.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYANK GUPTA
StratJuris Partners Office 203 & 204, Supreme Headquarters, Mumbai-Pune Highway, Mohan Nagar, Baner, Pune - 411045, Maharashtra, India

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Backpacks; Backpacks [rucksacks]
4072718  31/01/2019
MEHAK ARORA
T-19, GREEN PARK EXTN, NEW DELHI-110016.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PURVI & ASSOCIATES
18-A, GALI NO.7, PRATAP NAGAR, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE-1, DELHI-110091
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Handbags, purses and wallets, Travelling handbags, Small handbags, Multipurpose handbags, Fashion handbags,
Handbags for men, Handbags for ladies, Belt bags and hip bags, Cosmetic bags, Garment bags, Purses, Small purses,
Evening purses, Cosmetic purses, Clutches [purse], Belt bags, Saddle belts, Shoulder belts, Belts (leather shoulder -),
Bags and holdalls for sports clothing, Sports bags, All purpose sports bags, General purpose sport trolley bags,
Backpacks, Bags for clothes, Bags for school, Book bags, Bags for travel, Bags (game -)[hunting accessories], Briefcases,
Card wallets, Camping bags, waterproof bags, walking sticks, Umbrellas and parasols, Umbrella bags, Leather bags,
Polyurethane leather, Trunks [luggage], Luggage, Airline travel bags, Travelling bags, Small bags for men, Trolley bags,
Luggage covers, Shopping bags with wheels attached, briefcases, Briefcases and attach cases, Folding briefcases,
Trunks and suitcases, Leather suitcases, Wheeled suitcases, Roller suitcases, Trolley suitcases, Luggage, bags, wallets
and other carriers, valises, Leather and imitation leather, Leather cloth, Leather purses, Leather laces, Leather twist,
Leather straps, Leather cords, Leather tool bags, Bags made of leather, Leather handbags, Leather key cases, Leather
shoulder belts, Boxes of leather or leather board, Furniture coverings of leather, Unworked or semi-worked leather,
Articles of luggage, Synthetic leather, Leather and imitations of leather, Animal skins and hides, Luggage and carrying
bags, Umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks, Whips, harness and saddlery, Collars, leashes and clothing for animals
4072901  31/01/2019
RAJENDRA GURHANI
934, SCHEME NO. 10 A, ALWAR - 301001, RAJASTHAN
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
LUGGAGE BAGS.
4072929  31/01/2019
UMAIR BIN IMTIYAZ
1644, 04th Floor, Hathi Khana, Azad Market, Bahadurgarh Road, G.P.O., Delhi-110006
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JAI KISHAN
A-177, Kamaruddin Nagar, Near Shiv Mandir, Nangloi, Delhi-110041.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES, TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS AND WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY AND OTHER ALLIED PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 18.
Red Wild Eagle
4072991  31/01/2019
AMIT KUMAR SEHGAL
91E, DEHLI SUJANPUR, AMBEDKAR VIHAR, KOYLA NAGAR, KANPUR, 208011, Uttar Pradesh
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRA SEN DWIVEDI
2/667, Gajia Khera, Shuklaganj, Unnao, U.P.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal skins, hides, trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery, belt, purses, wallets
4073027   31/01/2019

VIPIN DHINGRA

trading as: IKAASHI

SHOP NO. -179, RING ROAD MARKET, SAROJINI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110023.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Used Since: 12/12/2018

DELHI

LUGGAGE, BAGS, WALLET S AND OTHER CARRIERS
AÍMER

4073137  31/01/2019
AIMER CO., LTD.
NO. 218-219 BUILDING, 2ND BLOCK LIZEZHONGYUAN, WANGJING NEW TECH DEV. ZONE, CHAOYANG DISTRICT,
BEIJING, CHINA
A company organized and existing under the laws of China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1765555
DELHI
Imitation leather; purses; shopping bags; valises; trimmings of leather for furniture; laces (Leather -); umbrellas; walking
sticks; clothing for pets.
4073194  31/01/2019
NEERAJ SHAKYA
RZ- 62/237, Vijay Gupta Wali Gali, Dayal Park, West Sagar Pur, Delhi – 110046
proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDER KANT & ASSOCIATES
Office No. 217, 2nd Floor, Vardhman Prachi Plaza, Sector-8, Rohini, Delhi - 110085
Used Since : 24/02/2018

DELHI
Ladies handbags, Handbags for ladies, Handbags, Travel handbags, Small handbags, Clutches [handbags], Leather handbags, Evening handbags, Leather Purses, Shopping bags, Bags for schools including in class 18
SHEKHAR KANTILAL BHOSALE  
S/O KANTILAL GULAB BHOSALE 3891,SOLAPUR ROAD,BALAJI COLONY BARSHI,SOLAPUR - 413401, MAHARASHTRA

THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Bags, Trolley bags, Handbags, Leather and imitations of leather; Animal skins and hides; Luggage and carrying bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Walking sticks; Whips, harness and saddlery; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals
4073442  31/01/2019
PARVEZ AHMED
16M, C.N. Roy Road Tiljala-700039, West Bengal
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVINDER NEGI
D1/25, Mansa Ram Park, Uttam Nagar, New Delhi-110059
Used Since :10/01/2019

KOLKATA
Leather and imitations of leather; Animal skins and hides; Luggage and carrying bags; Umbrellas and parasols; Walking sticks; Whips, harness and saddlery; Collars, leashes and clothing for animals Under Class 18
4073522  31/01/2019
PROFUZON MARKETING
201-B, 21ST CENTURY BUSINESS CENTER, NR. UDHNA DARWAJA, RUSTAMPURA, RING ROAD, SURAT - 395002
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
LUGGAGE, BAGS, WALLETs, BAGS FOR CLOTHES, BAGS FOR TRAVEL, BRIEFCASE, LEATHER HANDBAGS, TRAVEL BAGS MADE OF LEATHER, POUCHES, SCHOOL BAGS, SHOPPING BAGS, SHOULDER BAGS, SUITCASES
4074122  01/02/2019
SUIJATA GAHLOT
Sujata gahlot, w/o Price gahlot, 103A, DABRI village, south west delhi, delhi, 110045
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER; ANIMAL SKINS AND HIDES; LUGGAGE AND CARRYING BAGS; UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS; WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY; COLLARS, LEASHES AND CLOTHING FOR ANIMALS, BAGS
4074252  01/02/2019
HUANG PANWEN
NO. 12D, BUILDING 2, GANGWANLIDU, NO. 2189, QIANHAI ROAD, NANSHAN DISTRICT, SHENZHEN CITY, GUANGDONG PROVINCE, CHINA
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANALYSIS CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD
KH-368/69, FIRST FLOOR, SULTANPUR, MG ROAD, DELHI 30

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
tool bags, empty; school bags; travelling trunks; rucksacks; shopping bags; bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather, for packaging; travelling sets [leatherware]; haversacks; valises; pocket wallets
AKHILA MENON
SKC-202, Shipra Krishna Vista, Ahinsa Khand 1, Indirapuram, Ghaziabad, India. Pin -201014
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since :18/01/2019

DELHI
LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER; ANIMAL SKINS AND HIDES; LUGGAGE AND CARRYING BAGS; UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS; WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY; COLLARS, LEASHES AND CLOTHING FOR ANIMALS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019 Class 18

4074474 01/02/2019
PARVESH KUMAR TRADING AS G. SONS
T-296/1, AHATA KIDARA, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110006.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, FIRST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Leather Bags, Handbags, Luggage, Luggage Bags, Trunks And Suitcases, Travelling Bags, Airline Travel Bags, Attache Bags, School Bags, Trolley Bags, Briefcases, Shoulder Bags, Tote Bags, Purses, Wallets, Cabin Bags, Carrying Bags, wristlet Bags, Pommel Bags, Grip Bags, Chalk Bags, Chalk Bags, Hobo Bags, Sling Bags, Canvas Bags, Courier Bags, Messenger Bags, Buxton, Saddle Bags, Trolley Bag, Packing Bags Of leather, Bags (Envelopes, Pouches) For Packaging Of Leather, Sack Packs, Namely Drawstring Bags Used As Back Packs.
4075992  04/02/2019
A P JAMALU
THANIMA FANCY, 30/44, K. S. COMPLEX, CHANDAPADI, PONNANI, MALAPPURAM, KERALA - 679 577
Single firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JOHN MATHEW & ASSOCIATES.
S/14, EMPIRE BUILDING OLD RAILWAY STATION ROAD COCHIN 682018 KERALA
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BAGS, BRIEFCASES, SUITCASES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019  Class 19

2621616  31/10/2013
SAI RYDAM REALTORS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as PROPERTY DEVELOPER, BUILDER, CONSTRUCTOR, REALTOR
DII-1 AND 2, AAKANKSHA COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, OPP. SAJAWAT COMPLEX, ACHOLE ROAD, NALASOPARA (EAST), THANE-401203.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IMARTEY SHRIRAM PRABHAKAR
A1/2, FLAT NO.4, DAHNALI CHSL, KANDARPADA, DAHISAR (WEST), MUMBAI-400 068.
Used Since :25/08/2009
MUMBAI
BUILDING MATERIALS, (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN; NONMETALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL: ACTIVITIES CLASSIFIABLE UNDER CLASS 19.
PAMESA CERAMICA, S.L.
CAMINO ALCORA NUMERO 8, 12550 ALMAZORA, CASTELLON, SPAIN
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND DISTRIBUTORS.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Used Since: 15/02/2002

KOLKATA
PAVING AND WALL SURFACING NON METALLIC BUILDING MATERIALS, PARTICULARLY GLAZED CERAMIC TILES,
FLOOR TILES, WALL TILES, ROOFING TILES, PAVING TILES, CERAMIC TILES, STONEWARE TILES, MATERIALS FOR
WALL SURFACING AND FLOOR PAVING, NAMELY, FLOOR TILES, WALL TILES, PAVING STONES, PAVING SLABS OF
STONEWARE, CERAMIC, SANDSTONE OR PORCELAIN; MOSAICS
JINDAL STEEL & POWER LTD.,
O.P. JINDAL MARG HISAR 125005 HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CEMENT, BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING, NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890 , 25/02/2019           Class 19

2745695    28/05/2014
DHIRAJ D GALA
A/503, PRATHAMESH RESIDENCY, PLOT NO. 9, DADABHAI ROAD NO.1, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400058,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
TRADER, MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
ADULT INDIAN INHABITANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FRAMEWORK FOR BUILDING, BUILDING MATERIALS (NON- METALLIC), BUILDINGS -NOT OF METAL, CONCRETE,
CONCRETE BUILDING ELEMENTS, BRICKS, TILES, ASPHALT, PITCH, BITUMEN, CEMENT, CEMENT SLAB, MAGNESIA
CEMENT, ASBESTOS CEMENT
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2794461 21/08/2014
AKS ELECTRICALS AND ELECTRONICS PVT.LTD.
S-1, BULANDSHAHR ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, GHAZIABAD U.P
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Used Since: 01/02/2007
DELHI
BUILDING MATERIALS, (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN;
NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL.
brightLITE
2841921   13/11/2014
SUBASH CHAND
trading as ;GLOBAL MARKETING
GLOBAL MARKETING, OLD NO.86, NEW NO. 177, MOTI COMPLEX, 1ST FLOOR, GOVINDAPPANAICKEN STREET,
CHENNAI - 600001, TAMILNADU
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT
- 
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. RAMESH KUMAR M. VEERANTHIRAN
NO.72, JERMIAH ROAD, VEPERY CHENNAI-600 007.
Used Since :01/01/2008
CHENNAI
Laminate Sheet, Vinyl Sheet Flooring.
2898137 03/02/2015
INDO LAMINATES PVT. LTD.
402-B, 4TH FLOOR, D-MALL NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI 110034
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/11/2014
DELHI
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS, FLUSH DOORS AND SUNMICA, BUILDING MATERIAL (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES, TILES FOR FLOORING, CEMENT AND WATER PROOFING PREPARATIONS, PLASTER OF PARIS, LIME, WALL PUTTI & CHOWK MITTI, TEAK PLY, DECORATIVE PLY, PARTICLE BOARDS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word LAMINATES.
D.K. Ply & Board

2911071 27/02/2015
RAVINDER AGGARWAL
RAKESH AGGARWAL
NAVIN AGGARWAL
DINESH AGGARWAL
trading as: D.K. INDUSTRIES
DEFENCE ROAD, PATHANKOT-145001, (PB.)
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS, TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HANDA ASSOCIATES
G.T. ROAD, NEAR BECO, BATALA - 143 505, (PB.)
Used Since: 01/04/1999
DELHI
PLYWOOD, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD & LAMINATED - PLYWOOD BLOCK BOARD, PARTICLE BOARD, MDF BOARD & SHEETS, LAMINATED BOARD & SHEETS, PAPER BASED - DECORATIVE LAMINATE SHEETS, MICA, DECORATIVE LAMINATED SHEETS, FLUSH DOORS, WATER PROOF - PLYWOOD, WOODEN MOULDINGS, FILM FACED PLYWOOD, SHUTTRING PLY, PENAL DOORS, VEENERS, TEAK PLYWOOD, MARINE PLYWOOD & TIMBER PRODUCTS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD Ply & Board.
SALVO  Ply & Board

2911073  27/02/2015
RAVINDER AGGARWAL
RAKESH AGGARWAL
NAVIN AGGARWAL
DINESH AGGARWAL
trading as ;D.K. INDUSTRIES
DEFENCE ROAD, PATHANKOT-145001, (PB.)
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS, TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HANDA ASSOCIATES
G.T. ROAD, NEAR BECO, BATALA - 143 505, (PB.)
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
PLYWOOD, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD & LAMINATED - PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, PARTICLE BOARD, MDF BOARD & SHEETS, LAMINATED BOARD & SHEETS, PAPER BASED - DECORATIVE LAMINATE SHEETS, MICA, DECORATIVE LAMINATED SHEETS, FLUSH DOORS, WATER PROOF- PLYWOOD, WOODEN MOULDINGS, FILM FACED PLYWOOD, SHUTTRING PLY, PENAL DOORS, VENEERS, TEAK PLYWOOD, MARINE PLYWOOD & TIMBER PRODUCTS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE Ply & Board.
SHARDHHA
2912833   02/03/2015
PUSHKAR PLYWOOD (I) PVT. LTD.
A-22, SHANKER GARDEN, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI-110018
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PVT. LTD. CO. REGD. UNDER COMPANIES ACT,
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B.R. SHARMA.
38, NEW MARKET, RAILWAY ROAD, NEAR CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA, JAGADHARI-135 003, YAMUNANAGAR, HARYANA.
Used Since :21/04/2014
DELHI
PLYWOOD, WATERPROOF PLY, TEAK PLY, MARINE PLY, LAMINATED PLY, DECORATIVE LAMINATES, SHUTTERING PLY, FILM COATED PLY, COMMERCIAL PLY, BLOCK BOARDS, PRE-LAMINATED PARTICLE BOARDS, PRELAMINATED MDF & PLAIN MDF. PVC BOARDS & DOORS, PVC WALL PANEL, SUNMICA & FLUSH DOORS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
ZORROPROOF

2921592  13/03/2015
AIPL MARKETING PVT. LTD.
409, D MALL, 4TH FLOOR, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, DELHI-110034.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DUTY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI
PVC CEMENTS INCLUDING BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING;
ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN; NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENT, NOT OF METAL
2924734   18/03/2015
PAHWA PLASTICS PVT. LTD.
C-344, SARASWATI VIHAR, DELHI-110034.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT ,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/01/2015
DELHI
LAMINATED SHEET, SUNMICA, WATER-PROOF, PLC)TWOOD, WATER-PROOF BOARDS, PLY BOARD, BLOCK BOARDS, TEAK-PLY, SUN MICA, DOOR & WINDOWS, FLUSH DOORS, DOORS & WINDOW FRAMES, PANEL, PANELING & PANEL BOARDS, PLARIKS, TIMBER VENEERS, WALL BOARDS, WOOD WORKS FOR DECORATIVE PLY BOARD & OTHER PLYWOOD PRODUCTS & NATURAL.
CHARU
2925159  19/03/2015
RAJESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
JITENDER KUMAR AGGARWAL
trading as : KASHMIR PLYWOOD MART.
NARNAUL-123001, HARYANA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/01/2015
DELHI
MANUFACTURES SUPPLIERS & EXPORTERS OF PLYWOOD INCLUDING LAMINATED & DECORATIVE PLYWOOD,
 VENEERS, FLUSH DOORS, BLOCK BOARDS, PARTICLE BOARDS, PENAL DOORS, FILM FACED, MARINE PLYWOOD
INCLUDED IN CLASS 19 FOR SALE IN INDIA & FOR EXPORT.
2928484 24/03/2015
MR. ASHOK AHUJA
trading as :AHUJA GLASS GALLERY
SHOP NO.-24, NEW MARKET, DABRA CHOWK, NEAR OVER BRIDGE, HISAR, HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/01/2015
DELHI
BUILDING GLASS, INSULATING GLASS (BUILDING), SAFETY GLASS, STAINED -GLASS WINDOWS & ALABASTER GLASS.
2942590  16/04/2015
MR. NEHALUDDIN
trading as ;HINDUSTAN PLY COMPANY
TRIPATHI GALLI GANDHI NAGAR BASTI 272001 U.P
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :05/06/2009
DELHI
PLYWOOD DOOR LAMINATES BLOCK BOARD AS PER CLASS - 19.
SAKARNI SUPER
2946450  21/04/2015
SH.ASHOK KUMAR GUPTA
trading as ;M/S.JAI DURGA PLASTER INDUSTRIES
446/337, SRINAGAR EXTENSION, SHAKUR BASTI,NEW DELHI.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/01/2015
To be associated with:
1461268, 1544292, 1570768

DELHI
PLYWOOD, WATER-PROOF PLYWOOD, BOARDS, PLY BOARD, BLOCK BOARDS, TEAK-PLY, PLASTER OF PARIS (P. O. P), DOOR AND WINDOWS, FLUSH DOORS, DOORS AND WINDOW FRAMES, PANEL, PANELING AND PANEL BOARDS, PLANKS, TIMBER VENEERS, WALL, BOARDS, WOOD WORKS FOR BUILDING, DECORATIVE PLY BOARD & OTHER PLYWOOD PRODUCTS AND BUILDING MATERIALS, NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL STONE, CEMENT, LIME, MORTAR, PLASTER AND GRAVEL; PIPES OF EARTHENWARE OF CEMENT; ROAD MAKING MATERIALS ASPHALT; PITCH AND BITUMEN; PORTABLE BUILDINGS, STONE MONUMENTS; CHIMNEY POTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1461268,1544292,1570768.
SAKARNI GOLD

2946451  21/04/2015
SH.ASHOK KUMAR GUPTA trading as ;M/S.JAI DURGA PLASTER INDUSTRIES
446/337, SRINAGAR EXTENSION, SHAKUR BASTI,NEW DELHI
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since:01/01/2015

DELHI
PLYWOOD, WATER-PROOF PLYWOOD, BOARDS, PLY BOARD, BLOCK BOARDS, TEAK-PLY, PLASTER OF PARIS (P. O. P), DOOR AND WINDOWS, FLUSH DOORS, DOORS AND WINDOW FRAMES, PANEL, PANELING AND PANEL BOARDS, PLANKS, TIMBER VENEERS, WALL BOARDS, WOOD WORKS FOR BUILDING, DECORATIVE PLY BOARD & OTHER PLYWOOD PRODUCTS AND BUILDING MATERIALS, NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL STONE, CEMENT, LIME, MORTAR, PLASTER AND GRAVEL; PIPES OF EARTHENWARE OF CEMENT; ROAD MAKING MATERIALS ASPHALT; PITCH AND BITUMEN; PORTABLE BUILDINGS, STONE MONUMENTS; CHIMNEY POTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
NUSAKARNI
2946453  21/04/2015
SHASHOK KUMAR GUPTA
trading as ;M/S.JAI DURGA PLASTER INDUSTRIES
446/337, SRINAGAR EXTENSION, SHAKUR BASTI,NEW DELHI.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/01/2015
To be associated with:
1544292, 1570768, 1851817, 1921754
DELHI
PLYWOOD, WATER-PROOF PLYWOOD, BOARDS, PLY BOARD, BLOCK BOARDS, TEAK-PLY, PLASTER OF PARIS (P. O. P); DOOR AND WINDOWS, FLUSH DOORS, DOORS AND WINDOW FRAMES, PANEL, PANELING AND PANEL BOARDS, PLANKS, TIMBER VENEERS, WALL BOARDS, WOOD WORKS FOR BUILDING, DECORATIVE PLY BOARD & OTHER PLYWOOD PRODUCTS AND BUILDING MATERIALS, NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL STONE, CEMENT, LIME, MORTAR, PLASTER AND GRAVEL; PIPES OF EARTHENWARE OF CEMENT; ROAD MAKING MATERIALS ASPHALT; PITCH AND BITUMEN; PORTABLE BUILDINGS, STONE MONUMENTS; CHIMNEY POTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
SAKHARNI
2946456  21/04/2015
SHASHOK KUMAR GUPTA
trading as ;M/S.JAI DURGA PLASTER INDUSTRIES
446/337, SRINAGAR EXTENSION, SHAKUR BASTI, NEW DELHI
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/01/2015
To be associated with:
1544292, 1570768, 1851817, 1921754
DELHI
PLYWOOD, WATER-PROOF PLYWOOD, BOARDS, PLY BOARD, BLOCK BOARDS, TEAK-PLY, PLASTER OF PARIS (P. O. P), DOOR AND WINDOWS, FLUSH DOORS, DOORS AND WINDOW FRAMES, PANEL, PANELING AND PANEL BOARDS, PLANKS, TIMBER VENEERS, WALL BOARDS, WOOD WORKS FOR BUILDING, DECORATIVE PLY BOARD & OTHER PLYWOOD PRODUCTS AND BUILDING MATERIALS, NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL STONE, CEMENT, LIME, MORTAR, PLASTER AND GRAVEL; PIPES OF EARTHENWARE OF CEMENT; ROAD MAKING MATERIALS ASPHALT; PITCH AND BITUMEN; PORTABLE BUILDINGS, STONE MONUMENTS; CHIMNEY POTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
SOUKARNI

2946461   21/04/2015

S.H.ASHOK KUMAR GUPTA

trading as ;M/S.JAI DURGA PLASTER INDUSTRIES

446/337, SRINAGAR EXTENSION, SHAKUR BASTI, NEW DELHI.

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110092.

Used Since :01/01/2015

DELHI

PLYWOOD, WATER-PROOF PLYWOOD, BOARDS, PLY BOARD, BLOCK BOARDS, TEAK-PLY, PLASTER OF PARIS (P. O. P), DOOR AND WINDOWS, FLUSH DOORS, DOORS AND WINDOW FRAMES, PANEL, PANELING AND PANEL BOARDS, PLANKS, TIMBER VENEERS, WALL BOARDS, WOOD WORKS FOR BUILDING, DECORATIVE PLY BOARD & OTHER PLYWOOD PRODUCTS AND BUILDING MATERIALS, NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL STONE, CEMENT, LIME, MORTAR, PLASTER AND GRAVEL; PIPES OF EARTHENWARE OF CEMENT; ROAD MAKING MATERIALS ASPHALT; PITCH AND BITUMEN; PORTABLE BUILDINGS, STONE MONUMENTS; CHIMNEY POTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
SUKARNI
2946466  21/04/2015
SH.ASHOK KUMAR GUPTA
trading as ;M/S.JAI DURGA PLASTER INDUSTRIES
446/337, SRINAGAR EXTENSION, SHAKUR BASTI,NEW DELHI
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/01/2015
DELHI
PLYWOOD, WATER-PROOF PLYWOOD, BOARDS, PLY BOARD, BLOCK BOARDS, TEAK-PLY, PLASTER OF PARIS (P. O. P), DOOR AND WINDOWS, FLUSH DOORS, DOORS AND WINDOW FRAMES, PANEL, PANELING AND PANEL BOARDS, PLANKS, TIMBER VENEERS, WALL BOARDS, WOOD WORKS FOR BUILDING, DECORATIVE PLY BOARD & OTHER PLYWOOD PRODUCTS AND BUILDING MATERIALS, NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL STONE, CEMENT, LIME, MORTAR, PLASTER AND GRAVEL; PIPES OF EARTHENWARE OF CEMENT; ROAD MAKING MATERIALS ASPHALT; PITCH AND BITUMEN; PORTABLE BUILDINGS, STONE MONUMENTS; CHIMNEY POTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
MAHALAXMI PLYWOOD PVT.LTD.
PLOT NO. 417, KONDALE ROAD, AT. POST, KONDALE VILLAGE, TAL.-WADA, DIST.-PALGHAR-421303.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.

Used Since :04/02/2015

MUMBAI
PLYWOOD
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE..
C. B. CHAINS LTD.
LALA SHEO PRASAD MARKET, 2ND FLOOR, KINARI BAZAR, AGRA (U.P.) INDIA.
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANT.
BODY INCORPORATE.

Address for service in India/Agenst address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BUILDING MATERIALS, (NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING, ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN,
NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS, MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL.
3030068  12/08/2015
GREENLAM INDUSTRIES LIMITED
trading as ;GREENLAM INDUSTRIES LIMITED
MAKUM ROAD, TINSUKIA, ASSAM-786125
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD , KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.
Used Since :01/01/2003
KOLKATA
VENEERED BOARD, VENEER, DECORATIVE VENEER, DECORATIVE PLYWOOD, VENEER SHEET, VENEERED PLY,
VENEER PANEL, NATURAL VENEER, SHEETS TO DECORATE SURFACE AREA, ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2720386.
3046967    03/09/2015
MAHESHBHAI VAJUBHAI AJAGIYA
trading as ;BENA TRADERS
Bena Nivas, Vinod Nagar-3, Kothariya Main Road, Rajkot-360002 (Gujarat)
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHRUV SAMPAT & ASSOCIATES
709, GURUKRUPA TOWER, SUBHASH ROAD, NEAR TANKI CHOWK, RAJKOT - 360 001 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF BUILDING MATERIALS, NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS AND CHEMICALS IN RELATION TO SUCH MATERIALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
subject to restriction of the goods for sale in the state of GUJARAT only.
GURJANPRIDE

3100169   17/11/2015
VIJAY KUMAR AGARWAL
trading as ;Sai Plywoods
5-5-1045, Goshamahal Road, Hyderabad 500012, Telangana, India
Manufacturers, Merchants and Exporters

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016

Used Since :01/04/2010

CHENNAI
Plywood, decorative plywood, veneer, decorative veneer, block board, flush door, membrane door, leme lasion door, skin door, particle board, pre-laminated particle board, MDF plywood, wooden moldings, laminates of all kinds, high pressure laminate, decorative laminate, industrial laminates, laminated sheet
3106959  26/11/2015
B.S.MURALIDHAR REDDY
B.SANJEEVA REDDY
trading as :SIMCO
MAIN ROAD, BETHAMCHERLA,KURNOOL DISTRICT.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK RAM KUMAR
PLOT NO.491, ROAD NO.10, JUBILEE HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500 033.
Used Since :25/10/1966
To be associated with:
3106955
CHENNAI
SILICA SAND, SEGREGATED, GRADED AND SIEVED SILICA SAND, NATURAL SAND, BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC); NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN; NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3106955.
GEO CEMENT
3109352   26/11/2015
KIRAN GLOBAL CHEMS LIMITED
trading as ;KIRAN GLOBAL CHEMS LIMITED
208 - 209, ADITYA PLAZA, JODHPUR GAM ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380015, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :25/11/2015
AHMEDABAD
BUILDING MATERIALS, (NON-METALLIC), ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word CEMENT.
3148988  02/01/2016
RAMESHBHAI V. BHALODIYA
MILANBHAI R. BHALODIYA
KEVINBHAI R. BHALODIYA
ANSHUYABEN R. BHALODIYA
JALPABEN M. BHALODIYA
trading as ;M/S. CROWN CERAMIC
RAFALESWAR ROAD, B/H. SHIVAM ESTATE, AT : JODHPAR [NADI], MORBI - 363641. GUJARAT - INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :17/08/2012
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF WALL TILES, FLOOR TILES, VITRIFIED TILES, DIGITAL TILES, RUSTICO TILES, GRANITO TILES,
PARKING TILES, PORCELAIN TILES, PICTURE TILES, TILES AND BUILDING MATERIALS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 19
subject to restriction of the goods for sale in the state of GUJARAT only.
3149627  04/01/2016
NILESHBBHAI P. DOSHI
trading as; GAYATRI WOODEN MOLDING MAKERS
20, AMAR ESTATE, NR. SUPER BREAD, ANIL STARTCH ROAD, MEMCO, AHMEDABAD-25
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since: 14/12/2014
AHMEDABAD
PLYWOOD AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
FIGO
3199742  01/03/2016
VINOD PATEL, JAYA PATEL, PUSHPA PATEL, ANSUYA PATEL
trading as ;Sita Agencies
Door # 1-112/3/C, Miyapur X Road, Mumbai Road, Hyderabad - 500 050, Telangana, India
Manufacturers, Merchants and Exporters

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016
Used Since :01/04/2008

CHENNAI
Plywood, Flush Doors, Block Boards and Building materials
RESTRICT THE AREA ONLY TO ANDHRA PRADESH AND TELANGANA.
3250031  03/05/2016
EXPERTISE INDUSTRIES
Mohammed Ashraf
Mohammed Shawaz Yakoob
Mariyam Samiya
3-74 (A), Devipura Temple Road, Talapady, Mangalore - 575023.
Manufacturers and Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/03/2016

CHENNAI
Plywood, Veneers, Veneer wood, Doors not of metal, Floor Boards, Wood semi-worked, Building Timber, Manufactured Timber, Sawn Timber.

subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application within the state of Karnataka.
REDON
3274165  01/06/2016
ASHOK KUMAR
trading as ;LAXMI ENTERPRISES
G-10, VRINDAVAN COMPLEX, CENTRAL SPINE, VIDHYADHAR NAGAR, JAIPUR (RAJ)
Manufacturer & Merchant
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Used Since :01/04/2016

AHMEDABAD
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOOR, LAMINATES, MIRROR DOORS, GLASS DOORS & WINDOWS, VINYL DOORS & WINDOWS, WOODEN DOORS, NON-METAL DOORS, SHUTTER DOORS (NON-METALLIC), PATIO DOOR (NON-METALLIC), GLAZED DOORS(NON-METALLIC), FIRE PROOF DOORS(NON-METALLIC), SLIDING DOOR(NON-METALLIC), MEMBRANE DOORS, REVOLVING DOORS(NON-METALLIC), NON-METALLIC WINDOWS, GLASS PANELS FOR WINDOWS, ROOF WINDOWS(MADE OF PLASTIC), DOME SHAPED SKYLIGHT WINDOWS(NON-METALLIC), VENEERS, LAMINATED CHIPBOARD UNDER CLASS 19 FOR SALE IN THE STATE OF RAJASTHAN ONLY

of goods for sale in the state of RAJASTHAN only.
3292535  23/06/2016
SURAT DISTRICT CO-OPERATIVE MILK PRODUCERS’ UNION LTD.
trading as SURAT DISTRICT CO-OPERATIVE MILK PRODUCERS UNION LTD.
SUMUL DAIRY ROAD, SURAT - 395 008, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3292533, 3292534

AHMEDABAD
BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC); NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN;
NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL.

Transliteration: SUMUL
RIVOLI

3295007 24/06/2016
PUNEET OMPRAKASH THAKKAR
trading as; PLY HUB
G-65, RAVITEJ SOCIETY, BEHIND CNG PUMP STATION, BHATAR, SURAT, GUJARAT
MERCHANT
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)
Used Since: 29/05/2014

AHMEDABAD

PLYWOOD, TEAK PLY, SHUTTERING PLY, MARINE PLY, FLEXI PLY, BLOCK BOARD, PRELIMINATED & LAMINATED BOARD, TEAK BOARD, TIMBER PARTICLE BOARD, FLUSH DOOR, PANEL DOOR, DECORATIVES, SUNMICA, TIMBER MOULDINGS AND VENEER
3298022    30/06/2016

AXWELL GRANITO PVT. LTD.
trading as ;AXWELL GRANITO PVT. LTD.
MORBI-HALVAD ROAD, AT. UNCHI MANDAL, MORBI-363642, GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

AHMEDABAD

Proposed to be Used
IN RESPECT OF WALL TILES, FLOOR TILES, VITRIFIED TILES, DIGITAL TILES, RUTICO TILES, LUSTER WALL TILES, GLAZED TILES, CERAMIC TILES, PARKING TILES, PORCELAIN TILES, ROOFING TILES AND BUILDING MATERIAL INCLUDED IN CLASS – 19.
3299915  02/07/2016
NARESHBHAI NAGJIBHAI DHANANI
trading as :M/S GANESH DOOR
OPP RAJHANSH TOWER, NR. SWAMINARAYAN TEMPLE, MOTA VARACHHA MAIN ROAD, SURAT, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :17/04/2016

AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF PLYWOOD, LAMINATION AND LAMINATED DOORS INCLUDED IN CLASS-19 FOR SALE IN THE SATE OF GUJARAT ONLY
restriction of goods for sale in the state of GUJARAT only.
MAHESH MOHANDAS MOTWANI  
SINDHI CAMP, KACCHI KHOLI, AKOLA- 444001, MAHARASHTRA.  
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS  
AN INDIAN NATIONAL  

Proposed to be Used  
MUMBAI  
BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC); NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN; NONMETALLLC- TRANSPORTABLE-BUILDINGS, MONUMENTS, NOTOFMETAL, DRAIN PIPES; PLYWOOD; WOOD AND TIMBER LAMINATES; LAMINATES; WINDOW GLASS AND GLASS PANEL; GLASS WINDOW AND ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
I CLOUD

3314657   20/07/2016

GAURAV BAGHLA

trading as : GAURAV BAGHLA

211, RAMA HERITAGE, CENTRAL SPINE, VIDHYADHAR NAGAR, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RAJEEV JAIN

17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN

Used Since: 20/06/2016

AHMEDABAD

PLYWOOD, SHUTTERING PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, MEMBRANE DOOR, FLUSH DOOR, WOODEN DOOR, LAMINATES
AND DECORATIVES WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 19

SUBJECT TO RESTRICTION OF GOODS FOR SALE IN THE STATE OF RAJASTHAN ONLY.
WE ENHANCE WELLBEING

3323162  30/07/2016

KAMANI FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : KAMANI FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED

One BKC, C Wing, 810, BKC, Bandra (East), Mumbai- 400051.
Manufacturers, Exporters and Merchants.
A company registered under the Indian Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Building materials, natural and artificial cement, lime mortar, plaster and gravel, pipes of earthenware or cement; road making materials; asphalt, pitch and bitumen, portable buildings; stone monuments; chimney pots being goods included in class 19.
DEQURA

3340511  19/08/2016

MAHESH G. JUNGID.
FLAT NO.2, BHAGYAWANTI HOUSING SOCIETY, PARIJAT NAGAR, NEAR JAIPUR HOUSE, COLLEGE ROAD, NASHIK-422005.

MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Used Since :01/08/2016

To be associated with:
2743395

MUMBAI

PLYWOOD, VANEER, LAMINATE IN CLASS 19.
3343494  23/08/2016
MR. JAYDEEPKUMAR ARVINDBHAI PATEL
trading as ;SWARAJ CERAMIC
Office no:29, Ceramic Plaza, 1,29, 8A National Highway, Morbi, Rajkot, Gujarat, India.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKUNJ V. JOSHI, ADVOCATE
B/301, MANSI COMPLEX, NEAR BAPS WASMINARAYN TEMPLE, JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, VASTRAPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380015
Used Since :09/05/2016
AHMEDABAD
TILES, DIGITAL WALL TILES, DIGITAL FLOOR TILES, CERAMIC TILES, GLAZED TILES, WALL TILES, FLOOR TILES, PORCELAIN TILES, VITRIFIED TILES AND GVT TILES.
3349717  30/08/2016
DEKOR ZONE TRADING PVT.LTD.
trading as: DEKOR ZONE TRADING PVT.LTD.
C/F, SHIV TRADING COMPANY, NEAR VRINDAVAN HOTEL, OLD NAGARDAS ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400069,
MAHARASHTRA-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since: 01/04/2012
MUMBAI
PLYWOOD, BLOCKBOARDS, FLUSH DOORS, VENEER, LAMINATES, MDF BOARD, PARTICLE BOARD, DECORATIVE
PLYWOOD, DECORATIVE LAMINATES, WOODEN DOOR SKIN & WOODEN PANEL, SHUTTERING PLYWOOD, FILM FACED
SHUTTERING PLYWOOD, FILM FACED DENSIFIED SHUTTERING PLYWOODS, COMPREG PLY, DENSIFIED WOOD
LAMINATES, PRELAM, HARD BOARD, SOFT BOARD, AND LAMINATED BOARDS INCLUDED IN CLASS-19
SALE IN THE STATE OF MAHARASHTRA ONLY.
Tailor made Binder

BITCHEM ASPHALT TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
1 Ganesh Chandra Avenue, Victory House, 5th Floor, Kolkata 700013, West Bengal
Manufacturers and Merchants/Traders
An Indian Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
GLOBSYN CRYSTALS,TOWER 1,2ND FLOOR,BLOCK EP,PLOT NO.11 & 12,SALT LAKE,SECTOR V,KOLKATA 700 091,WEST BENGAL,INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Emulsified Bitumen
RICASIL CERAMIC INDUSTRIES PVT LTD.
trading as ;RICASIL CERAMIC INDUSTRIES PVT LTD.
BLOCK NO. 204 AND 205, PO DABHASA, OPP. HANUMAN TEMPLE, MAHUVAD TURNING, PADRA-391440. GUJARAT.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :01/03/2013
AHMEDABAD
WALL TILES, FLOOR TILES, VITRIFIED TILES, GRANITO, PORCELAIN TILES, RUSTICO TILES, ROOFING TILES, PARKING TILES, MOSAIC TILES, DESIGNER TILES, DECORATIVE TILES, CERAMIC TILES AND TILES INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
3364959  17/09/2016
CROWN LAMINATES PVT. LTD.
419/1, RADHE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, TAJPUR ROAD, VILLAGE : CHANGODAR, DIST : AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since : 29/09/2011
To be associated with:
3219153
AHMEDABAD
DECORATIVE AND INDUSTRIAL LAMINATED SHEET, COMPACT LAMINATE USED IN BUILDING MATERIALS
NIVÈSA
3377334   29/09/2016
PRESTIGE INTERIO CONCEPTS PVT.LTD.
trading as : PRESTIGE INTERIO CONCEPTS PVT.LTD.
B501 Hercules Vasant Galaxy, Bangur Nagar, Goregaon West, Mumbai 400104.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PLYWOOD, TIMBER; VENEERS OF ALL KIND INCLUDED IN CLASS 19; DECORATIVE LAMINATES; BOARDS OF FIBRE FOR BUILDING; PRELAMINATED BOARDS AND PLYWOOD, FLUSH DOORS; PARQUET; DOORS, WINDOWS & FRAMES; WOODEN FLOORS; PANELS & PANELINGS; PLANKS; WOODEN BLOCKS.
DUROSTEEL
3393348  20/10/2016
K. NOOR MOHAMMED NOORISHA
P.T. AYSHA
K. BADHUNA
K. MOHAMMED DIRSHA
traing as :KALLIYATH STEEL TRADERS
34/1864, KALLIYATH BUILDING, MAMANGALAM, COCHIN - 682025, KERALA STATE
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.M GEORGEKUTTY
PMG ASSOCIATES EF7-10, VASANTH NAGAR PALARIVATTOM COCHIN - 682025
Used Since :10/10/2014
CHENNAI
BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC); NON- METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING
3406737  10/11/2016
NARENDRA RAMJIYANI
3) MRS. POONAM RAMJIYANI
4) MRS. RESHA RAMJIYANI
5) MRS. RATANBEN RAMJIYANI
VINOD RAMJIYANI
trading as JALARAM SYNDYCATE
53/54, BOMBAY TIMBER MARKET, REAY ROAD (EAST), MUMBAI-400010.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Used Since :01/10/2016
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT OF PLYWOOD, WOOD, TIMBER AND TIMBER PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19
for use in the state of Maharashtra only.
3432317    14/12/2016
GREENPLY INDUSTRIES LIMITED
trading as ;GREENPLY INDUSTRIES LIMITED
'MADGUL LOUNGE'.5TH & 6TH FLOOR,23,CHETLA CENTRAL ROAD,KOLKATA 700027
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD , KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.
Used Since :01/05/2014

KOLKATA
Building Material (non-metallic), Veneered Board, Plain Particle Board, Medium Density Fibreboard (MDF), High Density Fibreboard, Plywood, Laminated plywood, Veneer, Natural Veneer, Veneer Sheet, Veneered Ply, Veneer Panel, Decorative Plywood, Decorative Veneer, Block Board, Flush Door, Veneered Doors, Laminated Doors, all included in class 19.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DEVICE OF "*".
YOUR SPACE YOUR LIFE
3478063  08/02/2017
BELLA VITA TILE INC.
Unit 113, 6951 72nd St, Delta, BC, V4G 0A2, CANADA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JOHN MATHEW & ASSOCIATES.
S/14, EMPIRE BUILDING OLD RAILWAY STATION ROAD COCHIN 682018 KERALA
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CERAMIC TILES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019 Class 19

ACC LIMITED
CEMENT HOUSE, 121, MAHARSHI KARVE ROAD, MUMBAI-400020
MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
USHA A. CHANDRASEKHAR.
3-E1, COURT CHAMBERS, NEW MARINE LINES ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 020.
Used Since :20/01/2017

To be associated with:
1388518

MUMBAI
CEMENT INCLUDING PSC CEMENT; FLYASH, BUILDING MATERIALS NOT OF METAL, WHICH INCLUDES RECYCLABLE MATERIAL; CEMENT SLABS, EARTH FOR BRICKS, SLABS; TILES, PAVING BLOCKS; BUILDING BLOCKS, CONCRETE BLOCKS USED FOR BUILDING; SEMI-READY MIX CONCRETE MATERIAL USED FOR SIMPLE CONCRETE WORKS SUCH AS LEVELING, FLOORING, WATERPROOFING, RCC FILLING, PCC FILLING; FLOOR TILES; ROOF TILES
3485644  16/02/2017

COOPER CORPORATION PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as: COOPER CORPORATION PRIVATE LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/02/2017

MUMBAI

BUILDINGS AND APARTMENT BUILDINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19; ARCHITECTURAL FITTINGS AND PLASTIC MOLDINGS AND DECORATIONS FOR BUILDINGS; PORTABLE HOUSES, TENTS, HUTS & CABINS AND BUILDINGS (NON-METALLIC); PRE-FABRICATED STRUCTURE (NON-METALLIC); NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL STONES; WALL COATINGS AND WATERPROOFING MATERIALS; REINFORCING MATERIALS (NOT OF METAL) FOR BUILDING; COATINGS (NOT BEING PAINTS) FOR PROTECTION OF CONCRETE STRUCTURES; PAVING AND ROAD-MAKING MATERIALS; NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING.
3487115  18/02/2017
MOHNITH TRADES
trading as Manufacturer, Merchant and Traders
No.89, First Main Road, Raja Colony, Contonment, Trichy-620001.
Manufacturer, Merchant and Traders
Proprietorship firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEONARD LAW OFFICE
49, VELMURUGAN NAGAR, FIRST AVENUE, KOLATHUR, CHENNAI - 600 099, TAMIL NADU, INDIA.
Used Since: 29/05/2013
CHENNAI
Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal.
subject to the mark should be used as represented in the trademark application.
3488738   20/02/2017
M/S. SUNPOWER CEMENT COMPANY PVT. LTD.
trading as ;M/S. SUNPOWER CEMENT COMPANY PVT. LTD.
PETRONET ROAD, WISEPARK, KANJIKODE, PALAKKAD, PIN - 678 621, KERALA
Merchants and Manufacturers
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABRAHAM CHERIAN P
C/o Cherian & Associates, Advocates, Kallath Apartments, Mathai Manjuran Road, Cochin - 682018
Used Since :01/02/2017
To be associated with:
3024057
CHENNAI
Cements of all kinds included in class 19.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
BUILDING BETTER BONDS FOR TOMORROW

3488739    20/02/2017

M/S. SUNPOWER CEMENT COMPANY PVT. LTD.
trading as ;M/S. SUNPOWER CEMENT COMPANY PVT. LTD.
PETRONET ROAD, WISEPARK, KANJIKODE, PALAKKAD, PIN - 678 621, KERALA
Merchants and Manufacturers
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABRAHAM CHERIAN P
C/o Cherian & Associates, Kallath Apartments, Mathai Manjuran Road, Cochin - 682018
Used Since :01/06/2007

CHENNAI
Cements of all kinds included in class 19.
M.H. ABDUL HARIZ trading as MAJESTIC ENTERPRISES
No. 41/1144-C NEAR MADHYAMAM, PULEPPADY, KOCHI-682018.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLO PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUDWIL & GOODWILL
41/785, 'SWATHI' C.P. UMMER ROAD, COCHIN-35, KERALA
Used Since: 08/06/2015

CHENNAI
PLYWOOD, DOORS, GYPSUM BOARD, BUILDING MATERIALS, PORTABLE BUILDINGS, TILES.

subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
3501722  03/03/2017
HADDOCK
ANOOP .K.P
SHIHAB .K
SHANAVAS .A
DOOR NO. XI/231, KUNDANIYIL BUILDING, KUTTIPPURAM ROAD, MUSLIYARANGADI, POILISSEY POST, TIRUR, MALAPPURAM DISTRICT, KERALA-676102, INDIA
Manufacturer/Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048
Used Since :01/09/2016
CHENNAI
GYPSUM, BUILDING MATERIALS, CEILINGS NOT OF METAL, NON-METALLIC ROOFS, NON-METALLIC ROOFING MATERIALS, NON-METALLIC ROOFING PANELS, NON-METALLIC ROOFING PLATE AND NON-METALLIC FALSE CEILINGS.
3503488    04/03/2017

SUSHILA JAIN
trading as ;M/S. RAJGURU PLYWOODS & DOORS
NO. 11-29-31, AKULAVARI STREET, NEAR JAIN TEMPLE VIJAYAWADA- 520001, KRISHNA DISTRICT, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :01/09/2009

CHENNAI
WOODEN DOORS, WOODEN DOORS FRAMES, PLYWOOD, PLYWOOD FOR BUILDING, PLYWOOD PANELLING FOR USE IN BUILDING, WOOD CORE PLYWOOD, NONMETALLIC DOORS, DOOR CASINGS, FIRE DOORS, NON-METALLIC EXTERNAL AND FLEXIBLE DOORS, UPVC WINDOW SYSTEM (BUILDING MATERIALS), WINDOWS FRAMES NOT MADE OF METALS, DOORS MADE OF PLASTIC FOR BUILDINGS, NON-METALLIC WINDOWS, NONMETALLIC PANELS FOR DOORS FOR BUILDINGS, READYMADE DOORS MADE OF WOOD, PLASTIC AND POLYVINYLCHLORIDE, READYMADE DOOR FRAMES MADE OF WOOD, PLASTIC AND POLYVINYLCHLORIDE
3515317   27/03/2017
PUDUMJEE PULP & PAPER MILLS LIMITED
Thergoan, Chinchwad, Pune 411033
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PREFabricated NON-METAL BUILDings AND HOUSES; BUILDing AND CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS AND ELEMENTS, NOT OF METAL; ASPHALT; PITCH AND BITUMEN; CEMENT; CEMENT SLABS AND PIPES; PORTABLE NON-METAL BUILDINGS; NON METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS, MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL; NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL STONES; REINFORCING MATERIALS (NOT OF METAL) FOR BUILDING; CONCRETE, GLASS AND WOOD BLOCKS; LUMINOUS PAVING BLOCKS, NOT OF METAL; COATINGS [BUILDING MATERIALS]; CONCRETE DRAINAGE STRUCTURES; PAVING AND ROAD-MAKING MATERIALS; ROOFING TILES AND CEMENT; NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
3519764 04/04/2017
SRI BALAMURUGAN INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
31-A, EMPEROR STREET, TUTICORIN - 1
NEW APPLICATION

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW AND RIGHTS (ADVOCATE)
SUITE NO-G-8, A BLOCK, GROUND FLOOR, GOLDEN JUBILEE GARDENS, GURU RAGHAVENDRA FOUNDATIONS, 181, DARGA ROAD, ZAMIN PALLAVARAM, CHENNAI-600043
Used Since :01/04/1999

CHENNAI
Manufacturer of Plaster of Paris.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019 Class 19

3522545  11/04/2017
WALLGREENS PANELS LLP
A 718, FLOOR 7TH, B WING, PLAZA PANCHASHIL, NYAYMURTI SITARAM PATKAR MARG, NEAR DHARAM PALACE,
GAMDEVI, MUMBAI 400 007, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERS
Used Since :01/01/2015
MUMBAI
PLYWOOD.
3533078  25/04/2017
CHANDNI KAPIL LODAYA
B 102, Blue Bells, Opposite Adeshwar Jain Temple, Off. Devidayal Road, Mulund (West), Mumbai-400080
Trader
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHAGWATI & CO.
4 -G - 2 COURT CHAMBERS, 35, NEW MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 020.
Used Since :22/10/2012
MUMBAI
Building materials, (non-metallic), non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal, fasteners.
VITERO

3541318  03/05/2017

APARNA ENTERPRISES LIMITED
8-2-293/82/A, Plot No. 1214, Road No. 64, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad- 500033, Telangana, India.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain's Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, Khajaguda, Hyderabad-500008,
Telangana, India.

Used Since :01/05/2017

CHENNAI

Tiles; wall tiles, floor tiles, vitrified tiles, designer tiles, decorative tiles, digital tiles, rustic tiles, wood tiles, marble, stone, building materials, (non-metallic), non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal.
3541601  04/05/2017
PEECEE PLYWOODS
KEERIYAD P.O, CHIRAKKAL, KANNUR DISTRICT, KERALA STATE, PIN – 670011
COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
JOHN MATHEW & ASSOCIATES.
John Mathew & Associates, 14, Empire BUilding, Old Railway Station Road, Cochin-682018, Kerala
Used Since :01/04/2002

CHENNAI
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS, WOOD AND SEMI WORKED WOOD, WOOD PANELING, WOOD PAVING, WOOD PULP BOARD FOR BUILDING, DOORS, NOT OF METAL
3541602  04/05/2017
PEECEE PLYWOODS
KEERIYAD P.O, CHIRAKKAL, KANNUR DISTRICT, KERALA STATE, PIN – 670011
COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
JOHN MATHEW & ASSOCIATES.
S/14, EMPIRE BUILDING OLD RAILWAY STATION ROAD COCHIN 682018 KERALA

Used Since :15/04/2002

CHENNAI

PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS, WOOD AND SEMI WORKED WOOD, WOOD PANELING, WOOD PAVING, WOOD PULP BOARD FOR BUILDING, DOORS, NOT OF METAL
AViTA

3544429  08/05/2017
SHANKAR ENTERPRISES
#6, CAUVERY LAYOUT, NAGARABHAVI MAIN ROAD, BENGALORE-560040
FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PATSON LEGAL KNOWLEDGE PROCESS PVT. LTD
No.1297, 3rd Floor, 30th main, B.S.K. 2nd stage, Bangalore- 560070.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Door casings, not of metal; Door frames, not of metal; Door panels, not of metal; Doors, not of metal; Folding doors, not of metal; Gates, not of metal; Plywood, Veneer wood, Window frames, not of metal; Windows, not of metal
subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application within the state of Karnataka.
3555308  23/05/2017
PARIJAT AGRO WOOD PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.,
Chevella (Village & Mandal) 501 503, R.R.Dist.,
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/01/1991
CHENNAI
Plywood, flush doors, particle boards, block boards, laminates, MDF and decorative veeners.
AALOKA

3558177  26/05/2017

Shri HARRISH AGGARWAL,
192, Demellous Road, Opposite Natraj Theater, Choolai, Chennai - 600 112, Tamilnadu, India.

Manufacturer and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Plywood, Blockboard, Flush Door, Veneers, Wooden Panel Board (Finger Joint), Marine Plywood, MDF Boards, Particle Board, Pre-Laminate Board, Wooden Mica Sheet, HPL Laminate Sheets.
3558752  28/05/2017
MS. BASKAR CEMENTS AND PRODUCTS
NO. 9/454-4, KUMARAN NAGAR, VENUS SCHOOL BACKSIDE, C.A.K. ROAD, KARUR – 639001, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
Partnership firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CEMENT, PORTLAND CEMENT, CEMENT BASE MIXTURE FOR USE IN BUILDING, CEMENT FOR BUILDING, CEMENT MIXES, CEMENT SLABS

Subject to the mark is allowed as whole and no exclusive rights to the descriptive matters ULTRA GOLD CEMENT separately except substantially as shown in the form of representation.
3563344   05/06/2017
HIL LIMITED
trading as : HIL LIMITED
SLN TERMINUS 7TH FLOOR, SURVEY NO. 133 BESIDE BOTANICAL GARDEN GACHIBOWLI, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, INDIA - 500 032
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO., LLP
1105, ASHOKA ESTATE, 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110001

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC); NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN;
NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL;
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3563348   05/06/2017
HIL LIMITED
trading as ;HIL LIMITED
SLN TERMINUS 7TH FLOOR, SURVEY NO. 133 BESIDE BOTANICAL GARDEN GACHIBOWLI, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, INDIA - 500 032
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO., LLP
1105, ASHOKA ESTATE, 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110001
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3548707

CHENNAI
BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC); NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN;
NON- METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL;
No exclusive right over the descriptive matters appearing in the representation of the mark.
3563351 05/06/2017
HIL LIMITED
trading as : HIL LIMITED
SLN TERMINUS 7TH FLOOR, SURVEY NO. 133 BESIDE BOTANICAL GARDEN GACHIBOWLI, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA, INDIA - 500 032
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO., LLP
1105, ASHOKA ESTATE, 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110001

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC); NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN;
NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL;
associated with the application no. 3548722.
3567212   09/06/2017

NATIONAL PAYMENTS CORPORATION OF INDIA
1001A, 10th Floor, B Wing, The Capital, Bandra-Kurla Complex, Bandra (East), Mumbai- 400 051.
A company incorporated under Section 25 of the Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Building materials, natural and artificial cement, lime mortar, plaster and gravel, pipes of earthenware or cement; road making materials; asphalt, pitch and bitumen, portable buildings; stone monuments; chimney pots being goods included in class 19.
MALTY GOLD

3597951   24/07/2017

K.P.ABOOBACKER
trading as ;APOLLO PLYWOOD

VP.XII/165G, KUTTIPPADAM, ALLAPRA P.O., PERUMBAVOOR, ERNAKULAM DIST, KERALA-683553, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOOR, VENEERS, PANEL BOARD (FINGER JOINED) MARINE PLYWOOD.
ASTRASPACERS
3883715  10/07/2018
SHRIKANT B. PARULEKAR
trading as ;ASTRA CONCRETE PRODUCTS
B-10, MADKAIM INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MADKAIM, GOA 403404
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BUILDING MATERIALS NON METALLIC
3992852    05/11/2018
GRASIM INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057.
Used Since :29/06/2016
To be associated with:
1908355, 1908357, 2710109
MUMBAI
“Building materials (non-metallic) including cement; non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal”
H&S

4004088 21/11/2018

SAURASHTRA CEMENT LIMITED
NEAR RAILWAY STATION, RANAVAV-360560, PORBANDAR, GUJARAT, INDIA.
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :19/10/2018

AHMEDABAD
CEMENT; CEMENT AGGREGATES; ROOFING AND FILLING CEMENT; FIBER CEMENT; ALUMINA AND SILICA CEMENT;
CEMENT MIXES; POZZOLANIC CEMENT; PORTLAND CEMENT; REFRACTORY CEMENT; HYDRAULIC CEMENT;
ASBESTOS CEMENT; CEMENT POSTS AND SLABS; CEMENT MORTAR ROOFING TILES; CEMENT MORTAR PIPES AND
SLATES; CEMENTITIOUS MATERIAL FOR BUILDING PURPOSES; CEMENT PIPES; BUILDING MATERIALS [NON-
METALLIC].
4005998   23/11/2018
NISHANT PATEL
S.Y no. 141/B& C, D. Pochamaply, Gandimaisamma X Road, Hyderabad, Telangana - 500043
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N.R.SRINATH
NO.38, ADITANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI- 600 002
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Plywood, Wood doors, Plastic doors, Blockboard, Non-metallic building materials
FEARLESS

4007374  26/11/2018

SANGITA DEVI JAIN W/O. PADAM CHAND JAIN, PROPRIETOR OF M/S PINK CITY TIMBER AND PLYWOOD HOUSE
B-40, GOPALPURA BYE PASS, 10B SCHEME, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN, INDIA

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ADVOCATE ANIL KUMAR SHARMA
PLOT N.J-17D, J-17E, OFFICE NO. F-103 EARTH DESIGN TOWER, RAMESH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

PLYWOOD, BLOCKBOARDS, FLUSH DOOR, PARTICULAR PLYWOOD BOARD, PANEL DOOR, FILM FACED PLY,
SHUTTERING PLY, DECORATIVE VENEERS, LAMINATE SHEET, NON – METAL WINDOW FRAMES, MDF, PVC LAMINATE,
TIMBER INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
4007901  26/11/2018
SEJAL GLASS CRAFT PRIVATE LIMITED
173 / 174, 3RD FLOOR, SEJAL EN CASA, S. V. ROAD, KANDIVALI WEST, MUMBAI – 400067, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
REGISTERED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
GLASS (NON METALLIC BUILDING MATERIAL); GLASS FOR USE IN BUILDINGS; DIFFERENT TYPES OF GLASS FOR BUILDING; GLASS PANES; DECORATIVE GLASS FOR BUILDING.
FORTUNATE

4009244   27/11/2018
RAMA PLY AND DECOR
House No. 81, M/s Rama Tractors Arjuni Thana Road, Dhamtari- 493 773
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Plywood, Laminated Sheets, Blockboards Decorative Plywood, Veneers, Boards, Softboards, Hardboards And Laminates, Roller shutters (Non-metallic -) & Doors of wood
4009894    28/11/2018
DAULAT KRISHNANI
Nemichand Gali, Telghani Naka, Raipur – 492001.
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL D. SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Plywood, Laminates, Doors, Blockboards, Veneers.
4009909  28/11/2018
M/S. FALCON SUPER POLYMERS
103/A/1, HIGH ROAD, JAGDHARI, NALHATI, DIST.- BIRBHUM, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MITRA & ASSOCIATES
FIRST FLOOR,PARIVAR APPARTMENT,ABOVE AMUL SHOP,NEAR WEBEL,RAJARHAT,KOLKATA 700 135,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Used Since : 12/10/2018

KOLKATA
PVC PIPES
4014573   01/12/2018
MR.SHYAM KUMAR AGARWAL TRADING AS M/S.PRAHLAD SINGH & SONS
302, 304, MOHKAMPUR, DURGA MATA MANDIR, NEAR SHOPPRIX MALL, DELHI ROAD, MEERUT (UP)
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BABU RAM SHARMA
FOR B.R.SHARMA & ASSOCIATES, 38, NEW MARKET, RLY. ROAD, NEAR OLD CENTRAL BANK, JAGADHRI-135003,
DISTT.YAMUNANAGAR (HARYANA)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PLYWOOD, MR GRADE PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS, FLUSH DOORS, MARINE PLYWOOD, SHUTTERING & FILM COATED
PLYWOOD, WATERPROOF PLY & CHEQURED PLYWOOD, SUNMICA, BWP PLYWOOD, FLEXIBLE PLYWOOD,
LAMINATED PLYWOOD,
COBALT

4015875  03/12/2018
OM PRAKASH KEJRIWAL TRADING AS : KEJRIWAL INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION
E – 1004, PHASE – III, SITAPURA INDUSTRIAL AREA, JAIPUR – 302022, RAJASTHAN
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :01/04/2011

AHMEDABAD
PLYWOOD BOARD, WOODEN DOORS, WOODEN FLOOR TILES AND BOARDS, WOODEN VENEERS., LAMINATE FLOORING, NOT OF METAL, PARTICLEBOARD, MINE TIMBER.
ANAND KUMAR SAW TRADING AS ANAND GRIH UDYOG
KANDRA INDUSTRIAL AREA, P.O.- BHITA, GOVINDPUR, DIST.- DHANBAD – 828109, JHARKHAND.
STANDARD TRADE MARK
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SKYLINE CORPORATE LAW HOUSE LLP
CN-8/2, SIDCO GLOBAL TOWER, UNIT NO.1501, 15TH FLOOR, SECTOR-V, SALT LAKE, KOLKATA 700 091, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
Used Since : 26/06/2017
KOLKATA
MANUFACTURER OF CEMENT.
NAVRANG

4019540  06/12/2018
VIJAY PRAKASH ACHARYA S/O. SH. HANUMAN PRASAD ACHARYA
TRADING AS M/s. JEMINI TRADERS AT-42, KRISHNA VIHAR, Opp. KUMBHA MARG GATE, TONK ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN)

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOOR, SUNMICA, WOOD FIBREBOARD, LAMINATED FIBREBOARD, LAMINATED SHEET, VENEER.
ADIL

4028122  15/12/2018
HEMANT KUMAR TRADING AS SAGAR ENTERPRISES
VILLAGE KARERA KHURD, KHAJURI ROAD, YAMUNANAGAR-135001 (HR.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/11/2018
DELHI
Plywood, Plywood Boards, Wooden Doors, Wood Blocks, Particle Board & Veneers.
RKCC

4028556  17/12/2018
RAJ KUMAR
Near HDFC Bank Dhand
Manufacturer of Telecom Manhole, RCC Pipe
Individual
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
RCC TELECOM, RCC ROUTEMARKER, RCC POLE, RCC PIPE, RCC DRAIN COVER
4029734    17/12/2018
VISHAL KANODIA
APH-3, Aditya Mega City, Vaibhav Khand, Indrapuram, Shipra Sun City
Manufacturer
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIJAY RAWAT
319/1, FIRST FLOOR, TYAGI APARTMENT, SHIVALAYA ROAD, CHHATARPUR, DELHI-110074

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CEMENT
4050332   08/01/2019
USMAN AHMAD
VILLAGE CHILKIRA, RAM NAGAR, DISTRICT NAINITAL, UTTARAKHAND
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1442468
DELHI
PLYWOOD
4050333    08/01/2019
USMAN AHMAD
VILLAGE CHILKIRA, RAM NAGAR, DISTRICT NAINITAL, UTTARAKHAND
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1442468
DELHI
PLYWOOD
4050334  08/01/2019
USMAN AHMAD
VILLAGE CHILKIRA, RAM NAGAR, DISTRICT NAINITAL, UTTARAKHAND
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1442468
DELHI
PLYWOOD
PRATEEK S. PATIL
401/402, 4TH FLOOR, TULSI CHAMBERS, OPP. TEEN PETROL PUMP, LBS MARG, THANE WEST- 400602
Indian National.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GNK LEGAL
35, GOPAL BHAVAN, NR. TATA MOTORS, S.V. ROAD, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC); NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN;
NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL
4054198   11/01/2019
RADHAKRISHNA SAMPATHARAO SOLE PROPRIETOR OF MATHRUSRI ENTERPRISES
25-1-18/12A, ANJALI MURTHY NAGAR, OLD KARNAVANIPALEM, VISAKHAPATNAM, ANDHRA PRADESH 530044
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Materials, not of metal, for building and construction; Rigid pipes, not of metal, for building; Asphalt, pitch, tar and bitumen; Transportable buildings, not of metal; Monuments, not of metal
4055097  12/01/2019
SIDHEEQ ALI P
PARAMBIL, PAZHUR, MAVOOR VIA, POOLACODE, KOZHIKODE, KERALA - 673661
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :01/03/2014
CHENNAI
Building materials [non-metallic]; Non-metallic rigid pipes for building; Asphalt, pitch and bitumen; Non-metallic transportable buildings; Monuments, not of metal
FOSHAN HAPPY HOUSE BUILDING MATERIALS CO., LTD.
China Ceramics Industry Headquarters Block No. C08, West Area, West Jihua Road, Foshan, China
A Limited Liability Company incorporated under the laws of the People’s Republic of China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRAMDIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Marble; Granite; Tiles, not of metal, for building; Bricks; Floor tiles, not of metal; Ceramic tiles; Glass mosaics for use in building; Building materials, not of metal; Wall cladding, not of metal, for building; Cabanas, not of metal
4058259  16/01/2019
SPEED DRY MIX INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
B 903, Fortune Heights, Madinaguda, Miyapur, Hyderabad-500050, Telangana, India
MSME Registered Company.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain's Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, Khajaguda, Hyderabad-500008, Telangana, India.
Used Since :18/05/2013
CHENNAI
Plasters, cure plasters, mouldings of plaster, plaster for building purposes, sand (artificial and natural), building materials, (non-metallic), non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal.
ALTURAS
4058509  16/01/2019
GUPTA AGRO CO.
VILLAGE PIALAN, P.O. TARAGARH ROAD, NASRALA, HOSHIARPUR (PB.)
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
4058654  16/01/2019
DINESH N JAIN TRADING AS M/S. PADMAVATI PLYLAMS
1/2, DIAMOND COMPLEX, SORBADMATH GALLI, NEW MYDAR ONI, HUBLI-580020, KARNATAKA
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PLYWOOD, LAMINATE AND DOORS
4059630  17/01/2019

SMT. DIPTI KISHOR BABIYA
"MAA BUILDCON", OPP. AAN AUTO MOBILE, BESIDES SORATHIYA PAROTH HA HOUSE, KALAWAD ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 003, GUJARAT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIGNESH K. MAJITHIYA, ADVOCATE

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Building materials [non-metallic]; ; Non-metallic transportable buildings
4060987 18/01/2019
PANKAJ SINGLA TRADING AS GUPTA TIMBER TRADERS
BEHIND HSIDC, PHASE-II, MANAKPUR, JAGADHRI-135003 (HR.)
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
ALTIZA
4062342  21/01/2019
RADHAKISHAN GALANI
trading as ;SWAMI MARKETING
29-30, AKASH TOWER, OPP. PREMCHANDNAGAR JUDGES BUNG. RD, VASTRAPUR, AHMEDABAD GUJARAT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRAKASH S. GOGIA, ADVOCATE
SBG ASSOCIATES, A-26, CIRCLE B, THIRD FLOOR, JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, S.G.HIGHWAY, BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/06/2016
AHMEDABAD
PLYWOOD, BLOCKBOARD, MDF BOARD, FLUSH DOOR, VENEER
4062397 21/01/2019

SHRI GANPATI PLYWOOD INDUSTRIES
KHARATI KHERA, FATEHABAD
Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M & M ADVOCATES AND CONSULTANTS
NATIONAL COLLEGE OF POLYTECHNIC NEAR NEW POLICE LINES AMBALA ROAD JAGADHRI DISTT YAMUNA NAGAR HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Plywood, Block Board, Flush Doors, Laminates, Decorative Plywood, Laminated Plywood, Shuttering Plywood
PIDILITE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Regent Chambers, 7th Floor, Jamnalal Bajaj Marg, 208, Nariman Point, Mumbai 400 021 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India.

a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018

Used Since : 22/06/2010

To be associated with:
1643625, 1643627

MUMBAI

Building Materials (not of metal); Construction Materials (not of metal); Cement; Cement Coatings; Cement slabs; Asphalt, pitch and Bitumen; clay; tile; concrete; Grout.
4063302   21/01/2019

PIDILITE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Regent Chambers, 7th Floor, Jamnalal Bajaj Marg, 208, Nariman Point, Mumbai 400 021 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India.
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018

Used Since :22/06/2010

To be associated with:
1643625, 1643627, 1963679, 3322477

MUMBAI
Building Materials (not of metal); Construction Materials (not of metal); Cement; Cement Coatings; Cement slabs; Asphalt, pitch and Bitumen; clay; tile; concrete; Grout.
4064539    22/01/2019
LAKHAN M PATEL, AN INDIAN NATIONAL, SOLELY TRADING AS SHANSHI TIMBER CO.,
No: 350/9, & 10, Opp: "The club", Mysore Road, Bangalore - 560 039, Karnataka, India
Sole Proprietary concern
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
2F, 2nd floor, #32, Hextrapoint, Bull Temple Road, Basavanagudi, Bangalore-560004.
Used Since :01/04/2000
CHENNAI
Plywood's, Block Boards & Doors Particle Boards, Medium Density Fibre Boards and Laminates
IMTHIYAS KANIYATHODY
KANIYATHODY HOUSE, PO RANDATHANI, ATTUPURAM, MALAPPURAM DT, KERALA - 676510
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RISHAD KELEMBETH
KELEMBETH HOUSE, PERUMACHERY, CHERUPAZHASSI PO, KANNUR, KERALA-670601

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HPL SHEET / PANEL
4065070 23/01/2019
CDO IMPEX PRIVATE LIMITED
No : 11, Seth Narayanadas Layout, II Tatabad, Coimbatore - 641012, Tamil Nadu
A Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :27/06/2018

CHENNAI
Building materials [non-metallic]; Non-metallic rigid pipes for building; Asphalt, pitch and bitumen; Non-metallic transportable buildings; Monuments, not of metal (Weather proof (surki) filling, Sunken filling, Low slab high slab filling, Heat and sound insulation)
4065071  23/01/2019
CDO IMPEX PRIVATE LIMITED
No : 11, Seth Narayanadas Layout, II Tatabad, Coimbatore - 641012, Tamil Nadu
A Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :27/06/2018
CHENNAI
Building materials [non-metallic]; Non-metallic rigid pipes for building; Asphalt, pitch and bitumen; Non-metallic transportable buildings; Monuments, not of metal (Better concrete roof casting, Stops cements slurry seepage, Uniform finish, no plastering required)
4066358  24/01/2019
RGI ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;RGI ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
NEW DOOR NO.18A, OLD DOOR NO.19A, 7TH CROSS STREET WEST, SHENOY NAGAR, CHENNAI-600 030, TAMILNADU INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURE OF OTHER NON-METALLIC MINERAL PRODUCTS, GYPSUM BOARDS, BUILDING MATERIALS, PREPARATIONS FOR FILING AND SEALING JOINTS.
AquaArm Bond Latex

4067939  25/01/2019

MURALIDHAR YADAMA
DN 10, Merlin Matrix, Room No. 402, 4th Floor, Sector V, Salt Lake, Kolkata - 700091 and also at Plot No: 8-2-293/82/A, Road No.25, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad -500033, India
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016

Used Since :09/08/2018

KOLKATA

Building materials, namely mortars, grouts, cements, with and without additives, compositions and compounds for installing tile, brick, stone and other surface coverings; plasters; stucco, cement boards; waterproofing membranes, waterproofing fabrics and waterproofing compounds including bituminous polyurethane membranes, latex modified membranes and liquid rubber membranes for use in the construction, repair or maintenance of buildings; bituminous materials and building materials for the construction, repair and maintenance of floors, roofs and ceilings; plastics, glass fiber, rubber and composites for use as building materials
AquaArm WPU 1 K
4067943 25/01/2019
MURALIDHAR YADAMA
DN 10, Merlin Matrix, Room No. 402, 4th Floor, Sector V, Salt Lake, Kolkata - 700091 and also at Plot No: 321/A/16, House No: 8-2-293/82/A, Road No.25, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad -500033, India
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, I-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016
Used Since :18/08/2018
KOLKATA
Building materials, namely mortars, grouts, cements, with and without additives, compositions and compounds for installing tile, brick, stone and other surface coverings; plasters; stucco, cement boards; waterproofing membranes, waterproofing fabrics and waterproofing compounds including bituminous polyurethane membranes, latex modified membranes and liquid rubber membranes for use in the construction, repair or maintenance of buildings; bituminous materials and building materials for the construction, repair and maintenance of floors, roofs and ceilings; plastics, glass fiber, rubber and composites for use as building materials
AquaArm
4067952  25/01/2019
MURALIDHAR YADAMA
DN 10, Merlin Matrix, Room No. 402, 4th Floor, Sector V, Salt Lake, Kolkata - 700091 and also at Plot No: 8-2-293/82/A, Road No.25, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad -500033, India
individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad -500 016

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Building materials, namely mortars, grouts, cements, with and without additives, compositions and compounds for installing tile, brick, stone and other surface coverings; plasters; stucco, cement boards; waterproofing membranes, waterproofing fabrics and waterproofing compounds including bituminous polyurethane membranes, latex modified membranes and liquid rubber membranes for use in the construction, repair or maintenance of buildings; bituminous materials and building materials for the construction, repair and maintenance of floors, roofs and ceilings; plastics, glass fiber, rubber and composites for use as building materials
ReArm
4067956  25/01/2019

MURALIDHAR YADAMA
DN 10, Merlin Matrix, Room No. 402, 4th Floor, Sector V, Salt Lake, Kolkata - 700091 and also at Plot No: 321/A/16, House No: 8-2-293/82/A, Road No.25, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad -500033, India

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
Building materials, namely mortars, grouts, cements, with and without additives, compositions and compounds for installing tile, brick, stone and other surface coverings; plasters; stucco, cement boards; waterproofing membranes, waterproofing fabrics and waterproofing compounds including bituminous polyurethane membranes, latex modified membranes and liquid rubber membranes for use in the construction, repair or maintenance of buildings; bituminous materials and building materials for the construction, repair and maintenance of floors, roofs and ceilings; plastics, glass fiber, rubber and composites for use as building materials
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890 , 25/02/2019 Class 19

ArmGrout
4067958 25/01/2019
MURALIDHAR YADAMA
DN 10, Merlin Matrix, Room No. 402, 4th Floor, Sector V, Salt Lake, Kolkata - 700091 and also at Plot No: 8-2-293/82/A, Road No.25, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad -500033, India
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Building materials, namely mortars, grouts, cements, with and without additives, compositions and compounds for installing tile, brick, stone and other surface coverings; plasters; stucco, cement boards; waterproofing membranes, waterproofing fabrics and waterproofing compounds including bituminous polyurethane membranes, latex modified membranes and liquid rubber membranes for use in the construction, repair or maintenance of buildings; bituminous materials and building materials for the construction, repair and maintenance of floors, roofs and ceilings; plastics, glass fiber, rubber and composites for use as building materials.
ArmAid
4067961    25/01/2019
MURALIDHAR YADAMA
DN 10, Merlin Matrix, Room No. 402, 4th Floor, Sector V, Salt Lake, Kolkata - 700091 and also at Plot No: 321/A/16, House No: 8-2-293/82/A, Road No.25, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad -500033, India
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Building materials, namely mortars, grouts, cements, with and without additives, compositions and compounds for installing tile, brick, stone and other surface coverings; plasters; stucco, cement boards; waterproofing membranes, waterproofing fabrics and waterproofing compounds including bituminous polyurethane membranes, latex modified membranes and liquid rubber membranes for use in the construction, repair or maintenance of buildings; bituminous materials and building materials for the construction, repair and maintenance of floors, roofs and ceilings; plastics, glass fiber, rubber and composites for use as building materials
ArmGuard

4067965  25/01/2019

MURALIDHAR YADAMA
DN 10, Merlin Matrix, Room No. 402, 4th Floor, Sector V, Salt Lake, Kolkata - 700091 and also at Plot No: 321/A/16, House No: 8-2-293/82/A, Road No.25, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad -500033, India

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Building materials, namely mortars, grouts, cements, with and without additives, compositions and compounds for installing tile, brick, stone and other surface coverings; plasters; stucco, cement boards; waterproofing membranes, waterproofing fabrics and waterproofing compounds including bituminous polyurethane membranes, latex modified membranes and liquid rubber membranes for use in the construction, repair or maintenance of buildings; bituminous materials and building materials for the construction, repair and maintenance of floors, roofs and ceilings; plastics, glass fiber, rubber and composites for use as building materials
AquaArm Kool Roof

4067967  25/01/2019

MURALIDHAR YADAMA
DN 10, Merlin Matrix, Room No. 402, 4th Floor, Sector V, Salt Lake, Kolkata - 700091 and also at Plot No: 321/A/16, House No: 8-2-293/82/A, Road No.25, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad -500033, India

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016

Used Since :08/10/2018

KOLKATA

Building materials, namely mortars, grouts, cements, with and without additives, compositions and compounds for installing tile, brick, stone and other surface coverings; plasters; stucco, cement boards; waterproofing membranes, waterproofing fabrics and waterproofing compounds including bituminous polyurethane membranes, latex modified membranes and liquid rubber membranes for use in the construction, repair or maintenance of buildings; bituminous materials and building materials for the construction, repair and maintenance of floors, roofs and ceilings; plastics, glass fiber, rubber and composites for use as building materials
AquaArm Power Prufe 800

4067968    25/01/2019

MURALIDHAR YADAMA
DN 10, Merlin Matrix, Room No. 402, 4th Floor, Sector V, Salt Lake, Kolkata - 700091 and also at Plot No: 321/A/16, House No: 8-2-293/82/A, Road No.25, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad -500033, India
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, I-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016

Used Since :14/11/2018

KOLKATA
Building materials, namely mortars, grouts, cements, with and without additives, compositions and compounds for installing tile, brick, stone and other surface coverings; plasters; stucco, cement boards; waterproofing membranes, waterproofing fabrics and waterproofing compounds including bituminous polyurethane membranes, latex modified membranes and liquid rubber membranes for use in the construction, repair or maintenance of buildings; bituminous materials and building materials for the construction, repair and maintenance of floors, roofs and ceilings; plastics, glass fiber, rubber and composites for use as building materials
AquaArm WonderCoat
4067970  25/01/2019
MURALIDHAR YADAMA
DN 10, Merlin Matrix, Room No. 402, 4th Floor, Sector V, Salt Lake, Kolkata - 700091 and also at Plot No: 321/A/16, House No: 8-2-293/82/A, Road No.25, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad -500033, India
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, I-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016
Used Since :14/08/2018
KOLKATA
Building materials, namely mortars, grouts, cements, with and without additives, compositions and compounds for installing tile, brick, stone and other surface coverings; plasters; stucco, cement boards; waterproofing membranes, waterproofing fabrics and waterproofing compounds including bituminous polyurethane membranes, latex modified membranes and liquid rubber membranes for use in the construction, repair or maintenance of buildings; bituminous materials and building materials for the construction, repair and maintenance of floors, roofs and ceilings; plastics, glass fiber, rubber and composites for use as building materials
ArmGrout HF

4067971  25/01/2019

MURALIDHAR YADAMA
DN 10, Merlin Matrix, Room No. 402, 4th Floor, Sector V, Salt Lake, Kolkata - 700091 and also at Plot No: 321/A/16, House No: 8-2-293/82/A, Road No.25, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad -500033, India
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016

Used Since : 10/08/2018

KOLKATA
Building materials, namely mortars, grouts, cements, with and without additives, compositions and compounds for installing tile, brick, stone and other surface coverings; plasters; stucco, cement boards; waterproofing membranes, waterproofing fabrics and waterproofing compounds including bituminous polyurethane membranes, latex modified membranes and liquid rubber membranes for use in the construction, repair or maintenance of buildings; bituminous materials and building materials for the construction, repair and maintenance of floors, roofs and ceilings; plastics, glass fiber, rubber and composites for use as building materials
4067993       25/01/2019
(1) KALPESH TULSIDAS THAKKER (2) VIKAS RAYCHAND THAKKER (3) SACHIN NAYALCHAND THAKKER PARTNERS
OF RAMDEV DÈCOR
SHOP NO. - 3, PLOT NO. – 393 - 394, SECTOR - 1 A, NEAR MAMLATDAR OFFICE, GANDHIDHAM, KUTCH - 370201.
GUJARAT - INDIA.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PLYWOOD, BLOCKBOARD, FLUSH DOOR, VENEER, LAMINATES IN CLASS 19
CLAISHSTONE

4068552  26/01/2019
ANURAG GOLA
1/77 PACHKUYAN AGRA UTTAR PRADESH
CLASS 16, HANDICRAFTS
INDIVIDUAL

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

HANDICRAFT GOODS MADE OF STONES
4068688    27/01/2019
MOHIT CHADHA TRADING AS M/S. R.S. TRADERS
132, SUBHASH NAGAR, ROHTAK, NEAR-BHARAT AUTO MACHINE TOOLS, ROHTAK-124001, HARYANA
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/12/2018
DELHI
PLYWOOD
GAURANG MAGANBHAI DETROJA trading as : RIDAN
Gelrup, 5, Chitrakut Society, Behind G I D C, Shanala Road, Morbi - 363 641.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

TILES INCLUDING CERAMIC TILES, WALL TILES, DIGITAL WALL TILES, FLOOR TILES, PARKING TILES, MARBLE TILES, VITRIFIED TILES, DIGITAL VITRIFIED TILES, GLAZE VITRIFIED TILES, DOUBLE CHARGED VITRIFIED TILES, MULTI CHARGED VITRIFIED TILES, FULL BODY VITRIFIED TILES, POLISHED VITRIFIED TILES, TWIN CHARGE VITRIFIED TILES, THIN TILES, SLAB TILES, THIN TILES PANEL, LUSTER WALL TILES, GLAZED TILES, CLAY TILES, PORCELAIN TILES AND ALL OTHER TYPES OF TILES INCLUDED IN CLASS - 19.
4068971 28/01/2019
HOLA INTERNATIONAL
XXXIV/388, CITY TOWER, CHEMMAD, TIRURANGADI, MALAPPURAM, KERALA - 676306.
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIBU SYED MUHAMMED
KOODATHAI PARAMBIL HOUSE, KOODTHAI BAZAR POST, THAMARASSERY, CALICUT, PIN - 673 573, KERALA
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Building materials [non-metallic]; Non-metallic rigid pipes for building; Asphalt, pitch and bitumen; Non-metallic transportable buildings; Monuments, not of metal
PAKHI

4069172  28/01/2019
SUDHIR KUMAR VALECHA TRADING AS J A S PLYWOOD & LAMINATES
Near Over Bridge, Garg Chouraha, Malviya Ganj, Katni, Madhya Pradesh- 483501
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Plywood
GUJKING

4069229  28/01/2019

M/S. JAY GANESH PLY INDUSTRIES
14, GROUND FLOOR, PAVAN APARTMENT, NARODA ROAD, NARODA, AHMEDABAD-382 330. GUJARAT. INDIA.
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380 013. GUJARAT, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

PLYWOOD, PLYWOOD BOARD, WOOD LAMINATES, TIMBER LAMINATES, WOODEN VENEERS, VENEER FOR FLOORS, WOODEN DOORS AND FRAMES, SHUTTERING MADE OF WOOD INCLUDED IN CLASS-19.
AMIT PLYWOOD INDUSTRIES
DEHKORA ROAD, SAMPLA, DISTT. ROHTAK HARYANA-124501
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK SHARMA
GLOCAL PROFESSIONALS, 2ND FLOOR, NEAR METRO PILLAR NO 769, MIE PART-A, DELHI ROHTAK ROAD,
BAHADURGARH, HARYANA-124507
Used Since: 03/04/2017
DELHI
LAMINATES, DECORATIVE LAMINATED SHEETS, MICA, DOORS PLYWOOD, BLOCKBOARDS AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
ACCSHOT
4069853 28/01/2019
CALDERYS INDIA REFRACTORIES LTD
Katni Refractory Works, P O Katni, Madhya Pradesh 483504
A Registered Indian Company incorporated under Indian Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHILPA DAMANIA
B/4-2, Bansi Ratna, Mahesh Nagar, S. V.Road, Goregaon west, Mumbai - 400062
Used Since : 12/04/2016
MUMBAI
refractory castable mixes, not of metal
ACEPLAST

4069854  28/01/2019

CALDERYS INDIA REFRACTORIES LTD
Katni Refractory Works, P O Katni, Madhya Pradesh 483504
A Registered Indian Company incorporated under Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHILPA DAMANIA
B/4-2, Bansi Ratna, Mahesh Nagar, S. V.Road, Goregaon west, Mumbai - 400062
Used Since :21/11/2011

To be associated with:
2335622

MUMBAI
refractory castable mixes, not of metal
CALDE

4069855  28/01/2019
CALDERYS INDIA REFRACTORIES LTD
Katni Refractory Works, P O Katni, Madhya Pradesh 483504
A Registered Indian Company incorporated under Indian Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHILPA DAMANIA
B/4-2, Bansi Ratna, Mahesh Nagar, S. V.Road, Goregaon west, Mumbai - 400062
Used Since :12/03/2009
MUMBAI
refractory castable mixes, not of metal
DURABLOCK

4069856    28/01/2019

CALDERYS INDIA REFRACTORIES LTD
Katni Refractory Works, P O Katni, Madhya Pradesh 483504
A Registered Indian Company incorporated under Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHILPA DAMANIA
B/4-2, Bansi Ratna, Mahesh Nagar, S. V.Road, Goregaon west, Mumbai - 400062
Used Since :13/01/2012

MUMBAI
refractory castable mixes, not of metal
ACCRAM

4069857 28/01/2019
CALDERYS INDIA REFRACTORIES LTD
Katni Refractory Works, P O Katni, Madhya Pradesh 483504
A Registered Indian Company incorporated under Indian Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHILPA DAMANIA
B/4-2, Bansi Ratna, Mahesh Nagar, S. V.Road, Goregaon west, Mumbai - 400062
Used Since :10/06/2002
MUMBAI
refractory castable mixes, not of metal
ACCMIX
4069859  28/01/2019
CALDERYS INDIA REFRACTORIES LTD
Katni Refractory Works, P O Katni, Madhya Pradesh 483504
A Registered Indian Company incorporated under Indian Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHILPA DAMANIA
B/4-2, Bansi Ratna, Mahesh Nagar, S. V.Road, Goregaon west, Mumbai - 400062
Used Since: 28/04/2009
MUMBAI
refractory castables mixes, not of metal
SUPERHEAT

4069860 28/01/2019

CALDERYS INDIA REFRACTORIES LTD
Katni Refractory Works, P O Katni, Madhya Pradesh 483504
A Registered Indian Company incorporated under Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHILPA DAMANIA
B/4-2, Bansi Ratna, Mahesh Nagar, S. V.Road, Goregaon west, Mumbai - 400062
Used Since :02/11/2012

MUMBAI
refractory castables mixes, not of metal
FIRESET
4069861  28/01/2019
CALDERYS INDIA REFRACTORIES LTD
Katni Refractory Works, P O Katni, Madhya Pradesh 483504
A Registered Indian Company incorporated under Indian Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHILPA DAMANIA
B/4-2, Bansi Ratna, Mahesh Nagar, S. V.Road, Goregaon west, Mumbai - 400062
Used Since :01/02/2012
MUMBAI
refractory castables mixes, not of metal
BOILERCRETE

4069862  28/01/2019
CALDERYS INDIA REFRACTORIES LTD
Katni Refractory Works, P O Katni, Madhya Pradesh 483504
A Registered Indian Company incorporated under Indian Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHILPA DAMANIA
B/4-2, Bansi Ratna, Mahesh Nagar, S. V.Road, Goregaon west, Mumbai - 400062
Used Since :22/11/2013
MUMBAI
refractory castables mixes, not of metal
SNOW CERA PVT LTD
SURVEY NO. 201/P3, BEHIND ORIENT CERAMIC, OPP. DALWADI CERAMIC, VAGADIYA ROAD, THANGADH-363530, DIST.-SURENDRANAGAR, GUJARAT, INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH G. SABAD
YADUNANDAN 3-KISHANPARA B/H OLD CANCER HOSPITAL OPP SHREE PALACE RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
WALL TILES, FLOOR TILES, VITRIFIED TILES, RUSTICO TILES, GRANITO, GLAZED TILES, LUSTER TILES, CERAMIC TILES, PARKING TILES, ROOFING TILES, PICTURE TILES, CLAY TILES, PORCELAIN TILES, BUILDING MATERIALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 19.
4070009  29/01/2019
SANJAY INTRA LTD
CHITTARANJAN ROADCHALBALPUR SITARAMPUR BURDWAN,PIN-713359, W.B,INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH,107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
CEMENT & CEMENT PRODUCTS
WELMICA LAMINATES PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat No. 602, Akta Hill Apartment, Darpan 2, Ravapar Road, Morbi - 363 641, GUJARAT, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

LAMINATES INCLUDING DECORATIVE LAMINATED SHEETS, PLYWOOD, PLY BOARD, WOOD BOARD, LAMINATE SHEET, WATER - PROOF PLYWOOD INCLUDED IN CLASS - 19.
CENTURYPLY FIREFIGHTER

4070671   29/01/2019
CENTURY PLYBOARDS (INDIA) LIMITED
6, Lyons Range, Kolkata – 700 001.
An Indian Public Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU,
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD , KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1499793, 2769390

KOLKATA
All kinds of Plywood, Veneer, Decorative Plywood, Shuttering Plywood, Particle Board, Prelaminated Particle Board,
Medium Density Fibreboard, Decorative Veneer, Block Board, Flush Door, Doors, Laminates of all kind, High Pressure
Laminate, Decorative Laminate, Industrial Laminates, Postforming Laminates, Veneered Board, Laminated Sheet.
CENTURYPLY FIREWALL

4070672  29/01/2019

CENTURY PLYBOARDS (INDIA) LIMITED
6, Lyons Range, Kolkata – 700 001.
An Indian Public Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD , KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1499793, 2769390

KOLKATA
All kinds of Plywood, Veneer, Decorative Plywood, Shuttering Plywood, Particle Board, Prelaminated Particle Board, Medium Density Fibreboard, Decorative Veneer, Block Board, Flush Door, Doors, Laminates of all kind, High Pressure Laminate, Decorative Laminate, Industrial Laminates, Postforming Laminates, Veneered Board, Laminated Sheet.
CENTURYPLY ANTIFIRE

4070673  29/01/2019
CENTURY PLYBOARDS (INDIA) LIMITED
6, LYONS RANGE, KOLKATA – 700 001
An Indian Public Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU,
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD , KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1499793, 2769390

KOLKATA
All kinds of Plywood, Veneer, Decorative Plywood, Shuttering Plywood, Particle Board, Prelaminated Particle Board, Medium Density Fibreboard, Decorative Veneer, Block Board, Flush Door, Doors, Laminates of all kind, High Pressure Laminate, Decorative Laminate, Industrial Laminates, Postforming Laminates, Veneered Board, Laminated Sheet.
4070686  29/01/2019
SAMARO CORPORATION
Office no. 213, 214 and 215, 2nd Floor, Hubtown Solaris, N. S. Phadke Marg, Andheri (East), Mumbai- 400 069, Maharashtra
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM & CO. (TRADE MARKS ATTORNEYS)
103, Om CHSL, Opp. Saint Rock College, Eksar Road, Borivali (West), Mumbai-400 092, Maharashtra, India

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3953779

Mumbai
BUILDINGS & BUILDING MATERIALS; HOUSES, TENTS, PORTABLE BUILDINGS; PRE-FABRICATED STRUCTURES; CEMENT & CEMENT PRODUCTS; NATURAL & ARTIFICIAL STONES, LIME, MORTAR, PLASTER, TERRA COTTA, VENEER & GRAVEL; ARTICLES MADE OF FIBRE USED FOR BUILDING; BRICKS; PAVING MATERIALS; ROAD MAKING MATERIALS; ASPHALT, Plastic shutters, Plastic (Polypropylene) grass, Plastic fences, Plastic wallboards, building glass, mosaics, building panels, building paper, building timber, Corrugated polypropylene sheets, Artificial flooring and fore-ceiling
4070842  29/01/2019
DURA ROOF PRIVATE LIMITED
2ND FLOOR, BIBEKANANDA COMPLEX, ABC, G S ROAD, GUWAHATI -781005
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3431272
KOLKATA
BUILDING MATERIALS [NON-METALLIC]; BUILDING MATERIALS OF ARTIFICIAL AND NATURAL STONES; CEMENT;
ROOFING CEMENT; FIBER CEMENT BOARDS; NON-METAL TILES; CERAMIC AND EARTHENWARE TILES; WOODEN
FLOOR TILES; PAVING TILES; BRICKS AND CONCRETE BLOCKS; NON-METAL DOORS; NON-METAL DOOR UNITS;
WOODEN AND VINYL DOORS; WOODEN DOOR FRAMES; NON-METAL DOOR FRAMES; FRAMEWORK, NOT OF METAL,
FOR BUILDING; NON-METALLIC RIGIDPIPES FOR BUILDING; NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLEBUILDINGS;
DECORATIVE GLASS FOR BUILDING; LAMINATE FLOORING; PLYWOOD; TIMBER; VENEERS.
CLADWOOD

4070964  29/01/2019

TRUWOODS PRIVATE LIMITED
9-19/56/3, SECOND FLOOR, CBM COMPOUND VIP ROAD, VISAKHAPATNM - 530003

THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Plywood, Materials, not of metal, for building and construction; Rigid pipes, not of metal, for building; Asphalt, pitch, tar and bitumen; Transportable buildings, not of metal; Monuments, not of metal
FRAMEGUARD

4071229  29/01/2019
GLOBAL INDUSTRIES
VPO CHINTGARH, TEHSIL MORINDA DISTT. RUPNAGAR
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS, VENEERS, TEAK PLY, DECORATIVE PLY, FLUSH DOORS, LAMINATION BOARDS & WOOD LAMINATES
4071512  30/01/2019
ANSAR K A PROPRIETOR OF EASTERN PLYWOODS
SY NO. 7, HORMA V AGARA, NEAR CHRYSLIS HIGH SCHOOL, HORMA V AGARA, BANGALORE-560043
The Trade Marks Act, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Plywood, Materials, not of metal, for building and construction; Rigid pipes, not of metal, for building; Asphalt, pitch, tar and bitumen; Transportable buildings, not of metal; Monuments, not of metal
ANSAR K A PROPRIETOR OF EASTERN PLYWOODS
SY NO. 7, HORMA V AGARA, NEAR CHRYSALIS HIGH SCHOOL, HORMA V AGARA, BANGALORE-560043

The Trade Marks Act, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Plywood, Materials, not of metal, for building and construction; Rigid pipes, not of metal, for building; Asphalt, pitch, tar and bitumen; Transportable buildings, not of metal; Monuments, not of metal
4071515  30/01/2019
ANSAR K A PROPRIETOR OF EASTERN PLYWOODS
SY NO. 7, HORMA V AGARA, NEAR CHRYSALIS HIGH SCHOOL, HORMA V AGARA, BANGALORE-560043

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Plywood, Materials, not of metal, for building and construction; Rigid pipes, not of metal, for building; Asphalt, pitch, tar and bitumen; Transportable buildings, not of metal; Monuments, not of metal
NUSMART
4071596   30/01/2019
SMART PVC LAMINATE
8TH KM STONE, SAMPLA BERI ROAD, BEHRANA BERI, NEAR PETROL PUMP, VPO BEHRANA, VILLAGE, JHAJJAR, HARYANA-124107
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADAPUR, DELHI - 110033
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS, FLUSH DOORS, HPL LAMINATE, Materials, not of metal, for building and construction; Rigid pipes, not of metal, for building; Asphalt, pitch, tar and bitumen; Transportable buildings, not of metal; Monuments, not of metal.
4071606   30/01/2019
PARAG GURUDEV SINGH SOLANKI
12/A ASHWAMEGH BUNGLOWS DIVISION-7, NEAR HASUBHAI PARK,B/H. ASOPALAV PARTY PLOT, JODHPUR VILLAGE,
SATellite, AHMEDABAD-380015 GUJARAT INDIA.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
SONI & SONI - 2ND FLOOR SANGH MITRA,OPP. KESHAV BAGH,ASOPALAV LANE,NR. SHIVRANJANI CROSS
ROAD,SATellite, AHMEDABAD-380015, GUJARAT INDIA.
Used Since : 15/01/2019
AHMEDABAD
Materials, not of metal, for building and construction; rigid pipes, not of metal, for building; asphalt, pitch, tar and bitumen;
transportable buildings, not of metal; monuments, not of metal.
4071751  30/01/2019
KAMRAN FAROOQUI (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS WANIYA GLASS AND INTERIOR
Shop No-2, R-1 Building, Aradhana Guru Nanak CHS. LTD., Off New Link Road, Opposite City International School, Oshiwara, Andheri (West), Mumbai - 400102, Maharashtra

A Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Non-metallic building materials (glass)
4071790 30/01/2019
SH. VARINDER S/O SH. JOT RAM
House No. 3590, Sector 69, Mohali (Punjab)
Individual/Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE", 54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).
Used Since: 01/01/2019
DELHI
Cements, plaster of paris included in class 19
SIMROSE

4071803  30/01/2019

NILESHBHAI LIMBABHAI PATEL AN INDIAN NATIONAL
101, KEDARNATH FLAT, SOMNATH SOCIETY, RAVAPAR ROAD, MORBI - 363641 GUjarAT - INDIA.

NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF TILES, CERAMIC TILES, CERAMIC WALL TILES, CERAMIC ROOFING TILES, GLAZED CERAMIC TILES, CERAMIC FLOOR TILES, CERAMIC VITRIFIED TILES INCLUDED IN CLASS - 19.
HIGHLIGHT

4071810   30/01/2019
CHANDRAKANT KARSHANBHAI DETROJA AN INDIAN NATIONAL
101, RADHE KRISHNA APPARTMENT, VIJAYNAGAR – 2, RAVAPAR ROAD, MORBI - 363641, GUJARAT - INDIA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

IN RESPECT OF TILES, CERAMIC TILES, CERAMIC WALL TIES, CERAMIC ROOFING TILES, GLAZED CERAMIC TILES,
CERAMIC FLOOR TILES, CERAMIC VITRIFIED TILES INCLUDED IN CLASS - 19.
4071812   30/01/2019
SEZON INDUSTRIES AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM
8-A, NATIONAL HIGHWAY, OPP – DARIYALAL RESORT, AT :JAMBUDIYA, MORBI – 363642, GUJARAT - INDIA.
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF WALL TILES, FLOOR TILES, VITRIFIED TILES, DIGITAL TILES, RUSTICO TILES, LUSTER WALL TILES, GLAZED TILES, CERAMIC TILES, PARKING TILES, PORCELAIN TILES, ROOFING TILES AND BUILDING MATERIALS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 19.
4072286   30/01/2019

YOGEESHA H K
S/O KARIGOWDA # 1298 CHANDRAPPA ROAD KAMALA NAGAR 2ND STAGE BANGALORE BASAVESHWARANAGAR
KARNATAKA-560079

THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Plywood boards, Materials, not of metal, for building and construction; Rigid pipes, not of metal, for building; Asphalt, pitch, tar and bitumen; Transportable buildings, not of metal; Monuments, not of metal
ENCELL
4072787  31/01/2019
ROHIT SHAH
Gala no.4, Vikas Estate, Vishleshwar Nagar, Off-Aarey Road, Goregaon (east). Mumbai-400063
An Indian Inhabitant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NRN SUITS AND LAWS LLP
17 SAROJ SADAN,S K PATIL LANE ,DAFTARI ROAD,MALAD EAST,MUMBAI -97
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HARDBOARD, PLYWOOD, NON METAL DOOR, BOARD MATERIAL USED AS WOOD SUBSTITUTE, FLOOR BOARD FOR BUILDING, WOOD PULP BOARD FOR BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, MINE, SHAPED AND STRUCTURAL TIMBER, VENEERS, WOODEN, VENEERS, VENEERS FOR FLOOR, STAINED GLASS WINDOW, FLOOR COVERINGS, LAMINATED FLOORING, FLOOR BOARD WOOD TYPE
AUSTIN

4072815  31/01/2019

AUSTIN AAC INFRATECH
OPP. AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED, PALASBARI, MIRZA ROAD, ASSAM, INDIA
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUREAU OF PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
SATYA NIWAS, HOUSE NO.90, OPPOSITE BYELANE NO. 8, LACHIT NAGAR MAIN ROAD, GUWAHATI - 781007, ASSAM, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
AAC BLOCKS(NON METALLIC)
4072862  31/01/2019
ANKUR MITTAL
HOUSE NO.713, SECTOR 5 U.E KURUSHETRA ,136118
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANDEEP GUPTA
363, Aggarwal Modern Bazar, C-33, Lawrence Road, Delhi-110035.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Floor tiles, wall tiles, taps, wash basin and sanitary ware.
4073341  31/01/2019
ASTHAM INDUSTRIES PVT LTD
419 – 4 / FL, AMBYVELLY ARCADE UTRAN - 394105 DIST: SURAT. GUJARAT- INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
WINDOW GLASS FOR BUILDING, STAINED-GLASS WINDOWS, COLOURED WINDOW GLASS FOR BUILDING, MODIFIED WINDOW GLASS FOR BUILDING IN CLASS -19
4073372  31/01/2019
AJIMS M A
A & S VENEERS AND PLYWOODS, MUDICKAL.P.O, PERUMBAVOOR, PIN - 683547
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BOBY VARGHESE.
1ST FLOOR, GALAXY TOWER, SUB JAIL ROAD, ALWAYE, KERALA. - 683 101.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Plywood, veneer, block board and flush door.
4073376  31/01/2019  
HARI OM LIFESTYLE  
24/170, KULDEEP CO. OP. HOUSING SOCIETY, NEAR RATION CARD OFFICE, RAJENDRA NAGAR, BORIVALI EAST, MUMBAI - 400 066  
A Registered Partnership Firm  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
R.K. DEWAN & CO.  
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.  
Proposed to be Used  
MUMBAI  
BUILDING MATERIALS [NON-METALLIC]; BUILDING MATERIALS OF ARTIFICIAL AND NATURAL STONES; CEMENT; ROOFING CEMENT; FIBER CEMENT BOARDS; NON-METAL TILES; CERAMIC AND EARTHENWARE TILES; WOODEN FLOOR TILES; PAVING TILES; BRICKS AND CONCRETE BLOCKS; NON-METALLIC RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; NON-METALLIC TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; MONUMENTS, NOT OF METAL; ASPHALT, PITCH AND BITUMEN; DECORATIVE GLASS FOR BUILDING; LAMINATE FLOORING; PLYWOOD; TIMBER; VENEERS; WOOD DOOR AND WINDOW FRAMES; NON-METAL DOOR FRAMES; FRAMEWORK, NOT OF METAL, FOR BUILDING.
POLY PACH
4073813  31/01/2019
B VENKATACHALAPATHI
6-289, RAGIMANU STREET, SANTHAPET, CHITTOOR, ANDHRA PRADESH 517004
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Materials, not of metal, for building and construction; Rigid pipes, not of metal, for building; Asphalt, pitch, tar and bitumen; Transportable buildings, not of metal; Monuments, not of metal; Plastic pipes for plumbing purposes
4074269 01/02/2019
KAUSHIK KANTIBHAI RAVAL
trading as: VANHOLA THE INTERIOR PRODUCT
30, PARTH COMPLEX, NR. AKOTA GARDEN, NR. CLASSIC COMPLEX, AKOTA VADODARA, GUJARAT - 390020
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PLYWOOD, BUILDING MATERIALS, COATINGS INCLUDED ONLY IN CLASS - 19.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890,  25/02/2019           Class 19

4075274    02/02/2019
MOHSIN KHAN PROPRIETOR OF RAMOND REFRACTORIES
BETWA TOWER, SHOP NO. 2, MAIN ROAD, OPPOSITE HP PETROL PUMP, INDUSTRIAL AREA, MANDIDEEP, DIST. RAISEN, (M.P.)
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Building materials, (non-metallic), non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal
2504338  31/03/2013
MANPREET SINGH CHADHA
M-4, MEZZANINE FLOOR, SOUTH EXTENTION PART -II NEW DELHI - 110049, INDIA AND ALSO AT C-1, SECTOR- 3, NOIDA, U.P.- 201301, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III FARIDABAD HARYANA
Used Since :01/01/2013
To be associated with:
2455949
DELHI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD (DELHI).
JINDAL ULTRA
2708118  27/03/2014
RAJESH JINDAL trading as ;M/s JINDAL PETRO FOAMS
HOUSE NO. 96, SECTOR-07, URBAN ESTATE, HUDA, AMBALA CITY, -134007, HARYANA
MANUFACTURING/TRADING/MARKETING
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
B-101, B.G.S. Block, Tis Hazari, Delhi-110054
Used Since :29/10/1994
DELHI
FURNITURE, BED, MATTRESSES, MATTRESS TOPPERS, SPRING MATTRESSES, PILLOWS, AIR MATTRESSES, PILLOWS AND BEDS, CUSHIONS, BOLSTER, BEDSPREAD, BACK REST SEAT SYSTEM, SLEEPING BAGS, RUBBERISED COIR MATERIALS AND BEDDING ARTICLES MADE OUT OF FOAM AND RUBBERISED COIR
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD (JINDAL).
PINACLE VINIMAY PVT. LTD.
149/N, DIAMOND HARBOUR ROAD, HINDUSTHAN PARK, KOLKATA - 700 034
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
Used Since: 28/03/2014
KOLKATA
PRODUCT MADE OF RECYCLING OF WASTE PLASTIC MIXED WITH PAPER, SAW DUST, RICE HUSK AND OTHER FIBRE, PALLET FOR GODOWN STORAGE, SHEETS FOR CONSTRUCTION, BACK PANELLING PURPOSE, ETC.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF WORDS "Durable Recycled Composites".
OPULENT

2724062    24/04/2014

M/S. D. KUMAR LAMITUFF GLASSES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;M/S. D. KUMAR LAMITUFF GLASSES PVT. LTD.
1-18, SECTOR-9, NOIDA-201301, U.P.

MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :12/04/2014

DELHI
Furniture, mirrors, glass, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics
HUALI

2777522  21/07/2014
DONGGUAN HUALI INDUSTRIES CO. LTD.
Song Baitang Village, Changping Town, Dongguan City, Guangdong Province, China
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India
Used Since :27/12/2013
DELHI
FURNITURE & FURNITURE PARTS, PVC EDGE BANDING, MELAMINE EDGE BANDING FOR USE IN FURNITURE, FURNITURE ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS-20
2905989    20/02/2015
AMIT SINGLA
trading as :BARWALA INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO-231, HISIDC, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ALIPUR, BARWALA, PANCHKULA, HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S K SHARMA & ASSOCIATES
A-9/1, ACHARYA NIketan, IST FLOOR, MAYUR VIHAR-I, DELHI-91
Used Since :02/01/2015
DELHI
FURNITURE, INCLUDING OFFICE CHAIRS.
2921118   13/03/2015
JADE ESERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 103, UDYOG VIHAR, PHASE-I, GURGAON-122016, HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2921106, 2921110, 2921114

DELHI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES, GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2921110..
NATIONAL PLASTIC INDUSTRIES LTD
A-59, M.I.D.C, ROAD NO. 1, MAROL, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIA COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM & CO. (TRADE MARKS ATTORNEYS)
103, Om CHSL, Opp. Saint Rock College, Eksar Road, Borivali (West), Mumbai-400 092, Maharashtra, India
Used Since :07/02/2015
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF FURNITURE
PARAMOUNT

2947874  22/04/2015

RAJEEV SAUMITRA
1189, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR, DELHI-9.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Wooden articles, furniture, mirrors, picture frames, cork, reed, cane wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics.
C. B. CHAINS LTD.
LALA SHEO PRASAD MARKET, 2ND FLOOR, KINARI BAZAR, AGRA (U.P.) INDIA.
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANT.
BODY INCORPORATE.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES, GOODS OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS.
CASTO

2959614  11/05/2015
PARVEZ MANSOORI
trading as ;P.M. WIRES PRODUCTS
E-107, SECTOR-1, BAWANA INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPAN JAIN
145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-88
Used Since :01/04/2015

DELHI
FURNITURE INCLUDING KITCHEN BASKETS MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES.
FIEONA
2959615  11/05/2015
PARVEZ MANSOORI
trading as ;P.M. WIRES PRODUCTS
E-107, SECTOR-1, BAWANA INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPAN JAIN
145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-88
Used Since :01/04/2015

DELHI
FURNITURE INCLUDING KITCHEN BASKETS MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES.
2963496   15/05/2015
SLEEPWELL ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as SLEEPWELL ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
C-55, PREET VIHAR, VIKAS MARG, DELHI 110092
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMARJIT & ASSOCIATES.
SUITE 404, LAW ARCADE, 18, - PUSA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 005.
Used Since: 28/02/2014
To be associated with:
840337, 840338, 840339, 840340, 840341, 840342, 840343, 840344, 2514394
DELHI
MATTRESSES, MATTRESS TOPPERS, FOAM SHEET AND PILLOW
2963497 15/05/2015
SLEEPWELL ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as: SLEEPWELL ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
C-55, PREET VIHAR, VIKAS MARG, DELHI 110092
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMARJIT & ASSOCIATES.
SUITE 404, LAW ARCADE, 18, - PUSA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 005.
Used Since: 11/03/2015
DELHI
MATTRESSES, MATTRESS TOPPERS, FOAM SHEET AND PILLOW
AGARWAL POLYFOAM PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as: AGARWAL POLYFOAM PRIVATE LIMITED
G1/225-226, PHASE 3, RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, BORANDA, JODHPUR (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN

Used Since: 03/02/2012

To be associated with:
3028553

AHMEDABAD
MATTRESSES, PILLOWS, CUSHIONS, MATTRESS TOPPERS, BOLSTER, SPRING MATTRESSES, BACK RESTS, SEATS SYSTEM AND BALATA ARTICLES WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 20 FOR THE SALE IN THE STATE OF RAJASTHAN ONLY.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019 Class 20

3089917 02/11/2015
GHISULAL DHANRAJ RATHOD
PANKAJ GHISULAL RATHOD
PRADEEP GHISULAL RATHOD
trading as; CELLO PLASTIC INDUSTRIAL WORKS
6TH FLOOR, CELLO HOUSE, B WING, CORPORATE AVENUE, SONAWALA LANE, GOREGAON (EAST), MUMBAI-400 063 MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM PANCHAL
6 TH FLOOR, CELLO HOUSE, CORPORATE AVENUE, B WING, SONAWALA LANE, GOREGAON EAST MUMBAI 400063
Used Since: 30/04/2015
MUMBAI
ALL TYPES OF PLASTIC FURNITURE, CHAIRS, CABINETS, CUP-BOARDS, DRAWERS, STOOLS, TABLES AND OTHER PLASTIC MATERIALS RELATED PRODUCTS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
3107313  24/11/2015
KIK PLASTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
KAROTHUKUDY HOUSE, PALLIPURAM, MUDICKAL P.O, PERUMBAVOOR, PIN. 683547
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JOHN MATHEW & ASSOCIATES.
S/14, EMPIRE BUILDING OLD RAILWAY STATION ROAD COCHIN 682018 KERALA
Used Since :17/02/2010
CHENNAI
FURNITURE, HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, FURNITURE CASTERS, NOT OF METAL, FURNITURE FITTINGS, NOT OF METAL,
TANKS, NOT OF METAL NOR OF MASONRY, WATER PIPES, CONTAINERS, NOT OF METAL [STORAGE, TRANSPORT],
CONTAINERS OF PLASTIC (PACKAGING)
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
PROMAX-The destination

3110146  28/11/2015
RENU MEGOTIA
trading as ;PROMAX
No. 22, 1st Floor, Ashwathkatte Road, Kasturiba Nagar, Mysore Road, Bangalore - 560026, Karnataka.
Manufacturer and Trader
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR N
# 26, Rajamma Garden, Rajeev Gandhi Road, Jaraganahalli, JP Nagar 6th Phase, Bangalore - 560078.
Used Since :15/11/2015

CHENNAI
Furniture.

no exclusive right to the separate words except substantially as shown on the form of representation...
3139785  28/12/2015
SUMIT SHARMA
trading as ; DECORMONK
P.NO. 08, BHAGWATI NAGAR - 01, DHOBI MODLI GALI, KARTAPURA, JAIPUR RAJASTHAN - 302006
MANUFACTURER, PACKING AND TRADING
Used Since : 01/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
FURNITURE AND FURNISHINGS, STATUES, FIGURINES, WORKS OF ART AND ORNAMENTS AND DECORATIONS, MADE OF MATERIALS SUCH AS WOOD, WAX, PLASTER OR PLASTIC, BEDS, BEDDING, MATTRESSES, PILLOWS AND CUSHIONS, FRAMES, MIRRORS (SILVERED GLASS), CLOTHES HANGERS AND CLOTHES HOOKS, ANIMAL HOUSING AND BEDS, CONTAINERS, CLOSURES AND THEREFORE, BASKETS, CLOSURES FOR CONTAINERS, CRATES AND PALLETs, DISPLAYS, STANDS AND SIGNAGE NON-METALLIC HARDWARE ALL ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 20.
3172863  29/01/2016
RAM AUTAR KEDIA
trading as ;India Sales Agency.
33A, Rabindra Sarani, 1st Floor, Kolkata 700 073, West Bengal, India.
Manufacturers, Merchants & Exporters.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI,
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Used Since :01/04/2009

KOLKATA
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics including rubberized coir mattresses, cushions, pillows, pillow cover, bolster, mattress protector and related bedding items and other materials for making furniture.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE EASTERN STATE OF INDIA.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT LABEL SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
JKB TVASTRA

3291516  22/06/2016
SAMBHAV GOYAL
trading as ;SAMBHAV GOYAL
C-73, SAVARKAR MARG, VIJAY PATH, TILAK NAGAR, JAIPUR-302004 (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN
Used Since :01/04/2016

AHMEDABAD
WOODEN HANDICRAFTS, FURNITURE, PICTURE FRAMES, CRAFTED GOODS AND ARTICLES OF WOOD WHICH ARE INCLUDE IN CLASS 20
3314483 20/07/2016
ROYAL CRAFT & CREATIONS PVT. LTD.
trading as : ROYAL CRAFT & CREATIONS PVT. LTD.
H-173, SITAPURA INDUSTRIAL AREA, JAIPUR-302022, RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Used Since: 01/04/2012

AHMEDABAD
"WOODEN AND STEEL FURNITURE FOR OFFICE AND HOME USE, MODULAR FURNITURE AND WORK STATIONS, TABLE, CHAIRS, FURNITURE HARDWARE AND ACCESSORIES, MODULAR KITCHEN, FURNITURE AND HOME FURNISHING DECORATING, FURNITURE FITTINGS, FURNITURE PARTITION OF WOOD, FURNITURE FOR KITCHENS, MODULAR KITCHENS, SHUTTERS & CABINETS FOR KITCHENS, MODULAR WARDROBES, BATHROOM VANITY, CABINETRY USED IN BATHROOM, DOORS FOR FURNITURE, FURNITURE FOR OFFICE, TROLLEYS FOR COMPUTERS, FURNITURE MADE FROM LAMINATE/PLYWOOD/BOARD/VEENEER/MDF, PARTICLE BOARD, ETC INCLUDED IN CLASS 20.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS."
3373848  28/09/2016
MR. SATISHKUMAR RATILAL AMRUTIYA
Mr. Kishankumar Narendra bhai Pansuriya
trading as ;CUBIC POLYTECH
19, Sarthi Estate, Opp. Devbhumi Estate, Behind Pashupatinath Temple, Singarva Road, Kathwada (Odhav), Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKUNJ V. JOSHI, ADVOCATE
B/801, MANSI COMPLEX, NEAR BAPS WASMINARAYN TEMPLE, JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, VASTRAPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380015
Used Since :16/09/2016
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING OF SOLID BALL VALVE, POLY PROPYLENE BALL VALVE AND RIGID PVC BALL VALVE, VALVES MADE OF PLASTIC (WATER PIPES) VALVES (NOT OF METAL) OTHER THAN PARTS OF MACHINE.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890 , 25/02/2019 Class 20

3436235  20/12/2016
GREENPLY INDUSTRIES LIMITED
trading as ;GREENPLY INDUSTRIES LIMITED
'MADGUL LOUNGE'.5TH & 6TH FLOOR,23,CHETLA CENTRAL ROAD,KOLKATA 700027
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU,
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.
Used Since :01/04/2009
KOLKATA
WOOD AND WOOD BASED PRODUCTS, ARTICLES OF WOOD SUBSTITUTES, WOOD BOARDS, ALL MATERIAL MADE OF WOOD, DOOR, FURNITURE DOOR, WARDROBE DOOR, CABINET DOOR, CUPBOARD DOOR, WOOD FIBRE, WOOD PULP, ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 20.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF WORD "SDOOR"..
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO 1332418.
GREENPLY INDUSTRIES LIMITED trading as GREENPLY INDUSTRIES LIMITED 'MADGUL LOUNGE', 5TH & 6TH FLOOR, 23, CHETLA CENTRAL ROAD, KOLKATA 700027
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT AN INDIAN PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA. P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.
Used Since: 01/04/2009
KOLKATA
WOOD AND WOOD BASED PRODUCTS, ARTICLES OF WOOD SUBSTITUTES, WOOD BOARDS, ALL MATERIAL MADE OF WOOD, DOOR, FURNITURE DOOR, WARDROBE DOOR, CABINET DOOR, CUPBOARD DOOR, WOOD FIBRE, WOOD PULP, ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 20.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF WORD "DOORS"...
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1332418.
3476257  07/02/2017
SABU TRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : SABU TRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
114 NARASIMMAN ROAD, SHEVAPET, SALEM-636 002, TAMIL NADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANCHANDA ASSOCIATES.
15/1061, (2ND FLOOR), NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI - 110 005.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
FURNITURE, MATTRESSES, PILLOWS, AIR PILLOWS, CUSHIONS, AIR CUSHIONS, BEDS., WINDOWS, DOORS, ALMIRAH,
MODULAR KITCHEN AND ACCESSORIES BLINDS, FALSE CELLING, WATER BEDS, CUSHIONS, FISHING BASKETS,
MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER,
MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS

Mark considered substantially as shown in the form of representation.
3478143  09/02/2017
SUMIT MOHANLAL CHAAJER
trading as ;METRO INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO. 19, PARVATI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, YEDRAV, KOLHAPUR-416146, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Used Since :02/10/2016
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF WATER STORAGE TANKS INCLUDING IN CLASS 20
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS..
ASPIRA

3487584    20/02/2017

SAINT-GOBAIN INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as ;SAINT-GOBAIN INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

PLOT A1, SIPCOT INDUSTRIAL PARK, SRIPERUMBUDUR -602105 KANCHIPURAM DISTRICT, TAMILNADU, INDIA.

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

JACOB KURIAN

NEW NO 21 (OLD NO 11), 2ND AVENUE, HARRINGTON ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI- 600031.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MIRRORS AND GLASS FOR MIRROR INCLUDING SILVERED GLASS BEING GOODS.
3488317  20/02/2017
MR. LALIT HIRANANDANI
trading as ;Mr. Lalit Hiranandani
D 23, Indrasukh Society, Four Bungalows, Andheri (West), Mumbai - 400053
Manufacturer and Merchant
Indian habitant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANOJ G. MENDA, ADVOCATE.
6/7, SORAB BHARUCHA ROAD, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 005.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Furniture that can be assembled and disassembled; Portable Furniture; Portable Seating; Furniture of all kinds including Seats, Chairs, Stools, Desks, Tables, Benches and Cupboards, Cabinets, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; seating and public area seating; Portable Back Supports for use with Chairs; Chairs adapted for use by those with Mobility Difficulties
B. ANWAR SADATH
trading as ;AL - BADRIYA WOOD INDUSTRIES
DOOR NO: 3-8, THACCHANI THALAPADY VILLAGE , MANGALORE TALUK - 574 184, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LAW AND RIGHTS (ADVOCATE)
SUITE NO-G-8, A BLOCK, GROUND FLOOR, GOLDEN JUBILEE GARDENS, GURU RAGHAVENDRA FOUNDATIONS, 181, DARGA ROAD, ZAMIN PALLAVARAM, CHENNAI-600043
Used Since :03/11/2011

CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING OF WOODEN FURNITURE
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3507557 13/03/2017
SAFA GOLD AND DIAMONDS LLP
trading as ;SAFA GOLD AND DIAMONDS LLP
DOOR NO.7/620, MELATTUR, MALAPPURAM DISTRICT, STATE OF KERALA , INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Used Since :24/08/2010
CHENNAI
ALL TYPES OF FURNITURE AND FIXTURES OF WOOD, PVC, BLOCK BOARD, PLYWOOD , BHUTAN BOARD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, MOLDED FIBER, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER OF PEARL, MEERSCHAUM, IRON, STEEL, ALUMINIUM, OR OF PLASTICS AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, PICTURES FRAMES, MIRROR, FIXTURES, DOORS AND OTHER FURNITURE, CURTAIN RODS AND RUNWAYS , CRADLE , PILLOW, MATTRESS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS , CUSHIONS, HOME OR OFFICE DECOR WITH FIXTURES.
FabDecorz
3512947  24/03/2017
ASMA FAYYAZ PATAVEGAR
trading as :ZAHRA INTERNATIONAL
SHIRIN MANSION, 1ST FLRoor, 8-B, SLEATER ROAD, OPP GRANT ROAD STATION (WEST), MUMBAI-400007.
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER) OF WOOD
3515742  29/03/2017
MAHESH POPAT
trading as ;BAL GANESH
DEEPAK COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, BELOW SITARA HOTEL, NEAR STATION, VALIPEER ROAD, KALYAN (WEST)-421301
MANUFACTURER, TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MATTRESS AND MATTRESS PROTECTION, PILLOW, PILLOW PROTECTION, MATTRESS TOPPER.
Dreamlite

3517352  31/03/2017
HARDIK VINOD SHAH
A-101, AMI PARK, NEAR SAI NAGAR GROUND, VASAI- WEST-401202, DIST -PALGHAR, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURER OF MATTRESS, PILLOW AND COMFORTER
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019 Class 20

ICONIX LIFESTYLE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
8TH FLOOR, MAKER TOWER - E, CUFFE PARADE, MUMBAI 400005, MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INTEGRATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:

MUMBAI
FURNITURE; PICTURE FRAMES; BOX SPRINGS; DRAPERY HARDWARE NOT OF METAL, CURTAIN HOOKS AND FINIALS; HAMPERS
3517532   31/03/2017
ICONIX LIFESTYLE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
8TH FLOOR, MAKER TOWER - E, CUFFE PARADE, MUMBAI 400005, MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Used Since :01/08/2014
To be associated with:
2237316, 3517516, 3517517, 3517531
MUMBAI
BEDDING AND MATTRESSES; PILLOWS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.,2237316.
3520239  06/04/2017
P.UMARAJESWARI
trading as ;VARSSHA POLY PRODUCTS
S.F. NO:421/1, DOOR NO:3/166 J, CHINNIYAGOUNDAMPALAYAM , PALLADAM (TK), TIRUPUR (DT) - 641 664.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.
Used Since :16/01/2015
CHENNAI
WATER STORAGE TANKS (NON-METALLIC-) CONTAINERS
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3520241  06/04/2017
P.UMARAJESWARI
trading as ;VARSSHA POLY PRODUCTS
S.F. NO:421/1, DOOR NO:3/166 J, CHINNIYAGOUNDAMPALAYAM, PALLADAM (TK), TIRUPUR (DT) - 641 664.
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.
Used Since :02/05/2010
CHENNAI
WATER STORAGE TANKS (NON- METALLIC) [CONTAINERS].
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3549277    15/05/2017
BEDECK WOODS PVT. LTD.,
D.No.5-5-101, Lolakpuri Complex, Ranigunj, Secunderabad
Body Incorporate.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).
Used Since :01/03/2017

CHENNAI
Furnishings and home decoratives which includes steel, plastic and wooden, sofa sets, cots, beds, stools, office tables, central tables, computer tables, dining tables, chairs, cradles, hammocks, bureaus, bamboo furniture, bathroom fittings in nature of furniture, bar furniture, bedroom furniture and ward robes.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
Perfect Homes by Flipkart

3556157  24/05/2017
FLIPKART INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Vaishnavi Summit, Ground Floor, 7th Main, 80 Feet Road, 3rd Block, Koramangala Industrial Layout, Bangalore - 560 034
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics
SUBJECT TO NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS/WORDS PERFECT AND HOMES SEPARATELY EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN ON THE FORM OF REPRESENTATION.
3568846   12/06/2017
WELSPUN INDIA LIMITED
Welspun House, 6th Floor, Kamala City, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel (W), Mumbai 400013.
MANUFACTURER, TRADER, MERCHANT, WHOLE SELLER, RETAILER, DISTRIBUTOR, DEALER, IMPORTER, EXPORTER
Body Incorporate
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3417907, 3442473, 3442477, 3442481
MUMBAI
Mattress Pad and Pillow
SLEEP IQ

3571641  15/06/2017

CENTURY FIBRE PLATES (P) LTD

IDEAL TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SURVEY NO: 115, AKBAR ROAD, OPP: BHEL ENCLAVE, TADBUND, SECUNDERABAD -500 009, (T.S), INDIA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAO & RAO.

12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MATTRESSES, BOLSTERS, PILLOWS, CUSHIONS AND PU FOAM SHEETS
FLIPKART INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Vaishnavi Summit, Ground Floor, 7th Main, 80 Feet Road, 3rd Block, Koramangala Industrial Layout, Bangalore - 560 034
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics subject to the mark should be used as represented in the trademark application.
3585301    05/07/2017
FLIPKART INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Vaishnavi Summit, Ground Floor, 7th Main, 80 Feet Road, 3rd Block, Koramangala Industrial Layout, Bangalore - 560 034
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics
SUBJECT TO NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS/WORDS PERFECT AND HOMES SEPARATELY EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN ON THE FORM OF REPRESENTATION.
3931118  30/08/2018
BHAGWATI PIPE
M/s. Bhagwati Pipe, Junagadh Road, Nr. RAilway Crossing, Dhoraji - 360 410 (Gujarat) (India)
Manufacturers and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RUSHIT SHETH
M/s. V. B. Sheth & Co., "Dhanraj", Dr. Radhakrishnan road, Nr. Moti Tanki, Opp. 15 Panchnath Plot, Rajkot - 360 001 (Gujarat) (India)

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Plastic Water Tank
Aquaplus
3931119  30/08/2018

BHAGWATI PIPE
M/s. Bhagwati Pipe, Junagadh Road, Nr. Railway Crossing, Dhoraji - 360 410 (Gujarat) (India)
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RUSHIT SHETH
M/s. V. B. Sheth & Co., "Dhanraj", Dr. Radhakrishnan road, Nr. Moti Tanki, Opp. 15 Panchnath Plot, Rajkot - 360 001 (Gujarat) (India)

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Plastic Water Tank
4000347  16/11/2018
RAKESH MITTAL.
N.S.ROAD JAIGAON, DISTRICT: ALIPURDUAR WEST BENGAL
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED BONE, HORN, IVORY, WHALEBONE OR MOTHER-OF-PEARL; SHELLS; MEERSCHAUM; YELLOW AMBER, MATTRESS, MATTRESS COVERS, UPHOLSTERY, BEED CURTAINS, LIVING ROOM FURNITURE, DINING ROOM FURNITURE, BEDROOM FURNITURE, KITCHEN FURNITURE, KIDS ROOM FURNITURE, COMPUTER FURNITURE, STUDY ROOM FURNITURE, TV TROLLEY, NAVY FURNITURE, FURNITURE MADE OF METAL.
4003334  20/11/2018
DURGA PRASAD PAL
329A, POCKET M, SARITA VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110 020 INDIA
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INDIAN TRADE MARKS CO.
R-104, GREATER KAILASH PART 1, NEW DELHI-110 048

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HANGERS, HANGERS (NON METTALIC), HANDLING PALLETS- NOT OF METAL HANGERS, CUSTOME STANDS, CURTAIN-HOLDER-NOT OF TEXTILE MATERIAL, DECORATIONS OF PLASTIC FOR FOOD STUFFS, KEYBOARD FOR HANGING KEYS, MAGAZINE RACKS, NESTING BOXES FOR HOUSEHOLD PETS, SHELVES FOR FILING CABINETS (FURNITURE), RE-SERVOIRS-NOT OF METAL NOT OR MASORY, RACKS (FURNITURE), COAT HOOKS-NOT OF METAL.
Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

FURNITURE.
INTERIOR ILLUSIONS

4007691  26/11/2018
DEEPIKA ARORA SOLE PROPRIETOR OF M/S INTERIOR ILLUSIONS
B-1, PLOT NO.1, BLOCK-B, VILLAGE BASAIDARAPUR, KIRTI NAGAR, WEST DELHI
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; Unworked or semi-worked bone, horn, whalebone or mother-of-pearl; Shells; Meerschaum; Yellow amber under class 20.
Klenkraft

4021524  08/12/2018

KLENKRAFT CORP
Plot No.121, Sidco Industrial Estate, Kakalur, Thiruvallur District - 602003
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Furniture; Office furniture; Partitions of wood for furniture; School furniture; Furniture casters, not of metal; Furniture fittings, not of metal; Furniture of metal; Mattresses; Armchairs; Works of art of wood; Wax figures; Wax statues; Works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; Bamboo; Bamboo curtains; Hospital beds; Beds; Benches [furniture]; Display boards; Book rests [furniture]; Boxes of wood or plastic; Cabinet work; Chairs [seats]; Doors for furniture; Picture frames; Seats; Showcases [furniture]; Sofas; Tables; Trolleys [furniture]; Window fittings, not of metal; Trolleys for computers [furniture].
WoodVinyasa

4027145  14/12/2018

NAMMA KARKHANE LLP
No.49/A, 2nd Phase, Peenya Industrial Area, Near TVS cross, Opposite Arvind Motors, Bangalore - 560058
LLP incorporated under Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEEPAK VAID
TIS Legal 44/30, Dewan Rama Road, 2nd Floor, Purasaiwalkam, Chennai - 600084

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics
Priority claimed from 28/06/2018; Application No. : 075356; Jamaica
4039009    27/12/2018
A9.COM, INC.
101 Lytton Avenue Palo Alto, California 94301, USA
A corporation organised under the laws of Delaware

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; plastic medication containers; medical storage apparatus, namely, plastic pill containers, medication cases, and nonmetal plastic boxes for storing pills and medication
LAVA GEL
Priority claimed from 02/07/2018; Application No. : 88023523 ;United States of America
4040326    28/12/2018
FOREVER YOUNG INTERNATIONAL, INC.
6744 Spencer Street, Las Vegas, Nevada 89119, United States of America
A Nevada corporation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part II, New Delhi 110049, India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Plastic containers, namely, containers and covers for the food industry made from biodegradable, compostable and/or plant based materials.
VSCART.COM

4057567  15/01/2019
SWATI HIRAMAN PATIL
FLAT NO 303 PUSHP SARGAM PLOT NO 2 SECTOR 19 NEW PANVEL NAVI MUMBAI 410206
FURNITURE TRADING
VSCART.COM
Used Since : 29/08/2018

MUMBAI
FURNITURE AND FIXTURE.
4057922  16/01/2019
MOHD. SHAHWAZ
MOHL KHERA, J P NAGAR, JOYA, AMROHA, UTTAR PRADESH-244222
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BESTONE CONSULTANCY
Office No. 320, 3RD Floor, Vardhman Tower, Preet Vihar, Delhi-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Furniture, Furniture for offices, Sofas, Mirrors, Cabinets, Modular desks [furniture], Modular shelving [furniture], Furniture doors, Modular bathroom furniture, Kitchen cabinets, Kitchen units, Wardrobes, Decorators' table, water storage tank being included in Class-20
SHIVANYA FURNITURE

4058288    16/01/2019
BHARAT DUA
trading as ;BHARAT DUA
RZ-45, A BLOCK, DHARAMPURA, NAJAFGARH, NEW DELHI INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used

DELI
FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS. METAL FURNITURE AND FURNITURE FOR CAMPING; BEDDING (FOR EXAMPLE, MATTRESSES, SPRING MATTRESSES, PILLOWS); LOOKING GLASSES AND FURNISHING OR TOILET MIRRORS.
4061189    18/01/2019
J. L. MORISON (INDIA) LIMITED
RASOI COURT, 20, SIR R N MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA-700001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1913
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JEETEN KUMAR DHAL, ADVOCATE
ROOM NO.28,3RD FLOOR,40,WESTON STREET,KOLKATA 700 013,INDIA.
Used Since :21/11/2012
To be associated with:
3215901, 3215904
KOLKATA
BABY WALKERS, BABY HIGH CHAIRS, BABY CHANGING MAT, MAT, BABY COT, BABY CRIB, BABY FURNITURE, BABY CRADLE, NURSING PILLOW, BABY ON BOARD, BABY CARRY BED, BED, BABY BOUNCERS, BABY CHANGING PLATFORMS, BABY HEAD SUPPORT CUSHIONS, SUPPORT PILLOWS FOR BABIES IN CAR SEATING AND CAR SAFETY SEATS, PORTABLE BABY BATH SEATS FOR USE IN BATH TUBS.
4061990  19/01/2019
M/S. RYAN DECOR
204, 2ND FLOOR, GUPTA TOWER-2, OPP. PVR, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI-110018
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/09/2018
DELHI
furniture, modular kitchen system, modular kitchen components, mirrors, picture frames; containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; unworked or semi-worked bone, horn, whalebone or mother-of-pearl; shells; meerschaum; yellow amber
AMIT HASMUKHRAY RACHCHH
trading as : ATSON TIME INDUSTRIES
2/3, LATI PLOT, Morbi - 363 641, GUJARAT, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES, ARTICLES OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN, BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER - OF - PEARL, MEERSCHAUM, CELLULOID AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 20.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019, Class 20

4064351  22/01/2019
RVSS INFRASOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
UNIT 1/A, KOTHARI COMPOUND, 09 ACRES, TIKUJNIWADI ROAD, THANE (W)- 400610, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Body- incorporate including Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FURNITURE, OFFICE FURNITURE, MODULAR KITCHEN, KITCHEN FURNITURE
4064353   22/01/2019
RVSS INFRASOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
UNIT 1/A, KOTHARI COMPOUND, 09 ACRES, TIKUJINIWADI ROAD, THANE (W)- 400610, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Body- incorporate including Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FURNITURE, OFFICE FURNITURE, MODULAR KITCHEN, KITCHEN FURNITURE
4064883   23/01/2019
JITENDRA CHAMPALAL JAIN
trading as ;RAJENDRA TRADING
20,RAGHUKUL INDU. ESTATE OPP GURUDWARA. ADINATHNAGAR ROAD, B/H ASHISH CINEMA ODHAV AHMEDABAD
382415
Used Since :15/10/2005
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURER OF CABLE CLIPS, PIPE CLIPS OF PLASTICS AND PLASTICS CLIPS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 20
MISHTOOMADE (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
G-52, OXFORD APARTMENTS 11, I.P. EXTENSION, PATPARGANJ, EAST DELHI, DELHI 110092
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMAR KUMAR
D-23, Ground Floor, Ranjeet Nagar Commercial Complex, Near Satyam Cinema, New Delhi – 110008

Proposed to be Used
DELI

FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER INCLUDED IN CLASS 20.
SHEELU HAIR INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED
R.S. NO. 178/1, PLOT NO. 15, FCI GODOWNS ROAD, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SATRAMPADU, ELURU WEST GODAVARI AP-534007
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; Unworked or semi-worked bone, horn, whalebone or mother-of-pearl; Shells; Meerschaum; Yellow amber
4066254  24/01/2019
TIPCO INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Tipco Plaza, Rani Sati Marg, Malad (East), Mumbai 400 097
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
USHA A. CHANDRASEKHAR.
3-E1, COURT CHAMBERS, NEW MARINE LINES ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 020.
Used Since :31/12/2017
To be associated with:
2586300
MUMBAI
Mirror frames; picture frames; furniture cabinets, cupboards, doors, drawers, dressing tables, chairs, office furniture; school furniture; ladders; stools; magazine and newspaper racks; showcases all made of plastic falling under class 20.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019  Class 20

SHIVKUMAR KAMLAKAR THAKUR
FLAT NO 10 ATISH APPT. SATBHAI GALLI AHMEDNAGAR-414001 MAHARASHTRA
INDIVIDUAL

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
STATUES, FIGURINES, WORKS OF ART AND ORNAMENTS AND DECORATION
SAIJI INC
550 W DUARTE RD SUITE#6, ARCADIA, CA 91007

Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT LTD
NO.8, 1ST FLOOR, 15TH CROSS, 100FT RING ROAD, JP NAGAR, 6TH PHASE, BANGALORE-560078.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Furniture; book rests; desks; tables; chairs [seats]; office furniture; mirrors [looking glasses]; pillows; standing desks; school furniture.
4067022 24/01/2019
BDG POLYMERS PRIVATE LIMITED.
4, FAIRLIE PLACE, 5TH FLOOR, KOLKATA-700001,
BODY INCORPORATED.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62, BENTINCK STREET, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 412, KOLKATA 700 069, W.B., INDIA.
Used Since: 10/04/2018

KOLKATA
MATTRESSES, PILLOWS, CUSHIONS, FURNITURE, FURNISHING, FOAM AND ALLIED PRODUCTS BEING IN CLASS-20.
TIANU

4067806  25/01/2019

VINATA KUMAR
4, Iris, 1st Floor, Cuffe Parade, Mumbai - 400005

INDIAN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROSHNI LACHHWANI
Silver Croft, B/104, Off Yari Road, Andheri West, Mumbai - 400061

Used Since :05/08/2008

MUMBAI

Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; unworked or semi-worked bone, horn, whalebone or mother-of-pearl; shells; meerschaum; yellow amber; mirrors; indoor window blinds and shades; bedding, for example, mattresses, bed bases, pillows; figurines of wood, wax, plaster or plastic statuettes of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; furniture fittings; locks; stands
4068480 26/01/2019
R. SHYAMSUNDAR
PLOT 576, 5th Cross, Hebbal II Stage, Mysuru - 570 017
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Mattresses, Pillows, Bedding Linen & Allied Products
4068485  26/01/2019
R. SHYAMSUNDAR
PLOT 576, 5th Cross, Hebbal II Stage, Mysuru - 570 017
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Mattresses, Pillows, Bedding Linen & Allied Products
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019

4068519 26/01/2019
R. SHYAMSUNDAR
PLOT 576, 5th Cross, Hebbal II Stage, Mysuru - 570 017
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Mattresses, Pillows, Bedding Linen & Allied Products
AVEKIN

4068708  27/01/2019

SACHIN
S/O SH. SATBIR SAINI HOUSE NO. 2326, WARD NO. 1, INDIRA COLONY, ROHTAK
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YOGESH GUPTA
293/6, Partap Mohalla, Rohtak

Used Since : 16/01/2018

To be associated with:
3807134

DELHI

MANUFACTURING & TRADING OF FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES INCLUDING PILLOWS, MATTRESSES, CUSHIONS, BIN BAGS; GOODS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) OF WOOD, CORK, REED, CANE, WICKER, HORN BONE, IVORY, WHALEBONE, SHELL, AMBER, MOTHER-OF-PEARL, MEERSCHAUM AND SUBSTITUTES FOR ALL THESE MATERIALS, OR OF PLASTICS THAT CANNOT BE CLASSIFIED IN OTHER CLASSES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019 Class 20

4068729 27/01/2019
BRIJMOHAN
113, Brahmanon Ka Bas Tehsil Makrana, Bhichawa, Nagaur, Rajasthan 341502
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRIYANKA
RZ 18E/2, STREET NO.3, MAIN SAGAR PUR, NEW DELHI-110046

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Furniture
4068992    28/01/2019
JAYANTH KANNAIRI
N3-318 I.R.C VILLAGE (BEHIND SBI E-CORNER), NAYAPALLI, BHUBANESWAR - 751015
AN INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034
Used Since :27/04/2018
KOLKATA
FURNITURE
4069470 28/01/2019
THE SUPREME INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
612, Raheja Chambers, Nariman Point, Mumbai- 400 021.
A Public Limited Company registered under the Indian Companies Act, 1913.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Used Since: 02/05/2016

To be associated with:
1482108, 3054448, 3054449

MUMBAI
Furniture; plastic furniture, chairs, tables, stools, cupboards, trolley, crates, pallets, bins of plastic or wood, trolley for furniture, furniture, mirrors, picture frames, bins, baskets, cabinets, caps, casters, containers; curtain hooks, curtain rods, flower pot, flower stand, tea trolleys, wicker being goods included in class 20.
BIRLAALMIRAH

4069529   28/01/2019
MR. SUNIL SHRIKISHAN BIRLA TRADING AS SHRIUMA STEEL
Shop No. 5, Baheti Complex, Keli Bazar, Aurangabad- 431001
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
STEEL CABINET
ABHIJEET VIJAY KUDALE TRADING AS SHREE FURNITURE
Plot No. A-79, MIDC Shrirampur, Dist. Ahmednagar - 413 709
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011
Used Since : 17/10/2018
MUMBAI
FURNITURE AND FURNITURE GOODS
4069549  28/01/2019
ADHIK MANSING NALAWADE (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS ANISH PLASTIC INDUSTRIES
BUILDING NO. E-3 GALA NO.14, PARASNATH COMPLEX, MANKOLI- DAPODA (ANJUR PHATA) ROAD, VAL VILLAGE,
BHIWANDI, THANE-421302
A Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Used Since :17/01/2019
MUMBAI
Curtain rings; Clothes hangers
VECTUS SILK

4070010  29/01/2019
VECTUS INDUSTRIES LIMITED
A-101, SEC-83, NOIDA (U.P) -201301
Registered Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRIHAR TRIPATHI
FF-24, Omaxe Square, Jasola District Centre, New Delhi-110025

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1849606, 3852164

DELHI
Water storage tanks (Non-metallic -) [containers], Water storage tanks, not of metal or masonry, Plastic pipe clamps, Plastic pipe collars, Plastic pipe clips, Non-metal pipe collars, Pipe clamps of plastic, Non-metal pipe clamps, Pipe support sleeves [plastic], Plastic water-pipe valves, Pipe clips of plastic, Valves of plastic (Water-pipe -), Water-pipe valves of plastic, Plastic valves for water pipes, Valves of plastic for water pipes, Clips (Cable and pipe -) of plastics, Collars of plastic for fastening pipes, Water regulating valves [plastic] for water pipes, Water outlets [valves of plastic] for water pipes, Water inlets [valves of plastic] for water pipes, Water storage tanks, not of metal nor of masonry.
4070011  29/01/2019
VECTUS INDUSTRIES LIMITED
A-101, SEC-83, NOIDA (U.P) -201301
Registered Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRIHAR TRIPATHI
FF-24, Omaxe Square, Jasola District Centre, New Delhi-110025

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1849606, 3852164

DELHI
WATERWELL SILK

4070012  29/01/2019
VECTUS INDUSTRIES LIMITED
A-101, SEC-83, NOIDA (U.P) -201301
Registered Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRIHAR TRIPATHI
FF-24, Omaxe Square, Jasola District Centre, New Delhi-110025

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3635147

DELHI
Water storage tanks (Non-metallic -) [containers], Water storage tanks, not of metal or masonry, Plastic pipe clamps, Plastic pipe collars, Plastic pipe clips, Non-metal pipe collars, Pipe clamps of plastic, Non-metal pipe clamps, Pipe support sleeves [plastic], Plastic water-pipe valves, Pipe clips of plastic, Valves of plastic (Water-pipe -), Water-pipe valves of plastic, Plastic valves for water pipes, Valves of plastic for water pipes, Clips (Cable and pipe -) of plastics, Collins of plastic for fastening pipes, Water regulating valves [plastic] for water pipes, Water outlets [valves of plastic] for water pipes, Water inlets [valves of plastic] for water pipes, Water storage tanks, not of metal nor of masonry.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890 , 25/02/2019           Class 20

VECTUS INDUSTRIES LIMITED
A-101, SEC-83, NOIDA (U.P) -201301
Registered Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRIHAR TRIPATHI
FF-24, Omaxe Square, Jasola District Centre, New Delhi-110025

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3635147, 3902524

DELHI
Water storage tanks (Non-metallic -) [containers], Water storage tanks, not of metal or masonry, Plastic pipe clamps, Plastic pipe collars, Plastic pipe clips, Non-metal pipe collars, Pipe clamps of plastic, Non-metal pipe clamps, Pipe support sleeves [plastic], Plastic water-pipe valves, Pipe clips of plastic, Valves of plastic (Water-pipe -), Water-pipe valves of plastic, Plastic valves for water pipes, Valves of plastic for water pipes, Clips (Cable and pipe -) of plastics, Collars of plastic for fastening pipes, Water regulating valves [plastic] for water pipes, Water outlets [valves of plastic] for water pipes, Water inlets [valves of plastic] for water pipes, Water storage tanks, not of metal nor of masonry.
GANGA SILK

4070014   29/01/2019

VECTUS INDUSTRIES LIMITED
A-101, SEC-83, NOIDA (U.P) -201301

Registered Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SHRIHAR TRIPATHI
FF-24, Omaxe Square, Jasola District Centre, New Delhi-110025

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

2038392

DELHI

Water storage tanks (Non-metallic -) [containers], Water storage tanks, not of metal or masonry, Plastic pipe clamps, Plastic pipe collars, Plastic pipe clips, Non-metal pipe collars, Pipe clamps of plastic, Non-metal pipe clamps, Pipe support sleeves [plastic], Plastic water-pipe valves, Pipe clips of plastic, Valves of plastic (Water-pipe -), Water-pipe valves of plastic, Plastic valves for water pipes, Valves of plastic for water pipes, Clips (Cable and pipe -) of plastics, Collars of plastic for fastening pipes, Water regulating valves [plastic] for water pipes, Water outlets [valves of plastic] for water pipes, Water inlets [valves of plastic] for water pipes, Water storage tanks, not of metal nor of masonry.
Ganga Silk

4070015   29/01/2019
VECTUS INDUSTRIES LIMITED
A-101, SEC-83, NOIDA (U.P) -201301
Registered Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRIHAR TRIPATHI
FF-24, Omaxe Square, Jasola District Centre, New Delhi-110025

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2038392

DELHI
Water storage tanks (Non-metallic -) [containers], Water storage tanks, not of metal or masonry, Plastic pipe clamps, Plastic pipe collars, Plastic pipe clips, Non-metal pipe collars, Pipe clamps of plastic, Non-metal pipe clamps, Pipe support sleeves [plastic], Plastic water-pipe valves, Pipe clips of plastic, Valves of plastic (Water-pipe -), Water-pipe valves of plastic, Plastic valves for water pipes, Valves of plastic for water pipes, Clips (Cable and pipe -) of plastics, Collars of plastic for fastening pipes, Water regulating valves [plastic] for water pipes, Water outlets [valves of plastic] for water pipes, Water inlets [valves of plastic] for water pipes, Water storage tanks, not of metal nor of masonry.
4070030  29/01/2019
M/S WEWIA
85/4 KEMPGERI, NO.9 SHED NO.2, AYODHYA NAGAR, KARWAR ROAD, DHARWAD-580024
The Trade Marks Act, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; Unworked or semi-worked bone, horn, whalebone or mother-of-pearl; Shells; Meerschaum; Yellow amber
SOMTEX
4070144  29/01/2019
DEVARAM RAJARAM MALI (PROP OF NAND INDUSTRIES)
C/501, PUSHPAK REDIDENCY, NEAR DARSHANDHAN SOCIERTY, B/H ASHISH CINEMA, ODHAV, AHMEDABAD – 382415,
GUJARAT, INDIA
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NITIN SURENDRA BHAI RAVAL
JKPL CONSULTANTS PVT LTD 216, MADHUPURA VEVAR BHAVAN, NEAR GANJ BAZAR, MADHUPURA, AHMEDABAD - 380004, GUJARAT, INDIA
Used Since : 25/06/2018
AHMEDABAD
Plastic water tanks
4070145  29/01/2019
DEVARAM RAJARAM MALI (PROP OF NAND INDUSTRIES)
C/501, PUSHPAK REDIDENCY, NEAR DARSHANDHAN SOCIERTY, B/H ASHISH CINEMA, ODHAV, AHMEDABAD – 382415,
GUJARAT, INDIA
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NITIN SURENDRABHAI RAVAL
JKPL CONSULTANTS PVT LTD 216, MADHUPURA VEPAR BHAVAN, NEAR GANJ BAZAR, MADHUPURA, AHMEDABAD -
380004, GUJARAT, INDIA
Used Since : 25/06/2018
AHMEDABAD
Plastic water tanks
SHYAM SHINE

4070162    29/01/2019

MR. BHUPENDRA S SAROJ
98, Laxminagar, b/h Old Narol Court, Nr. Shantinagar, Narol, Ahmedabad-382405
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH SHAH
E-202, Abjibapa Green Appartments, off.100 Ft Virat Nagar Road, Next to ManMohan Cross Roads, Nikol, Ahmedabad, Gujarat - 382350

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Plastic water storage tanks as Included in Class 20
DASSIO

4070392  29/01/2019
MR. RAGHAV CHAWLA TRADING AS DASSIO FHIRMS.
A-26 B, STREET NO.-04, ANAND PARBAT, NEW DELHI-110005.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :08/01/2019

DELHI
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearland substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics, Wooden or Plastic stools, Chairs & Tables, Plastic & Wooden Furniture, Racks of Wooden Or Plastic, Stands of Plastic or Wooden & Cloth Hangers, Bin of Wood, Book cases and Shelves made of Plastic or wood, Rocking Chairs.
ABHISHEK MISHRA TRADING AS INCURE RESTORATIONS.
SHOP NO.-10, G/F, WZ-90 A, DALIP SINGH COMPLEX, JWALA HERI, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063.
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FURNITURE USE IN RESTAURANT AND CAFE, HOME INTERIOR FURNITURE, MODULAR FURNITURE, WOODEN FURNITURE, PLASTIC FURNITURE, OFFICE AND HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE INCLUDED IN CLASS 20.
4070640    29/01/2019
CRYSTAL THERMOTECH LIMITED
7/1A, GRANT LANE, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO 1C, KOLKATA- 700012.
DIRECTOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK CONSULTANCY
AUROBINDANAGAR,ST. NO.7,POST-HINDUSTHAN CABLES,BURDWAN-713335,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MATTRESS.
4070687   29/01/2019
SAMARO CORPORATION
Office no. 213, 214 and 215, 2 nd Floor, Hubtown Solaris, N. S. Phadke Marg. Andheri (East), Mumbai- 400 069, Maharashtra
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM & CO. (TRADE MARKS ATTORNEYS)
103, Om CHSL, Opp. Saint Rock College, Eksar Road, Borivali (West), Mumbai-400 092, Maharashtra, India
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3953780
MUMBAI
GREEN ARCH

4070793  29/01/2019
MOHAMMAD AKHILODDIN MOHAMMAD GIYASODDIN
H.NO.1-19-524, SHOP.NO.8, KISHOR NAGAR, NANDED 431602
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAIKH MOHAMMED GOUS
SHOP NO. 308, 1ST FLOOR, BESIDES MNC URDU NEWS, RAJ MOHAMMED COMPLEX, SHRI NAGAR, NANDED-431602

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, DECORATIVE PLY, FLUSH DOOR, SHUTTERING PLY, ALL BEING GOODS MADE OF WOOD, WOOD MATERIALS AND FURNITURE.
4071735  30/01/2019
I-TECH INDUSTRIES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO 217, SECTOR 10, PCNTDA, MIDC BHOSARI, PUNE, 411026
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHETAN
OFF NO 6 AURANGABAD
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics.
4071873  30/01/2019
REAL INNERSPRING TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
B-7, SECTOR-3, NOIDA-201301, U.P.
BODY INCORPORATE.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FOAM MATTRESSES, MATTRESS TOPPERS, SPRING MATTRESSES, PILLOWS, AIR MATTRESSES AND PILLOWS,
CUSHIONS, BOLSTER, BEDDING (EXCEPT LINEN) AND SLEEPING BAGS PADS INCLUDED IN CLASS 20.
PSYGN

4072227    30/01/2019

ANKUR AGARWAL TRADING AS PSYGN INC
H 054, Site 4, Kasna Industrial Area, Greater Noida, Uttar Pradesh -201310
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhgad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bean bag chairs, Bean bag pillows, Bean bag furniture, Bean bag beds, Stools
CT ROTO
4072313  30/01/2019
SOURABH JAIN
S/o Sh. Rajesh Jain, R/o House No. 73, Scheme No. 6, Gandhi Nagar, Jind, Haryana - 126102
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIKAS BANSAL
411, B-09, ITL Twin Tower,NSP, Pitampura, Delhi-110034.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Plastic water tanks, Water tanks (Non-metallic -) [containers], Water storage tanks (Non-metallic -) [containers], Water tanks of plastic for household purposes, Water tanks of plastic for industrial purposes, Water tanks of plastic for agricultural purposes
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019  Class 20

DECOKRAFTS.

4072785  31/01/2019

M/S. KANIKA IMPEX
A-64, 1ST FLOOR, PREET VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110092
An Indian Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

CERAMIC KNOBS, DRAWER KNOBS, DRAWER KNOBS (NON-METALLIC -), HOOKS FOR WALL HANGINGS (NON-METALLIC -), WALL HOOKS OF NON-METALLIC MATERIALS, COAT PEGS [WALL MOUNTED HOOKS] NON-METALLIC, PHOTO FRAMES, WOODEN HANDICRAFTS, BONE CARVINGS, FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; CONTAINERS, NOT OF METAL; FOR STORAGE OR TRANSPORT; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED BONE, HORN, WHALEBONE OR MOTHER-OF-PEARL; SHELLS; DOOR FRAMES, BOARDS IN CLASS 20
Celeste Artesano

4072816   31/01/2019
MS.NIDHI BHAGERIA THE PROPRIETOR OF M/S. CELESTE ARTESANO.
A - 12, WAZIRPUR INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI - 110 052.
Sole Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VERMA REGISTRATION SERVICE
E-133, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI - 110 007.
Used Since :31/05/2018

DELHI
Picture Frames, Containers(not of Metals), Goods made of Wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, sheel, amber, mother of pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics, Figures/Statuettes/work of arts of wood, wax, plaster or plastic included in Class - 20.
BHAGYAVENDRA SINGH
A-204 RISHITA CELEBRITY GREENS, SULTANPUR ROAD, SHAHEED PATH NEAR G.D. GOYENKA SCHOOL LUCKNOW
Uttar Pradesh 226030
Interior Design
PROPREITOR
Used Since :24/01/2018

DELHI
Furniture manufacturing of all kinds and all goods included in class 20
LUKWOOD
4073686  31/01/2019
M/S RAGHAVENDAR TECH EXCELLENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
40, SARASWATI NAGAR, INDORE-452009(M.P.)- INDIA
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT-2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RIGHTWAY LEGAL SOLUTIONS & CO.
I-74, LIG COLONY, INDORE (M.P)-452007

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MODULAR KITCHEN, KITCHEN CABINET, FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; CONTAINERS, NOT OF METAL, FOR
STORAGE OR TRANSPORT; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED BONE, HORN, WHALEBONE OR MOTHER-OF-PEARL;
SHELLS; MEERSCHAUM; YELLOW AMBER INCLUDED IN CLASS 20.
MR. VINOD KRISHNAMURTHY  
trading as ; VK CONSULTING  
5B, TOWER 14, NEAR SUBHAS CHOWK, CENTRAL PARK, GURGAON-122002  
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS  
Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
MANUFACTURING OF FURNITURE AND EXCLUSIVE WOODEN ITEMS
4074864   01/02/2019
NEERA AGARWAL TRADING AS SHREE BALAJI TRADING COMPANY
NO.32M, GRAND PARADE APARTMENTS, THILAGAR STREET, R.S.PURAM, COIMBATORE - 641 002, COIMBATORE DIST, TAMILNADU.
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
 Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Plastic Water Tank, Tanks Not of Metal Nor of Mansory, Water Tanks of Plastic For Household Purpose, Water Tanks of Plastic For Industrial Purpose, Water Tanks of Plastic For Agricultural Purpose.
EEKAKSHARA PROJECTS PRIVATE LIMITED
B-33, CITY CENTER, SECTOR 4 BOKARO STEEL CITY JHARKHAND 827004
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHESH NARAYAN PANDEY
S-549A 2ND FLOOR SCHOOL BLOCK 2ND SHAKARPUR DELHI 110092

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019 Class 20

4076340 04/02/2019
VADEHRA BUILDERS PRIVATE LIMITED
D-40 DEFENCE COLONY NEW DELHI DL 110024 IN
PRIVATE COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNNY DAHIYA
SHOP NO-6, FIRST FLOOR, ARYA SCHOOL BUILDING, PANIPAT -132103

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; Containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; Unworked or semi-worked bone, horn, whalebone or mother-of-pearl; Shells; Meerschaum; Yellow amber
2456442  08/01/2013
SANGAM DRESSES PVT. LTD,
322, ASHISH IND. ESTATE, GOKHALE ROAD, (S), DADAR (WEST), MUMBAI-400 025
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS
Used Since :01/01/2012

MUMBAI

HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS, COMBS AND SPONGES, BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINT BRUSHES),
BRUSH-MAKING MATERIALS, ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES, STEELWOOL, UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED
GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING), GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN
OTHER CLASSES INCLUDED IN CLASS 21
2556356 28/06/2013
AJAY KUMAR ARORA
VIJAY KUMAR ARORA
JUGAL KISHORE
trading as SHRI NATH TRADERS
35 MATA SHERA WALI MARKET SADAR BAZAR DELHI 110006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI
SCRUBBERS, SXEEL WOOLS, WYPERS, BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS, ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES BING
GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS -21
Carlsberg Elephant Club Glasses

2727281  29/04/2014

Carlsberg India Private Limited

trading as ;Carlsberg India Private Limited

4th Floor, Rectangle No. 1, Commercial Complex, D-4, Saket, New Delhi-110 017.
Manufacturer, importer, whole seller, distributor, and merchant
A Private Limited Company.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D K LALWANI & CO.
403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110 019.

Used Since :01/04/2014

To be associated with:
2542483, 2542484

DELHI

Glassware, glass flasks (containers), drinking glasses, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes.

*No exclusive rights over the words Club Glasses.*
2889832  27/01/2015
BHAVESH HARESHBHAI KOTAK
trading as ;M/S S R K INTERNATIONALS
202, KAMLA COMPLEX, SHANTI NIKETAN PARK - 2 CORNER, RAMDEV PIR CHOWK, RAJKOT - 36005, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.,ADVOCATE
A-10, SUKH SHANTI APTS., ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROAD, 100 FEET ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380 015 - GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES INCLUDING HAND OPERATED JUICER, ICE SLUSH MAKER, CHIPSER, CHOPPER, HEATERS, PRESSURE COOKERS, OVENS, COOKING RANGES, HOT PLATES, COOKING UTENSILS OF ALL TYPES, CONTAINERS, BUCKETS, TOASTERS, MIXERS AND OTHER ELECTRIC AND NON ELECTRONIC HOME APPLIANCES CAPABLE OF BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-21.
HILLTAK

2943183   16/04/2015
SH. MANOJ GARG
SMT. RITA GARG
SMT. LAKSHMI MASKARA
trading as : R.L. INDUSTRIES
519/1/29 SANSAR SEWING MACHINE COMPLEX GROUND FLOOR, G.T. ROAD DILSHAD GARDEN DELHI 110095
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since : 01/01/2015

DELHI
PRESSURE COOKERS, KITCHEN SINK, HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN UTENSILS & CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL), COMBS AND SPONGES, BASINS, BOWLS, BASKETS, SPOONS, BRUSHES (OTHER THAN PAINT BRUSHES), MUGS, TRAYS, FLASKS, MILK BOILERS, RICE BOILERS, VACUUM FLASKS, Tiffin CARRIERS, KITCHENWARE, FRYING PANS, TABLE-WARES MADE OF CERAMIC MATERIAL, STAINLESS STEEL UTENSILS, ARTICLES FOR CLEARUNG PURPOSES; STEEL WOOL; BREAKABLE AND UN-BREAKABLE CROCKERY, GLASSWARE, THERMO WARES AND PLASTIC WARES INCLUDED IN CLASS 21.
B.S.I. DIAMOND

2943325    16/04/2015

MR. MAYUR ARORA

trading as: B.S. INDUSTRIES

PLOT NO 12A GALI NO 7, KILLAR NO 25, VILLAGE SAMAYPUR, DELHI 42

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANDS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PRESSURE COOKER, HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES); BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEEL WOOL; UNCORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DIAMOND AND MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.
CROCUS

2950694   27/04/2015

MRS. SHIKHA JAIN
trading as: SAPPHIRE INTERNATIONAL
B-341 NEW FRIENDS COLONY NEW DELHI 110025
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, [OPP MC DONALD’S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.

Used Since: 05/10/2013

DELHI

ALL TYPES OF HOUSE/BATH/TABLE/BAKE WARES, CROCKERY & PRESSURE COOKERS MADE FROM ALUMINIUM, STAINLESS STEEL, STEEL, COPPER, MELAMINE, CERAMIC, PORCELAIN & PLASTIC INCLUDING IN CLASS-21.
2954175  30/04/2015
SPIDER METAL PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
A - 56, 57, TALA NAGRI - II, RAMGHAT ROAD, ALIGARH - 202001, U.P
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH),
COMBS AND SPONGES, BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINT BRUSHES), BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS, ARTICLES FOR
CLEANING PURPOSES, STEELWOOL, UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING),
GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE.
2962556  12/05/2015
SD INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD
AL-18B,Sector -13, GIDA , Gorakhpur -273209
Manufacturers & Traders
a company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201308
Used Since :11/12/2009
To be associated with:
2947155
DELHI
Disposable Glasses, Cups, Plates; Disposable Containers for Food Packing
3151283  04/01/2016
TARACHAND, JAYRAM
trading as ;Mayur Marketing
H. No. 4/42/953, Plot No. 82, Paparayudu Nagar, Kukatpally, Hyderabad-500072, Telangana State, India
Manufacturers, Merchants and Exporters
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016
Used Since :01/04/2007

CHENNAI
Utensils, mops, wipers and brooms
Trade Mark was in use by the applicant’s predecessors-in-title Sri Krishna Shopping Centre of D. No. 8-99, Sai Nagar, Opp. Karnataka Bank, Main Road, Uppal Depot, Hyderabad – 500039 from 01/04/2007 to 14/05/2012
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION AND RESTRICT THE AREA ONLY TO ANDHRA PRADESH AND TELANGANA.
JET GRANITO PVT.LTD.
trading as JET GRANITO PVT.LTD.
8 - A NATIONAL HIGHWAY,MATEL CHAR RASTA,AT: DHUVA,TAL: WANKANER,DIST: RAJKOT - 363 621, GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANDISING
NIL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAYUR Y. PAREKH, ADVOCATE
SF/ 203, ANGAN APARTMENT, OPP. JALARAM MANDIR, NEW SAMA ROAD, VADODARA - 390 008

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3072472

AHMEDABAD
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS(NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEIR WITH)COMBS AND SPONGES, BRUSHES(EXCEPT PAINT BRUSHES), BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS, ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES, STEEL WOOL, UNWORKED OR SEMIWORKED GLASS(Except GLASS USING IN BUILDING) GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASS, TOOTH BRUSHES, S.S. KITCHEN SINK INCLUDED IN CLASS-21
3279923  08/06/2016
RAMESHBHAI D. PANARA
“ROYAL HOUSE” OPP. PARIMAL POTTERY, NAVAGAM ROAD, THANGADH, 363530, DIST:- SURENDRANAGAR, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PERSONAL NAME
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since: 01/04/2016
AHMEDABAD
CROCKERY, TABLEWARE, OVENWARE, GLASSWARE, ENAMELWARE, THERMOWARE, PORCELAIN, COMBS AND SPONGES, ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES, DISH STANDS AND DECANTER STANDS INCLUDED IN CLASS 21.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE LETTER R & DEVICE OF CROWN.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019 Class 21

3289395  20/06/2016
MIHIR A. PAUN
ANILBHAI R. PAUN
trading as ;M/S VIJAY STEEL CENTRE
LOHANA PARA MAIN ROAD, NR. RAIYA NAKA TOWER, LOHANA PARA, RAJKOT-360001. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :26/05/1990

AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF HOUSE HOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTANERS, COOKING WARE, KITCHEN WARES, HOUSE WARES, GLASS WARE, THERMOWARE UTENSILS, PRESSURE COOKERS, S.S. KITCHEN BASKET, S.S. SINK, STRainers, Puri MAKING MACHINE, S.S. KHAndANI PASTLE(DASTA), KITCHen GRinder(NON ELECTRIC), KITCHen MIXER(NON ELECTRIC), LEMON SQUEEZERS(CITRUS JUICERS), VEGETABLE MASHER INCLUDED IN CLASS-21.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE device of RIGHT.
SHEETAL

3295430  27/06/2016
SURESHBHAI JYANTILAL SHAH
NIMISHABEN SURESHBHAI SHAH
trading as : SHYAM PLASTIC
16, SHAKTI SAMPPAN ESTATE, NR A.M. WEIGH BRIDGE, ASLALI BY PASS ROAD, ASLALI, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Used Since : 01/04/2009

AHMEDABAD
SMALL DOMESTIC UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL NOR COATED THEREWITH), COMBS AND SPONGES, BRUSHES (OTHER THAN PAINTS BRUSHES), BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS, INSTRUMENTS AND MATERIALS FOR CLEANING PURPOSES STEEL WOOL, GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 21.

subject to restriction of goods for sale in the state of GUJARAT only.
WORLDSTAR

3302454  07/07/2016
KODEX INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
B-5, NAVJEEVAN INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OPP: DHURI RESORT, WALIVE, VASAI EAST 401208, DIST. PALGHAR.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. J. CHAWLA.
OFFICE NO. 2, 1ST FLOOR, HIRA MARRIAGE HALL BLDG., NEHRU CHOWK, ULHASNAGAR - 421 002.
Used Since :01/07/2016

MUMBAI
DOMESTIC UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS, NON-STICK COOKWARE, HARD ANODIZED COOKWARE, PRESSURE PANS,
FRY PANS, PARTS AND FITTINGS THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 21
3362978  15/09/2016
SAINT-GOBAIN INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SAINT-GOBAIN INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT A1, SIPCOT INDUSTRIAL PARK, SRIPERUMBUDUR-602 105, KANCHIPURAM DISTRICT, TAMILNADU, INDIA,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY, INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JACOB KURIAN
NEW NO 21 (OLD NO 11), 2ND AVENUE, HARRINGTON ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI- 600031.
Used Since :01/07/2016
CHENNAI
DRAWN AND BLOWN GLASS FOR DECORATION, COLOURED GLASS, THERMOFORMED GLASS, RAW AND SEMI-
WORKED GLASS FOR DECORATION, HIGH-PERFORMANCE REFLECTIVE, ANTISOLAR, SINGLE OR MULTIPLE-GLAZED,
STRENGTHENED OR CUTTABLE GLASS OR GLAZING PRODUCTS, ON CLEAR OR COLOURED SUPPORTS, IN A RANGE
OF STYLES AND OF VARIABLE PERFORMANCE, SPONGES AND BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINT BRUSHES) BEING GOODS
INCLUDED
3452007  06/01/2017
MR. SURENDRAG SINGH SOUND
trading as ;Sound Machines (India) Inc.
31 Mogra Pada, Old Nagardas Road ,Tarun Plastic Industrial Estate, Andheri (East) Mumbai 400 069
Manufacturer and Merchant
A Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Used Since :15/12/2016
MUMBAI
Container for food, disposable food containers
3473021 03/02/2017
ASHOK KUMAR ZAMATBHAI VARDE
GHANSHYAM DAS ASHULAL KHATRI
trading as :ANS IMPEX
20-K,LEKHRAJ BLDG, CARNAC BRIDGE ROAD, L.T. MARG,MASJID WEST, MUMBAI 400 003
MANUFACTURERS AND MARCHANTS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :28/11/2016
MUMBAI
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES); BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES AND ALL OTHER RELATED GOODS
3476258  07/02/2017
SABU TRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as: SABU TRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
114 NARASIMMAN ROAD, SHEVAPET, SALEM-636 002, TAMIL NADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANCHANDA ASSOCIATES.
15/1061, (2ND FLOOR), NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI - 110 005.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS: PRESSURE COOKER AND PRESSURE PAN (NON ELECTRIC)
COOKWARES, NON STICK COOKWARE, THERMOWARE, FLASK, BOTTLES, COMBS AND SPONGES: BRUSHES (EXCEPT
PAINT BRUSHES); BRUSH-MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES: STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR
SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES.
THE HOME STORY
3482245  13/02/2017
LAXMICHAND RATANSHI GANGJI GADA
trading as ;Society Stores
97/B, JUHU GARDEN CHS SOCIETY, JUHU ROAD, OPP. SBI, SANTACRUZ (W), MUMBAI-400054, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :08/02/2017
MUMBAI
FIBERGLASS THREAD, NOT FOR TEXTILE USE; FIBERGLASS OTHER THAN FOR INSULATION OR TEXTILE USE; GLASS INTEGRATING FINE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS; GLASS UNWORKED OR SEMI WORKED, EXCEPT BUILDING GLASS; GLASS PREFORMS FOR DRAWING OPTICAL FIBERS; SILICA SOOT PREFORMS USED FOR MANUFACTURING OPTICAL FIBERS; GLASSWARE, HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN GLASSWARE; COOKING POT SETS; COOKING UTENSILS (NON-ELECTRIC); TEMPERED GLASS, GLASS SHEET FOR DISPLAY PANEL; COVER GLASS SHEETS FOR DISPLAY DEVICES.
3487974  20/02/2017
FLIPKART INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Vaishnavi Summit, Ground Floor, 7th Main, 80 Feet Road, 3rd Block, Koramangala Industrial Layout, Bangalore - 560 034
Manufacturers and Traders
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :15/02/2017
CHENNAI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steel-wool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes; cocktail shakers; garlic presses, nutcrackers, pestles and mortars; tongs; combs; tooth brush;
Mark considered substantially as shown in the form of representation.
3488012  20/02/2017
FLIPKART INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Vaishnavi Summit, Ground Floor, 7th Main, 80 Feet Road, 3rd Block, Koramangala Industrial Layout, Bangalore - 560 034
Manufacturers and Traders
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :15/02/2017
CHENNAI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steel-wool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes; cocktail shakers; garlic presses, nutcrackers, pestles and mortars; tongs; combs; tooth brush;
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3488074    20/02/2017
FLIPKART INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Vaishnavi Summit, Ground Floor, 7th Main, 80 Feet Road, 3rd Block, Koramangala Industrial Layout, Bangalore - 560 034
Manufacturers and traders
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :15/02/2017
CHENNAI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steel-wool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes; cocktail shakers; garlic presses, nutcrackers, pestles and mortars; tongs; combs; tooth brush;
3488099 20/02/2017
FLIPKART INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Vaishnavi Summit, Ground Floor, 7th Main, 80 Feet Road, 3rd Block, Koramangala Industrial Layout, Bangalore - 560 034
Manufacturers and Traders
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :15/02/2017
To be associated with:
3487974, 3488012, 3488074
CHENNAI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steel-wool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes; cocktail shakers; garlic presses, nutcrackers, pestles and mortars; tongs; combs; tooth brush;
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
Billion

3488131  20/02/2017
FLIPKART INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Vaishnavi Summit, Ground Floor, 7th Main, 80 Feet Road, 3rd Block, Koramangala Industrial Layout, Bangalore - 560 034
Manufacturers and traders
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :25/09/2014
CHENNAI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steel-wool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes; cocktail shakers; garlic presses, nutcrackers, pestles and mortars; tongs; combs; tooth brush;
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3490226  23/02/2017
DINESH K. RAVARYA
C-23/829, SECTOR-8, OM SAI DARSHAN, CHARKOP, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN RESIDENT
Used Since :08/08/2008
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT HAIR BRUSHES, COMBS, BRUSHES
SALE IN THE STATE OF MAHARASHTRA ONLY..
3501286   03/03/2017
GAJANAN KESHAV PENDHARKAR, YASHWANT KESHAV PENDHARKAR, JAYANT KESHAV PENDHARKAR, SUMANT
KESHAV PENDHARKAR, AND ASHOK KESHAV PENDHARKAR ALL INDIANS
trading as : VICCO CONSULTANTS
25, Jerbai Wadia Road, Parel, Mumbai-400 012.
Manufacturers and merchants
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FATEHCHAND C. SHAH & CO.
"A" AIDUN BUILDING, 5TH FLOOR, 1ST DHOBI TALAO, MUMBAI - 400 002".
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TOOTHBRUSHES.
3501287  03/03/2017
GAJANAN KESHAV PENDHARKAR, YASHWANT KESHAV PENDHARKAR, JAYANT KESHAV PENDHARKAR, SUMANT KESHAV PENDHARKAR, AND ASHOK KESHAV PENDHARKAR ALL INDIANS trading as ;VICCO CONSULTANTS
25, Jerbai Wadia Road, Parel, Mumbai-400 012.
Manufacturers and merchants
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FATEHCHAND C. SHAH & CO.
"A" AIDUN BUILDING, 5TH FLOOR, 1ST DHOBI TALAO, MUMBAI - 400 002".
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3501286
MUMBAI
TOOTHBRUSHES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019, Class 21

3514127 27/03/2017
ICONIX LIFESTYLE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
8TH FLOOR, MAKER TOWER-E, CUFFE PARADE, MUMBAI-400005, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Body Incorporate

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DINNERWARE; BEVERAGE GLASSWARE; BOTTLE OPENERS; SERVING PIECES AND ACCESSORIES; COASTERS; VASES; BATHROOM ACCESSORIES; TRASH CANS AND BASKETS; HAIR BRUSHES AND COMBS, CLOTH RACKS, IRONING BOARDS, MULTIPURPOSE RACKS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE
KITCHEN PALACE

3514773  27/03/2017
KRISHNA BHIMJI VAVIYA
trading as : KITCHEN PALACE
SHOP NO. 9, SNEHA BLDG, 30, OPP. SASURAL HOTEL, LOKHANDWALA COMPLEX, ANDHERI WEST, MUMBAI - 400053, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TRADERS OF CONTAINERS, BUCKETS, DUST BINS, BASIN (BOWL), MUGS, SOAP CASES, JUGS TUBS, TUMBLERS, CASSEROLES, THERMO WARE ARTICLES, PLASTICS KITCHENWARE ARTICLES, UTENSILS, SMALL DOMESTIC UTENSILS, NON STICK COOKWARE, COMBS AND SPONGES, BRUSHES, BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS, INSTRUMENTS AND MATERIAL FOR CLEANING PURPOSES, STEEL WOOL, GLASSWARE, POCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE
3521447  06/04/2017
MRS. ANAMIKA JALAN
FLAT NO. 7, RAJ MILAN, DIXIT ROAD, VILE PARLE (E), MUMBAI – 400 057, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMU & ASSOCIATES,
253, SHANTIVAN CO-OP HOUSING SOCIETY, NEW LINK ROAD EXTN., ANDHERI (W) MUMBAI 400 053
Used Since :01/07/2009

MUMBAI
HOUSEHOLD GOODS MADE OF GLASS (PLATES, BOWLS, TUMBLERS, STEMGLASS, JARS, GLASS CONTAINERS, JUICE GLASS) GIFT ARTICLES (VASES, DECORATIVE BOWL, GLASS STATUE (FIGURES) CERAMICS (MUGS, BOWLS, PLATES) DINNERWARE, OPALWARE, TEMPERED GLASS PRODUCTS, HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS MADE OF PLASTIC AND WOOD
3526189  14/04/2017
H.R. SHETTY, PRESIDENT OF MS. PLANET POWER TOOLS PVT. LTD.
B-28, BHUKANVALA CHAMBERS, 4th FLOOR, VEERA DESAI ROAD EXTN., OFF. LINK ROAD, ANDHERI WEST, MUMBAI – 400 053, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMU & ASSOCIATES,
253, SHANTIVAN CO-OP HOUSING SOCIETY, NEW LINK ROAD EXTN., ANDHERI (W) MUMBAI 400 053
Used Since :29/11/2008
MUMBAI
FRYERS, FLASKS, CASSEROLES, JUICE BLENDERS,
INVENZAA
3536238  28/04/2017
MANILAL V. HARIA
trading as ;SHREE MAAMAL STEEL
GALA 6, RUSHIKESH INDUSTRY ESTATE, GAURAIPADA, VASAI EAST, PALGHAR-401208
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT OF HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS (NON ELECTRIC) MADE OF STAINLESS STEEL INCLUDED IN CLASS 21
3537068  28/04/2017
KIRTI TEJSHI GALA. TRADING AS ANCHOR METAL CORPORATION.
A/33 - Kanbai Wadi, Khadilkar Road, Shop No. 11, Near C.P. Tank, Mumbai – 400 004.
Proprietor- Indian National.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :03/10/1986

MUMBAI
Utensils for household purposes, not of precious metal; utensils and containers for household and kitchen use being goods included in class 21

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 543712.
KITCHENMATE

3542272  04/05/2017
SAINT-GOBAIN INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Level 7, Sigapi Achi Building | 18/3, Dr Rukmani Lakshmipathy Road, Egmore, Chennai – 600 008
Company Incorporated In India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JACOB KURIAN
NEW NO 21 (OLD NO 11), 2ND AVENUE, HARRINGTON ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI- 600031.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Drawn and blown glass for decoration, coloured glass, thermoformed glass, raw and semi-worked glass for decoration, high-performance reflective, anti solar, single or multiple-glazed, strengthened or cuttable glass or glazing products, on clear or coloured supports, in a range of styles and of variable performance being goods included in Class 21.
SGG KITCHENMATE

3542275  04/05/2017
SAINT-GOBAIN INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Level 7, Sigapi Achi Building, 18/3, Dr Rukmani Lakshmipathy Road, Egmore, Chennai – 600 008
Company Incorporated In India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JACOB KURIAN
NEW NO 21 (OLD NO 11), 2ND AVENUE, HARRINGTON ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI- 600031.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Drawn and blown glass for decoration, coloured glass, thermoformed glass, raw and semi-worked glass for decoration, high-performance reflective, anti solar, single or multiple-glazed, strengthened or cuttable glass or glazing products, on clear or coloured supports, in a range of styles and of variable performance being goods included in Class 21.
3544794    09/05/2017
BOURGEON FOODS LLP
77 Vinay Nagar, RTO Road, Indore – 452009, Madhya Pradesh.
A Limited Liability Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3544794

MUMBAI
STRAWS FOR DRINKING; DRINKING STRAW DISPENSERS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3544795.
DIGANT PRITAMLAL DOSHI
trading as ;CREATIVE ENTERPRISE
A-225, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPLEX, NEAR.BURKAT ALI NAKA, V.I.T.ROAD, WADALA (EAST) MUMBAI - 400 037 MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING OF VACUUM FLASKS, VACUUM BOTTLES, VACUUM FLASKS FOR HOLDING DRINKS AND FOODS, SERVICE: REFRIGERATING BOTTLES, SPORTS BOTTLES, HIP FLASKS, PLASTIC BOTTLES, ALUMINUM WATER BOTTLES, SHAKER BOTTLES SOLD EMPTY

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2549813.
3567214    09/06/2017

NATIONAL PAYMENTS CORPORATION OF INDIA
1001A, 10th Floor, B Wing, The Capital, Bandra-Kurla Complex, Bandra (East), Mumbai - 400 051.
A company incorporated under Section 25 of the Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3459768

MUMBAI

Household or kitchen utensils & containers; combs & sponges; brushes (except paintbrushes); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain & earthenware being goods included in class 21.
3953370   24/09/2018
NIMISHKUMAR BALMUKUND SHAH
42, Jaysukh Bhavan, 1st Bhoiwada, Kalbadevi, Mumbai 400002
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FORAM SHAH
57, Walchand Terrace, Tardeo Road, Mumbai - 400033
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
House hold utensils and kitchenware
4003237    20/11/2018
CANNON INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
851 & 863, INDUSTRIAL AREA-A, LUDHIANA-141003 (PB.)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers; Cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; Combs and sponges; Brushes, except paintbrushes; Brush-making materials; Articles for cleaning purposes; Unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; Glassware, porcelain, earthenware and Glassware for household purposes.
Proposed to be Used

DEVISS KUMAR
K-300, SITE V, INDUSTRIAL AREA, KASNA, GREATER NOIDA, GAUTAM BUDDHA NAGAR, U.P.,201306

SHIVAM PLASTIC

PET JAR, PET BOTTLE, PLASTIC BOTTLE, WATER CAMPER, WATER DISPENSER, LUNCH BOX, CASEROLE, PLASTIC AND STAINLESS STEEL PRODUCTS, BATHROOM AND KITCHEN WARE PRODUCTS, HOME APPLIANCES AND ALL OTHER ITEMS COVERED IN THIS SPECIFIED CLASS 21
4014486   01/12/2018
SUNIL VASANT GAIKWAD
TURNING POINT NATURAL CARE FLAT NO.2 , SIDDHI ANGAN APARTMENT, SAWANT NAGAR , PUNE - 411015

THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Insect traps, Insect collecting cages, Indoor insect vivaria, Indoor insect vivariums, Indoor insect habitats, Indoor terraria for insects, Cages for collecting insects, Indoor terrariums for insects, Indoor terrariums for animals or insects, Indoor terraria for animals or insects, Electric devices for attracting and killing insects.
MAYURBHAI PRAVINBHAI ASODARIYA, Proprietor of M/s. Hanumant Industries
39, Aadarsh Estate Part-1, Opp. Murlidhar B.R.T.S. Bus stop, Chhotalal’s Chawl, Odhav
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ABRAHAM JOSEPH PINGLE
BASEMENT 14, CENTER POINT, PANCHAVATI CROSS ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380006.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
Household kitchen utensils and containers, Combs and sponges, Brushes(Except Paintbrushes), Brush Making Materials, articles for cleaning purpose
4030882  18/12/2018
SONA KAPOOR
C3/803, The Legend Appartment,Sushant Lok-3,Sector-57, Gurgaon, Haryana - 122001
Manufacturer and Trader of Gift and Home Items made out of Recycled Paper like baskets
PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Dustbins, Storage baskets, laundry baskets, Coasters.
TRADE MARKS

4031432  19/12/2018
YE JIANQUN
Room 1304, No.55 Huiwen Road, Siming District, Xiamen, Fujian, China
Individual

YE ZHIWEN
No.57 Houkeng, Xiamei Village, Neicuo Town, Xiang'an District, Xiamen, Fujian, China
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANALYSIS CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD
KH-368/69, FIRST FLOOR, SULTANPUR, MG ROAD, DELHI 30

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cups; Jugs; Kettles, non-electric; Kitchen utensils; Place mats, not of paper or textile; Drinking vessels; Tea caddies; Wine tasters [siphons]; Wine tasters [siphons]; Mugs; Drinking straws; Brush goods; Dishwashing brushes; Scouring pads; Polishing apparatus and machines, for household purposes, on-electric; Gloves for household purposes; Vacuum bottles;
LADY DRY
4039634   28/12/2018
MR. OMKAR SATISH PARDESHI
Sr. No 13, B6/17, Sambhaji Nagar, Dhankawdi, Pune-411043, Maharashtra, India
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARADIYA BHAGYASHREE ABHISHEK
M-803, Park Express, Opp. Cummins India Campus, Balewadi High Street, Balewadi, Pune-411045.
Used Since :01/08/2018
MUMBAI
Hangers for drying clothes.
4050240  08/01/2019
NIKITA DUGAR M/S F.D. KITCHENWARE
101, AADHARSHILA TOWER, NR. CHHATTISGARH, HOSPITAL, MOWA, RAIPUR
Individual (Proprietorship Firm)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
701, Kaivanna towers, Near Central Mall, Ambawadi 380006

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes
4051789    09/01/2019
RAJINDER KUMAR
M/S RAJU STEEL SHUTTERING WORKS, 05,AMBALA ROAD,THANA CHAPPAR,JAGADHRI, PINCODE 133103
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M & M ADVOCATES AND CONSULTANTS
NATIONAL COLLEGE OF POLYTECHNIC NEAR NEW POLICE LINES AMBALA ROAD JAGADHRI DISTT YAMUNA NAGAR HARYANA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Stainless Steel Kitchenware
4054129    11/01/2019
THINK WORKS PRIVATE LIMITED
M-130, 1st Floor, Greater Kailash II, New Delhi, 110048.
A company organized and existing under the provisions of the Indian Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP
J-29, 3rd Floor, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Coasters.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019 Class 21

4056289 14/01/2019
ISHA MAHESHWARI PROPRIETOR OF GURU JI CREATIONS
CORAL 501, ARHANT AMBIENCE, CROSSING REPUBLIC, GHAZIABAD, UTTAR PRADESH- 201016
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, I P EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL,DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CRYSTAL WARES, KITCHEN WARES, GLASS WARE HOUSEHOLD, KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS CROCERY INCLUDED IN CLASS 21
Golden Wing

4056984   15/01/2019
UMESH JAIN
trading as; JAIN HARDWARE
H.NO. B-8, ASHOKA ENCLAVE, PART-II, SECTOR-37, FARIDABAD, HARYANA-121003.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
KITCHEN UTENSILS
4058718  16/01/2019
MR. SATISH SURENDRASINGH CHAUHAN TRADING AS: URMILA ENGINEERING WORKS
3/204, SONAM AANGAN, PHASE- 09, NEW GOLDEN NEST, BHAYNDER (E), THANE- 401105, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS
4058719    16/01/2019
MR. AJIT SURENDRAS CHAUHAN TRADING AS: NEHA ENTERPRISES
3/204, SONAM AANGAN, PHASE-09, NEW GOLDEN NEST, BHAYNDER (E), THANE-401105, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)-400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS
TURBOKING INTERNATIONAL
Turboking International, near ganesh Temple, Naik Pada, Vasai (E), Thane-401208
manufacturer and merchants
single firm
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers such as tiffin box, lunch box; cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; combs and sponges; brushes, except paintbrushes; brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; glassware, porcelain and earthenware.
4059381 17/01/2019
JITENDER KHERA PROP. OF THE DRYCLEAN HOUSE
GROUND FLOOR, PLOT NO. 59, MAIN ROAD NO.44, HARSH VIHAR PITAMPURA, North West Delhi, Delhi, 110034 PROP.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HPM TRADEMARK
SHOP No.9, G/52, ROYAL COPLEX,VIKAS MARG,LAXMI NAGAR,DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Clothes drying hangers

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
4059420    17/01/2019
DHRUVKUMAR ASHOKBHAI NAKRANI
DHRUV STAR, SY. NO. -291/2, PLOT NO. – 40/A, MAHAVIR NAGAR CO.OP.H.SOC., NR. GAJERA SCHOOL, AMROLI ROAD,
KATARGAM, SURAT -395004
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Used Since :19/10/2018

AHMEDABAD

HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS, FRYING PANS, NON ELECTRIC JUICERS, CITRUS
JUICERS, NON ELECTRIC FOOD BLENDERS, GARLIC PRESSES (KITCHEN UTENSILS), CHOPPING BOARDS, MORTARS
AND PESTLES FOR KITCHEN USE, LEMON SQUEEZERS, HOLDERS FOR TUMBLERS, KITCHEN RACKS, ROLLING PINS,
VEGETABLE BRUSHES WITH PEELERS, VEGETABLE MASHERS, FOOD MASHERS, PASTRY CUTTERS, FONDANT
CUTTERS, COMBS, SPONGES, BRUSHES [EXCEPT PAINT BRUSHES], STATUES OF PORCELAIN , EARTHENWARE,
CERAMIC OR GLASS , GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE, ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSE, STEEL
WOOL, UNWORKED OR SEMI WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING) AND HAND OPERATED GRINDERS
4060985 18/01/2019
PIYUSH AGARWAL
C.M.-55, Deen Dayal Nagar, Moradabad, Uttar Pradesh-244001
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA JAIN
H-2697, Sector-49, Sainik Colony, Faridabad, Haryana
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Household, kitchen utensils of brass, copper, steel
4061436  19/01/2019
ASIMA MUKHERJEE
1 A, UMAKANTA SEN LANE, SURYAKIRAN FLAT - 4F, KOLKATA - 700030
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Plates; Paper plates; Biodegradable plates; Compostable plates; Biodegradable cups; Biodegradable bowls; Dinnerware
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019  Class 21

ADITYA BIRLA RETAIL LIMITED
SKYLINE ICON, 5TH AND 6TH FLOOR, 86/92 NEAR MITTAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST) MUMBAI-400059
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Household or kitchen utensils and containers; Cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; Combs and sponges; Brushes, except paintbrushes; Brush-making materials; Articles for cleaning purposes; Unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; Glassware, porcelain and earthenware
4063427    21/01/2019
ADITYA BIRLA RETAIL LIMITED
SKYLINE ICON, 5TH AND 6TH FLOOR, 86/92 NEAR MITTAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST) MUMBAI-400059
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers; Cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; Combs and sponges; Brushes, except paintbrushes; Brush-making materials; Articles for cleaning purposes; Unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; Glassware, porcelain and earthenware
FUN ARMY

4063431  21/01/2019
ADITYA BIRLA RETAIL LIMITED
SKYLINE ICON, 5TH AND 6TH FLOOR, 86/92 NEAR MITTAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST) MUMBAI-400059
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

Mumbai
Household or kitchen utensils and containers; Cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; Combs and sponges; Brushes, except paintbrushes; Brush-making materials; Articles for cleaning purposes; Unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; Glassware, porcelain and earthenware
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019 Class 21

4063520 22/01/2019
MR. NILOTPAL MRINAL
101 GOLDEN CASTEL CHS, CREATIVE INDUSTRIAL PREMISES CORPORATIVE SOCIETY LIMITED, SUNDER NAGAR, ROAD NO.2, KALINA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400098.
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RITAL JAIN
305, 3rd Floor, Creative Industrial Estate, Sunder Nagar, Road No. 2, Kalina, Santacruz(E), Mumbai - 400098

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES); BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE
4063529 22/01/2019
SACHET NARANG
138, SECOND FLOOR HARGOBIND ENCLAVE VIKAS MARG EXTENSION DELHI 110092 DELHI INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS
AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES); BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING
PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE,
PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES
GUJARAT POLYMERS
NEAR DURG RAJNANDGAON GRAMIN BANK, G. E. ROAD, STATION CHOWK, KUMHARI, PIN - 490 042, DIST. - DURG, CHHATTISGARH
An Indian Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.,
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD., 121, RAJLAXMI COMPLEX, 16, VIJAY PLOT, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BUCKETS, WASH-TUBS, PLASTIC MUGS, TUMBLERS, BASKETS FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN UTENSILS (OF PLASTIC), PLASTIC CONTAINERS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE, HOUSEHOLD CONTAINERS INCLUDED IN CLASS-21
YIQELU
4064524  22/01/2019
HIREN LALJIBHAI DESAI (TRADING AS YIQELU)
D-3, Ground Floor, Ganesh Society, Yogi Chowk, Nr. Punagam, Surat-395010
A Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAKESHKUMAR MAGANBHAI VEKARIYA
B-80, 1st Floor, Ramkrishna Soc., L.H.Road, Varachha, Surat-395006, Gujarat, India
Used Since :15/12/2018

AHMEDABAD
Household or kitchen utensils and containers, combs and sponges, brushes (except paint brushes), brush-making materials, articles for cleaning purposes, steel wool, unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building)
UNBOX

4065164  23/01/2019

FOKATKART E-COMMERCE PRIVATE LIMITED
5A, Second Floor, Main Market Madanpur Khadar, Sarita Vihar New Delhi - 110076

COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANKITA AGGARWAL
D-248/10, OFFICE NO.32, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110091.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BOTTLES, UTENSILS AND LUNCH BOX ETC. COVERED UNDER CLASS 21
4065193  23/01/2019
FIIT MULTITRADING PRIVATE LIMITED
A-129, 4th Floor, Shaheen Bagh, Abul Fazal Enclave-II, New Delhi-110025
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Household utensils for cleaning, brushes and brush-making materials.
4065205  23/01/2019
KAMRUP STEEL PVT. LTD.
G T BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NAYABAZER, SILIGURI-734005, DARJEELING, WEST BENGAL
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHARATIYA TRADE PROTECT BUREAU
DEY LODGE, 1ST FLOOR, NAJRUL SARANI, ASHRAM PARA, SILIGURI-734 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 02/04/1999
KOLKATA
Steel wool for cleaning, being included in class 21
4066182  24/01/2019
AWFIS SPACE SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD
3/30, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI 110008
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBHASH BHUTORIA
D 905, Basement, New Friends Colony, new Delhi 110025

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Coffee Mugs; Tea Cups, Tea Pots, Drinking Glasses; Cups And Mugs Ceramic Mug; Mug Made Of Ceramic; Coffee Mugs China Mugs Glass Mugs; Mugs Made Of Porcelain; Household Or Kitchen Utensils And Containers (Not Of Precious Metal Or Coated Therewith); Glassware, Glass Coffee Jars, Cups; Cups For Coffee; Cups For Drinking Chocolates; Lids For Cups.
MR. NILOTPAL MRINAL
101 GOLDEN CASTEL CHS, CREATIVE INDUSTRIAL PREMISES CORPORATIVE SOCIETY LIMITED, SUNDER NAGAR, ROAD NO.2, KALINA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400098.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RITAL JAIN
305, 3rd Floor, Creative Industrial Estate, Sunder Nagar, Road No. 2, Kalina, Santacruz(E), Mumbai - 400098

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES); BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE
4066755  24/01/2019
MR. NILOTPAL MRINAL
101 GOLDEN CASTEL CHS,CREATIVE INDUSTRIAL PREMISES CORPORATIVE SOCIETY LIMITED, SUNDER NAGAR,
ROAD NO.2, KALINA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400098.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RITAL JAIN
305, 3rd Floor, Creative Industrial Estate, Sunder Nagar, Road No. 2, Kalina, Santacruz(E), Mumbai - 400098
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS
AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES); BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING
PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE,
PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES.
4066756    24/01/2019

MR. NILOTPAL MRINAL
101 GOLDEN CASTEL CHS, CREATIVE INDUSTRIAL PREMISES CORPORATIVE SOCIETY LIMITED, SUNDER NAGAR, ROAD NO.2, KALINA, SANTACRZUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400098.

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RITAL JAIN
305, 3rd Floor, Creative Industrial Estate, Sunder Nagar, Road No. 2, Kalina, Santacruz(E), Mumbai - 400098

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINTS BRUSHES); BRUSH MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE
4066766    24/01/2019
KEDI INDUSTRY(SHENZHEN)CO.,LTD
Jiahua JiaJunxuan 27A, No. 1002, Jintian Road, Futian Street, Futian District, Shenzhen, CHINA
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANALYSIS CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD
KH-368/69, FIRST FLOOR, SULTANPUR, MG ROAD, DELHI 30
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bottles, sold empty; Electric combs; Heads for electric toothbrushes; Electrical toothbrushes; Tea cosies; Tea sets; Toothbrushes.
MRS. UJJWALA NISHANT KHANVILKAR PROPRIETOR OF U.K.ENTERPRISES
PURWANCHAL, 59-B-3, NAGARI NIWARA PARISHAD, GOREGAON ( E) MU BAI - 400 063.MAHARASHTRA , INDIA

PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Mr. Sunil Sakpal, At-Flat No.0704, Bldg. No.1, 7th floor,22-Storey Mhada Tower, Nr. Post Office, Shailendra Nagar,Dahisar(E), Mumbai-400068, Maharashtra

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Cookware; Cookie jars; Pressure cookers; Cooking utensils; Cooking pans; Cooking pots; Cooking steamers; Cooking graters; Aluminium cookware; Cooking pot sets; Grills [cooking utensils]; Rice cooking pots [non-electric]; Cookware [pots and pans]; Tableware, cookware and containers; Pressure cookers, non-electric; Non-electric cooking pans; Cooking pots [non-electric]; Cooking utensils, non-electric; Pressure cookers [autoclaves], non-electric; Cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; Grills in the nature of cooking utensils; Cookware for use in microwave ovens; Jars for cooking grease, empty; Autoclaves, non-electric, for cooking; Non-electric cooking utensils; Cooking pins of metal; Non-electric cooking steamers; Non-electric pressure cooking saucepans; Non-electric autoclaves [pressure cookers]; Pots for cooking rice, non-electric; Cooking pots and pans, non-electric; Wood cooking planks for use in grilling; Shamoji [Japanese-style scoops for cooked rice]; Cooking mesh bags, other than for microwaves; Non-electric cooking pots and pans; Cheesecloth bags for use in cooking; Non-electric pots for cooking rice; Basting spoons [cooking utensils]; Camping grills [cooking utensils]; Cooking pans, non-electric; Household, kitchen and cooking containers; Mess-tins for cooking rice; Jars for cooking grease sold empty; Cooking steamers, non-electric; Cooking pots, non-electric; Idli maker (Cooking apparatus); Cooking forks; Cookie cutters; Pans for cooking; Hot pots, not electrically heated; Plates; Kitchen utensils; Household utensils; Baking utensils; Wooden spoons [kitchen utensils]; Garlic presses [kitchen utensils]; Household and kitchen utensils; Kitchen utensils of precious metal; Household and kitchen utensils and containers; Household or kitchen utensils and containers; Toothbrushes; Toothpick holders; Toothbrush bristles; Electric toothbrushes; Children’s toothbrushes; Toothbrushes for infants; Toothbrushes for animals; Electric toothbrush replacement heads; Manual toothbrushes; Electrical toothbrushes; Shaving brushes; Shaving brush holders; Stands for shaving brushes;Cocktail sticks; Swizzle sticks;Glassware, porcelain and earthenware; Tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; Glass, unworked or semi-worked, except building glass;
4067219  25/01/2019
PRAKASH KUMAR
No. 56/1, 1st C Main, Kottigepalya, Magadi Road, Bangalore - 560091
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANISH KUMAR PANDEY
NO.113/A, (NEW NO.1/1), 2ND FLOOR, 10TH MAIN ROAD, 39TH CROSS, 2ND BLOCK, RAJAJINAGAR, BANGALORE-560010.
Used Since :01/04/2013
CHENNAI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers(not of precious metal or coated therewith; combs and sponges; brushes( except paints brushes; brush making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool,Mop, unworked or semi-worked glass- except glass used in building; glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes
Gokich

4068536   26/01/2019
MAMTABEN GHANSHYAMBHAJI SALIYA (TRADING AS OZAS ONLINE)
D-504, Shukan Heights, Singanpor Couzway Road, Katargam, Surat-395004
A Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAKESHKUMAR MAGANBHAI VEKARIYA
B-80, 1st Floor, Ramkrishna Soc., L.H.Road, Varachha, Surat-395006, Gujarat, India

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Household or kitchen utensils and containers, combs and sponges, brushes (except paint brushes), brush-making materials, articles for cleaning purposes, steel wool, unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building), glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890 , 25/02/2019 Class 21

4069000 28/01/2019
AKSHATH IDYAPPE
3-61, IDYAPPE, KEDAMBADY POST, PUTTUR, KARNATAKA - 574210
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Rags for cleaning, Cloths for cleaning, Dusting cloths, Cleaning instruments, hand-operated, Cloth for washing floors, Car washing mitts, Household or kitchen utensils and containers; Cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; Combs and sponges; Brushes, except paintbrushes; Brush-making materials; Articles for cleaning purposes; Unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; Glassware, porcelain and earthenware
4069009  28/01/2019
KESARAM CHOUHARY
519/1 F BLOCK, SAHAKARNAGAR, BANGALORE - 560092
THE TRADEMARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers; Cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; Combs and
sponges; Brushes, except paintbrushes; Brush-making materials; Articles for cleaning purposes; Unworked or semi-
worked glass, except building glass; Glassware, porcelain and earthenware, Pressure cookers, Non-electric pressure
cookers, Cookery molds, Vacuum flask cookers, Non-stick cookware, Nonelectric canners [pressure cookers], Non-electric
autoclaves [pressure cookers], Rice cookers for use microwave ovens, Household or kitchen utensils, Cooking utensils,
Non-electric cooking pans, Flasks, Household or kitchen containers and Crockery.
PLUMM

4069012   28/01/2019
PARAMJIT SINGH Sarna
trading as PUNJAB STAINLESS STEEL INDUSTRIES
Khasra No. 50-19/19, Piao Manyari, Narela Road, Kundli, Sonipat, Haryana-131028.
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Mansimran Singh and Vishakha Ahuja
55/1756, Hari Singh Nalwa Street, Karol Bagh, New Delhi-110005.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Household or Kitchen Utensils and Containers (not of Precious Metal or Coated Therewith); Combs and Sponges; Brushes (except Paints Brushes); Brush Making Materials; Articles for Cleaning Purposes; Steelwool; Unworked or Semi-worked Glass (except Glass Used in Building); Glassware, Porcelain and Earthenware Not Included in Other Classes
4069027    28/01/2019
STUDIO 7 HOME DECOR PRIVATE LIMITED
H.NO. 269 CHAK TUNWALA SHUM SHERGARG ROAD, DEHRADUN Dehradun UR 248005 IN
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANDEEP GUPTA
363, Aggarwal Modern Bazar, C-33, Lawrence Road, Delhi-110035.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers; cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; combs and
sponges; brushes, except paintbrushes; brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; unworked or semi-
worked glass, except building glass; glassware, porcelain and earthenware.
4069033  28/01/2019
RASIKBHAI VIRJIBHAI KHANDHAR
BB-18 BUNGALOWS, WHITE HOUSE, SHASTRI NAGAR (AJHERA), NANA MAUVA ROAD, RAJKOT- 360005.
An Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NANUBHAI V. KATHIRIA
601, SAMUDRA ANNEXE, NR. HOTEL CLASSIC GOLD, OFF. C.G.ROAD, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD 380 009
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Kitchen Containers, Grinders, Utensils and Knifes.
4069079  28/01/2019
AAFTAB AHAMED ANSARI PROP. OF NEOTERIX ENTERPRISES
C-280/4, 2ND FLOOR, BACKSIDE, SHAHEEN BAGH, JAMIA NAGAR, OKHLA, NEW DELHI-110025
PROP.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers; Cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; Combs and sponges; Brushes, except paintbrushes; Brush-making materials; Articles for cleaning purposes; Unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; Glassware, porcelain and earthenware.
MAHAVIR JAIN TRADING AS NAMO INDIA
33-6-3, Surabathula vari street, 2nd Floor, Magalavarpeta, Town Hall Road, Rajahmundry-533101
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Household and kitchen utensils.
VIP INDUSTRIES LIMITED
DGP House, 88-C, Old Prabhadevi Road, Mumbai-400 025, Maharashtra, India.
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV SHRIKANT NIPHADKAR
2/32, Swanand Anand Nagar, Nehru Road, Santacruz (E), Mumbai - 400 055
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
740517, 785094, 785098, 785106, 785108, 785110, 785112, 785114, 785116, 787400
MUMBAI
VANITY CASES, BEAUTY CASES, TOILET CASES AND PARTS THEREOF, INCLUDED IN CLASS 21.
4069200  28/01/2019
VIP INDUSTRIES LIMITED  
DGP House, 88-C, Old Prabhadevi Road, Mumbai-400 025, Maharashtra, India.  
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV SHRIRAM NIPHADKAR  
2/32, Swanand Anand Nagar, Nehru Road, Santacruz (E), Mumbai - 400 055

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
740517, 785094, 785098, 785106, 785108, 785110, 785112, 785114, 785116, 787400

MUMBAI  
VANITY CASES, BEAUTY CASES, TOILET CASES AND PARTS THEREOF, INCLUDED IN CLASS 21.
VIP INDUSTRIES LIMITED
DGP House, 88-C, Old Prabhadevi Road, Mumbai-400 025, Maharashtra, India.
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV SHRIKANT NIPHADKAR
2/32, Swanand Anand Nagar, Nehru Road, Santacruz (E), Mumbai - 400 055

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
740517, 785094, 785098, 785106, 785108, 785110, 785112, 785114, 785116, 787400, 787404

MUMBAI
VANITY CASES, BEAUTY CASES, TOILET CASES AND PARTS THEREOF, INCLUDED IN CLASS 21.
VIP INDUSTRIES LIMITED
DGP House, 88-C, Old Prabhadevi Road, Mumbai-400 025, Maharashtra, India.
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV SHRIKANT NIPHADKAR
2/32, Swanand Anand Nagar, Nehru Road, Santacruz (E), Mumbai - 400 055

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
740517, 785094, 785098, 785106, 785108, 785110, 785112, 785114, 785116

MUMBAI
VANITY CASES, BEAUTY CASES, TOILET CASES AND PARTS THEREOF, INCLUDED IN CLASS 21.
VECTUS SILK

4070016  29/01/2019
VECTUS INDUSTRIES LIMITED
A-101, SEC-83, NOIDA (U.P) -201301
Registered Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRIHAR TRIPATHI
FF-24, Omaxe Square, Jasola District Centre, New Delhi-110025

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1849607

DELHI
Plasticware for household and or kitchen use; Kitchen Utensils & Containers; Plastic Items; Plastic Jars; Containers; baskets for domestic use; buckets/pails; Dust Pans; Drinking Vessels; Dustbins/ Garbage Cans / Refuse Bins / Trash Cans, Jugs / Pitchers, Washtubs/ Bathtubs, Stools and Patlas for Sitting; Waste Paper Baskets; Watering Cans; Buckets for Cement/Sand Mixing, Watering devices / Sprinkling Devices; Grass sprinklers; Sprinklers for watering flowers and plants.
VECTUS INDUSTRIES LIMITED
A-101, Sector-83, Noida, Uttar Pradesh -201305
Registered Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRIHAR TRIPATHI
FF-24, Omaxe Square, Jasola District Centre, New Delhi-110025

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1849607

DELHI
Plasticware for household and or kitchen use; Kitchen Utensils & Containers; Plastic Items; Plastic Jars; Containers; baskets for domestic use; buckets/pails; Dust Pans; Drinking Vessels; Dustbins/ Garbage Cans / Refuse Bins / Trash Cans, Jugs / Pitchers, Washtubs/ Bathtubs, Stools and Patlas for Sitting; Waste Paper Baskets; Watering Cans; Buckets for Cement/Sand Mixing, Watering devices / Sprinkling Devices; Grass sprinklers; Sprinklers for watering flowers and plants.
GANGA SILK
4070020   29/01/2019
VECTUS INDUSTRIES LIMITED
A-101, Sector-83, Noida, Uttar Pradesh -201305
Registered Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRIHAR TRIPATHI
FF-24, Omaxe Square, Jasola District Centre, New Delhi-110025
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1471838
DELHI
Plasticware for household and or kitchen use; Kitchen Utensils & Containers; Plastic Items; Plastic Jars; Containers;
baskets for domestic use; buckets/pails; Dust Pans; Drinking Vessels; Dustbins/ Garbage Cans / Refuse Bins / Trash Cans,
Jugs / Pitchers, Washtubs/ Bathtubs, Stools and Patlas for Sitting; Waste Paper Baskets; Watering Cans; Buckets for
Cement/Sand Mixing, Watering devices / Sprinkling Devices; Grass sprinklers; Sprinklers for watering flowers and plants.
Ganga Silk

4070021  29/01/2019
VECTUS INDUSTRIES LIMITED
A-101, Sector-83, Noida, Uttar Pradesh -201305
Registered Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRIHAR TRIPATHI
FF-24, Omaxe Square, Jasola District Centre, New Delhi-110025

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1471838

DELHI
Plasticware for household and or kitchen use; Kitchen Utensils & Containers; Plastic Items; Plastic Jars; Containers; baskets for domestic use; buckets/pails; Dust Pans; Drinking Vessels; Dustbins/ Garbage Cans / Refuse Bins / Trash Cans, Jugs / Pitchers, Washtubs/ Bathubs, Stools and Patlas for Sitting; Waste Paper Baskets; Watering Cans; Buckets for Cement/Sand Mixing, Watering devices / Sprinkling Devices; Grass sprinklers; Sprinklers for watering flowers and plants.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019

4070179 29/01/2019

KESHARAM SARDARARAM PUROHIT
Shop No. 6, Tirupati Balaji, A Building, Navghar Road, Bhayandar East Thane
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
701, Kaivanna towers, Near Central Mall, Ambawadi 380006

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes
4070180   29/01/2019
KESHARAM SARDARARAM PUROHIT
Shop No. 6, Tirupati Balaji, A Building, Navghar Road, Bhayandar East Thane
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
701, Kaivanna towers, Near Central Mall, Ambawadi 380006
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes
DASSIO

4070393  29/01/2019

MR. RAGHAV CHAWLA TRADING AS DASSIO FHIRMS.
A-26 B, STREET NO.-04, ANAND PARBAT, NEW DELHI-110005.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since : 08/01/2019

DELHI

HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS; COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINT BRUSHES); BRUSH-MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEELWOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, DUSTBINS, LUNCH BOXES, ICETRAY, SERVING TRAY, SIPPERS, WATER JUGS, SOAP CASE, TUBS, MUGS, BASKETS, PRESSURE COOKERS, FLASKS, VACCUM FLASKS, TIFFIN CARRIERS, BOWLS, BUCKETS, MUGS, TRAYS, KITCHENWARE, FRYING PANS, TABLE-WARES, WATER BOTTLES, GYM SHAKERS BOTTLES, BRUSH HOLDERS & PLASTIC TISSUE BOXES, THERMOWARE, WIPER, BROOM, DUSTPAN, DINNERSET AND BABY POT INCLUDED IN CLASS 21.
KSHAVI

4070442    29/01/2019

KALPESHBHAI VITTHALBHAI MANIYA AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR OF KSHAVI MALL
55, FIRST FLOOR, SHREEJI NAGAR-2, DABHOLI CHAR RASTA, VED ROAD, SURAT CITY, SURAT - 395004. GUJARAT - INDIA.

NEW

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP, ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

IN RESPECT OF HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS, COOK WARE AND TABLEWARE, EXCEPT FORKS, KNIVES AND SPOONS, COMBS AND SPONGES, BRUSHES, EXCEPT PAINT BRUSHES, BRUSH-MAKING MATERIALS, ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES, UNWORKED OR SEMI – WORKED GLASS, EXCEPT BUILDING GLASS, GLASS WARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHEN WARE INCLUDED IN CLASS - 21.
DHE BEST

4070463   29/01/2019
KRISHNA VENI
trading as ;KNV GROUP
H NO. 70, PLOT NO. 105/F GALI NO. 3, VILLAGE KOTLA, CHAUDHRY HARI SINGH MARKET, DELHI-110091 INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

HOUSEHOLD ITEMS AND KITCHEN UTENSILS, PAILS, PANS OF IRON OF ALUMINUM, OF PLASTICS OR OF OTHER MATERIALS, SMALL HAND-OPERATED APPARATUS FOR MINCING, GRINDING OR PRESSING ELECTRIC COMBS: ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSHES: DISH STANDS AND DECANTER STANDS AND INCLUDING SMALL HAND-OPERATED UTENSILS AND APPARATUS FOR HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN USE AS WELL AS TOILET UTENSILS, GLASSWARE AND ARTICLES IN PORCELAIN.
4071341  30/01/2019
EXPRESS BEE TRADING COMPANY
No.95/2, SHALOM NAGAR, KUMARI NESAVAALAR COLONY, NAGERCOIL-629003
Partnership firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A.K.RAJARAMAN
NO.31/3, VIVEKANDAPURAM 1ST STREET, WEST MAMBALAM, CHENNAI-600033, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Broom, Buckets; Cleaning instruments( hand operated); Clothes-pins; Coffee filters; kitchen and cooking containers; cooking pots; drinking glasses; Dustbins ; Pots ; Plates to prevent milk boiling over; kitchen containers and utensils; utensils for household purposes; Toilet utensils; Toilet paper holders; Vacuum bottles included in class 21
NUVATICS

4071547   30/01/2019
NUVATICS EXPORTS LLP
Shop - 02, Shalini, House No - 1, Kavita Chhaya, BHD Chhaya Bungalow & Ostwal Tower, B P Road, Khari Gaon, Bhayander (East), Thane, Maharashtra - 401105
Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Household and kitchen utensils.
4071813  30/01/2019

SEZON INDUSTRIES AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM
8-A, NATIONAL HIGHWAY, OPP – DARIYALAL RESORT, AT :JAMBUDIYA, MORBI – 363642, GUJARAT - INDIA.
NEW

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

IN RESPECT OF HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS; COOKWARE AND TABLEWARE, EXCEPT FORKS, KNIVES AND SPOONS; COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES, EXCEPT PAINTBRUSHES; BRUSH-MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS, EXCEPT BUILDING GLASS; GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE INCLUDED IN CLASS - 21.
4071817  30/01/2019
VALENCIA CERAMIC PVT LTD A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
SURVEY NO: 298, OPP, VOLGA CERAMIC, PIPDI ROAD, NR, BELA VILLAGE, MORBI- 363642 , GUJARAT-INDIA.
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2558403
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS; COOKWARE AND TABLEWARE, EXCEPT FORKS, KNIVES AND SPOONS; COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES, EXCEPT PAINTBRUSHES; BRUSH-MAKING MATERIALS; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS, EXCEPT BUILDING GLASS; GLASSWARE, PORCELAIN AND EARTHENWARE INCLUDED IN CLASS -21.
4071980  30/01/2019
MR. KAMLESH R. TALESHA
R. NO. 11, CHAWL NO. 01, SMASHAN BHOMI ROAD, JANAKI NAGAR, KALWA, THANE- 400605, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS
FABBY

4072109  30/01/2019
GARVIHAAN HEALTH PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO.3, PLOT NO. 16 FIRST FLOOR BLOCK-B, KIRAN GARDEN, UTTAM NAGAR DELHI WEST DELHI DL 110059 IN
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers; Cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; Combs and sponges; Brushes, except paintbrushes; Brush-making materials; Articles for cleaning purposes; Unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; Glassware, porcelain and earthenware
GROSPIRE

4072635  31/01/2019
RAJSINGH NIMBALKAR
9, VRUNDALI, 851/2 BHANDARKAR ROAD, NEAR YES BANK, PUNE – 411004
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HYDROPONIC PLANT POTS FOR HOME GARDENING; PLANTERS FOR FLOWERS AND PLANTS; RAISED GARDEN PLANTERS; PLANT BASKET AND POTS; HOLDERS FOR FLOWER AND PLANTS.
RAJSINGH NIMBALKAR
9, VRUNDALI, 851/2 BHANDARKAR ROAD, NEAR YES BANK, PUNE – 411004
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HYDROPONIC PLANT POTS FOR HOME GARDENING; PLANTERS FOR FLOWERS AND PLANTS; RAISED GARDEN PLANTERS; PLANT BASKET AND POTS; HOLDERS FOR FLOWER AND PLANTS.
RAJESH AGGARWAL
1801, Samartha Aangan 2A. Opp Millat Nagar, Andheri West, Mumbai 400053
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMIT SAMANI & CO
1310, Ghanashyam Enclave Nr Laljipada Police Chowki, Link Road, Kandivali (W), Mumbai -400067

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PRESSURE COOKERS (NON-ELECTRIC), HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS ALL TYPE OF NON-STICK COOKWARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 21
4072723  31/01/2019
ANKUSH NAKRA
IF-64, FIRST FLOOR, NEAR BUS STAND, NIT FARIDABAD
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RENU KATHURIA
283/1, JAWAHAR COLONY, N.I.T., FARIDABAD-121005, HARYANA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers kitchen utensils, pails, pans of iron, of aluminium, of plastics or of other materials, small hand-operated apparatus for mincing, grinding or pressing;(not of precious metal or coated therewith); combs and sponges; brushes(except paints brushes); brush making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes
BRANDLEY CORSIVA

4072850  31/01/2019
SURINDERPAL TRADING AS M/S SHIVA CRYSTAL AND ELECTRIC HOUSE
21 Ist Floor Balaji Shopping Complex, Railway Link Road, Amritsar
Properitor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOHIT NANDA ADVOCATE
10-A THE MALL (RAM KUNJ) ADJOINING EMINENT MALL, MALL ROAD, AMRITSAR.

Used Since: 21/01/2019

DELHI
Crockery, earthenware, Porcelain, glassware.
4073125    31/01/2019
PRASHANT VASHISTHA
M/s V.G. Contractor, C-53, NAND VIHAR, ROHDA ROAD, MEERUT, UTTAR PRADESH, PIN 250001 INDIA
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKAS ASAWAT
3/183 GANESH TALAB BASANT VIHAR KOTA, RAJASTHAN 324009

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Combs and sponges; brushes, except paintbrushes; material for brush-making; dishwashing brushes; eyebrow brushes; eyelash brushes; hair for brushes; horsehair for brush-making; lamp-glass brushes; make-up brushes; nail brushes; shaving brushes; shaving brush stands / stands for shaving brushes; ski wax brushes; toothbrushes; droppers for cosmetic purposes, the said goods being included in class 21.
KHUBINATH

4073207  31/01/2019
DURGA TRADING AS GARG ENTERPRISES
Tosham By Pass, Bhiwani, Haryana - 127021
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Kitchen utensils.
4073252   31/01/2019
VITTHANI RAHUL LAXMANBHAI
152, Valam Nagar SOC-A, Akar Sports Club Road, Simadagam, Nana Varachha, Surat City, Gujarat-395006
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVINDER NEGI
D1/25, Mansa Ram Park, Uttam Nagar, New Delhi-110059
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Household or kitchen utensils and containers; Cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; Combs and sponges; Brushes, except paintbrushes; Brush-making materials; Articles for cleaning purposes; Unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; Glassware, porcelain and earthenware Under Class 21
4073316  31/01/2019
JATIN SHANKAR CHATTERJEE
D-401, OM SATYAM APARTMENTS, SECTOR-4, PLOT-13, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110078
The Trade Marks Act, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers; Cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; Combs and sponges; Brushes, except paintbrushes; Brush-making materials; Articles for cleaning purposes; Unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; Glassware, porcelain and earthenware
PRADEEP STAINLESS INDIA PVT LTD
PLOT NO- C 3 & B 7, PHASE II, SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONE, TAMBARAM, CHENNAI- 600 045
A company registered under the companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
B.ARTHI
SRI ANDAL ILLAM, NO.37-1, ARUMURUGAM NAGAR, RAMANATHAPURAM, COIMBATORE - 641 045.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HOT POTS ( NOT ELECTRICALLY HEATED ) PRESSURE COOKERS, HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS, COOKING UTENSILS, KITCHEN UTENSILS, MILK PANS, METAL PANS, CAKE PANS, PANS, FRYING PANS (NON ELECTRIC FRYING PANS) FLASKS, DRINKING FLASKS, KITCHEN CONTAINERS AND HOUSEHOLD CONTAINERS
4073947  01/02/2019
BHUMIKA
H.NO-138, NIMRI COLONY, ASHOK VIHAR, NORTH WEST DELHI, DELHI-110052
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers; Cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; Combs and sponges; Brushes, except paintbrushes; Brush-making materials; Articles for cleaning purposes; Unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; Glassware, porcelain and earthenware
4074473  01/02/2019
ROLI SINGH TRADING AS SHIV SHAKTI INDUSTRIES
KH. NO. 9/15, H-BLOCK GALI NO-4, BHATTA ROAD, SWAROOP NAGAR, DELHI- 110042.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Household Or Kitchen Utensils And Containers; Cookware And Tableware, Except Forks, Knives And Spoons; Combs And Sponges; Brushes, Except Paintbrushes; Brush-Making Materials; Articles For Cleaning Purposes; Unworked Or Semi-Worked Glass, Except Building Glass; Glassware, Porcelain And Earthenware.
4074728  01/02/2019
MR. MAHESH JHAWAR TRADING AS: POOJA PLAST
D- 503, LAKSHACHANDI APARTMENT, NEAR KRISHANA VATIKA MANDIR, GOKULDHAM, GOREGAON (E), MUMBAI-400063, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS
4074916  01/02/2019
PUNCTILIOUS DECOR PRIVATE LIMITED
91 GANPATI VIHAR COLONY, TANSEN NAGAR, GWALIOR, MADHYA PRADESH – 474003
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAGHAV PANCHAL
33, ASHISH NAGAR, BANGALI SQUARE, INDORE-452016, M.P.
Used Since: 05/01/2019
MUMBAI
BATHROOM TUMBLERS; BATHROOM GLASSES; KITCHEN UTENSILS; BATHROOM BUCKETS; BATHROOM PAILS; BATHROOM GLASS HOLDERS; BATHROOM CUP HOLDERS; BATHROOM TUMBLER HOLDERS; BATHROOM TOWEL HOLDERS; BATHROOM GLASS HOLDER; BATHROOM BASINS [RECEPTACLES]; TOWEL RACKS [BATHROOM FIXTURES]; RINGS FOR TOWELS [BATHROOM FITTINGS]; SOAP DISHES; WALL SOAP DISHES; WALL-MOUNTED SOAP DISHES; COSMETIC AND TOILET UTENSILS AND BATHROOM ARTICLES; KITCHENWARE ITEMS; FRYING PANS; COCONUT SCRAPPERS; STRainers; CHOPPING BOARDS; CRUSHER AND GRINDER; JUICER (NON ELECTRONIC); STEEL GLASS STAND; KITCHEN RACKS; S.S. KITCHEN BASKET; POT HANDLER; S.S. LEMON SQUEEZER; ROLLING PIN; PEELER MASher PLASTIC AND WOODEN HANDLED; RACKS FOR HOLDING CLOTHES AND TOWELS; TUMBLER HOLDERS; SOAP DISPENSERS; SOAP DISHES AND BRUSH HOLDERS; SPRINKLERS; GRASS SPRINKLERS; SPRINKLERS FOR WATERING FLOWERS AND PLANTS; HOUSEHOLD OR KITCHEN UTENSILS AND CONTAINERS (NOT OF PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED THEREWITH); COMBS AND SPONGES; BRUSHES (EXCEPT PAINT BRUSHES); BRUSH MAKING MATERIAL; ARTICLES FOR CLEANING PURPOSES; STEEL WOOL; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED GLASS (EXCEPT GLASS USED IN BUILDING); WIRE BASKET; GLASSWARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 21.
AlexVyan
407536  02/02/2019
ALEXVYAN BROTHERS
A-1308, First Floor, G.D. Colony, Mayur Vihar Phase 3, Delhi - 110096
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Household or kitchen utensils and containers; Cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons.
2797110  25/08/2014
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103
Manufacturers and Merchants
an Indian company existing under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Sacks and Bags.
2899482 11/02/2015
SHRI. VIRESH GANDHI
trading as : GANDHI CANVAS COMPANY
292, AZAD MARKET, DELHI-110006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since : 01/08/1999
DELI
CAR BODY COVERS, SCOOTER BODY COVERS, HOPE COVERS, LDPE COVERS, TENTS, CANVAS, TARPALIN AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 22
2919698  11/03/2015
MRS. NIRMAL BANSAL
trading as ;MAYUR HASTKALA
312, WARD NO. 5, BRAHAMAN WAR, BALLABGARH DISTT. FARIDABAD (HARYANA)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :12/02/2015

DELHI
RAKHI (HAND TIE) & RAKHI MATERIAL AS PER CLASS - 22.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE TERM "RAKHI" APPEARING ON LABEL..
C. B. CHAINS LTD.
LALA SHEO PRASAD MARKET, 2ND FLOOR, KINARI BAZAR, AGRA (U.P.) INDIA.
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANT.
BODY INCORPORATE.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

ROPES, STRING, NETS, TENTS, AHWINGS, TARPAULINS, SAILS, SACKS AND BAGS, PADDING AND STUFFING MATERIALS (EXCEPT OF RUBBER OR PLASTICS), RAW FIBROUS TEXTILE MATERIALS.
3290759  21/06/2016  
ASHISHBHAI G. POSHIYA 
trading as ;MARSHAL POLYPACK
SURVEY NO. 30/1, PLOT NO.5, GANGA FORGING ROAD, SHAPAR (VERAVAL), DIS:-RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :07/08/2013
AHMEDABAD
PP BOX STRAP INCLUDED IN CLASS 22.
3476259  07/02/2017
SABU TRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SABU TRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
114 NARASIMMAN ROAD, SHEVAPET,SALEM-636 002, TAMIL NADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANCHANDA ASSOCIATES.
15/1061, (2ND FLOOR), NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI - 110 005.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ROPEs, STRING, NETS, TENTS, AWNINGS, TARPAULINS, SAILS, SACKS AND BAGS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES): PADDING AND STUFFING MATERIALS (EXCEPT OF RUBBER OR PLASTICS): RAW FIBROUS TEXTILE MATERIALS, PACKAGING BAGS AND POUCH MADE OF TEXTILE MATERIAL, CLOTH LAUNDRY BAG, BAGS FOR WASHING HOSIERY, FEATHERS FOR BEDDING FOR SALE IN INDIA AND FOR EXPORT.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS SHOWN ON THE FORM OF REPRESENTATION.
HASAN ALIBHAI BHINDERWALA
MOHAMMED ALIBHAI BHINDERWALA
trading as ;R NETS N KNOTS LLP
31, JANJIKAR STREET, SHOP NO-(23/25), FARIDA CHAMBERS (KANCHWALA BUILDING) MUMBAI-400003
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Used Since :01/05/2008

MUMBAI
ROPES, STRING, NETS, TENTS, AWNINGS, TARPAULINS, SAILS, SACKS AND BAGS (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES) PADDING AND STUFFING MATERIALS (EXCEPT OF RUBBER OR PLASTICS); RAW FIBROUS TEXTILE MATERIALS
3563732  05/06/2017
NATIONAL PAYMENTS CORPORATION OF INDIA
1001A, 10th Floor, B Wing, The Capital, Bandra-Kurla Complex, Bandra (East), Mumbai- 400 051.
A company incorporated under Section 25 of the Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags; padding and stuffing materials (except of rubber or plastics); raw fibrous textile materials being goods included in class 22.
POLENE
3979298   22/10/2018
FASTRACK DEALCOMM PRIVATE LIMITED
E-4 UDYOG NAGAR, ROHTAK ROAD NEW DELHI North West DL 110041 IN
company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VANDANA PANKAJ
C-65, LGF, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Manufacturing of Tarpaulins
4035797    24/12/2018
DHUNI POLYMERS PRIVATE LIMITED
#1-123, 8th Floor, 3rd Block, My Home Hub, Madhapur, Hyderabad 500 081 Telangana India.
Active
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R. RAMAKRISHNA GUPTA
Used Since : 29/11/2018

CHENNAI
Polypropylene bags included in class 22.
4060211    18/01/2019
ROHAN KANODIA
HOUSE NO 140, 1ST FLOOR, A 2 BLOCK, STREET NO - 8 , BHAGAT COLONY, WEST SANT NAGAR BURARI DELHI-110084
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Ropes and string; Nets; Tents and tarpaulins; Awnings of textile or synthetic materials; Sails; Sacks for the transport and storage of materials in bulk; Padding, cushioning and stuffing materials, except of paper, cardboard, rubber or plastics; Raw fibrous textile materials and substitutes therefor
DURGAPUR PACKAGING PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO.RIP-56 P.O.DURGAPUR, DURGAPUR-713212

The Trade Marks Act, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Ropes and string; Nets; Tents and tarpaulins; Awnings of textile or synthetic materials; Sails; Sacks for the transport and storage of materials in bulk; Padding, cushioning and stuffing materials, except of paper, cardboard, rubber or plastics; Raw fibrous textile materials and substitutes therefor
CHANDULAL ZAVERCHAND SAVLA
B-502, GREEN ACRE CHS, NEAR OSWAL HALL, KAMATGHAR ROAD, ANJURPHATA, BHIWANDI, THANE – 421305, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK WAIDANDE
39, 1ST FLOOR, MAULI VYAPAR SANKUL, SECTOR - 5, NEAR DATTA MANDIR, AIROLI , NAVI MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ROPES AND STRING; NETS; TENTS AND TARPALINS; AWININGS OF TEXTILE OR SYNTHETIC MATERIALS; SAILS; SACKS FOR THE TRANSPORT AND STORAGE OF MATERIALS IN BULK; PADDING, CUSHIONING AND STUFFING MATERIALS, EXCEPT OF PAPER, CARDBOARD, RUBBER OR PLASTICS; RAW FIBROUS TEXTILE MATERIALS AND SUBSTITUTES THEREFOR
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019  Class 22

CR7

4069948  29/01/2019

MR. ASEEL AHMED
M/S KAFSON INDIA MARKETING, B-5/4, MIG, DDA FLATS, SARAI KHALIL, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI- 110006

Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SHIVAM REGISTRATION CO.
944/3, 2ND FLOOR, FAIZ ROAD, NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI 110005

Used Since :16/11/2011

DELHI

Ropes and String; Nets; Tents and Tarpaulins; Awnings of Textile or Synthetic Materials; Sails; Sacks for The Transport and Storage of Materials in Bulk; Padding, Cushioning and Stuffing Materials, Except of Paper, Cardboard, Rubber or Plastics; Raw Fibrous Textile Materials and Substitute
FIDA FILAMENTS PVT. LTD.
4/189, Gurukulam Road, Thammathu Konam, Nagercoil, Tamil Nadu- 629004
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :05/09/2005

CHENNAI
Ropes and string, Nets, Textile filaments, Yarn fibres, Fishing nets.
NATIONAL TARPAULIN

4072341  30/01/2019
ABHISHEK BANSAL
G-207, Gali No. 3, Punjabi Colony, Narela, Delhi -110040
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JAIN AKSHI & ASSOCIATES
10924/14, DORI WALAN, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags (not included in other classes) padding and stuffing materials(except of rubber or plastics); raw fibrous textile materials in different categories in class 22
MRS. RENUKA S. KSHIRSAGER
trading as ;SHUBHAM THREAD WORKS
NEAR VARAD VINAYAK MANDIR , HIRAWADI, PANCHAVATI, NASHIK- 422003
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAMRUDDHI J. PARAB (ADVOCATE)
303, Sairaj Building, Plot No. A/175, Sector - A/19, Koperkhairane, Navi Mumbai-400 0709.
Used Since :03/03/2011
MUMBAI
ALL KINDS OF THREADS ,SERVICES , RENDERED IN THE STATE OF MAHARASHTRA
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE THREAD..
2761052  24/06/2014
NARSA RAM
trading as :SUBHADRA THREAD COMPANY
4238, GALI BAHUJI PAHARI DHIRAJ, DELHI-110 006
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/01/2014
DELHI
THREADS YARNS
2955874  04/05/2015
YIBIN GRACE CO., LTD.
trading as :YIBIN GRACE CO., LTD.
Hangtian Road, Nan'an Economic-technology Development Area, Yibin City, Sichuan Province, People's Republic of China
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company duly organized and existing under the laws of China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1247070

DELHI
Yarns and threads for textile use; Yarns and threads out of high-wet modulus rayon fibers; Yarns and threads; Embroidery thread and yarn; Rayon thread and yarn; Filament yarn; Viscose rayon for textile purposes; Thread; Silk thread and yarn; Spun silk; Cotton thread and yarn
DECCAN
3185576  15/02/2016
MANOJ KUMAR B.
trading as ; M. G. KITCHENWARE
# 154/1, 1ST FLOOR, 8TH CROSS, 4TH MAIN, CHAMARAJPET, BANGALORE-560 018, KARNATAKA STATE, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANSALI & ASSOCIATES
410, 4TH FLOOR, SAKAR III, NEAR INCOME TAX CIRCLE, OPP. OLD HIGH COURT, OFF ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380 014, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
Used Since : 01/07/2008

CHENNAI
YARNS AND THREADS, FOR TEXTILE USE
GOTIZ

3301934   05/07/2016
GOTIZ INFRATECH LIMITED
A 702, 7th Floor, Mondeal Square, S. G. Highway, Prahaladnagar, Ahmedabad 380 015, Gujarat, India.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EASY TRADE SOLUTION
561/3498, GUJARAT HOUSING BOARD, OPP. POLICE STATION, NEW BAPUNAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380 024 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
YARNS AND THREADS FOR TEXTILE USE.
3476260    07/02/2017
SABU TRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as SABU TRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
114 NARASIMMAN ROAD, SHEVAPET, SALEM-636 002, TAMIL NADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANCHANDA ASSOCIATES.
15/1061, (2ND FLOOR), NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI - 110 005.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
YARNS, WOOLS, SPUN SILK, SPUN COTTON AND THREADS FOR TEXTILE USE FOR SALE IN INDIA AND FOR EXPORT
3549530  16/05/2017
MANOHAR. V. BHATIA
trading as ;MANOHAR THREAD WORKS
SHOP NO 761, NETAJI ROAD, AWAT CHOWK, ULHASNAGAR - 421002 THANE
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
YARNS AND THREADS FOR TEXTILE USE
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE in the state of Maharashtra only.
3549531  16/05/2017
MANISH M BHATIA
trading as MANOHAR THREAD WORKS
SHOP NO 761, NETAJI ROAD, AWAT CHOWK, ULHASNAGAR - 421002 THANE
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
YARNS AND THREADS, FOR TEXTILE USE
Ecose

4056781  15/01/2019

AYM SYNTES LIMITED
AYM SYNTES LIMITED, 9TH FLOOR, TRADE WORLD B- WING, KAMALA CITY, SB ROAD, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

YARNS AND THREADS, FOR TEXTILE USE
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890 , 25/02/2019          Class 23

TILOKCHAND B. BAFNA (HUF) THROUGH ITS KARTA TILOKCHAND B. BAFNA TRADING AS VARDHAMAN EXIM
541, AJANTA SHOPPING CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT - 395002 GUJARAT
Hindu Undivided Family (HUF)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Used Since :01/04/2013

AHMEDABAD
Yarns and threads
4067743  25/01/2019
MOHD. NADEEM.
F-431, GALI NO.-15, F-BLOCK, KHAJOORI KHAS, DELHI-110094.
INDIVIDUAL NAME.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
YARN AND THREAD.
SUPERCOM
4070767    29/01/2019
INOVENTIVE FILAMENTS PRIVATE LIMITED
P NO 143, GIDC PANDESARA SURAT Surat GJ 394221 IN
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRADIPKUMAR KANTIBHAI DAVE
B-345, SITARAM SOC-2, PARVAT PATIYA ROAD, SURAT-395010
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
THREADS AND YARNS INCLUDED IN CLASS 23
Crochela

4071209  29/01/2019

PUNEET TAWNIYA
B-901, OmRaj Residency, Nr. Harmony Residency, opp. VR Mall, Dumas Road, Surat, Gujarat. 395007

Dealing in Cosmetics & Skin care

Proprietor

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

chenille yarn, coir thread and yarn, cotton thread and yarn, darning thread and yarn, elastic thread and yarn for textile use, embroidery thread and yarn, fibreglass thread for textile use / fiberglass thread for textile use, hemp thread and yarn, jute thread and yarn, linen thread and yarn, rayon thread and yarn, rubber thread for textile use, sewing thread and yarn, silk thread and yarn, spun cotton, spun thread and yarn, spun wool / worsted, spun silk, thread of metal for embroidery, threads of plastic materials for textile use, woollen thread and yarn, yarn* / thread*
QUILL

4072301  30/01/2019
DANFIELD MULTI BOBBIN
520/521, Gurukrupa Industrial, Near Safari Complex, Bhestan, Surat – 395023
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS,
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Yarns, Threads, Rayon and Imitation Jari for Textile Use; Embroidery Thread and Yarn; Thread of Metal for Embroidery; Threads of Plastic Materials for Textile Use; as included in Class – 23.
ANURAG GUPTA
314 DEEPALI ENCLAVE, PITAMPURA, SARASWATI VIHAR, DELHI-110034
SOLE PROPRTERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AASHISH NEGI
42, JIVNI MAI ROAD RISHIKESH

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
YARNS AND THREADS, FOR TEXTILE USE INCLUDING IN CLASS 23
Advertised before Acceptance under section 20(1) Proviso

377948  04/07/1981
HARSHADKUMAR LALBHAI BHAVSAR, BHATKUMAR LALBHAI BHAVSAR, HASUMATI LALBHAI BHAVASAR
trading as ;JAY AMBE TRADERS
702/21, KABIRAPNATHI'S DELHA, NR CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA, REVDI BAZAR, AHMEDABAD-380002
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J. T. TRIVEDI
ARAB MANZIL, TILAK ROAD, NR. ZAKARIA MASJID, AHMEDABAD - 380 001.
Used Since :25/05/1978

AHMEDABAD
PRINTED TEXTILE PIECEGOODS
S.S. SHAMIM STORES

2627120  13/11/2013
MD. SHAHID SHAMIM
SHABANA SHAHID
MD. ADNAN SHAMIM

trading as :S.S. SHAMIM STORES
137,RABINDRA SARANI,KOLKATA - 700 073, P.S. BABA BAZAR, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS, EXPORTERS & SERVICE PROVIDERS.
ALL INDIAN NATIONALS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
Un-stitched dress materials of all kinds.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD STORES.
2661112  17/01/2014
ADITYA BIRLA NUVO LIMITED,
trading as ;JAYA SHREE TEXTILES
RISHRA, POST.- PRABASNAGAR, DIST-HOOGHLY, PIN - 712249, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT.
AN INDIAN PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD , KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.
Used Since :01/01/2012
KOLKATA
Suiting and Shirting, Fabrics of all kinds and natures, Textile and textile piece goods, Textile material for curtain, Bed and table covers , Linens, Bed linen, Bed spreads, Quilted bed covers, Tissue, All types of saree , and Dress materials.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF WORDS "PREMIUM SHIRTING ".
FOR PROVIDING SERVICE/GOODS IN THE STATES OF EASTERN PART OF INDIA ONLY..
2785985  04/08/2014
SCM SILKS PVT LTD.,
trading as SCM SILKS PVT LTD.,
NO.74, NEW MARKET STREET, TIRUPUR-641604, TAMILNADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Fancy silk (cloth).
2786014  04/08/2014
SCM SILKS PVT LTD.,
trading as ;SCM SILKS PVT LTD.,
NO. 74, NEW MARKET STREET, TIRUPUR-641 604, TAMILNADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
TEXTILE AND TEXTILE PIECE GOODS INCLUDING SUITING SHIRTING.
2795791   22/08/2014
SURINDER GOURAV
trading as :PARAS BLANKETS
1,2,3 NEW PACHRANGA MARKET, PACHRANGA BAZAR PANIPAT 132103 HARYANA
MAUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
BLANKETS AND MILK BLANKETS, BABY BLANKET INCLUDED IN CLASS 24.
No exclusive right over the descriptive matters appearing on the label.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890,  25/02/2019   Class 24

2901647    13/02/2015
SH. DWARKA PRASAD GINORIYA
trading as: SALASAR BALAJI HANDLOOM
D-28/4, STREET NO-7, NEAR DWARKADHEESH MANDIR, EAST AZAD NAGAR, DELHI-110051.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI-110092.
Used Since: 20/02/2007
To be associated with:
1746833, 2449373, 2449374, 2449376, 2449377, 2596986
DELHI
T.V. COVERS, FRIDGE COVERS, MATTERS COVERS, WASHING MACHINES COVERS, SUITS COVERS, CURTAINS AND TABLE COVERS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.. 2596986.
2902140  15/02/2015
M/S. H.P. SINGH AGENCIES PVT. LTD.
G-1, VAIKUNTH, 82-83, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI-110019
merchants and manufacturers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since : 01/04/1985

DELHI
Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers

No Exclusive right to use All Descriptive Matter appearing in the label...

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHOULD BE USED AS A WHOLE...
2930260  26/03/2015
SUMIT GUPTA trading as ;NOVELTY FURNISHING
RU-412, PITAMPURA, NEAR POWER HOUSE, DELHI-110034 MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD. 3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/07/1995
DELHI CURTAIN CLOTH, SOFA CLOTH, READYMADE CURTAINS, BED SHEETS BED COVERS, CUSHION COVERS, PILLOW COVERS, MATTERESS COVERS, BLANKETS, TABLE SHEET, TABLE COVER, TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BED AND TABLE COVERS.
Solimo

2959752  08/05/2015
AMAZON TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
410 Terry Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109, U.S.A.
Manufacturer and Merchant
a corporation organized under the laws of the State of Nevada, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bed linen, bed spreads, duvet covers, cushion covers, pillow cases, throws, panels, durries, table linen; table cloth, placemats, napkins; kitchen linen, mittens, aprons, rugs, towels, shower curtains; fabrics of all kinds; made ups in home textiles.
2963498 15/05/2015
SLEEPWELL ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SLEEPWELL ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
C-55, PREET VIHAR, VIKAS MARG, DELHI 110092
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMARJIT & ASSOCIATES.
SUITE 404, LAW ARCADE, 18, - PUSA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 005.
Used Since :11/01/2014
DELHI
MATTRESS; FOAM SHEET, PILLOW & MATTRESS PROTECTOR
3036887  20/08/2015
MANOJ GURLANI
trading as ;NANAK TRADERS
A 140, 1st Floor, Shree Gantakaran Mahavir Market, Sarangpur, Ahmadabad 380 002, Gujarat.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EASY TRADE SOLUTION
561/3498, GUJARAT HOUSING BOARD, OPP. POLICE STATION, NEW BAPUNAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380 024 - GUJARAT
Used Since :24/04/2011
AHMEDABAD
HANDKERCHIEF IN CLASS-24.
3079781  16/10/2015  
JAGDISH KUMAR KANARAMJI PUROHIT 
trading as ;RADHIKA FASHION  
1121 -1122, NEW TEXTILE MARKET, RING ROAD, SURAT - 395 002, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.  
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING  
Address for service in India/Attorney address: 
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES  
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002  
Used Since :01/04/2011  
AHMEDABAD 
DRESS MATERIALS AND TEXTILE GOODS.
3116042 04/12/2015
DHAN SHREE FABRICS PVT LTD.
F-257, MANDIA ROAD, PALI (RAJASTHAN)
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHYAM ARHA, ADVOCATE
C/O. SHYAM & ASSOCIATES, 52, BAPU NAGAR, PALI - MARWAR - 306401, RAJASTHAN
Used Since : 01/04/1999
To be associated with:
1098465, 1417316, 1877604, 1877607, 1954722, 2836987, 2836989, 2836990
AHMEDABAD
DYED POPLIN, DYED RUBIA, DRESS MATERIAL, SUITING, SHIRTING, COMBRIC, RUBIA BLOUSE PIECE, DYED CLOTH, SYNTHETIC CLOTH, TERRY RUBIA, GAMCHA, BED SHEETS, TABLE COVERS, JACKAT BIT, BODICE (CHOLLE) BIT, KANCHALI BIT, LINGERIE PIECES INCLUDED IN CLASS-24.
3126879  15/12/2015
VIJAY DALWANI
trading as ;K. ANIL KUMAR
SHOP NO. C - 241,2ND FLOOR,SUMEL - 3,OPP. NEW CLOTH MARKET,RAIPUR,AHMEDABAD,GUJARAT,INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/10/2015
AHMEDABAD
UNSTITCH DRESS.
3131336  18/12/2015
PIRAMAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED
PIRAMAL TOWER, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS, TRADERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TAS & CO.
1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, V.N. PURAV MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TEXTILE AND TEXTILE GOODS INCLUDING BABY BED COVERS, BED PROTECTORS, PILLOWS, MATS; BED SHEETS, BLANKETS AND QUILTS; TABLE COVERS; BED AND PILLOW COVERS; FLANNEL UPHOLSTERY; TEXTILE LININGS; CLOTH AND CANVAS FOR TAPESTRY AND EMBROIDERY; CURTAIN AND CURTAIN HOLDERS; FURNITURE COVERING OF PLASTIC AND TEXTILE; SATIN AND SHAWLS IN PIECE; TOWELS AND HANDKERCHIEFS, POLYSTER WOOLLEN BLENDED FABRICS; COTTON WOVEN, EMBROIDERED AND ARTIFICIAL FUR FABRICS; TEXTILE PIECE GOODS.
Area restricted to the states of MAHARASHTRA and M.P.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019  Class 24

PIRAMAL ENTERPRISES LIMITED
PIRAMAL TOWER, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS, TRADERS.
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TAS & CO.
1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, V.N. PURAV MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3131336

MUMBAI
TEXTILE AND TEXTILE GOODS INCLUDING BABY BED COVERS, BED PROTECTORS, PILLOWS, MATS; BED SHEETS,
BLANKETS AND QUILTS; TABLE COVERS; BED AND PILLOW COVERS; FLANNEL UPHOLSTERY; TEXTILE LININGS;
CLOTH AND CANVAS FOR TAPESTRY AND EMBROIDERY; CURTAIN AND CURTAIN HOLDERS; FURNITURE COVERING
OF PLASTIC AND TEXTILE; SATIN AND SHAWLS IN PIECE; TOWELS AND HANDKERCHIEFS, POLYSTER WOOLLEN
BLENDED FABRICS; COTTON WOVEN, EMBROIDERED AND ARTIFICIAL FUR FABRICS; TEXTILE PIECE GOODS.
Area restricted to the states of MAHARASHTRA and M.P.
3248778 03/05/2016
NANDKISHORE K. BAHETI
trading as :SURYA FASHION
106 TO 109, 1ST FLOOR, SHYAM SANGINI TEXTILE MARKET, SAROLI, SURAT--395010, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Used Since :10/01/2007
AHMEDABAD
FABRICS FOR TEXTILE USE.
subject to restriction of goods for sale in the state of GUJARAT only.
Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
DIAPERED LINEN; NAPKINS OF CLOTH; NAPKINS OF TEXTILE
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3270250 26/05/2016
SUKESH E RETAIL
PADAM CHAND JAIN
SEEMA JAIN
PRIYANKA JAIN
NAVITA JAIN
trading as ;SUKESH E RETAIL
263/05, PRATAP NAGAR, SANGANER, JAIPUR-302018
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAYUR SANGHI
S-3, II FLOOR, R-8/A, YUDHISTHIR MARG, C-SCHHEME, JAIPUR-05
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes
CONTINENTAL LIFE STYLE
3278516     07/06/2016
TULIP SILK MILLS PVT. LTD.
305, WELLINGTON BUSINESS PARK II, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI [EAST] MUMBAI 400059
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS, TRADERS.
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TAS & CO.
1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, V.N. PURAV MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed covers; table covers.
3285636   16/06/2016
RICO APPLIANCES PVT. LTD.
95/205, HIND RAJASTHAN BUILDING DADASAHEB PHALKE ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKUR & CO.
5/19, JOGANI INDL. COMPLEX, GR. FLOOR, V. N. PURAV MARG, SION-CHUNABHATTI(EAST), MUMBAI-400 022

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE PIECE GOODS, BED, LINENS AND TABLE COVERS
3286307    15/06/2016
AKSHAY OMPRAKASH JAJOO
trading as ;M2R CLOTHING
3061, 3RD FLOOR , ADARSH MARKET 1, RING ROAD, SURAT - 395002, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
DRESS MATERIALS & TEXTILE GOODS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.words THREE PIECE.
VAIBHAV MODI
trading as : Bherav Textile
4, 1st Floor, New Cloth Market, Pur Road, Bhilwara, Rajasthan - 311001
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since : 01/10/2015

AHMEDABAD
Textiles and textile goods.
3306103  11/07/2016
MITESH KANTILAL MOTLA
trading as ;ROOP KALA
89, MAHARSHI KARVE ROAD, QUEENS CHAMBERS, MUMBAI - 400020.
Manufacturers and Merchants
REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM
SHRI. MUKESH KANTILAL MOTLA.
trading as ;ROOP KALA
89, MAHARSHI KARVE ROAD, QUEENS CHAMBERS, MUMBAI - 400020.
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
B.N. POOJARI
M/s. Asian Patent Bureau, 73, Ashoka shopping center, Ground floor, L.T. Road, G.T. Hospital Complex, Mumbai-400001.
Used Since :11/12/2011

MUMBAI
Textiles and textile goods; Dress Material, Fabrics, Suiting And Shirting, Silks, Woven Or Knitted Cloth Not Included In Other Classes, Bed Sheets, Bed and Table Covers.
3321213  28/07/2016
MANISH GOLECHHA S/O JEEV RAJJI GOLECHHA
trading as ;M. ARIHANT CREATION
J-407-408 , INDIAN TEXTILE MARKET, RING ROAD, SURAT (GUJRAT )
MANUFACTURE AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHYAM ARHA, ADVOCATE
C/O. SHYAM & ASOCIATES, 52, BAPU NAGAR, PALI - MARWAR - 306401, RAJASTHAN
Used Since : 16/02/2016
AHMEDABAD
UNSTITCH EMBROIDERY SALWAR SUIT, DRESS MATERIAL AND ALL KINDS OF TEXTILE PIECE GOODS INCLUDING IN CLASS 24.
subject to restriction of the goods for sale in the state of RAJASTHAN only.
3322450 28/07/2016
JALPESH GOPALBHAI DUNGRANI
trading as; VARNEY FABRICS
126 127, GROUND FLOOR, UNIVERSAL TEXTILE MARKET, RING ROAD, SURAT - 395 002, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
FABRICS, DRESS MATERIALS & TEXTILE GOODS
SURESHKUMAR THANARAM CHOUHDARY
trading as: AKHAND JYOTI FASHION
B 103, 104, SHREE KUBERJI TEXTILE PARK 1, B/H. BELGIUM SQUARE, DELHI GATE, RING ROAD, SURAT - 395002,
GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
DRESS MATERIALS & TEXTILE GOODS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE descriptive matters.
3325102   02/08/2016
MUDIT SINGHVI
trading as : MUDIT PRINT
183, 1ST FLOOR, NEW CLOTH MARKET, AHMEDABAD (GUJ)

Used Since : 01/04/2015
AHMEDABAD
DYED AND PRINTED POPLIN

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE words PURE GOLD.
3350886   30/08/2016
VIDHYA INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
F-92, Mandia Road, PALI- 306401 Rajasthan State, India
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A Company Incorporated under the Indian company’s Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEMANT KHATRI
11, NIMBEDA HOUSE MANDORE ROAD PAOTA, JODHPUR (RAJASTHAN) - 342 010.
Used Since :30/03/2009

AHMEDABAD
Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers
3350891   30/08/2016
VIDHYA INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
F-92, Mandia Road, PALI- 306401 Rajasthan State, India
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A Company Incorporated under the Indian company’s Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEMANT KHATRI
11, NIMBEDA HOUSE MANDORE ROAD PAOTA, JODHPUR (RAJASTHAN) - 342 010.
Used Since: 24/03/2012
AHMEDABAD
Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers
SUBJECT TO RESTRICTION OF GOODS FOR SALE IN THE STATE OF RAJASTHAN ONLY.
3354688  02/09/2016
MANOJ KUMAR JAYESH KUMAR HUF
trading as :M/s. VIDHYA MILLS(INDIA)
F- 92, Mandia Road, PALI- 306401 Rajasthan State, India
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Sole Proprietary Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEMANT KHATRI
11, NIMBEDA HOUSE MANDORE ROAD PAOTA, JODHPUR (RAJASTHAN) - 342 010.
Used Since :30/09/2009

AHMEDABAD
Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers
3355278 06/09/2016
N.SEKAR
P.ANNADURAI
P.RAVICHANDRAN
S.POONGODI
A.RAJAMANI
R.VIMALA
trading as ;KATHIRAVAN TEXTILES MILLS
T.V.K, PLAZA, 53, EASWARAN KOVIL STREET, ERODE - 638001.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. C .N. RAGHUPATHY.
NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.
Used Since :26/06/2007
To be associated with:
3355275
CHENNAI
TEXTILE GOODS
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890 , 25/02/2019   Class 24

3360540    12/09/2016
WAJID ALI trading as: ROYAL TEXTILES
E 304, KUBERJI TEXTILE PARK, B/H. BELGIUM TOWER, DELHI GATE, SURAT - 395 003, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING & TRADING PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Used Since :16/04/2014

AHMEDABAD
DRESS MATERIALS, TEXTILE GOODS & FABRICS

subject to restriction of goods for sale in the state of GUJARAT only, no exclusive right to ROYAL.
3371447 24/09/2016
CHETAN BABUBHAI DANKARA AND AMIT BABUBHAI DANKARA trading as Velly synthetics
201, 2nd floor, Kuberji Plaza, Ring Road, Surat-395002 (Gujarat)
Manufacturer and Trading Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUPERFASTACTION REGN. SERVICE
526, GROUND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA, NEAR KINARY CINEMA, RING ROAD, SURAT-2
Used Since: 01/04/2008
AHMEDABAD
Fabrics, Textile Piece goods, Grey Cloth
JAGDISH KUMAR KANARAMJI PUROHIT trading as; RADHIKA FASHION
E/1121-1122, NEW TEXTILE MARKET, RING ROAD, SURAT - 395 002, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Used Since :24/04/2015
AHMEDABAD
DRESS MATERIALS AND TEXTILE GOODS
3438306  22/12/2016
SHRIJEE LIFESTYLE PRIVATE LIMITED
384-M, 3RD FLOOR, DABHOLKARWADI, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI-400002.
MANUFACTURING, PRINTING AND PROCESSING
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRS. SONI A PATEL
Triveni Garden A Wing, 301 Near Royal Residency, Adharwadi, Kalyan (W)- 421301
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TEXTILES AND ALL TYPES OF TEXTILE GOODS, PRINTS, PROCESSING, DYEING, GREIGE, FABRICS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, BED AND TABLE COVERS
SHRIJEE LIFESTYLE PRIVATE LIMITED
384-M, 3RD FLOOR, DABHOLKARWADI, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI-400002.
MANUFACTURING, PRINTING AND PROCESSING
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRS. SONI A PATEL
Triveni Garden A Wing, 301 Near Royal Residency, Adharwadi, Kalyan (W)- 421301

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TEXTILES AND ALL TYPES OF TEXTILE GOODS, PRINTS, PROCESSING, DYEING, GREIGE, FABRICS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, BED AND TABLE COVERS
3470737 01/02/2017
RAMVIJAY CLOTHING COMPANY PVT. LTD.
LODHA SUPREMS, 1503, 15TH FLOOR, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, OPP. KAMALA MILL COMPOUND, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS/MERCHANTS
A PVT. LTD. COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TEXTILE/TEXTILE PIECE GOODS; FABRICS, INCLUDING SUITING, SHIRTING AND DRESS MATERIAL

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..APPLICATION NO.1289230.
3487976   20/02/2017
FLIPKART INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Vaishnavi Summit, Ground Floor, 7th Main, 80 Feet Road, 3rd Block, Koramangala Industrial Layout, Bangalore - 560 034
Manufacturers and Traders
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :15/02/2017
CHENNAI
Textile fabrics for the manufacture of clothing; textile fabrics for home and commercial interiors; textile fabrics for use in making clothing and household furnishings; bed and table linen; fabric for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, bed and table textiles.
_no exclusive right to the separate words except substantially as shown on the form of representation..._
3488014  20/02/2017
FLIPKART INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Vaishnavi Summit, Ground Floor, 7th Main, 80 Feet Road, 3rd Block, Koramangala Industrial Layout, Bangalore - 560 034
Manufacturers and Traders
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :15/02/2017
CHENNAI
Textile fabrics for the manufacture of clothing; textile fabrics for home and commercial interiors; textile fabrics for use in making clothing and household furnishings; bed and table linen; fabric for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, bed and table textiles.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3487902 and 3487951.
3488076  20/02/2017
FLIPKART INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Vaishnavi Summit, Ground Floor, 7th Main, 80 Feet Road, 3rd Block, Koramangala Industrial Layout, Bangalore - 560 034
Manufacturers and traders
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :15/02/2017
CHENNAI
Textile fabrics for the manufacture of clothing; textile fabrics for home and commercial interiors; textile fabrics for use in making clothing and household furnishings; bed and table linen; fabric for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, bed and table textiles.
no exclusive right to the separate words except substantially as shown on the form of representation...
3488101  20/02/2017
FLIPKART INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Vaishnavi Summit, Ground Floor, 7th Main, 80 Feet Road, 3rd Block, Koramangala Industrial Layout, Bangalore - 560 034
Manufacturers and Traders
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :15/02/2017
To be associated with:
3487976, 3488014, 3488076

CHENNAI
Textile fabrics for the manufacture of clothing; textile fabrics for home and commercial interiors; textile fabrics for use in making clothing and household furnishings; bed and table linen; fabric for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, bed and table textiles.

subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
Billion

3488133  20/02/2017
FLIPKART INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Vaishnavi Summit, Ground Floor, 7th Main, 80 Feet Road, 3rd Block, Koramangala Industrial Layout, Bangalore - 560 034
Manufacturers and traders
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :25/09/2014

CHENNAI
Textile fabrics for the manufacture of clothing; textile fabrics for home and commercial interiors; textile fabrics for use in making clothing and household furnishings; bed and table linen; fabric for use as a textile in the manufacture of clothing, bed and table textiles.
3514108   27/03/2017
ICONIX LIFESTYLE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
8TH FLOOR, MAKER TOWER-E, CUFFE PARADE, MUMBAI-400005, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
BODY INCORPORATE
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BED LINENS, BED SHEETS, BED SPREADS, BED BLANKETS, BLANKET THROWS, COMFORTERS, DUST RUFFLES, DUVET COVERS, PILLOW CASES, QUILTS, SHAMS; BATH LINEN, TOWELS, NOT OF PAPER; CLOTHS; TABLECLOTHS NOT OF PAPER, FABRIC TABLE RUNNERS; TEXTILE NAPKINS; TEXTILE PLACEMATS; TEXTILE WALL HANGINGS; UNFITTED FABRIC FURNITURE COVERS; CURTAIN FABRIC; DRAPERY; CURTAINS OF TEXTILE AND PLASTIC
ICONIX LIFESTYLE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
8TH FLOOR, MAKER TOWER-E, CUFFE PARADE, MUMBAI-400005, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
BED LINENS, BED SHEETS, BED SPREADS, BED BLANKETS, BLANKET Throws, COMFORTERS, DUST RUFFLES, DUVET COVERS, PILLOW CASES, QUILTS, SHAMS; BATH LINEN, TOWELS, NOT OF PAPER; CLOTHS; TABLECLOTHS NOT OF PAPER, FABRIC TABLE RUNNERS; TEXTILE NAPKINS; TEXTILE PLACEMATS; TEXTILE WALL HANGINGS; UNFITTED FABRIC FURNITURE COVERS; CURTAIN FABRIC; DRAPERY; CURTAINS OF TEXTILE AND PLASTIC
ECKO UNLTD.

3514115    27/03/2017

ICONIX LIFESTYLE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
8TH FLOOR, MAKER TOWER - E, CUFFE PARADE, MUMBAI 400005. MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

BED LINENS, BED SHEETS, BED SPREADS, BED BLANKETS, BLANKET THROWS, COMFORTERS, DUST RUFFLES,
DUVET COVERS, PILLOW CASES, QUILTS, SHAMS; BATH LINEN, TOWELS, NOT OF PAPER; CLOTHS; TABLECLOTHS
NOT OF PAPER, FABRIC TABLE RUNNERS; TEXTILE NAPKINS; TEXTILE PLACEMATS; TEXTILE WALL HANGINGS;
UNFITTED FABRIC FURNITURE COVERS; CURTAIN FABRIC; DRAPERY; CURTAINS OF TEXTILE AND PLASTIC

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3514114.
3521904  08/04/2017
ASHLEY DSOUZA
E-85, LIG COLONY, NEAR PUSHPA KUNJ BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) - 452001
AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE APPLICANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMESH CHANDRA BAGDI & ASSOC.
31, SHRADDHANAND MARG, CHHAWANI, INDORE (M.P.) - 452 001.
Used Since :01/12/2015

MUMBAI
HOME LINEN, BED SHEETS, PILLOWCASES, BED SKIRTS AND DUVET & DUVET COVER, COMFORTERS INCLUDED IN CLASS 24.
SATHYA BHAMA

3534841    27/04/2017

MAJETY SESHAGIRI RAO TRADING AS SRI VASAVI SILK HOUSE
D.No:4-13-20, Ramakota Street, Agraharam, Eluru.
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Textile goods, ladies dress material, handkerchiefs, towels, curtains, table and bed covers.
SHYAM TEXTILES LIMITED
No. 37/12-1, Archana Complex, 4th Cross, Lalbagh Road, Bangalore -560027
Public Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since : 25/04/2017

CHENNAI
Mosquito nets.
3542946    05/05/2017
SMT. G. LEELAVATHI., TRADING AS MS. G. LEELAVATHI TEX
4/337, MGR Nagar, Kuppandapalayam Post, Komarapalayam – 638 183, Tamilnadu, India
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.
Used Since :01/01/2007

CHENNAI
Textiles and Substitutes for Textiles, Household Linen, Curtains of Textile or Plastic

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3554402    22/05/2017
MS. ARUPADAI ILLA MURUGAN SPINNING MILLS
No: 742, 2B, Second Floor, TSJ Complex Annexe, Avinashi Road, Race Course, Coimbatore - 641018, Tamilnadu, India
Manufacturer and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.
Used Since : 12/04/2011
CHENNAI
Textiles piece Goods, Fabrics Mull, Gada Cloths, Woven Cloth, Towels, Dress Material, Bed and Table Covers, Bed Sheets, Curtains, Pillow Covers, Cloth Handkerchiefs and Textile Related goods
3559754   30/05/2017
SHIVA TEXYARN LIMITED
No.252, METTUPALAYAM ROAD, COIMBATORE-641043
Public Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARTHIKEYAN. N

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Textiles and substitutes for textiles; bed covers; table covers. Shirting, Dress Materials, Furnishing Fabrics, Curtain Cloth, Bed Sheets Being Textile Piece goods, Suiting, textiles and textile goods, bed and table covers, unstitch cloth/fabrics.

Subject to no exclusive rights over the word/descriptive matters appearing on the label.
Relish
3560755  31/05/2017
WELSPUN INDIA LIMITED
WELSPUN HOUSE, 6TH FLOOR, KAMALA CITY, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI - 400013
MANUFACTURER, TRADER, MERCHANT, WHOLE SELLER, RETAILER, DISTRIBUTOR, DEALER, IMPORTER, EXPORTER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ALL TYPES OF TOWELS, BED SHEETS, QUILTS, DUVET AND OTHER TEXTILES GOODS AND SUBSTITUTES FOR TEXTILES, HOUSEHOLD LINEN, CURTAINS OF TEXTILE, DIAPERED LINEN, TABLE COVERS
HinFab

3562367   02/06/2017
HINDOOSTAN MILLS LIMITED
Sir Vithaldas Chambers, 16 Mumbai Samachar Marg, Fort, Mumbai- 400001.
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Used Since :30/04/2013

MUMBAI
FABRIC; FABRIC SUBSTITUTES; GLASS FIBER FABRICS; CARBON FIBERS FOR TEXTILE USE; SEMI-FINISHED PLASTIC
PRODUCTS, NAMELY, WOVEN ARAMID FABRICS FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND
HELMTS AND IN HARD ARMOR; SYNTHETIC AND SEMI-SYNTHETIC FIBER FABRICS; TEXTILE MATERIAL; FIBERGLASS
FABRIC FOR TEXTILE USE.
3567217   09/06/2017

NATIONAL PAYMENTS CORPORATION OF INDIA
1001A, 10th Floor, B Wing, The Capital, Bandra-Kurla Complex, Bandra (East), Mumbai- 400 051.
A company incorporated under Section 25 of the Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Textiles piecegoods including suitings, shirtings & dress materials being goods included in class 24.
Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3417908, 3442474, 3442478, 3442482

Mumbai

Bed Sheets, Pillow Cases, Comforters, Sleep Pillow, Blankets, Duvets, Quilts, Towels, Bath Towels and Beach Towel

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3568855.
3571737    15/06/2017
INFINITI RETAIL LIMITED
Unit 701, 702, Wing A, Kaledonia, Sahar Road, Andheri East, Mumbai - 400 069
An Indian company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Textiles and substitutes for textiles; bed covers; table covers.
3718943  04/01/2018
MR. NARAYAN B. RAWAL TRADING AS M. VIPULKUMAR
178 A/B, CAVEL CROSS LANE NO. 7, 4TH FLOOR, DR. VIEGAS STREET, NEAR JAIN BHOJAN SHALA, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI 400 002
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since: 01/01/1997

MUMBAI

SUITING AND SHIRTING (DESIGNER SHIRTING), DRESS MATERIAL
B. I. PARI

3929548  29/08/2018

B. I. TEXTILE MILLS PVT. LTD.
DIAMOND BLDG., 3RD FLOOR, ROOM NO. 27- 28, 134, PATHAK WADI, LOHAR CHAWL, MUMBAI - 400 002

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TEXTILE PIECE GOODS, TEXTILE & FABRIC
B. I. SILKINA

3929570  29/08/2018
B. I. TEXTILE MILLS PVT. LTD.
DIAMOND BLDG., 3RD FLOOR, ROOM NO. 27- 28, 134, PATHAK WADI, LOHAR CHAWL, MUMBAI 400 002
DIRECTORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TEXTILE PIECE GOODS, TEXTILE & FABRIC
FIVE ELEMENTS

3998102  14/11/2018

B.MUTHU RAMALINGAM

#36, MUNIAPPAN KOVIL STREET ERODE-638001.

Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

BHUVANESWARI A
No 101 North Mada Street Thiruvatriyur Chennai 19

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Textiles and substitutes for textiles; Household linen; Curtains of textile or plastic
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019 Class 24

4000266  16/11/2018
MR. JITENDRA KUMAR NAWANI
A/11, DHAVALGIRI, SONAWALA LANE, GOREGAON (E), MUMBAI- 400 063
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Textiles and substitutes for textiles; bed covers; table covers
4005990   23/11/2018
MR. NITESH JAWERCHAND SHAH TRADING AS N. JAWERCHAND AND CO.
3/339, KEWAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI-400 013
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/2014
MUMBAI
TEXTILE
KISHAN SORATHIYA TRADING AS VIDHYA ENTERPRISES
6/451, SFS AGARWAL FARM, MANSAROVER, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN 302020

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GARIMA GOYAL
SHOP NO 1, 2ND FLOOR, ABOVE VODAFONE STORE, MANSAROVAR LINK ROAD, MAIN RIDDHI SIDDHI CHOURAHA, GOPALPURA ROAD, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN 302018

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

BED SHEET, PILLOW COVER, TABLE COVER, CURTAINS, FABRICS FOR TEXTILE USE
4022375  10/12/2018
PRAKASH CHANDRA BIRANI
3-T-41, PATEL NAGAR, BHILWARA, RAJASTHAN - 311001
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJIT KUMAR JHA
804/2, KALIKAPUR ROAD , KOLKATA -700099
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
FABRICS MANUFACTURING
4041666  31/12/2018
GABANI YOGESHKUMAR ARJANBHAI
trading as ;RANGBERRY TEXTILE
147-148 KRUSHNA NAGAR SOC.-B SINGANPORE CAUSWAY ROAD, KATARGAM, SURAT-395004
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
CLOTHS, MATERIALS OF TEXTILE INCLUDED IN CLASS - 24.
4042096   31/12/2018
ABDUL SATTAR SIDDICK KHATRI, MOHAMMED A.S. KHATRI, AHMED A.S. KHATRI
trading as ;YASMEEN SILK CORPORATION
45, JANJIKAR STREET, 2ND FLOOR, HAJI HABIB BUILDING., MUMBAI-400003 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/1970
To be associated with:
1081202, 2866947
MUMBAI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; BED AND TABLE COVERS.
4049052  07/01/2019
SOCH APPARELS PRIVATE LIMITED.
No.14, Bachmmal Road, Cox Town, Bangalore-560 005.
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act 2013.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/04/2018
To be associated with:
1795878, 2544500
CHENNAI
Textiles and substitutes for textiles: textile piecegoods including suitings, shirtings & textile fabrics; fabrics; Textile piece goods for clothing, Textile piece goods for making into clothing being goods included in class 24.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890,  25/02/2019  Class 24

S.P. TEXTWORLD PVT. LTD.
Aidun Building, 1st Floor, Room No. 3, Near Metro Cinema, Opposite Kyani Bakery, Mumbai - 400 002

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND AND ANAND AND KHIMANI
Anand & Anand & Khimani, 703-704, Tulsiani Chambers, Free Press Journal Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, India

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Saree fabric, Saree textile, Saree material
4053026  11/01/2019
ROHIT SITARAM AGARWAL
trading as; URBANE ENTERPRISE
SURVEY NO. 141/6, NR AMBUJA SYNTHETICS, BEHIND NAROL COURT, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT 382405
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING OF FABRICS, BED SHEETS, COMFORTERS, HOTEL LINENS, MATTRESS TICKING FABRICS AND MADE UPS
4054097    11/01/2019
NIDHI BIKASH BHALOTIA
30/2/1 Topsia Road (South), Kolkata-700046
AN INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIK A JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Fabrics, Textile goods, and substitutes for textile goods
4056594    14/01/2019
NIKHIL VASHDEV DUSEJA
ZAFITO, SHOP NO.116, JAPANI BAZAR, ULHASNAGAR-421001, DIST. THANE
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DIPAK S. MOHINANI, ADVOCATE
601, NENUMAL SOCIETY, O.T. SECTION, ULHASNAGAR-3.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CURTAINS, CURTAINS FOR SHOWERS, CURTAINS OF TEXTILE, CURTAINS FOR WINDOWS, BEDSHEETS, BEDSHEETS
FOR CHILDREN, CHILDREN’S BEDSHEETS, BED BLANKETS, TRAVEL BLANKETS, BLANKETS FOR BABIES, BLANKETS
FOR CHILDREN, QUILTED BLANKETS
ROWDY WEAR

ROWDWEAR PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;ROWDYWEAR PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO.555/A ROAD NO.28, JUBILEE HILLS, HYDERABAD, TELEGANA-500 033
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
B. KARTHIK ADVOCATE
22, 3rd CROSS STREET, SRINIVASAPURAM, KORATTUR, CHENNAI - 600076
Used Since :10/07/2018

CHENNAI
TEXTILE GOODS AND SUBSTITUTES FOR TEXTILE GOODS.
M/S. UNICORN TEXTILES PVT. LTD.
51, DADI SETH AGIARY LANE, 1ST FLOOR, AGARWAL SADAN, MUMBAI-400002, MAHARASHTRA
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Textiles goods
URBAN MAGIC

4059246  17/01/2019
RACHNA SWAMI D/O. SH. VED VRAT SWAMI
121, SHIV MARG, ASHIND NAGAR, SANGANER, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Textiles and substitutes for textiles; Household linen; Curtains of textile or plastic in class 24.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890 ,  25/02/2019            Class 24

WELSPUN INDIA LIMITED
Welspun House, 6th Floor, Kamala City, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel (W), Mumbai 400013.
MANUFACTURER , TRADER, MERCHANT, WHOLE SELLER, RETAILER, DISTRIBUTOR, DEALER, IMPORTER, EXPORTER

Body Incorporate

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

3556074

MUMBAI

DOHAR, TOWELS, BED SHEETS, QUILTS AND DUVET
4060392  18/01/2019
LOVELESH GOYAL PROPRIETOR OF RAJ LAGHU UDYOG
579/5, GALI GHANTESHWAR, KATRA NEEL, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI-110006
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KULDEEP PATHAK & ASSOCIATES
S-557, 3RD FLOOR, OFFICE-10, HEERA COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since: 15/03/2000

DELHI
Textiles and substitutes for textiles; household linen; curtains of textile or plastic, sleeping bag, mosquito net.
4061202    18/01/2019
S.CHELLADURAI TRADING AS VENUS IMPEX INDIA
NO.22/12A, INDRA NAGAR, PALANI - 624 601, DINDIGUL DIST, TAMILNADU.
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Bed Covers, Bed Spreads, Cloth, Cotton Fabrics, Crepe (Fabric), Covers For Cushions, Fabrics For Textile Use, Hand Kerchiefs Of Textile, Mattress Covers, Net Curtains, Non - Woven Textile Fabrics, Quilts, Silk Fabrics For Printing Patterns, Silk Cloth, And Towels Of Textile.
Translation: TAMIL CHARACTERS APPEARING ON THE MARK IT REPRESENTS “GEEBOOMBA”. 
RAJESH KUMAR MOOLRAJANI
158, KANWAR NAGAR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Bed sheets, pillow covers, quilts, textiles and substitutes for textiles, household linen, curtains of textile or plastic
DILIP AGRAWAL
1134-1135, Jai shree Ram Market, Ring Road, Surat-395002, Gujarat
manufacturing and trading of textile goods

INDIVIDUAL

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Textiles and textile goods
4064392   22/01/2019
V. KALAIVANI
NO. 69, FIRST PILLAIYAR KOVIL STREET, LAKSHMIPURAM, CHROMPET, CHENNAI – 600044
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Fabrics, Woven fabrics, Shirt fabrics, Textile fabrics, Coated fabrics, Knitted fabrics, Waterproof fabrics, Textiles and substitutes for textiles; Household linen; Curtains of textile or plastic
4064409  22/01/2019
RAYMOND APPAREL LIMITED
New Hind House, Ground Floor, Narottam Morarjee Marg, Ballard Estate, Mumbai 400 001
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1708671, 2085411, 2852628, 2852633

MUMBAI
Textile Piece Goods Including Shirtings, Suitings, Dress Materials; Textile Linings, Tissues (Piece Goods); Woollen Cloth; Bed Sheets, Blankets And Quilts; Table Covers, Bed And Pillow Covers; Flannel Upholstery; Cloth And Canvas For Tapestry And Embroidery; Curtain; Curtain Holders Of Textile Material; Furniture Covering Of Plastic And Textile; Satin Curtain Holders And Towels and Handkerchiefs; Polyester Woollen Blended Fabrics; Cotton, Woven, Embroidered And Artificial Fur Fabrics.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1890, 25/02/2019  Class 24

4064540  22/01/2019
HARSHIT SHARMA
120-D POCKET I, NEAR RED CROSS HOSPITAL, DILSHAD GARDEN DELHI 110095
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOHAMMAD BILAL
944 GALI NO. 4, JHARKHANDI ROAD, BHOLA NATH NAGAR SHAHDARA DELHI 110032

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
BED SHEETS, HOME FURNISHINGS, BLANKETS, BED AND TABLE COVERS, MINK BLANKETS, CURTAINS, CUSHION COVERS, QUILTS, TOWELS, TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS & FABRICS INCLUDED IN CLASS-24
4064878 23/01/2019
SANJAY SACHDEV
C-58, FRIENDS COLONY, EAST, NEW DELHI-110065.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NANDWANI & NANDWANI ADVOCATES
G-30 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI 14
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
TEXTILES, TEXTILES GOODS SUCH AS BED SHEETS, TABLE COVERS USED IN HOMES, HOTELS OR ANY OTHER PLACE.
4065140  23/01/2019
BRIJESHKUMAR VISHNUBHAI PATEL
trading as ;VISHAL SYNTHETICS
PLOT NO 68, G.I.D.C. ESTATE,OPP. J.P. CHEMICAL, NEAR BUDASAN BUS STOP, KADI KALOL ROAD, KADI 382715, GUJARAT.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
NON WOVEN COVERS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 24.
4065143   23/01/2019
PUNITH KUMAAR SUDA
NO.5, PLOT NO.3053, Z BLOCK ,4TH STREET, 13TH MAIN ROAD, ANNANAGAR, CHENNAI-600040
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2163487, 2163489
CHENNAI
TEXTILE AND TEXTILE GOODS INCLUDING SHIRTING AND SUITING.
OM SAI RAM TEXTILE, AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM.
A-9, 2ND FLOOR, SUMEL BUSINESS PARK-1 (SAFAL-1), B/H. NEW CLOTH MARKET, RAIPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380002.
GUJARAT - INDIA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Used Since: 10/08/2018

AHMEDABAD

IN RESPECT OF UNSTITCHED GARMENTS AND DRESS MATERIALS INCLUDED IN CLASS – 24
4066155 24/01/2019
DURAYSON GLOBAL CLOTHING COMPANY
NO.23, VENKATAchalAM STREET, ERODE - 638 001, ERODE DIST, TAMILNADU.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Bed Covers, Bed Spreads, Cloth, Cotton Fabrics, Crepe (Fabric), Covers For Cushions, Fabrics For Textile Use, Hand Kerchiefs Of Textile, Mattress Covers, Net Curtains, Non - Woven Textile Fabrics, Quilts, Silk Fabrics For Printing Patterns, Silk Cloth, And Towels Of Textile.
4066357  24/01/2019
MATHURBHAI JINABHAI THUMMAR
78, Kevat Nagar Society, Punagam, Chorasi, Surat - 395010
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DHRUVALKUMAR D. BALADHA
DHRUVALKUMAR BALADHA & CO., PARTH COMPLEX, 2ND FLOOR, OPP. BHARAT DAIRY, NR. INDIRA CIRCLE,
UNIVERCITY ROAD, RAJKOT-360002.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers included in class 24.
4066412  24/01/2019
NOMADIK SOUL PVT LTD
1st Floor, No 677, SpaceLance Office Solutions Private Limited, 10th A Main Road, 13th Cross, HSR Layout, Secor-1,Indiranagar, Bengaluru (Bangalore) Urban, Karnataka, 560038
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUHRY
C1A, LGF, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi - 110013
Used Since :10/11/2018

CHENNAI
Textiles and substitutes for textiles; Household linen; Curtains of textile or plastic
4066781  24/01/2019
SHUBHAM PRAKASH CHOUDHARY
T COLOUR, J-1745, GLOBALE TEXTILE MARKET, SAHARA DARWAJA, RING ROAD, SURAT-395002
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
FABRICS & TEXTILE GOODS
DEEPAK SUresh GANDHI KARTA OF JALORE SILKS
Shop No 139, Lower Ground floor, Jash Textile Market, Ring Road, Surat-395002 (Gujarat)
Hindu Undivided Family Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUPERFASTACTION REGN. SERVICE
526, GROUND FLOOR ,GOLDEN PLAZA, NEAR KINARY CINEMA, RING ROAD , SURAT-2

Used Since :01/04/2013

AHMEDABAD
Blouse Piece, Dress Materials Cloth, Textile Piece Goods, Suiting, Shirting, Bed Sheets, Bed Linen, Pillow Cover,
Handkerchief, Towels, Napkins, Curtain Cloth, Tapestry Cloth, Furnishing Cloth
4067279   25/01/2019
AMIT SINGH
trading as ;NARULA COUTURES
GROUND FLOOR, 58/4353 REGHAR PURA, KAROL BAGH, CENTRAL DELHI, 110005 DELHI INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MANUFACTURING OF CLOTHS
4067728  25/01/2019
NISHANT LAKHINA TRADING AS RAVSONS HOME.
KACHA KALA AMB ROAD, BABIL ROAD, PANIPAT-132103, HARYANA.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; SUITING MATERIALS [TEXTILE], COVERS FOR FURNITURE, BED SPREADS, BEDSPREADS, BEDSPREADS, SLEEPING BAGS, PILLOW & CUSHION COVER, FLEECE BLANKETS, BLANKET, SHOWER CURTAIN OF TEXTILES OR PLASTIC; TOWELS OF TEXTILE, HANDKERCHIEF OF TEXTILES, SILK (CLOTH), QUILT, HOUSEHOLD LINEN, CURTAINS OF TEXTILE OR PLASTIC AND CURTAIN CLOTH AND CURTAIN CLOTH & NON-WOVEN TEXTILE FABRICS, FURNISHING FABRICS, ELASTIC WOVEN MATERIAL OR KNITTED FABRIC, WALL HANGINGS OF TEXTILE INCLUDED IN CLASS 24.
CRAFTAM
4068068  25/01/2019
SUMITRA DEVI (PROPRIETOR OF CRAFTAM)
4, Krishna Vihar Vistar, Golyawash Road, Opp. Heera Path Petrol Pump, Mansarover, Jaipur-302020
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MADAN MOHAN GUPTA
25 BANSHIPURI COLONY JAGATPURA JAIPUR
Used Since : 24/01/2018

AHMEDABAD

Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers
SANJEEV KUMAR GARG
SANJEEV KUMAR GARG PROPRIETOR M/S VIMAL FABTEX, CHIPPIWARA, NEAR JAIN MANDIR, PILKHUWA, DISTRICT HAPUR-245304 (UTTAR PRADESH)
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURAJ AGGARWAL ADV.,
CHAMBER NO 90, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, PANIPAT 132103 HRAYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BED SHEETS, BLANKETS, BED AND TABLE COVERS, MINK BLANKETS, DOHARS, LINEN, BED SPREADS, DUVET COVERS, COMFORTERS, CURTAINS, CUSHION COVERS, QUILTS, TOWELS, PILLOW COVERS, TEXTILES AND TEXTILE
GOODS & FABRICS INCLUDED IN CLASS-24
FEDERICA
4068697  27/01/2019
M/S GOLDSMITH ENTERPRISES PROP. NISHA VERMA
385 A, GALI NO.06, INDIRA COLONY, TEHSIL TOWN PANIPAT, PANIPAT,-132103(HARAYANA)
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH ARORA
16, BISHAN SARUP COLONY
Used Since: 01/04/2014
DELHI
TEXTILE FABRICS & FABRICS, BABY BLANKET, BATH SHEETS, WOVEN FABRICS, BLANKET, BESHEET, VELVET, LINEN CLOTH, FACE TOWEL, DOOR CURTAIN, COVERS FOR CUSHION, COTTON, FABRICS, CLOTHS
RYETREN CORPORATION
Building E/ 8, Gala No. 108, Krishna Complex, Near Harihar Commercial Complex, Dapode, Bhiwandi, Dist. Thane – 421302
Mumbai

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNIL TYAGI
Goregaon Mumbai
Used Since : 14/02/2018

MUMBAI
Manufacturer of Home Textiles in Class 24
Blufab

4070913  29/01/2019

STYLEFAB PRIVATE LIMITED
C 1305, Oberoi Woods, Mohan Gokhale Road off W.E. Highway, Goregaon East Mumbai MH 400063
A Company Incorporated under Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Silk fabrics; Artificial silk; Woolen fabrics; Cotton fabric; Cotton cloths; Silk/cotton mixed fabrics; Wool/cotton mixed fabrics; Hemp-cotton mixed fabrics; Knitted fabrics of cotton yarn; Furnishing fabrics; Textiles for furnishings; Quilted blankets; Blankets (Bed -); Silk blankets; Woolen blankets; Cotton blankets; Cot blankets
4070969    29/01/2019
VINOD PAL
563 Shiv Mandir, Giriraj Nagar Sihani, Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh - 201001
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHINAV SINGH
2D Pocket A11 Surya Apartments Kalka Ji Extension New Delhi 110019

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Trademark Class 24 pertains to Textiles and substitutes for textiles; Household linen; Curtains of textile or plastic.
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

DRESS MATERIAL IN CLASS 24
PSYGN

4072228  30/01/2019

ANKUR AGARWAL TRADING AS PSYGN INC
H 054, Site 4, Kasna Industrial Area, Greater Noida, Uttar Pradesh -201310

Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Cushion covers, Bean bag covers, Poufs
M/s SWAYAM INDIA PVT. LTD.
142, Mohiyal Colony, Sector 40, Gurgaon-122003 (Haryana)
Pvt. Ltd. Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KULDIP & ASSOCIATES.
BUILDING NO. 945, GALI NO. 3, ( F.F ), NAIWALA, FAIZ ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI- 110 005
Used Since :23/04/2013

To be associated with:
2311703

DELHI
Textiles & Textiles goods, Woven, Non-Woven Bedspreads, Cushion Covers, Curtains, Mattress Cushions, Blinds, Towels, Table Runners, Table Mats, Quilts, Napkins, Table Cloths, Valvet and Home Linen Products included in class 24
4073777  31/01/2019
SONU
Sonu Collections, Ward-11, Kutani Road, Panipat-132103, Haryana
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MATTRESS COVERS, CUSHION COVERS, FURNISHING FABRICS, CURTAINS, TABLE COVERS, BED SHEETS, PILLOWCASES, BLANKETS, QUILTS, TABLE AND BATH LINEN, HANDKERCHIEF OF TEXTILE, TEXTILE NAPKINS, TEXTILE TOWELS, TEXTILE PIECE GOODS
MR. GAJENDRA SINGH SOLANKI TRADING AS M/S. DEV SHREE TEXTILE
AZAD NAGAR LL. 51. T. P. ROAD, BHILWARA-311001 RAJASTHAN
FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TOTAL REGISTRATION SERVICES
127, B 1ST FLOOR MURLI TEXTILE TOWER PUR ROAD BHILWARA, ( RAJASTHAN)

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SUITING AND SHIRTING
4074340  01/02/2019
MAGESWARAN A C
59-OTTRAIVADAI STREET, PODATORPET-631208 TIRUVALLUR DISTRICT, TAMIL NADU
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Textiles and substitutes for textiles; Household linen; Curtains of textile or plastic.
4074346  01/02/2019
MITESH KUMAR
No.10, 2nd Floor, Sirsi Road, Chamarajpet, Bengaluru - 560 018
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJAY H SETHIYA
Level One, No.25, NS Iyengar Street, Kumara Park West, Bengaluru - 560 020
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Textiles and Textile Goods not included in other classes; bed and table covers
TRADE MARKS

4074542  01/02/2019
VMSM SPINS AND WEAVES LLP
507, A-WING, FLOOR 5, BYCULLA SERVICE INDUSTRIES GHODAPDEO, BYCULLA EAST, MUMBAI-400027

THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Textiles and substitutes for textiles; Household linen; Curtains of textile or plastic
VISHAL KAMDAR
SHOP NO F/56, 2ND FLOOR, HOTEL TRIDENT SHOPPING CENTRE, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400021
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHARSHI GANATRA
E-404, 4TH FLOOR, KAILASH ESPLANCE, L.B.S. MARG, OPP. SHREAYAS CINEMA, GHATKOPAR(WEST), MUMBAI-400086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers.
4075391  02/02/2019  
NAGARMAL SHEONARAIN & SONS  
N.S. Mall Shivgung Ara-802301 (Bihar)  
Partnership Firm  
Address for service in India/Agents address: 
SUPERFASTACTION REGN. SERVICE  
526, GROUND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA, NEAR KINARY CINEMA, RING ROAD, SURAT-2  
Used Since : 05/08/2004  
KOLKATA  
Blouse Piece, Dress Materials, Textile Piece Goods, Suiting, Shirting, Bed Sheets, Bed Linen, Pillow Cover, Handkerchief, Towels, Napkins, Curtain Cloth, Tapestry Cloth, Furnishing Cloth, Tapestry cloth
VRKAY

4075585  02/02/2019
VIVEK RAJ KAKAR
B-114 A SECTOR 36, GREATER NOIDA, GAUTAM BUDH NAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH-201310
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRIYANKA
RZ 18E/2, STREET NO.3, MAIN SAGAR PUR, NEW DELHI-110046

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

BEDSHEETS, CURTAINS